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SYMPOSIUM 1970 A

STOCKHOLM 1

THE INDUCER: A MEANS OF IMPROVING THE-
SUCTION PERFORMANCE OF A CENTRIFUGAL, PUMP.

L'lNDUCTEUR: UN MOYEN D'AMELIORER DES
CARACTERISTIQUES DE CAVITATION D'UNE POMPE
CENTRIFUGE.

M. Sutton, B. Sc. (Eng), C. Eng. M. I. Mech. E. British Hydromechanics
Research Association, U. K.

The numercial values of cavitation coefficient generally accepted for

medium sized and large pumping plant are su;h as to suggest that the competitive,

non-cavitating pump is a myth. Cavitating operation of pumps has long been

accepted, albeit unknowingly. Machines designed tc operate in advanced stages

of cavitation would therefore seem to be a logical development.

Inducers and supercavitating pumps offer good suction performances and

are potentially useful as first stage impellers. Their essential similarities and

differences in operation are discussed and published information on performance

is compared. Rates of cavitation erosion, as far as they are known, are also

compared.

Les valeurs numeriques des facteurs de la cavitation gen^rallement

acceptes pour des installations des pompes de dimension moyenne et grande,

sont tellesqiielles sugerant que la pompe competitive et non-eavitante est un

inythe. Le fonctionnement cavitant de pompes fut accepte, il y a longtemps,

bien que inconsciemment. Par consequent les machines designees pour operer

dans de niveaux de cavitation avances sembleraient en etre un developpement

logique

Inducteurs et pompes d'une cavitation excessive offrent de bons

fonctionnements d'aspiration et sont potentiellement utiles comme moteurs du

premier stade. Leurs similarites et differences essentielles d'operation sont

discutees et toutes les informations publie'es au sujet du fonctionnement sont

comparees. Les degree de l'erosion de la cavitation, autant qu'on le sache, sont

aussi compares. . 1



(1) Nomenclature

b impeller width

C^ lift coefficient

Cj5 drag coefficient

g acceleration due to gravity

H head

AH blade loading {differential head)

1 blade length

N pump speed

Q flow

S tangential blade spacing

T torque

U iiapeller peripheral velocity

V absolute velocity of fluid

W relative velocity of fluid

Z number of blades

°4 kinetic energy factor

p blade angle

£ efficiency

g density

^> flow coefficient

[b head coefficient

A ]
or \ cavitation coefficients
T)

Suffices 1 inlet

2 outlet

m meridional

i inducer

. s second stage impeller

t tip

th theoretical

(2) Cavitation and Blade Loading.

It has long been accepted thafthe cavitation performance of any pump is a

function of the meridional velocity, Vm i , and the relative velocity, Wj, of the

fluid approaching the blade leading edge. This gives rise to the expression for

required N. P. S. H. in the form

where <* is usually explained as a kinetic energy factor, which allows for local

accelerations and velocity mal-distribution in the pump eye, and the term

Wj /2g is the "dynamic depression" caused by acceleration of the fluid over

the blade leading edge. The constant A is frequently used as a cavitation

coefficient in its own right.

The value of «< depends on the pump inlet configuration, the curvature of

the front shroud (in the case of centrifugal and mixed flow pumps}, and the degree

of back flow present (which should be negligible at the machine's duty point). It

2 A 1
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is often taken as 1. 0, although values as high as 1. 8 have been recommended by

various authorities (Ref. 1).

The value of A on the other hand, depends on the blade thickness and shape

at the leading edge, the real incidence angle at the leading edge, and on the blade

loading. The effect of all these factors is best demonstrated by the development

of the theoretical pressure distribution over an aerofoil, as shown in figure 1.

Clearly, incidence effects appear as high velocity peaks (low pressures) close to

the leading edge of the blade and dropping rapidly beyond, whilst blade thickness

effects and blade leading appear as a much more uniform pressure difference.

The concept of blade loading is already in common use for the design of

axial flow fans, compressors and pumps (Ref. 2) and is coming into use for mixed

flow machines.

ST = e *
X" 5

(1-

(2)

(3)

The lift coefficient (blade loading) is a major factor in deciding cavitation perform-

ance as figure 2 shows, so that very low blade loading is required if a good suction

performance is necessary. However, use of low values of Cj__ brings with it low

valuea of CL/CQ, and, as the theoretical impeller efficiency is

(4)

it is evident that good suction performance and low efficiences go together.

Similar arguments can be applied to centrifugal machines, where the blade

loading, H, can be expressed r^

V^ (AH. br)Sr
r.£0 (5)

and, if it is assumed that the blade loading is approximately constant over the

length of the blade, (which is not too far from being true), one finds that

(6)

and low values of i^, the head coefficient, seem desirable. Clearly, the factor

is closely related to both CL and 2g -AH t

(3)

Referring back to figure 2, (taken from reference 3) the occurrence of

cavitation long before H effects performance is obvious. An axial machine which

norminally operates "cavitation free" will very frequently be designed for a

4



cavitation number below that at which cavitation has started. If this were not so,

a rather bulky, low speed machine would result which would not be competitive

with those offered by other manufacturers. Furthermore, at high and low blade

incidence angles, cavitation occurs even earJicr so that a machine which operates

genuinely cavitation-free at its design flow will certainly not do so at off design

duties. (Similar arguements can be applied to the centrifugal machine.) That

this is so has been shown time and again in the field (e. g. Ref. 4).

It therefore appears that the idea of a competitive, non-cavitating pump is a

myth, and that cavitating operation has long been accepted, albeit unknowingly.

It therefore seems logical to develop pumps to operate in advanced stages of

cavitation in order to realise the full potential of this situation. The cavitating

inducer and the supercavitating pump offer a means of achieving this.

(3) Cavitating and Supercavitating Pumps.

Once it is accepted that improved suction performance can only be obtained

from a genuine non-cavitating pump if low head coefficients and low efficiencies

are accepted, the alternatives of cavitating inducer or supercavitating pump

must be considered.

Both machines operate under cavitating ' "*ions:, and their performance

is controlled by events on the pressure f<±*. blading. Here the similarity

ends however. The inducer operates initially with a small cavity at the leading

edge, probably in the region previously occupied by the separation bubble. The

cavity is closed by the rising pressure on the adjacent pressure face. As N.P.S.H.

falls the cavity grows, but as lor * as it is closed before reaching the passage

outlet, the performance is not radically changed. Once the cavity reaches the

outlet, it can grow and choke the blade passage, and performance falls immediat-

ely and radically. For this reason, the inducer is essentially an impeller with

long blades of high solidity.

The supercavitating p^np. in contrast, has short blades, of low solidity,

and operates with the cavity extending beyond the impeller. Its performance

depends on the cavity shape which changes continuously as N. P. S. H. falls. In

consequence the performance of a supercavitating pump falls gradually and

continuously, (Fig. 3) and again the situation occurs that extremely good suction

performance is only achieved if a low head coefficient can be accepted (Ref. 5)

The main advantage of the inducer, compared with its supercavitating

counterpart, is that its performance is consistent at the design flow, irrespective

of the system N. P. S. H. until complete breakdown occurs. (Fig. 3). In contrast,



the supercavitating pump, with its continuously rising H - N. P. S. H, character-

istic, develops too high a head for N. P.S.H, values above the design figure. It

generates higher tangential velocities in the eye of the main stage impeller, which

will then have to operate "off-design". The overall machine efficiency will there-

fore fall as N, P, S. H. rises.
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pump
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The main advantage of the supercavitating pump is that, under design

conditions, the blade cavity does not collapse on the blade surface but beyond it.

Cavitation erosion, noise and vibration due to this cause are therefore absent.

Unfortunately, as the N.P.S.H. rises above,the design figure, the blade cavity

shortens until it collapses on the blade surface, and the advantage is lost. A

substantial reduction in flow rate produces a similar result, more noticeable near

the blade root. Tip clearance and blade root cavitation are present equally in

inducer or supercavitating pump.

For these reasons, the inducer offers a more flexible operation for general

pump booster applications, although the supercavitating pump offers considerable

advantages if the system N, P. S. K. can be accurately defined and controlled.

(4) Inducer Performance.

The performance of constant head inducers, i. e. inducers with a constant

blade angle (at a particular diameter), is well documented in the literature, so

that overall performance of such an inducer can be estimated with reasonable

accuracy (Fig. 4). A small amount of data has also appeared in print (e. g. Refs.

5, 6) to indicate the effects of solidity, blade thickness, tip clearance etc.

The cavitating performance of inducers depends to a large extent on the

flow coefficient, $ , over a fairly large range of incidence (Fig. 5). This is a

little surprising, as it implies that A (Eq. 1) remains approximately constant

over that range of incidence (2° - 6°) as

O|6

OI2

r
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This fact may seem to contradict the blade loading criterion that was discussed

above, but may well be explained by the very localised nature of the loaded

portions of the blade.

The constant lead inducer generates head entirely by incidence at the lead-

ing edge. The flow separates at this point and the first cavity appears within this

separation bubble. Head is generated over a. very short axial length of impeller

and the blading behind this region is virtually unloaded. It is this latter feature

which allows the cavity to develop at lower N. P. S, H. values without causing any

major fall in performance. Inevitably, however, the energy losses in the region

of the leading edge preclude the development of high efficiencies and limit the head

that may be developed by the inducer.

One obvious means of alleviating these problems is to use a cambered blade

profile, although very little detailed data has been published on this type. One

would expect a superior cavitation performance from a cambered blade inducer,

in terms of the Thoma cavitation coefficient, Or = N. P. S. H/H, but not on the

basis of inlet flow coefficient, as the loading over the rear part of the balde would

tend to propagate the cavity more rapidly. Reference 7, however, indicates little

difference between cavitation performance on this basis.

The manufacture of a cambered blade inducer having high solidity is costly,

but an alternative is to design the inducer as an axial pump. Whilst this is

theoretically possible, the amount of twist required for the blading is such that

the leading and trailing edges would be very far from radial, and high bending

stresses will result. This mitigates against the requirement of thin blades for

good cavitation performance. Reduction of blade length would reduce this partic-

ular problem, but only at the cost of a worsened cavitation performance due to the

lower blading solidity. Nevertheless, this latter approach has been adopted by

several industrial manufacturers, due to the comparative case of manufacture of

such an impeller.

(5) Overall performance of the inducer and main stage impeller.

A major task in ensuring a high overall performance of a pump fitted with

an inducer is that of making full use of the total energy developed by the inducer.

The efficiency of the inducer, in terms of total head rise measured at the rear of

the inducer, is usually 70-80%, rising to 85% or more if cambered blading is used.

However, the main stage impeller following must handle high tangential velocities

in the peripheral regions of its eye, up to 0.4 x Ui, dropping to negligible values

in the hub region. (Pig. 6). Designing for such inlet conditions is almost imposs-
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ible, so that the efficiency of the inducer, as far as the main stage impeller is

concerned, is somewhat reduced.

The overall efficiency of the machine can be expressed as

f = ^ 2c

with being the inducer efficiency as seen by the main stage, and is probably

less than 70%. It is evidently desirable to maintain low ratios of 1 / H
m , within

the limitation that Hj must be greater than the difference between the N. P. S. H.

required by the main stage impeller and the available N. P. S. H. A fairly success-

ful practice seems to be to design the inducer for 1. 2 x design flow, so that the

excess of head generated by the inducer at the design flow is sufficient to cover

the increased N. P. S. H. requirements of the main stage impeller, due to the poor

velocity distribution at its inlet.

There is little published data on overall pump performance, but such as

exists is shown in figure 7, superimposed on the data of figure 5. Results are a

little disappointing, insome cases, being due to the use of short inducers of low

solidity for manufacturing convenience, but other results have greatly exceeded

expectations.
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(6) Erosion Problems of Inducers.

A largely unknown factor in the use of inducers is the life to be expected

from them. Much of the published experience with inducers comes from the

American Aerospace industry, where life requirements are quoted in hours,

rather than thousands of hours. In consequence, the life expectancy for industrial

use has yet to be defined. However, experience is being gathered for inducers

applied high speed boiler feed pumps where, as a result of accelerated tests, lives

greater than 2500 are confidently expected for stainless steel. In this application

however, the water temperature is more than 200°F, and the severity of cavitation

erosion under these conditions is known, from magnetostriction tests etc, to be

less than for some other fluids (particularly cold water). On the credit side how-

ever, erosion rates are related to the sixth or seventh power <~f velocity, so that

modestly high speeds may well provide a suitable application for inducers. The

concept of an expendable inducer must, however, be accepted.

(7) Conclusions.

Examination of the hydrodynamic reasons behind the occurrence of cavitation,

together with literature on the service experience of both large and small pumping

plant, suggest-that a competitive, completely non-cavitating pump, is a myth.

This being the case, the operation of pumps in advanced stages of cavitation, such

as is already done in the case of condensate pumps, seems a logical development.

Supercavitating pumps and inducers recommend themselves for such purposes.

Published data on the performance of inducers gives reasonably adequate

design information, but cavitation erosion will certainly demand that the inducer

be expendable for industrial applications. The life to be expected from inducers

is viewed optimistically, although cold water, the most erosive of fluids, may

prove to be too severe a problem.
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THE EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC SHAPE CHANGE

OF THE HYDRAULIC PROFILE ON THE CHANGE

OF THE PERFORMANCE OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Ing ZdenSk Waisser Research Institute Olomouc

Department leader Sigma C5SR

Relations determining the change of hydraulic performance

of a centrifugal pump with variation of important design

elements as well as the expression for specific speed

have been derived on the bacis of a simplified model of flow

through both the impeller and the volute of a centrifugal

pump. The relations derived enable the- determination of the

change of major dimensions of the hydraulic parts of centri-

fugal pumps, the said change being necessary to attain the

required change of specific speed. The calculated values

are in good agreement with the test results.

A base du modele simplifie" d'e'coulement a travers la roue

centrifuge et la volute des pompes centrifuges on a de'rive'

les Equations exprimant la variation du d^bit hydraulique

de la pompe centrifuge par la variation des e"l<£ments impor"

tants de la construction et liquation pour les tours spe'ci-

fiques. Les Equations derivdes permettent determiner la

variation des dimensions principales dee parts hydrauliques

de la pompe centrifuge, ce qui est n^cessaire pour 1 obten™

tion de la variation desirable des tours spe"cifiques" de la

pompe. Les valeurs e'nume're'es confonne aux re"sultats des

e"preuves.



1. INTRODUCTION.

The functional part3 of a centrifugal pump are frequently

designed in accordance with the laws of dynamic similarity

of flow through hydraulic machines.

This paper deals with some results of an investigation,

following the effect of the variation of the most important

design elements /number and angles of impeller vanes, impeller

width, volute area/ upon hydraulic performance and specific

speed of centrifugal pumps. These results enlarge the appli-

cation of the affinity laws in cases, when a model having

the equal or sufficient close specific speed

3,65 n/g
nc A/

is not available.

2. A SIMPLIFIED THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW MODEL.

The physical effects resulting in the energy transfer to

liquid are very complicated. The impeller induces an un-

steady, three-dimensional flow of viscous liquid, the theory

of which has not been worked out satisfactorily up to now.

Therefore, a mathematical model of flow consisting in two

basic simplifications has been used in our considerations :

a/ The flow meets at any point of the space the mean integral

value of three-dimensional equation of motion for non-

viscous fluid and the mean integral value of continuity

equation, both between two congruent surfaces S2, having

the vector of outer normal designated jL/<?. Consequently,

the flow satisfies following relationships

*yj <
ft/

b/ The effect of viscosity will be taken into account by

iseans of empirical coefficients, introduced in accordance

with qualitative considerations. The values of these

coefficients will be determined experimentally.



2.1. Theoratlcal Characteristics of the Impeller.

Let us substitute V" 2 W , F^^-ZLOX-VT+V^ ? ) ̂ equation /2/.

After integration between surfaces of two adjacent infini+sly

thin blades we obtain from equation /2/ [1]:

Pz+H A/

Here /^ denotes the force, caused by pressure difference on the
blade, related to a unit cf mass./-/»-&&££).i

S a
 fcody rorce,

corresponding to the mean integral value of variable compo-

nent cfixr of relative velocity,.

Because the condition l/
z
-W""0 on the surface of the blade

is met, it follows from equation /3/

It can be shown Qlj that the flow surfaces, conforming to

equations /4/ and /5/» are vortex surfaces. /Component of the

vector VxC normal to these surfaces equals zero both for

rotational and irrotational flow approaching the impeller./

Thus the flow of non-viscous liquid may be determined in our

simplified model by superimpositlon of potential flow through

cascades, laying on flow surfaces of revolution, which satisfy

equation /4/»

In case, the blade loading is relatively small, the quantity

H in equation /4/ may be neglected. Provided that the blade

is simultaneously single curved, the bound vortices substitu-

ting the blade surface in the simplified model of flow have

no peripheral components, it means CI] , the meridional flow

is irrotational. ""•̂ Γ constant impeller width, planes being

normal to the impeller axis become meridional flow surfaces.

On such flow surfaces, the flow through a cascade of Infinitely

thin vanes, curved as logarithmic spiral, has been solved by

Buseman Q2J . Corresponding to this solution, the characte-

ristic of this sort of cascade with the ratio of vane length

to vane spacing 4^">/ and no prerotating within approach of

the cascade represents a straight line being parallel to the

characteristic for Z-o° in dimensionless coordinates Y and d> .
7//"

The ratio of head coefficients df*^
2
-at <f>-Q depends only

on the number and the angle (3 of the vanes. For that reason,

it can be stated that the characteristic of the cascade is

L



determined only by the discharge portion of^the vane extending

approximately in the region rz e*p ^ % A ^ = r2 •

Both the impeller width and the vane angle are altered insig-
nificantly in the region^e*yD(--^f^J<r* rz in impellers
of centrifugal pumps having low and medium specific speed.
If also the other conditions are satisfied at least approxi-
mately, we can assume that the theoretical characteristics
of these impellers would have an analogous shape /Fig. 1./.
Thus, the relation

between and <p

/£•/

follows from similarity
of triangles 014 and 123.
Under assumptions men-
tioned above, the meri-
dional component of ve-
locity for non-viscous
liquid is constant.
Therefore

Z= co

VOLUTE CHARACTERISTIC

IMPELLERCHARACTERISTIC

hi F,-? ITDzbzTz a2
In the flow of real liquid, a part of energy being trans-
ferred, as a result of impeller action, into liquid, changes
in heat irreversibly. This loss of head may be expressed
by the hydraulic efficiency. Without going into details con-
cerning the change of boundary conditions in consequence of
viscosity /our considerations refer to mean integral values
of main flow characteristics only/, we can state that the
turbulent shear stress causes a component of the vector
S7*Q being normal to the flow surface of simplified model
of flow in real liquid. Being of a positive sense, this com-
ponent acts against the relative circulation in impeller
channels and increases the moment of momentum of absolute
flow. On the contrary, the influence of boundary layers on
both impeller shrouds diminishes the transferred moment of
momentum. Thus, the action of viscosity influences the quan-
tity of energy transferred by the impeller to liquid*



We have found that the values of coefficient dt tax non-viecoue

liquid given in [2] are approximated in the region 1S°-SZ 25°

for Z~3 well by an empirical relation

OP A

X--A
sin

Under the assumption that the equation /8/ holds true also for

water as liquid pumped, the constants A, B, C have been esti-

mated by means of least square method from test results of 10

pumps according to table I as follows :

A - 1,01 B - 0,395 0,457 /9/

CASING TYPE

ns

z
$1

£ (measured)
E$q.(6)mn

£
ret 151

min
max

At tiolx)

VOLUTE CASING

A¥,B
3
15°

0,0W2
0,67F
O16SG
*2,&
0,560
0,62^-
+/2f7

161
3

16,33s

0t0766
0,588
Of 603
-2,6
O,SZO
Of 585
+6,3

66,9
6
25°

0,1067
0,696
0,705
-1,3

0,690
0,7^2

68,h-
6

26°
0,113
0,705
0,69±
-1,6

0,683
0,737
-0,7

6
25°

0,122k
0,71k-
0,716
-0,3
0,667
0/724-

DIFFUSION VANE CASING

90,8
7

25°
0,11
0,7f6
Qj732
^ 2

0/775

-8,9

m
7

26,5°

0,117
0,731
0,73k-
-0,k-

0,766

-h-A

133
7

25,5°

0,1295
0/698
0/708
-f,¥

0,763

-10,3

m,5
7

26°
0,16k-
0,673
0,670

0,766

-12,1

ik-3

7
25°

Oilk-1
0,70k-
0/710
+0,9

0,769

-3,8

vatuQ Table I
]&w,.Table I contains also values of coefficientE-rp11-, calculated

from equations /6/, /8/ with the constants according to /9/,

besides the values of £ according to the test results and

values of £ as to £5] . Obviously, the values calculated

from equations /6/, /8/ agree with the values determined expe-

rimentally much better than the values corresponding to refe-

rence

2.2. Yolute Characteristic.

3?o analyse the flow in a volute casing, we apply again the

simplified model of flow in a vaneless space enclosed between

two surfaces of revolution S and S' according to Fig* 2>

Because the pressure distribution in this space is continuous,

the equation of motion appears in form :



The flow surfaces
are rortex sur-
faces again and
the absolute flow
on these surfaces
follows the law
of constant angu-
lar momenta*

=const

With regard to the 'boundary conditions on the rolute walls,

we choose the flow surface of absolute velocities passing

through a straight line, which lies on the cylindrical surface

of radius r̂ . at the angle faQ »
 a s t l i e

 remaining part of the

contour of an idealized volute. Under the assumptions made in

paragraph 2.1.,C^ as well as Cg
u
are constant over the impeller

discharge width. Expressing the radial velocity component in the

volute on an arbitrary radius by means of its mean integral

value along the impeller width and a variable component, we

obtain the differential equation for separate points of the

radial section of the idealized volute in the form

r cfCrCnb)

Usually, the variable component 6CΓis small in comparison with

the peripheral component of the absolute velocity. Neglecting

the last term of the right hand side of equation /12/
f
 we ob-

tain after integration from r^ to r
s
 (f)

2T
/13/

Equation /13/ determines the relation between the reduced area

of a volute /in radial plane at the angle f/ and the absolute

discharge velocity field in the simplified flow model*

Owing tc the assumptions made, equation /13/ holds true for

volutes of arbitrary cross-sections*

The condition /13/ can be satisfied for each volute only at

one point cf impeller characteristic meeting the condition

f ~ (f> Cot <Z
2
 NORM

 /14/



The physical conditions of flow require the infinitely thin

tongue of the idealized volute has to be flowed-by smoothly.

In order to satisfy this, the stream lines change their direc-

tion with other values <p as given by equation /14/ near the

tongue. With regard to equation of continuity, the change of

radial velocity component in the region of the tongue affects

the symetry of radial velocity field. In accordance with gene-

ral expression of the "quasilofcarithmic law" [4] written in

form u>

/15/

the change of radial velocity raises non-uniformity in peri-

pheral velocity component. The non-uniform absolute velocity

distribution causes non-uniform static pressure along the

entrance region of the volute. The uneveness of the pressure

affects the flow unfavourably and increases losses in the

impeller. Consequently, we can assume that the location of the

best efficiency point is determined primarily by the volute.

Up to now, our considerations got out from an analysis of non-

viscous liquid flow in an idealized volute. Indeed, the Tolute

of actual form turns at f- 2f into the discharge nozzle.

The curvature of volute walls decreases and, consequently,

the angular momentum of peripheral velocity component increases

with increasing distance from the impeller periphery. Moreover,

the tongue of an actual volute is not infinitely thin.

On the contrary, the turbulent shear stress tends to decrease

the angular momentum in real liquid*

If we consider the left side of equation /13/ to be expressive

of the discharge through radial section of the volute, we can

include all these effects in one correction factor Kp .

After a simple modification, we obtain the relationship

between Y
QFT

 and <p
Qpr
 f.or f - ZT

OPT

where

(1 + Jα) Kf FR
/17/



On the straight line given "by equations /16/ and /17/, optimal

conditions are met for the impeller operation inside the volute.

Therefore, we can call this straight line as a "volute characte-

ristic".

The size of the factor KF /according to calculations based

on Kg in "best efficiency points, the values of Kp being

1,1 -r 1,2 for volute casings with the pear-shaped throat and

0,98 -i- 1,05 for volute casings with the throat of a trapezoidal

shape/ and the scattering of its values show that the physical

properties of real liquid do not influence the flow in the vo-

lute in such a high degree to make the relations /16/ and /17/,

which have "been derived under assumptions simplified, too in-

accurate for practical calculations.

Moreover, as stated above, the flow round the volute tongue

has a significant physical consequence. In this region, the

flow pattern of real liquid differs considerably on the both

sides of the best efficiency point. Therefore, we can assume

that equations /16/ and /I7/ hold even for volutes, which do not

correspond with equation /13/ in the whole domain O^ f^ ZT

exactly.

g. THE VARIATION OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMP PERFORMANCE

WITH THE CHANGE OF MAIN DESIGN ELEMENTS.

It follows from the above considerations that the best effi-

ciency point of a volute centrifugal pump lies at the inter-

section point of both the impeller characteristic and volute

characteristic. Therefore, the equations /-6/ and /16/ together

with equations /7/, /8/ and /17/ enable to determine the

variation of pump performance with the change of main design

elements, like both the number and discharge angles of impeller

vanes, the impeller width and volute cross-section area.

If the number or the discharge angle of the vanes is changed

with the impeller meridional section unvaried, the theoretical

characteristic of the impeller changes its shape. Solving

equations /6/ and /16/, we obtain the new value of capacity

coefficient from the equation

whe

/th

Wit

imp

con

the

vol

Wit

cha

Ass

the

cha

tio

a/

b/

The

In

eqi

CO]

Fo:

ef:

a/

OPT tan/3i*1
/18/
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where

Jt

= KG
ft

4> Jon

/ + f o

/the changed values are marked "by '/

With the variation of the number or the discharge angle of the

impeller vanes, "both the leakage losses and the coefficient V% ,

considering the vane thickness, change neglegibly. Therefore,

the test efficiency point moves approximately along the initial

volute characteristic.

With the change of impeller width or volute area, the volute

characteristic changes its slope.

Assuming the value of K p to remain approximately constant with

the change of impeller width or volute area, the slope of volute

characteristic can "be determined "by means of following rela-

tions :

a/ for change of impeller width

Ks fai111*fl
b/ for change of volute area

v> K FRED 1+

/20/

/21/

The new value of capacity coefficient is given by the relation

</,' _^ J<stanj3i
TOI'OPT /22/

In all three cases, the head coefficient is determined "by

equation /6/. Using the new value of head coefficient, the

corresponding pump head is determined "by

H'H °?h Yth
Y /23/

Following relations determine the discharge at the best
efficiency point :
a/ for changed number or discharge angle of impeller vanes

9



b/ for change of impeller outlet width

c/ for volute area changed

/25/

/26/

4. SPECIFIC SPEED AS A FUNCTION OF MAIN DESIGN ELEMENTS.

Specific speed in the form according to equation /l/ is only

a similarity criterion, which correlates the performance para-

meters Q and H for geometrically similar pumps at different

speeds or with different sizes. Nevertheless, specific speed

of a certain pump is entirely determined by its geometrical

dimensions.

Expressing discharge Q and head H by means of dimensionless

coefficients <p and yi* and using equations /6/, /16/ and /17/,

we obtain from equation /l/

ns 727/

It is evident from equations /27/ and /17/ that the ratio of

the net impeller outlet area to the reduced area of the volute

throat, the number and the discharge angle of the impeller vanes

and the ratio of the impeller outlet width to the impeller out-

side diameter are the main design elements, which determine

specific speed of a centrifugal pump.

Relation /27/ enables to modify the specific speed of a model

pump being availatle to the performance parameters required.

5. EXPERIMENTAL CHECKING OF RELATIONSHIPS DERIVED.

In order to check the influence of "both the number and dis-

charge angle of the impeller vanes, six impellers with an identi-

cal meridional section /Fig. 5/ were designed, matching to

a standard 200 NVA-460 type volute casing pump. The number

of impeller vanes and the entrance and discharge angles are

given in table II.

10 A



IMPEL-
LER

No 1
No 2

No 3
No h-
NoS
NoS

Z

6
&
S
&
10
10

A
1S°
21°
21°
21°
Z2LS°
31°

1&,5°
22°
25°
28°
31°
31°

VOLUTE

A

C
D
E

h
M
110
99,5

%s
109tS

106,5

DESIGN
RULE

rcf £31
ra/=const

{Feu* const
rcu- const
Cs*const

5&i9

52,0

S&,3

Tabfei Table £

When designing the

entrance vane angles of

impellers No 1, No 3,

No 5> the assumed change

in the location of the

"best efficiency point

was taken into account.

The entrance angle of

the impeller No 6 was

exaggerated, so that the

ratio "between meridional

velocities at "shockless

entry" of the impeller

No 5 and the impeller

No6 which disoharge vane angles and the number of the vanes

were identical, amounted approximately to 1,4. All impellers

were tested assembled with the original volute of 200-NVA-460

type pump. The shape of the throat of this volute is shown

in Fig. 4a.

The influence of the volute a-

rea has heen investigated with

impellers No 1 and No 5 in

com'bination with five volutes,

the "basic design data are given

in table III. and the throat

shapes are shown in Fig. 4"b.

The effect of the change of

impeller outlet width has been

followed with impellers No £,

3, 4. The outlet width of these

11



impellers was narrowed by turning down the suction-side shroud

and a part of the vanes in such a manner, so that the entrance

width of the impeller has been preserved.

In table IV. and V. the test results are compared with the

velues calculated according to the data of Chapter 3. As we can

see, the calculations agree well with the values measured.

As regards the entrance vane angle, the comparison of test

results of impellers No 5 end No 6 confirms that this design

element has no substantial influence on the location of the best

efficiency point.

No1

Wo 2
No 3
Nok-
NoS
No6

b2ANID /32 CHANGED
CALCULA-
TION

—

119,2

123,5
\128,&
1136

\136

Htm]
—

53,2

55,2
57,5
61,0

61,0

MEASUREMENT

am
foe
119
12k-

12?
135
ikO

Him}

4-7,2
52,0
9f-iS
55,5
59,3
SW

"11°ft
7&
80

80
30,8
81,1
80,9

2)2 CHANGED

0,85
0/95
0,7

CALCULA-
TION
QF/s]

110,6
121,3
111

H'Eml

4-9/2

5k-<7
50,5

MEASUREMENT

am
110
120
109

Him]

50

SfnS
50,6

79
60

73/ k-

TabCe !F

VO
LU

TE

A
B
G
D
E

s/
0,883

0,791
0,99
0,958

IMPELLER No 1
CALCULA-
TION

—
91,6

86,5
97,6

96,8

Html

—
52, V

•53,1
50,6

50,3

MEASUREMENT

aim
~99~

91,5

86

97
9^5

HCml

51,'J

5-5,3

5~1,B

52,2

78
77
75
77,5
76

IMPELLER No 2

CALCULA-
TION

—

110
99,5

120,9

117,3

Htm]
—

6616

65,6

63,9
6^,5

MEASUREMENT

am
121

110

102,0

120
117

H[m]

6V
65,6

66
62,7
63,3

60
79,5

76,5
78,S
77,5

In Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the specific speed values calculated from

equation /27/ are compared with the values according to the

n
s

3,6 3,& U-β

F/gfi

F^(2T)0,7Z 0,7f 0(76 'oflp

n
s

12



results of the tests carried out with varied inpeller outlet

width, as well as with both the number and angles of vanes and

volute throat areas changed. The results in Pig. 6 were plotted

against the degree of reaction. Also here, it can be seen a good

agreement. The maximum difference amounts to approximately two

points. We can also see in Figs. 5 and 7 that the change of

reduced volute throat area affects the value of specific speed

in the most expressive way.

o MEASURED VALUES

10

90

BO

l lD^h 10

i r
MEASURED VALUES

bz!oi'OlQff35'
CALCULATION

TDzhzZz
5 5,2 Sjk

Q) IMPELLER No 1 b) IMPELLER

TjZ - cylindrical coordinates

V - arbitrary velocity of flow

W - relative velocity of flow

U - peripheral velocity of
impeller

Po - body force

- h<;ad coefficient

t
p

/ i f

r - -

H

time

pressure

density of liquid

Cfu=0 , then g- -^

- capacity coefficient

coefficient of leakage
losses

hydraulic efficiency

coefficient of reduction
of impeller outlet area

pump capacity

pump head

jo • 2 Z~

t\ = 1—^°— Uegree of reaction

o(. - absolute velocity
angle

y (3 - vane angle

Z - number of impeller
vanes

b - width of the impeller
or- volute

Dz- outside impeller
diameter

radius of the volrte
base circle

D - pump speed

maximum radius of
radial volute section

13



mean intergral value of an arbi-
trary characteristic of flow

- variable component of G (n f,

reduced area of volute section
at the angle f

Subscripts :

1 - impeller entrance ; 2 - impeller outlet \m,Ui r - meridional,

peripheral and radial component; °° - for infinite number of

vanes .
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Abstract

Blade-element methods of design for main head-producing stages in axial-flow

pumps are outlined. Several design examples and parametric studie. are included

to show the feasibility of high blade loadings and the advantages of proper design

parameter selection for high stage efficiency and operating range.

Resume

Les methodes de conception d'aubage au cours des differents stades ou se

produit la pression principale dans les pompes a1 ecoulement axial soot ebauchees.

Plusieurs exemples de conception et plusieurs etudes paraaetriques sont mentioanes

pour montrer qu'il est possible de soumettre les ailettes a1 une haute charge et

indiquer les avantages de choisir des parametres dont la conception pennet une

efficacite de haut niveau et de vaste etendue de fonctionneeent.



INTRODUCTION

Blade-element methods of design and analysis have been successfully used in the

axial-flow compressor field for many years. The increasingly higher performance of

the axial-€low compressor in response to the continuing efforts spent in development

of practical design procedures based on blade-element methods has been most reward-

ing, particularly in the field of aircraft gas turbines.

During about the past 10 years the Lewis Research Center of the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) has carried out .research on the application

of similar blade-element methods to the hydrodynamic design of blade rows for axial-

flow pumps. Concurrently with thes-; programs, the Engineering Research Institute at

Iowa State University has conducted investigations in the blade-element approach to

performance prediction of axial-flow pumps for off-design, as well as for design op-

erating conditions. As a result of these research efforts, a considerable amount of

theoretical and experimental information has been obtained regarding the design of

highly loaded stages. It is the purpose of this paper to summarize a part of these

results by describing in some detail the blade-element methods as applied to the de-

sign of main head-producing stages of axial-flow pumps, and by pointing out those

various aspects of design which demand particular attention in the design of highly

loaded blade rows.

To demonstrate possible rotor and stage designs, and to show effects of various

design parameters, a simple annulus configuration with constant inner and outer cas-

ing diameters was selected. Relatively high hub-to-tip diameter ratios typical of

main stages for axial-flow pumps were assumed, and designs were obtained under non-

cavitating conditions for ranges of design flow coefficient, radial distribution of

energy addition, and blade-row solidities. In the blade-element analysis used, ra-

dial equilibrium as well as radial distributions of head-loss and streamline adjust-

ments were fully accounted for. Results of these design studies indicate that high

stage efficiencies and acceptable operating range can be obtained at high blade

loadings under proper selection of design parameters. The advantages of designing

for high-flow coefficient and increased energy ?<idition in rotor-blade tip regions

are pointed out. These design concepts utilizing short-chord, double-circular arc

blading have been verified experimentally in water in a series of test rotors by

NASA.

BLADE-ELEMENT METHODS OF DESIGN AND FLOW ANALYSIS

In turbomachinery design procedures, whether based on blade-element methods or

on alternate schemes for flow analysis across a blade row, the design problem as

stated in terms of performance of the machine usually considers a single design

point of operation. Considerations of machine operation over a range of conditions

away from the design point may, in actual practice, lead to compromises in the final

design selected. Here also, variable geometry of certain components may play a role

in operation of the machine. At best, however, the designer is able to estimate

performance over a limited range of operation, but only after the design of the
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machine has been set on the basis of the design point requirements2'3. Clearly then,

as an adjunct to his design procedures, the designer is in need of a sound design

philosophy which involves criteria for a best solution to his problem. The difficul-

ty is that these criteria are complicated functions of the fundamental design para-

meters for the machine and a host of added factors as well which are hard to ex-

press in quantitative form.

Further complicating the picture in the design of pumps or compressors (as op-

posed to turbines), is the tendency of individual blade passages and the machine as

a whole toward stalling, due to the unfavorable overall pressure gradient for bound-

ary layer stability. Unfortunately, pumps and compressors designed for moderate- to

high-pressure rise exhibit increased sensitivity in their operation to rotational

speeu, stage design, and to neighboring stage influences.

As a practical design procedure, however, the blade-element concept based on

radial equilibrium and empirical loss correlations has served adequately for design

of a number of high-performance axial-flow pumps and compressors. Various versions

have been used in different design systems, ranging in the degree of sophistication

of flow analysis, loss accounting, and blade profile design or selection * . Our

aim at this juncture is not to describe tha details of particular design systems,

but to outline the blade-element approach, and to briefly describe the procedures

used for the design examples and parametric studies reported herein.

Blade-Element Flow Model and Governing Equations

The model for blade-element flow through a rotor or stator blade row is based

on the two-dimensional flow situation of plane, stationary blade cascades. Although

actual blade-to-blade stream surfaces in the flow are not axisymmetric, they ara

nevertheless assumed to be, and are generated by rotating streamlines about the ma-

chine axis. The intersection of these surfaces with individual blades in the blade

row define blade elements characteristic of plane cascades. Figure 1 shows blade

elements so formed, along with associated velocity and angle conventions. Using

this model, the flow analysis takes place in some average sense in the meridional

plane of the machine. Analysis is restricted to computing stations which are located

between blade' rows where blade forces can be omitted from the radial equilibrium

eouation. In this way, given entering flow patterns to a blade row, the detailed

radial distributions of the leaving flow, which include the effects of the losses

in total head occurring in the cascade flow, and which satisfy stipulated design re-

quirements for the blade row, are obtained for blade design purposes.

The radial equilibrium equation used is a simplified form obtained from Euler1 s

equation for steady, inviscid, and incompressible flow (noncavitating operation).

Consider a natural coordinate system in which 9 = constant is the meridional plane,

and n and m surfaces are stream surfaces and surfaces orthogonal, respectively. The

component Euler equation expressed in this coordinate system and leading to the

radial equilibrium equation is ,



dh
Son" (la)

Here h is the static head, V
Q
 and V are flow velocity

o m

components, and r and r are respectively the radius '

measured from the machine axis, and radius of curvature

of the stream surface in the meridional plane. In Eq.

2 (la), the stream surface slope and curvature terms are

clearly evident. These terms in the past have been

subject to developmental efforts with regard to numer-

ical techniques in so-called "streamline curvature

methods" for design systems?>8. Here we will neglect

stream surface slope and curvature effects, with the

result being that the computing station becomes a ra-

dial line in the meridional plane. Eq. (la) then be-

comes

°dr r *

It is convenient, also at this point, to eliminate size

and speed of the pump from the formulation by defining

a reference radius, r , a blade speed, U , based on

this radius, and the following coefficients:

ratio, I = r/r ; whirl coefficient, X
2

static head coefficient, h* = gh/U . In terms of

these coefficients, the radial equilibrium equation

expressed for the blade-row leaving station is

radius

Ve/Ut; and

Fig. 1. Typical blade
elements.

*£ xl
(lb)2._

Next, blade-row design specifications at the leaving station for the blade row

are set down; for rotors, the radial distribution of ideal head-rise (or work) co-

efficient, i(L, and for stators, the distribution of leaving angle, β_, These spec-

ifications are made in addition to the blade-row solidity distribution, cr. With

Euler's turbine equation relating angular momentum change across a rotor, we can ex-

press the leaving whirl for use in Eq. (lb) as,

(2a)

Here ̂ , and %^ and % , the streamline entering and leaving radius ratios for the

particular blade element, are those as determined in the solution. In the case of

stators, on the other hand, the leaving whirl is expressed as,

tan (2b)



Here the term ^ 2 ^ = V
m 2^° t̂

 i s t h e leavln8 f l o w coefficient for the particular

blade-element and is determined on the basis of the actual bead rise, static head,

and leaving whirl coefficients.

Finally in the radial equilibrium solution, the boundary condition required for

integration of Eq. (lb) (for both rotors or stators) is taken in the form of the

continuity requirement. Here, defining a stream function V, the particular value

tip)
r2,tip
J 02§dl
g.
2,hub

must match that value determined for the known entering flow to the blade row. Also

in this regard, the stream function values at various radius ratios §„ ranging from

hub to tip identify particular blade elements, and thereby provide means of account-

ing for radial adjustment of streamlines in the flow across the blade row.

Up to this point nothing specific has been mentioned concerning head-loss cal-

culations. These, of course are important, in determining actual head values in the

radial equilibrium solution, and are a vital concern in assessment of the real flow

past the blades. Although the radial equilibrium equation, Eq. (lb), is based on

zero local shearing stresses, the accumulation of losses resulting from the upstream

flow and hence radial gradients in head losses are taken into account by using em-

pirical loss and blade-loading correlations. Hatch was one of the earliest inves-

tigators relating the importance of radial loss gradients in radial equilibrium

analysis.

The loss correlations in terms of total-head loss coefficient, u>, or blade wake

momentum thickness, (6/c)0, used are shown in Fig. 2. The three sets of correlations
10 4

indicated were obtained from available experimental rotor , stator , and two-dimen-

sional cascade data . These correlations were derived from experimental data for

NACA 65-series, double circular-arc, and British circular-arc blade profiles over a

limited range of solidity. In the case of the two-dimensional cascade data, solidity

ranged from 0.5 to 1.5. Such correlations contain some uncertainty, and therefore

good judgement should be exercised in the interpretation of results obtained using

them. The general form of empirical loss correlation for cascades is that due to

Lieblein , who, on the basis of expressing blade wake momentum thickness as a pri-

mary function of ratio of maximum surface velocity to outlet velocity (diffusion

ratio), succeeded in correlating gross loss behavior for low speed two-dimensional

cascade data at minimum-loss angle of attack. Such correlations were found to be

essentially independent of solidity, inlet angle, and blade camber. The following

two loading parameters, or D-factors, expressed in terms of only the design velocity
11 12

triangle and blade solidity, were suggested by Lieblein * to establish an equiv-

alent diffusion ratio:l
Vl r2)a

(4a)



o.61 . t a n
(4b)

Both of these parameters are indicated in Fig. 2 and were used in loss calculations.

In the case of (9/c)0 correlations, the loss coefficient, <*J, needed in loss calcu-
11

lations was found from the relation

u>

where V is the blade wate form factor (taken as 1.08).

(5)
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Programmed Procedures

In general, the blade-element radial

equilibrium analysis which has been out-

lined requires iterative solution to de-

termine the flow leaving a blade row. A

computer program based on the analysis

method and utilizing numerical iterative

procedures was used in computing the de-

sign cases reported here.

Flow solutions were obtained in the

program on p. streamline-by-streamline

computing basis proceeding from blade-

hub to blade-tip for each blade-row sta-

tion through a given single or multi-

stage pump configuration. Data input to

the program were in the form of tables

consisting of pump inlet conditions

(setting flow rate for a given rotation-

al speed) along with design specifica-

tions and reference loss correlations

per blade row. These were inputed as

needed for parametric studies. The com-

puting flow diagram in Fig. 3 gives a

brief overall view of the program and

general arrangement of the computing

procedures. Further documentation of

the program, complete with program list-

ings and sample calculated cases, is

contained in Ref. 13.
Fig. 2. Lose corpelatione.

As is evident in Fig. 3, the calculations for one blade-row station were ar-

ranged in three iterative loops, namely a loss-calculation loop containing within it
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Read radial distributions of flow
and total head coefficients at pump
inlet station, and number of stream-
lines to be used in radial equilibrium
calculations

Is there another axial station
or new set of design specifications?

No

Read axial station number, blade-row type,
loss reference table (if necessary), and
blade-row design specifications

Calculate jtatic-heod distribution for
flow leaving blade row by radial equi-
librium and streamline adjustment

Calculate leaving flow-coefficient
distribution. Is continuity satisfied?

Revise static-
head start value

* Y«

Estimate head-lost distribution
and compare with previous distribution.
k comparison satisfactory?

Revise
heod-lones

Print our results

Fig. 3. Computer program flow diagram.

loops for flow continuity and radial equilibrium. In the radial equilibrium,
14

a 4th-order Runge-Kutta procedure was used for numerical integration of

Eq. (lb) to obtain static head radial distributions. The start or initial value

of static head required for the integration process was taken as the value a£ the

hub streamline and was iterated on within the continuity loop to satisfy the flow

continuity condition at the blade-row leaving station. With continuity and head-

loss loops arranged exterior to the actual integration process, the leaving whirl

expressed in Eqs. (2a) or (2b) is a function of leaving radius alone and the dif-

ferential equation, Eq. (lb), is effectively linearized. Under this situation,
14

then, the Runge-Kutta procedure is reduced to a form of Simpson's rule .

Quadratures wherever needed in the program for stream-function calculations

and for mass-averaging of results were made using numerical procedures. Inter-

polations required of data input tables, as well as those performed in continuity

calculations and in calculation of various solution parameter distributions, were
14

made using three-point Lagrangian polynomials .

PARAMETRIC DESIGN STUDIES

A limited study of velocity diagram parameters is included in this section to

illustrate application of blade-element methods to the design of highly loaded main

stages of axial-flow pumps, and to demonstrate the importance of certain design var-

iables. A number of variables were held constant in the examples presented. Uniform

inlet conditions with zero prewhirl upstream of the first rotor, and a straight an-

nulus configuration with a hub-to-tip radius ratio of O.S were assumed in all cases.
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Such a value of hub radius ratio is typical of highly loaded stages. In addition,

constant-chord bladitig and blade-row tip solidity of 1.0 were assumed. Tip solid-

ities of 1.0 are common in axial-flow pumps, although, as will be noted later, values

different from this may be more appropriate for specific designs. Also, to serve as

a basic set of rotor design specifications, a uniform work coefficient, i|i. = 0.45

(producing high, but not extreme blade loadings), and a flow coefficient 0 = 0.49

were selected. For this uniform energy addition (^= 0.45), the flow rate 0 = 0.49

was the minimum for which radial equilibrium solution could be obtained. The re-

sulting radial distributions of total head rise and leaving flow coefficients ex-

hibited large variations and were consequently used for comparison in the parametric

examples given.

In application of blade element methods to design, it is often assumed that the

design can be accomplished in two steps: 1) selection of entering and leaving

velocity diagrams at several spanwise locations, and 2) selection or design of blade

sections to produce those desired velocity diagrams. Since a distribution of head

loss is required to complete step 1, the blade sections chosen must belong to a cer-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of outlet velocity diagram parameters for a rotor design using
(lj rotor loss correlation (2).plane cascade loss correlation. Design specifica-
tions: 0 = 0.49 K = 0.45 (constant), rjr = 0.8, O = 1.0, constant blade
chord, uniform inlet conditions. K * *
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parameters. Design specifications: if . = (f.45 (constant), r-^/r = i .S,
°\ = 1.0, constant blade chord; uniform inlet conditions.

tain class of profiles for which it is,possible to predict head losses with only

velocity diagram parameters known. Although step 2 was not considered further in

this study, it was assumed that blade rows resulting from step 2 were composed of a

large number of short chord blades with double-circular arc profiles. The loss cor-

relations (Fig. 2) used, which are valid for noncavitating conditions and high blade-

chord Reynolds number,, are discussed further In the cited examples.

The Importance of the loss distribution used in the design of a highly loaded

axial-flow rotor is indicated by the velocity diagram parameters in Fig. 4. The

base design case (0 = 0.49, *± = 0.45) was computed using the two different loss cor-

relations indicated for rotors in Fig. 2. The three-dimensional rotor loss correla-

tion, based mainly on data from singla-stage rotor tests, contains secondary flow

effects absent in the two-dimensional cascade correlation, and is considered to give

loss distributions which are more realistic. In Fig. 4 5 loss coefficients obtained

using the three-dimensional rotor correlations are seen to be high near the blade

tip and low near midspan, a trend typically measured downstream of such rotors .

The two-dimensional cascade correlation, on the other hand, yields loss coefficients
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approximately constant across the passage, a distribution not observed experimentally.

The high efficiencies shown at mid span appear inconsistent with two-dimensional cas-

cade results for the indicated D-factors. However, it should be pointed out that

the loss distribution giving the correct radial equilibrium solution for the blade

row must reflect the fact that low-momentum fluid generated at one radius may be

transported by secondary flows and appear at another radius at the downstream cal-

culation .station. The head rise and the leaving flow coefficients indicated for the

two loss distributions show large differences, particularly from midspan to blade

tip. It would appear in this case that use of the two-dimensional cascade correla-

tion results in over estimation of mass-averaged head rise coefficient and effi-

ciency by about 5.0 percent-

As mentioned earlier, D-fsctor is used as a measure of blade loading or the

amount of diffusion taking place on the Made suction surface. In general, losses

increase as D-factor increases, indicating a thickening boundary layer. Hence as

D-factor increases, the boundary layer is approaching a seriously separated condi-

tion, ultimately causing a- abrupt deterioration in performance. Beeause the lose

10 A 3
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increases most rapidly near the tip section in rotors (Fig, 4) the tip D-factor is

a critical parameter. A high design value of D-factor may lead to an unacceptably

small margin between design flow and stall. Therefore, underestimation in tip D-

factor using two-dimensional loss correlations is a serious discrepancy.

The outlet flow angle, |3L, for the rotor is the inlet flow direction for a

following stator row. The curves of 02 in Fig. 4 show that an error of about 10 de-

grees could occur in the stator tip blade angle if it were based on two-dimensional

loss correlation results. Off-optimum incidence angles and reduced operating range

for a pump would likely result.

The three-dimensional rotor loss like all correlations, is limited to a certain

class of rotors and is only approximate, but it does produce results consistent

with experimental results. It was therefore used in the remaining examples, and

with confidence that trends indicated are realistic.

An example illustrating the effect of increasing the average flea coefficiert,

l>, from 0.49 to 0.79 is given in Fig. 5. It is seen that an increase in 0 tends to

flatten out the radial distributions of head-rise coefficient, •, and leaving flow

coefficient, 0~, thereby minimizing mixing losses and facilitating staging. The in-

creased kinetic energy in the axial component of the leaving flow enables radial

equilibrium reqairements to be satisfied without large radial gradients of 02. The

11
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Fig.8. Effect of rotor solidity.' Uniform ̂  and inlet conditions C0~ = 0,55),
constant blade chord, Vy/Tt ~ 0.80.

Increased uniformity in the % distribution is due largely to lower loading, and

corresponding lower losses, which are associated with the higher inlet relative

velocities. Also, the distribution of leaving angle, /32, is flattened out, which

again tends to ease staging problems. The reduced radial variation of JSL, for

0~ = 0.70 would result in blades with approximately 5 degrees less twist in a

following stator row than would be necessary with 0 = 0.49.

Nonuniform distribution of ideal head-rise coefficient is recommended for

highly loaded rotors to compensate for the nonuniform loss distribution. Design

parameters resulting from three different ideal head-rise coefficient distributions

are presented in Fig. 6. Two of these distributions (curves B and C) show increasing

energy addition from midspan to blade tip, while a third (curve A) whicb has been

included for comparison purposes, shows uniform distribution. Note that either

constant % or constant 0_ distributions- can be produced, but not both. These uni-

form distributions come at the expense of higher blade tip D-facUrs. The additional

loading required to obtain uniform 0_ distribution probably is not justified in

most cases, A better solution would be to flatten out the 02 curve by using a

higher average flow coefficient, 0,

Next, a stator row was designed to follow each of the three rotor.configurations

in Fig. 6. The resulting stage parameters, again using the designations A, B, and

C, are shown in Fig. 7. The stator, required to turn the flow to the axial direc-

tion, was designed on the basis of the stator loss correlation in Fig. 2. This loss

correlation, based on low-speed single stage compressor test results , has been

shown to be appropriate in the case of one pump stator . The benefits of nonuniform

energy addition are graphically illustrated by the decrease in D-factor at the outer

casing for cases B and C. The improved loading patterns indicated by cases B and C

would likely result In wider range of stage operation.' Also the greater, uniformity

in distributions of 0 and stage ^ indicate minimum mixing losses, and would facili-

tate additional staging.

12 . ,



Selection of solidity distribution must be based on several considerations in-

cluding efficiency, cavitation performance, blade loading, range, and mechanical

design requirements. The effects of rotor solidity for the case of uniform energy

addition are presented'in Fig. 8. Uniform inlec conditions (0 = 0.55) and constant

blade chord were assumed. Figure 8 indicates that if a primary objective is to

maximize head rise per stage, then choice of high solidity allows a larger ideal

head-rise coefficient for the same blade tip D-factor, but with a decrease in ef-

ficiency. However, if efficiency is important, a potential gain of perhaps 1 point

in efficiency can be realized by decreasing tip solidity from 1.4 to 0.7. This

gain in efficiency comes at the expense of higher tip D-factors and may be illusory

if an extra stage is needed to meet the head rise requirements for the pump.
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NOTATIONS

c blade chord

D diffusion f a c t o r , Eq. (4a)

D equivalent dif fusion r a t i o , Eq. (4b)

g accelera t ion of gravity

H t o t a l head

V blade wake form factor

h static head

m meridional streamline coordinate

n normal coordinate

R reaction, ratio of static to total

head rise

r radius

s blade spacing

U blade tangential speed

V flow velocity

$ flow angle (see Fig. 1)

y blade stagger angle, angle between
chord and axial direction

T\ hydraulic efficiency, -rf- X 100

K blade angle, angle between tangent
to blade camber line and axial direction

whirl coe f f i c i en t , VQ/U

radius ratio, r/r

blade solididity, c/s

flow coefficient, V /U
m t

blade camber angle

head rise coefficient

g(H2 - n{)/vt
2

total head loss coefficient,

2g(H2,i " H 2 )

Subscripts

h inner casing

i ideal

m meridional component

t reference value, outer case

6 tangential component

1 blade row entering station

2 blade row leatrLng station

Superscripts

relative to blade row

* nondimensional

mass-averaged
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Aα Axial Flow Impeller.
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SYNOPSIS

This paper presents the results of a preliminary investigation

into the phenomena of Return Flow Loss in Axial Flow Turbo-

machines. The results indicate the existence of such a loss and

the influence of such a loss on the characteristic of the

machine. The Return Flow loss and the corresponding efficiency

is also included. The velocity distribution, as measured, is

shown here. The method of finding the Return Flow loss from

the experimental readings is also presented in this report*

A

4

Oα a pre'sente' les re'sultats d'vrne e'tude prelimioaire sur le

phenome'he des pertes par ecoulement de re tour dans los turbo-

machines a l'e'coulement axial. Les re'sultats iadiqueat

I
1
existence de telles pertes et moatreat biea ses influences

sur la caracte'ristique de la machine. Oα a donne" lee valeurs

de ces per«es, des i^ndements correspondants et les assures

faites pour la distribution de Vitesse. Uα procede' a
1
 ete'

presente" pour le calcul des pertes par e'coulemeat de retour

a
1
 partir des re'sultats experimentaux.



INTRODUCTION*

The relationship between the specific work and volume flow, ex-

pressed ia dimeosionless forms as pressure coefficient y> and

flow coefficient £3, represents the main characteristic of a

Turbomachine. This main characteristic as determined by theo->

retical consideration shows a deviation from that found by ex-

periment. This deviation is due to the losses (1,2). These

losses are of varied nature and the main influencing losses

depend upon the working point. At low flow coefficients, the

fluid enters the blower with some prerotation (3). More import-

ant consideration is that the fluid after reaching the impeller

acquires rotation and returns to the inlet side (1,2).

Prerotation may be due to the nature of the suction line, or due

to attaining contact with a rotating member before entering the

impeller and mainly due to the fact that the fluid follows a

path of minimum resistance (5)» The amount of prerotation

depends upon the vane entrance angle, the volume flow, the vaoe

velocity. Prerotation causes a distortion of pressure distri-

bution across the inlet pipe at the tapping station, particularly

so in the case of an axial machine, because of the change in

radius of each flow line*

Nixon (5) has found, at very low discharges a dead space existed

in the core of the suction pipe. Outside this core the remain-

ing annulus moved towards the pump, while the outer part close

to the pipe wall, moved away from the pump* This rotation and

recirculation vanishes as the flow rate increases,

Heya and others (6) attribute the reduction ic pressure coeffi-

cient to the layout of suction pipe which induces prerotation.

They suggest the application of correction suggested by Nixon(5)

However the influence of the suction pipe layout is only on the

prerotation. The rotation and recirculation of the fluid at low

discharges prevails with all types of suction pipe and the order

does not depend on the layout* The author has found that the

fluid flow at low discharges of an axial blower on the suction

side is as visualized by Petermann (1) and as shown in fig.1.

The fluid after entering the impeller acquires energy from the

impeller and part of the fluid flows back on the outer part, i.e.

close to the sue don pipe wall, into the suction pipe. After

this high energy is dissipated due to the several hydraulic

causes, the fluid re circulates in the inner part of the pipe to

the impeller at a low energy level. In other words, there is a

2 A 4
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return, flow of the energy loaded fluid to the suction line and

this fluid recirculates to the impeller again, at a lower energy

level* The loss of energy in this process of return flow, has

been termed as Return Flow Loss. This rotation and recirculation

vanishes as the flow rate increases. If there had been no return

flow of the energy loaded fluid, and if this energy has been

transferred as useful energy to the through flow, then the spe-

cific work would have tieen higher. This return flow is mainly

due to the interference of secondary flow. This secondary flow

destroys the normal symmetry expected in the flow (7). No exact

method is yet available to estimate such a return flow loss(1).

It has been found by Scheer, Nixon(4,5), that there is no varia-

tion of static pressure distribution across the pipe on the

pressure side of the impeller. So the return flow loss is one

of the main contributing factors towards the deviation in the

true characteristic of Axial Turbomachine. Here an attempt of

an exploratory nature has been made to measure and find this loss.

ABBREVIATIONS.
2 2/s )H Head (m); Y Specific work (m /s ); V Volume flow(nr/s);

D_ Outer diameter of the impeller (m);
2

D- Inner diameter of the impeller (m); k • 1 -(Di/Da) ;

u a Peripheral speed of the impeller (m/s);

u Mean tangential velocity of impeller(m/s); n Speed (rps);

Co Velocity of air at the measuring point (m/s);

PQ Area of cross-section at the measuring section (m )

a = V/Po Mean velocity of flow (m/s);

K

its calibration chart;a Direction of C,
2Y/û  Pressure coefficient; p = l

Coefficient of the 3-hole cylindrical probe as determined by
relative to u ;

Flow coefficient;

p « Density; 6T Change in radius;

4v Change in discharge; hi. Change in energy per Unit mass;

YD Return flow loss; TJ Return flow efficiency;

5" • Pressure coefficient without prerotation and return flow loss

Suffixes« u refers to peripheral direction; m refers to axial

direction; 1 manometer liquid; A air.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A lay out of the set up is as shown in fig.1. The impeller blades

are KACA-Laminar profile 0008-64 with d/L = 8%, L-46.15 mm. The

guide blades are NACA-Laminar profile 0010-64 with d/L * 10$ and

L • 50 mm. The number of impeller bides is 12 and of guide
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blades 11. A calibrated 3-fcole cylindrical probe is used to

measure discharge and energy in return flow at three different

stations as shown in fig.1. The speed is measured by the help

of a Beckman Universal counter. The blower cau be regulated by

changing the speed of the motor and by throttling as well. For

more details reference may be made to Author's report (8).

The cylindrical probe is traversed along the radius for different

throttle openings and speed. At any point, the probe is turned

so that uhe total pressure hole of the probe is normal to the

direction of flow. The direction of flow, the total pressure

and the dynamic pressur are all recorded. The head of the blo-

wer, the atmospheric pressure and temperature are also recorded.

Analysis. - The manometer M
2
 (see fig.1) measures the head of

the blower in mm of water. Then

a
 " ~To75oV

T « gH
2 2mW)Therefore T » gH (mVe

fc
) (2)

and p « 2y/u^ (5)

The reading Me is the dynamic pressure in mm of alcohol in the

Prandi;l manometer

be p ^800 kg/rr
5
.

rement is

^ The density of this alcohol was found to

The velocity of fluid at the point of measu-

S

1000 P
(m/s)

A
The total pressure at the various points of measurement is recor-

ded by the Prandtl manometer M^. Knowing from the traversing

attachment, 0 and C
o m
 may be calculated.

Consider any two neighbouring points, say at tfadii r and r + r.

Let C
o m 1

 and c
o m 2

 be the axial components of the velocity at

these two points. Let Ĥ /, and M^
2
 ^

 t h e
 *o*

a l
 pressure at

thesr./ two points as shown by the Manometer M^. Then the flow

through the elemental circular annulus is given by

+ Com2 (r 4 r+ r)
AΓ (5)

and the energy possessed by this flow per unit mass may be writ-

ten as

bl^ . £l . g. (6)

Combining equations (5) tmd (6) it is possible to calculate the

energy possessed by the i'luid in the circular annulus. It has
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been found when equation. (5) results in a negative value, i.e.,

the flow is returning to suction pipe, equation(6) shows an ener-

gy level higher than that of the fluid in atmospheric conditions.

As can be seen by fig*1* the losses in the suction line under

normal conditions may be negligible. In other words the energy

at measuring point should be very nearly same as at atmospheric

conditions. This type of increased energy fluid flow is only

near the outer boundary of the suction pipe. In the flow near-

er the hub, the energy level is just about the same as that at

atmospheric conditions. Assuming the flow to be incompressible,

M

The net volume flow

AV.

V

•41 Pi

and the onergy in the return flow

where x^ is the radius at which Oom«

(7)

(8)

(9)

0.
If this energy is given to the through flow then we have

(10)

This type of flow may lead to a suggestion that the suction side

of the iapeller is to be taken as that cross-section where there

is no return flow. Such a cross-section can not be fixed unique-

ly. Hence Heya and others (6) have suggested the application of

Nixon's correction (5) to the prerotation. By this one can de-

fine, neglecting friction losses in the suction pipe

a2/2 2Y'/u| (11)Y1 = g (Mp-M,) PJp + aV2 ; y ,
Considering the two aspects of flow i) the main through flow,

ii) the return flow, it may be seen that the impeller transfers

energy to the two distinct flows. If the energy given to the

return flow is transferred to the main flow, then the specific

work cf the impeller would have been more. As the energy given

to the return flow is lost, one can define then to consider the

return flow

T* - Y1 + YB ; v)* = y% + u/n '12)

It is seen by the present experiments tha* VJ is very great in
comparison with the difference between y and v>. It is now
possible to define a term "Return flow efficiency" to consider
both r@tura flow aad prerotation by

(13)
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2.3 Bising speed of bubble in water;

The films,on which bubbles were photogra-

phed in the still water and in the flowi-

ng water by being traced in the shutter-

ing time interval of 1/30 sec,were anali-

zed and fig.5 was obtained. The terminal-

rise rate of a bubble in O.1O-O.25mmnlia.

is slightly larger than the terminal-rise

rate,calculated with assuming that the

drag of a bubble is given as the Stokes'

solution or the Oseen' solution for a so-

lid sphere moving slowly in fluid,and the

terminal-rise rate of a bubble larger

than 0.25m#dia. is expressed as the exp-

erimental equation Voo = 270d-5.6(mm/sec),

red from the data obtained by Hanawa and

Okamoto[43. The reason why the terminal-

rise rate of a bubble in d£-0.25mnris la-

rger than the one,calculated by Stokes'

solution, is thought that in the case of a

bubble the wall surface is free and mov-

able with surrounding flow unlike in the

case of a solid sphere. So,assuming that

the wall surface is movable with the sur-

rounding flow,the Stokes'solution is tri-

ed to be modified for the case of bubble.

The basic equation is

%

'Phe Stokes'solution for a slow flow arou-

nd a sphere is

and the unknown coefficients A and C are

decided with the condition tisat the velo-

city on the sphere surface is t-ero. In

the case of a spherical bubble the veloc-

ity is thought to be not zero on the sur-

face and the bubble surface is thought to
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slip and to move in the tangential direction, BO it is convenient to convert the

Stokes'solution to the solution in the spherical coordinates as in fig.7. The conv-

ersion relation is expressed as

and the eq.(2) is shown as the following by inserting this relation;

Using the condition

is obtained. Inserting eq.(4) into two equations

wing two equations are obtained;

m

eq.(3),the follo-

Assuming that the bubble surface is not solid and moves slipping with the surround-

ing flow,the maximum value of the tangential velocity on the bubble surface,-thr/l is

6 o O,Cp= 0 and r = a,is defined as the naximum slipping velocity]®. Then

expressed as

and the coefficients A and C are

Inserting eq.(4) and eq,(7) into eq.<3')»

-#*
are obtained. The velocity profile on the

bubble surface is expressed as in fig.8

and in fig.8 the flo« is in the condition

of no-slipping flow at^=O and in the co-

ndition of the potential f'.cm atlfej-jg.

The drag and the drag coefficient of a

bubble of 0.10-0.25iini dia.are calculated

in the same process as the Stokes1 eolati-

on for the solid sphere,and

6C)
— sit potatt&£ jtimt

a> 90 120 tso (59

onbdbte wfaa



-£ 0-
are obtained. The terminal-rise rate of a bubble of 0.10-0.20nan dia.in the water is

calculated by inserting eq.(9) into eq..(i),when setting Ys — ̂•'BJ.and the obtained

value is expressed as

>-9b Oo)

.which is good agreement with the experimental data as shown in fig.5 and fig.6.

3. Bubble traceability to turbulent flow

3.1 Experimental approach; The total pressure tubes are the one-hole cyrindrical

brass tube,drilled in 0.8nnniniia.,of 3mmrdia.,and the bent injection needle tube of

0.6mnPinternal dia.for measuring the velocity near the wall,which are calibrated by

GBttingen type standard pitot tube for the flow at the center of the measuring cha-

nnel. These total pressure tubes are traversed in the horizontal direction in the

vertically centering section of the measuring channel to measure the total pressure

diBts:ibution,with which the velocity profile is obtained together with the static

pressure hole of 0.8mm*dia.on the channel wall.

The velocity profile is measured by the proposed method. The Cr-Fe alloy wire of

0.15mm*dia,is used for the cathode w±?e,on which the bubble generating parts of 1nun

length are made in the length interval of 10nm. Each bubble .generated from the cat-

hode wire and moved with the flow,was photographed in 100 sheets in the time inter-

val of 5 sec at the shuttering interval of 1/30 sec,when the position of the camera

and the lamp were exchanged each other in fig.2 and the voltage was 150 volt.

The hot wire probe 9made by arc-welding a tungsten wire of 5^*dia. on two suppo-

rt needles separated in 5am each other in fig.9,was painted thinly with the quick

dried insulating liquid. By the constant temperature aneaomaeter, connected with th-

is hot wire probe,the compensating voltage was measured,and at the same time the

output from the anemomar"1;' was led to

the syncroscopelon which the varying vol-

tage was photographed. Then the mean vel-

ocity profile and the profile of the xms

value of the turbulence intensity were

obtained.

3.2 Experimental results; The mean ve-

locity profiles.nrsaeured by the total pr-

essure tube,by the jreposed method and by

the hot wire anei^master resemble closely

as shown in fig. 9 and the maximum error

is 3 $.

By the proposed method i

tidatre probe
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and v(y,t)=v'(y,t) are measured directly.

In this experiment the values of the ve2-

ocities u are averaged at each Ay,divid-

sd the equal 14 parts at the dividing ra-

te of 5mm in the y-direction of the vert-

icaly centering cros3-aection of the cha-

nnel,and the u-y relation is obtained.

The obtained data are plotted and fig,10

is obtained. In fig.10 the flow near the

wall is in shering condition and the flow

at the center position is in the isotrop-

ic turbulent condition.

The measurable velocity by this hot

wire anemomaster was 0.7 m/sec in ngnrtimim

in the used water of 17°C,for the maximum

compensating voltage of the used anemoma-

ster was 20 volt. Then the maximum veloc-

ity of the channel was adopted to be 0,6

m/sec in this experiment,, The time const-

ant of this hot wire was 0.287 msec(-3db)

,and so the analizable fluctuation-frequ-

ency was 570 c/sec in piafiwmt.

The value of the rms turbulence inten-

sity,measured by the proposed method and

by the hot wire anemomaster,are good agr-

eement with each other as shown in fig.9.

3*3 Piscussioni The dianieter,aveiaged

diameters of bubbles used in this experi-

ment, was 0.12mm"and the drag coefficient

of the bubble is expressed as C D = 16/Re,

which is described in chapter 2. Now ass-

uming that the surrounding fluid velocity

is Ucosufc and the bubble velocity is life ,

the governing equation is

and the solution is .

iOOO

. Thaoass resfonsibi&ty

,here the time constant TJ?=§jhtthe varying

frequency ftT^ »and the delayed angle fo

=tan (OTfc. In the case of a solid sphere,

the dencity of which is equal to the one

0J)$ OJO tU$ &Z0 QJ&

and the

and the

smaller

J



of the surrounding fluid,the equation is

and the solution is

The tracers traceability to the flow varied with time are calculated with eq.s (12)

and (14) for the tracer diameter,and are shown in fig.11. From fig.11 the bubble is

more traceable to the flow -varied with time than the solid sphere of the sane dia..

The reason why the value of the nns turbulence intencity.measured by this method

,was good agreement with the one,measured by the hot wire anemomaster,as in fig.9

is considered that turbulent flow is composed of the large fluctuation of the low

frequency and the small fluctuation of the high frequency and that the bubble is

traceable to the turbulent flow with very small error for tracing the large amplit-

ude fluctuations.

To make this reason clarify, the turbulent flow was frequency-analised by the hot

wire anemomaster and fig. 12 was obtained. The pss frequency bandwidth of the filter

are S ^ , ZO±fs>?t S0±f3>20, lOfefjt>ifit &OZT>r>iOO ..and. -H>SM.
The fn-Gn relations are resemble at each position in the channel and the above rea-

son is justified.

The real value of the rms turbulence intencity is

and the value of the rms turbulence intencity obtained with tracing a tracer is

ulated asSo,the error is calculate

on
and the results are shown in fig.13. The error in using a bubble as a tracer is

smaller than in using a solid sphere at the same diameter.

4. Bubble generating technique

4.1 Experimental approach; The voltage, the flow speed and the cathode diameter

are -varied in 50-200volt,0.4-1.5m/sec and 0.15-0.90mmP. Then the effect of charging

the square wave d.c.of the frequency near the Strouhal number on the bubble size

are experimented under the constant voltage 150 voltfand data about the effect of

the relation between the position of the bubble generating part.which is made by at

stripping the insulating paint covering the cathode wire on 1/6 round,and the flow

direction is obtained.

The measured number of bubbles in each experimental case is about 1000 and the

distribution rate ,H,of bubbles is defined as the rats of the generating bubbles nu-

mber at each liiameter of 0.10,0.15,0.20 and 0.25mm*to the total generating bubbles

number.

4.2 Experimental results 1 The following experimental data as shown in fig.s14-i6

9 1 4
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axe obtained.

The size of bubble generated from the total surface of the cathode wire is almo-

st smaller than CSOmm^ under the condition of 50-200 volt,0,4-1.5 m/sec and D =

O.15-O.5Oninr,the insulating paint covered which is stripped at the front part for

the flow,is desirable for the following reasons;

(1) the cathode dia. is desirable to be small for the problem of wake,

(2) the cathode wire,smaller than 0.15mra9,is weak for banding and is difficult to

be painted or stripped desirably,

(3) in the case of stripping the front part of the cathode wire for the flow the

bubble size is smaller than in the other case.
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The static pressure distribution measured in the flowing direction,the equal ve-

losity disteibution diagram measured by the total pressure tubes described in chapt-

er 3.1 .and the n/r, /j/?* distributions measured by the proposed method are shown in

fig.s 18-22.
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Conclusions

(1) In this paper the flow velocity measuring method by tracing each electrolyt-

ically generated bubble is proposed.

(2) A bubble of a diameter smaller than O.20nnn is suitable to trace a turbulent

flow in the proposed method. The terminal-rise rate of this bubble is expressed as

eq.(io) and the error for the bubble buoyancy in the proposed mathod is able to be

calculated.

(3) A bubble of 0,12mm dia.is traceable to a turbulent flow with very small error

and the proposed method is concluded to be effective for measuring a turbulent flow

in the condition of viE.ualization.

(4) The technique to generate bubbles smaller than 0.20mm dia.is possible from

data described in chapter 4.

(5) The proposed method is applied to the turbulent flow through the square cross

-sectional closed channel and t h e j ^ /yf* distributions are obtained,,
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LE BOTOSOOPE, APPAREIl I)'OBSERVATION

33U MOUVEMEHT REIATIP DAK5 lES TURBOMACHIHES

Raymond Comolet

Professeur de M^canique des Pluidea, Faculty des Sciences, Paris (Prance)

SUMHAHY: Presentation of a film showing the function of a rotoacope, an

instrument permitting direct observation of the relative movement of fluid

in a turbomachine.

RESUME: Presentation d'un film montrant le fonctionneinent d'un rotoccope,

appareil permettant 1'observation directe du mouvement relatif du fluide

dans une turbomachine.
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PRINCIPE DU EOTOSCOPS

La visualisation est d'un emploi courent pour étudier les caractéristiques

cinématiques de l'écoulement d'un fluide à travers la roue motile d'une turbc—

machine. Cependant l'observation ou la photographie directe le donnent d'infor-

mations que sur le mouvement absolu du fluide (qui est essentiellement non

permanent) alors qu'il est plus intéressant d'analyser le mouvement relatif

(qui peut être permanent). Bien entendu, à partir des caractéristiques cinéma-

tiques absolues on peut toujours établir les caractéristiques cinématiques

relatives, mais l'opération est fastidieuse et il est beaucoup plus intéressant

d'obtenir ces dernières directement»

Le rotoscope est un appareil conçu dans ce but : il fournit une image dans

laquelle .le rotoi paraît immobile, alors que le mouvement visualisé du fluide

qui le traverse est observable d'une manière continue. La permanence ou la non

permanence de l'écoulement- relatif est alors évidente, l'apparition de

tourbillons, leur évolution, la formation de "bulles ou de poches de cavitation

peuvent être suivies sans peine à l'intérieur des canaux d'aubes. L'immobilisation"

optique du rotor est assurée quelque soit le régime de rotation, permanent ou

variable (démarrage ou arrêt de àa machine, pompage).

L'appareil est essentiellement constitué par un prisme de Wollaeton (de forme

trapézoïdale) mis en rotation autour d'un axe A parallèle aux bases, à demi

vitesse par rapport à celle de la roue mobile, et dans le même sens. A condition

que cet axe A se confonde avec l'axe de rotation de la roue, l'image de celle-ci,

à travers l'appareil, réfléchie une fois sur la grande base du prisme, paraît

immobile pour un observateur fixe, ce qui naturellement lui fait apparaître le

mouvement relatif par rapport à la roue. (Fig. 1).

Le principe de 1

sour le nom de c

vers 1930) mais

mise en rotation

nement de l'appa

reliant la turbo

synchronisme par

les variations d

REALISATION D'UN

Le principe de 1

suivantes :

- Présentation d

- L'image d'un o

l 'apparei l à u

- Observation d1

le rotoscope.

- Observation à

particules de

- Observation, à

% aubes de pon

sans débit

avec débit
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Pompe I
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2
Rotoscope
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Le principe de l'appareil n'est pas nouveau (H. Bouasse l'avait déjà donné
(2)

sour le nom de cyclostat et D. Thoma avait réalisé un exemplaire de l'appareil

vers 1930) mais il semblait tombé dans l'oubli. Une difficulté réside dans la

mise en rotation convenable du prisme, ce qui est essentiel pour un bon fonction-

nement de l'appareil. Nous l'avons résolue en adoptant un arbre électrique

reliant la turbomachine et le rotoscope, ce qui assura à chaque instant un

synchronisme parfait des vitesses (dans un rapport de 1 à 2), et ce, quelque soit

les variations de vitesses de la roue mobile.

REALISATION D'UN FILM l6 am

Le principe de l'appareil et son fonctionnement sont illustrés dans les séquences

suivantes :

- Présentation du rotoscope.

- L'image d'un objet fixe, vue à travers le rotoscope, tourne autour de l'axe de

l'appareil à une vitesse angulaire double de celle de l'appareil.

- Observation d'une roue à aubes en rotation, soit directement, soit à travers

le rotoscope.

- Observation à travers le rotoseope du mouvement relatif de l'eau, chargée de

particules de visualisation, dans une boite cylindrique et anche.

- Observation, à travers le rotoscope du mouvement relatif de l'eau dans une roue

q. aubes de pompe centrifuge :

sans débit d'eau

avec débit d'eau.
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SURGE AND WATER HAMMER PROBLEMS

IN THE COOLING WATER SYSTEM OF

LARGE THERMAL POWER PLANTS

Bengt Jansa, consulting engineer Vattenbyggnadsbyran Gothenburg, Sweden

J

1

Design criteria for calculating cooling water (C. W.) flow through condensers are

stated in respect of level -conditions, surges, and vacuum risks. The influence of

rotating parts in the axial flow pumps at the moment of power failure is discussed

and the method of calculating C.W. flow through a system of tunnels and shafts in-

cluding the effect of pump characteristics is described. The criteria have been used

for design work at three new Swedish power stations.

RESUME;

Problemes d 'oscillations de pression et de coups de belier dans le circuit

de refroidissement par eau d'une usine thermique de grande puissance

Les crite'res servant au calcul de la circulation de l 'eau de refroidissement a travers

des condensateurs de centrales thermitjues sont donne's en tenant compte des niveaux,

des oscillations de pression et des risques de vide. L'action de parties rotatives de

la pompe lors d'une coupure brutale de co'^ant est discutge et une methode de calcul

de la circulation de 1 'eau de refroidissement a travers un systeme de tunnels et

d'arbres est de"cri.te. La methode donne ^galement de re"sultat de caracte'ristiques

techniques de la pompe. Cette me"thode de calcul a et€ utilised pour 1'etude de trois

nouvelles centrales thermiques sue'doises.



Introduction

Starting and stopping as well as any changes in the great cooling water (C. W.) flow

through a thermal power station cause pressure oscillations in the C. W. system. At

the inlet side of the power station's C.W. system these oscillations mean surges in

screen and pump chambers which, if uncontrolled, can cause flooding and damage to

the machinery.

Within the condenser the pressure oscillations can cause water hammers and at the

moment of starting unexpectedly high pressures. When stopping, the oscillations can

result in undesirable low pressures with a risk of vacuum and water hammers.

On the C.W. discharge side the oscillations mean pressure, vibrations or surges.

Due to the technical shape of the discharge tunnel(s) or pipe(s), and their different

parts, the surges and pressure pendulations can damage the machinery and lead to

flooding.

During recent years these problems have been closely observed at many power stations

all over the world and a great deal of work has been done to find solutions and to master

the problems. Wnen starting the C.W. flow the pressure variations can be reduced by

smooth starting or efficient regulation. Due to the technical lay-out and siting level of

the power station, many C.W. pumps are of the axial flow typo operating at high speci-

fic speeds and cannot be regulated at the moment of starting. The pumps are generally

connected to short circuited electric motors and have a very rapid starting process,

which in the case of non-evscualed condensers, can cause vibrations and pressure

shocks. These vibrations are normally under control as the pumps are started one

by one to reduce the start effect. However, consideration had to be given to the possi-

bility* that in the case of power failure, all pumps may stop suddenly without warning.

These stops give maximum pressure variation of the same magnitude as if all C.W.

pumps were started simullanously.

During the design stage the pressure vibrations and surges can be reduced to an accept-

able level. In the following pages it will be shown how these questions have been solved

at three new Swedish power plants, namely:

Aros Kraft thermal oil fired power station, stage 2; 280 MW el.
Karlshamn thermal oil fired power station, stages 1 to 3; each 320 MW el.
Oskarshamn nuclear power station, stages 1 and 2% 400 + 600 MW el.

Technical 1
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Technical lay-out and flow characteristics

Each of the three stations is located close to a shore where cooling water is led to the

pumpsumps (chambers) through intakes, tunnels and screening plants. Vertical mount-

ed axialor semiaxial flow pumps draw the water through condensers working as evacu-

ated siphonL. The cooling water discharge passes through surge shaft(s) to the reci-

pient , the Baltic Sea and Lake Malaren, The surge shaft at Aros Kraft is connected

to the intake system with an overflow and at Oskarshamn with a regulated recircula-

tion system mainly foi- preheating the cooling "water during the winter period. Some

schematic lay-outs of the cooling water systems are shown in Fig. 1, and a section of

one of the cooling water pumps and condensers at Oskarshamn is shown in Fig. 2.

KARLSHAHN 3x320 MW
C.W. Flow= 3x 11 niVs r

OSKARSHAMN stage 1 400 MW
C.W. Flow = 21 mVs

1 2 3
AROSKRAFT stag* 2 280 MW
C.W. Flow=5-10 mtys

LEGEND

1. INTAKE AIID RACK
2. INTAKETUNNEL
3. SCREEN
A. DISTRIBUTION TUNNEL
5. C.W. PUMPS

6. CONDENSER
7. CONDENSER OUTLET
8. SURGE SHAFT
9. RECIRCULATION OWERFLOW
10. WARM WATER DISCHARGE TUNNEL
11. OUTLET

Fig. 1

Schematic Icy-outs of
the cooling water
systems at three new
Swedish power stations.
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In continuous flow the characteristic energy curve follows the friction losses through

pipes and condenser as may be seen in Fig. 2. At many stations, due to the level of

the turbine, the absolute pressure is very low at the outlet side of the condensers.

This means that when starting and stopping the C.W. flow the surges in the pump-

chamber and surge shafts can still further reduce the absolute pressure until vacuum

is formed with a possibility of water hammers, damaged tubes and end-plates of the

condenser.

Calculation of surges

The surge pendulation and the variations of the C.W. flow are calculated as a non-

stationary motion-problem, in which acceleration phenomena cannot be neglected,but

phenomena of compression can. The calculations are carried out for continuous flow

throughout the whole C.W. system. For all parts of tunnels or pipes and their surge

shafts three equations are given and for a system of N surge shafts a total of 2N+1

OSCILLATIONS
AT START AND
STOP

ENERG1 CURVE

W.S.
•/—i)

\7

40 80

PRESSURE EVACUATED
' CONDENSER AT REST

BOILING POINT AT
' OPERATION TEMPERATUR

-'AIR" AND STEAM
RISK FOR VACUUM

Fig. 2

Crossection through
one of the cooling
water pumps and
condensers at Oskars-
hamn power station.

Each pump and con-
denser have a capa-
city of a C.W. flow
of 5-6 m 3 / s .



equations of the following type is provided, the symbols corresponding to those

in Fig. 3

2
n n n n

Vl • %+l

dz

V IT

D a • g dt

n+1
a n + l * B

dO
£+1
dt

(1)

(2)

(S)

Fig. 3

Schematic cross-
section through
C.W. system.
Numbers within
the figure corres-
pond with fig. 1.

Q n

The term C (1 - ) takes into consideration the effect of a pump placed within

a pipe (I ) and with a straight characteristic line over the normal working range.

The equations are transformed into difference equations for step by step integra-

tion, by hand or by a digital computer programme.

2
Input data are lengths (1, m), areas (a, m ), and friction coefficients (K) given

as a 1 m /s-value of tunnels or pipes hydraulic losses. Pipes and tunnels with

varying areas between two shafts are replaced by equivalent area {or length).
2 3

Areas of shafts (F m ) and flow in pipes and tunnels (Q m /s) are used.

Output gives flows (Q-values) in tunnels and pipes, and level variations (z-values)

in surge shafts. A digital computer calculation for the C.W. system of Oskars-

hamn nuclear station is shown in diagrams, Fig. 4.

Sometimes it is necessary to correct the surge amplitudes with respect to the

effect of the moment of inertia of the rotating parts in pumps and rotors. Most

pump manufacturers give ou request the pump characteristics during sudden

1



power failure and reversed flow. These Q/H-curves must be determined ex-

perimentally in the workshop.

The tangent-gradient for the pumps Q/H-eurve and for the C.W. flow curve at

time t = 0 after a sudden power failure are compared in the following two equa-

tions: Symbols from Fig. 3.

α-n

o-Q
C.W.
flow

30
•̂ Γ • / ndn
N So

(seconds) (4)

dQ (seconds) (5)

The equations normally give the result, namely that following a power failure the

C.W. flow through the pump decreases more rapidly than the corresponding C.W.

flow in the system. During a short period following power failure the pump and

rotor, due to rotating energy, give a higher Q-value for the flow through the pump

than that given by kinetic energy of the flow alone. The surges must be corrected

in respect of this extra C.W. flow. After a time T the pump and rotor stops

Fig. 4

Surges in pump
chamber (z ) and
surge shaft (z )
and C.W. flows in
tunnels (Q Q J and
condenser (Q 2)
eystem following
power failure.
Tangent to curve
at time t = 0 .

Y> 2a
TANGENT TO CURVE O

TWGENT TO CURVE n

SO 60 70 TIME&)

W.S,, .

h-

a +b

cw

10°C

3. by pis

at con



Fig. 5

Critical distances
and pressures for
the location of a
condenser operating
as a siphon.

and now the pump acts as a partly open gate which gives the pipe in question an extra

hydraulic loss. Correction to the extra C.W. flow and to the extra hydraulic loss is

taken as shown in Fig. 4.

Design criterias

Areas F of the surge shaft and the top level of the condenser must be calculated, con-

sideration being given to the factors presented in the previous section. Vacuum

problems inside the condensers should be avoided. In order to meet these demands,

the following formula can be stated. Measured from the reference level of the station

(normal water surface) and with symbols taken from Fig. 5:

a + b + c + p = p , - scw at (6)

where a, b , c are measured in (m) from the sea's normal water surface (N. W. S.).

p is the boiling pressare of C.W. (m water) within condenser's outlet (temp.

10°C - 25°C).

p . is the atmospheric pressure (m water)

S is safety margin, 0.25 m.

If the lay-out and level conditions in this respect imply a risk of vacuum forming in

the condenser, the formula can be satisfied by

1. reducing the maximum surge (c) with the aid of a larger surger shaft

2. reducing (a) and (b) with an overflow weir at the outlet

3. by placing an automatic air valve on the top of condensers outlet end which opens

at condenser-pressures lower than (s) m water.

JL



Notation

Symbol

Kn

Cn

D
n

t

n

J

N

Units

m

m

m
3 .m /s

m

m

m/s

(m)

<m3/s)

rpm

kgms

kgm/s

Description

Length of any uniform section of pipe or tunnel

Cross-sectional area of pipe or tunnel

Cross-sectional area of surge shaft

Flow in pipe or tunnel

Height of water surface in surge shaft measured
positive above W. S. in the sea

Height of water surface in surge shaft at continuous
flow

Acceleration of gravity

Friction factor for pipe or tunnel

Pump characteristic line value Q = 0

it it it " H = 0

Time

Pump and rotor rotation speed

Moment of inertia after pump axle

dt ~ w

^ - ^ effect

TJ
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SUCTION LIME EFFECTS ON TRANSIENTS

IN CENTRIFUGAL PUMP SCHEMES

Lev PAVLUCH, Senior Research Scientist,

The National Research Institute for Machine Design,

Bicbovice, Czechoslovakia

The paper presents a solution of hydraulic transients in a cen-

trifugal pump scheme with a fairly long suction line on the limit

assumption of incompressibility of the pumped fluid and absolute ri-

gidity of pipe walls. On the basis of a similarity analysis it then

establishes the effect of auction line parameters on waterhammer cha-

racteristic quantities. Combined with charts published earlier, the

correction curves obtained in the paper enable the designer to deter-

mine the extreme pressures in the system, the instant of zero velo-

city in the pipe and the corresponding punp speed with ease and an

adequate degree of accuracy.

On reproduit one solution des regimes cransitoires dans le sy-

steme d'une pompe centrifuge ayant un tube aspirateur relativement

long en adme'ttant, aux limites, 1'incoiupressibilite du liquide pom-

pe et la rigidite absrlue de la paroi du tuyau. Sur la base d une

analyse de similitude on a determine" en outre, 1'influence exerce"e

par les parametres du tube aspirateur sur les grandeurs caracte"ris-

tiques du coup de belier. Les eourbes correctives permettent, en

connection avec les nomograromes publics ante'rieurement, une de"ter-

mination prompte et suffisamment exacte des pressions extremes

dans le systeme, le moment de la vitesse nulle dans le tuyau et les

tours correspondantes de la pompe.
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INTRODUCTION

In pumping schemes, the practical application of waterhammer

theory is as a rale confined to the discharge lines alone. The reason

for that may be found in the incomparably shorter length of the suc-

tion lines - sometimes just a few metres long - and in the ensuing

circumstance that the masses accelerated or retarded in them under

transient conditions are negligibly small against those in the dis-

charge lines.

However, in some instances, for example, in pump storage instal-

lations, the length of the suction j/ine might become commensurable

with the length of the discharge line* Whenever that happens, due

respect should be paid in analysis and calculation to the motion of

fluid in both the discharge and suction lines.

NOMENCLATURE

a

9
H

h=H/H0

i
L
M
m = M/f10

N

n

v = n/n0

Q

Q = Q/Qo

[m/sec]
[m2]2

[m/sec ]

N

M
[kpm]

[l/min]

[mvsecj

T = 2L/a [sec]
t . [sec]
W [m/sec]
^ [kp/m3]

r = £/r

velocity of pressure waves

cross sectional area of pipe

flywheel effect

acceleration of gravity

pressure head

relative pressure head

inertial characteristic

length of pipe line

pump input torque

relative torque

pump input power

speed

relative speed

discharge

relative discharge

waterhammer characteristic

pipe line period

time

flow velocity

specific weight

relative length of suction line

relative waterhammer characteristic of
suction line

relative time
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METHOD OF CALCULATION

refers to initial steady condition

refers to running-down condition

geodetic

mean value during the time interval conside-
red

suction line

specific

discharge line

Consider the system shown in Fig.l, consisting of a suction pit

(lower reservoir), a suction pipe, a pump, a non-return check valve

or another adequate closing fitting, a discharge pipe and an upper

reservoir. Following sudden failure of power to the pump, the system

becomes subjected to transient conditions. The method of calculation

based on the classical theory of motion of a compressible fluid in

an elastic pipe enables the designer to examine in detail the time

variations of the principal mechanical parameters of the system

(pressures, velocities, discharges, speeds, torques etc.). Such

calculations pose no essential difficulties, and have been reported

in earlier references [l] .

Fig.l
If there are grounds for assuming that the fluid compressibility

and the pipe elasticity may be neglected (as, for example, in the

case of short pipes or comparatively high moments of inertia of the

pumping set rotors), it is convenient to carry out the pertinent

calculations by a different method. In what follows we shall descri-

be this method in some detail.

Consider the fluid mass in the pipe lines as a whole; then as

3 J 2



the pump loses speed, there are two masses that experience retarda-

tion: one, in xhe discharge line, of magnitude

the other, in the suction line, of magnitude

2-tL •

The retardation of both masses is defined by the fundamental dynamic

equations which for a system without friction losses take on the form

rlv H,
dwv

•gv 9

Ls

dt

d ws
9 dt

(i>

(2)

The differences in pressure heads on the left-hand sides of the equa-

tions are functions of time. At each instant there must simultaneous-

ly apply the equation of the instantaneous characteristic QH

Hv- Hs = <p(n,a) (3)

With reference to the continuity conditions and by help of sui-

table substitutions eqs. (1) and (2) may be given the form

~ hgV
LVQO dq
fyHo dt

or eventually, in terms of the differences

[hv ~ hgv)m l~vQo

Aqf

ACjf

LSQ

and A t

(4)

(5)
~~ gfsH0At

In the above expressions differences (hv - hgV)m and (hs ~ hgS)m si-

gnify the mean values of decrease and increase, respectively, of

pressure head on the discharge and suction sides of the pump against

the corresponding steady state values (that is to say, against the

geodetic values in case of a system without friction losses), in

the course of the considered time interval At . Hence expressions

(4) and (5) - analogously as parameter r in the exact theory of

a compressibl)

of the straig]
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a compressible fluid in an elastic pipe - have the meaning of slopes

of the straight lines in the design qh-.diagram. On this fact hinges

the graphical method illustrated in Figo2.

h=1
tah1 L"Q'

h = 0

Fig. 2
Denote by letter A the states on the discharge side, by letter

B those on the suction side. The procedure starts out from the

known states A± , Bt to which apply equal values of qt but diffe-

rent values hf , hf given by the instantaneous qh - curve of the

pump appertaining to time point t from the beginning of the time

examined.

For a suitably chosen value of the time interval, At , we first

assess with the aid of the equation

i8600gN0 ., _ i
= Vt -

(6)

ffi



the speed of the machine at the next time instant, t+At , then re-

calculate to this changed speed the machine characteristics and draw

their segments in the diagram (Fig.2 shows but a portion of the

qh -curve). At the same time we find the magnitude of slopes (4) and

(5) for the chosen At .

Through points A^ , B^ we draw a vertical line to the horizon-

tal levels of the upper and lower (suction) reservoirs, which in re-

lative coordinates pass at h = o and h=1 and whose perpendicular

distance is an expression of the manometric head Ho
 s Hg (still consi-

dering a system without friction losses). From the points of inter-

section of the vertical line and the horizontals we draw straight li-

nes with slopes (4) and (5), and through the two initial points A^ ,

B^ , auxiliary horizontal straight lines (dashed in Fig.2). At the

points of intersection of the latter and the sloping straight lines

(points in black) we pass two other straight lines with double the

slopes of the former. The ordinates of the lower straight line that

forms the angle

tan(-^\
\ gfsH0At

with the horizontal are added to the ordicates of the qh - curve to
obtain the resultant dot-and-dashed curve. At the point of intersec-
tion of this curve and the upper sloping straight line forming the
angle

2LvQ0
-1

tan
gfYH0At

with the horizontal lies the sought-for point of operation At v At

whose projection onto the lower, heavier sloping straight line is the

second sought-f or point Bt+At . The difference between the ordina-

tes of the two points is clearly equal to the ordinate of the qh-cur-

ve for the respective q ; furthermore, as evident from the hatched

triangle, (hv - hgv)m and (hs - hgs)m are indeed the mean values of decre-

ase and increase, respectively, of pressure head against the local

ateady-state values in the course of the time interval At considered,

i.e., they form the arithmetic means of the ordinates of points At
>4/*A/aad &t « &t*At > respectively. Accordingly, the construction

satisfies all the conditions a correct solution has to meet.
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ANALYSIS UTILIZING SIMILARITY

Analyses of simple systems without suction lines, i.e. of sy-

stems consisting merely of a pump, a discharge line and an end re-

servoir have for some time been facilitated by the availability of

graphical data ( charts ) obtained through generalization of a lar-

ge amount of detailed calculations [l, 2, 3, 4, 5 ] . The data ena-

ble the designer to determine directly and without prolonged computa-

tion some of the waterhammer characteristic quantities for the pro-

ject on hand. The quantities of primary interest to designers are:

The minimum and maximum pressures in the discharge line under

transient conditions that follow a sudden failure of electric power

to the pumping plant. Pressure extremes at another point of the pipe

line, e.g. at mid-length of the discharge line. Time from the instant

of failure of power to the pump, to the instant of zero discharge,

i»e. to the instant of check valve closure. Pump speed at the instant

of zero discharge.

The aim of our analysis was to find out how the earlier published,

known waterhammer characteristic quantities vary in dependence on suc-

tion line parameterso The numerical analysis was carried out using

the similarity numbers <=

As it is well known, the conditions of similarity between hydrau-

lic transients in simple pump systems without suction lines are satis-

fied in the case of

1) identical shapes of the input and output characteristics of the

pumps expressed in terms of relative coordinates CjlD and qh .

i The shape of those characteristics is to a great extent a function

j of the pump specific speed [6, 7] ;

f 2} equal, for example, parabolic, dependences of the system friction

losses on discharge, and equal values of the relative geodetic

head defined by the relation

3) equal values of the waterhammer characteristic (note: of the dis-

charge line)

avi
i <8)

gfvH0
4) equal values of the inertial characteristic



/ =
102gN0Lv

GD2n§av
(9)

So far as systems with suction lines whose lengths can no lon-

ger be neglected, are concerned, the other factors that obviously

will also play a part in their transients are

a) length of suction pipe line Ls ,

b) cross sectional area of suction pipe line /s ,

c) velocity of pressure waves in suction pipe line Cts ,

d) pressure losses in suction pipe line.

Losses in the suction pipe line may, as a rule, be neglected

(except in the uncommon cases of extra long systems). Assuming that

we may respect the suction line parameters by just two characteristic

numbers

X =

P = rv

do)

(ID

In the context of our discussion, those two nunbers have the meaning

of yet two other similarity criteria, criterion (10) describing mere-

ly the effect of the pipe length while (11) encompasses the effect

of the cross sectional area as well as those of fluid compressibility

and elasticity of the suction pipe walls. Since rs is defined by

a relation analogouu to (8), (11) may also be written as

p = Jkk. . (lla)

The effect of A and p was examined for a combination of va-
lues of A = 0.25 to 0.50 and p = 0.5 to 1.0 with considerations
restricted to a system without friction losses ( hg = 1.0) embodying
a low-speed (nsp ~ 125) centrifugal pump. The range of the other
two parameters was roughly

rv = 0.5 to 2.0, / = 1 x 10"4 to 8 x 10"4.

This relatively limited number of variables resulted in 36 alternati-
ves of calculation. Each calculation was made via the exact theory
of motion of a compressible fluid in an elastic pipe for the time
interval between the instant of failure of power to tfie pumping plant,
to the instant of zero flow velocity in the pump (closure of the
check valve). The results were represented graphically, in the farm
of dependences of the examined variables on dimensionless time T

8 J 2
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defined by the ratio

where o/

Tv =
is the discharge line period.

The procedure enabled us to obtain from the results of each

alternative the following characteristic relative values:

a) The minimum pressure head at the beginning of the discharge line

(next to the pump),J

b) The minimum pressure head at mid-length of the discharge line,
"mm v o,5

c) The maximum pressure head at the beginning of the discharge line

(next to the pump) hmaxv .

d) The maximum pressure head at the end of the suction line (next

to the pump) hmaxs .

e) The maximum pressure head at mid-length of the suction line,
" m a x s 0,5 •

f) The time of pump discharge decrease from the steady-state value

to zero (at the instant of check valve closure), T^ .

g) The pump speed at the instant of zero discharge, V^ .

On setting out the above values in tables, we found a striding

agreement to exist between the results obtained, for example, for the

combinations of suction line parameters A = 0*25, p - loO and

A = 0,50, p = C.50o A characteristic feature of the two combina-

tions is the equality between their products A p . The notion one

can reasonably base on this finding is that the effect of the suction

line is primarily a function of that product. It holds

JjJ^ __ o ^ . (12)y rvLv avwvLv
Assuming - as one very frequently may - that a<, ~ av and considering

the limit case of an incompressible fluid in a perfectly rigid pipe,

the last expression simplifies to

• (12a)
wvLv

The final processing of the results of our study proved the



correctness of our notion that the relative deviations of the values

of characteristic quantities of hydraulic transients in systems with

suction lines ( A > 0), from the values appertaining to systems with-

out suction linee { A = 0) are first and foremost a function of the

product Ap , and that parameters r and / affect them but very

little. For the purposes of a quantitative determination of the de-

viations we formulated the following percent quantities:

r 1'hmmv

7
I o

7

L

'mm v

'maxv

'maxs

' " ("minv)x=
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100

"max v

'max s
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Fig.5 shows the dependence of the percent quantities thus formulated

on the product Ap . The values of 10056 correspond to a system with-

out a suction line for which Ap = 0.

CONCLUSION

The paper describes a method for calculating hydraulic transients

in pumping schemes in which consideration is also given to fluid mo-

tion in the suction lines, on the limit assumption of an incompressi-

ble fluid in a perfectly rigid pipe. The method, without substantial-

ly impairing the accuracy of the results of the solution, makes it

possible for the calculation to proceed by longer time intervals

than do the familiar methods founded on the exact theory of a com-

pressible fluid in an elastic pipe. The possibility of choosing ti-

me intervals much longer than those corresponding to the pipe line

period leads to ?in appreciable shortening of the time required for

computational work.

An analysis of a number of calculations in which intentional

use was made of similarity criteria helped us to express the effect

of suction line in terms of correction coefficients. The values

of those coefficients are a function of the product \p , that

in the case of pipe lines of constant cross section can usually be

defined as _ .

aswsLs
Ap = •— •
r avwvLv

It has been found that the effect of the suction line on pres-

sure amplitudes in the discharge line is favourable inasmuch as

at equal values of QvWvLv and rising values of the product

OsWsLs the time of pump running down lengthens, and as a re-

sult the depression line in the discharge pipe flattens out and in

turn, the secondary pressure maximum falls off against that of the

limit case of zero suction line length.

11
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SYMPOSIUM 1970

STOCKHOLM

WATER JET PUMPS FOR REACTORS

Erik af Geijerstam AB Atomenergi Studsvik

Research engineer Nykoping

Sweden

SYNOPSIS: In boiling water reactors water circulation can be maintained by us-

ing the feeding water as driving flow in jet pumps. The flow ratio of driven wat-

er/driving water may be 2-4.

A theoretical calculation shows that best efficiencies are received when the pres-

sure rise in mixing chamber and diffuser is 87% of the possible pressure rise

without losses and when the whole momentum at the entrance is exploited for

pressure rise. Best efficiencies are 35% at flow ratio 2, decreasing to 26% at

flow ratio 4.

Tests made at about 30°C and 21 0°C show small differences in momentum effi-

ciency, indicating that the friction losses are low. We can presume that the

velocity distribution is very non-uniform, with low velocity at the perifery.

ABREGE: Dans les piles a eau bouillante une circulation peut etre maintenu en

employant de l'eau d1 alimentation comme le flux actif dans les pompes a jet. La

proportion du flux d1 eau actionnee/d' eau actionnante peut e"tre 2-4.

Un calculation theorique a indique que les meilleures efficacites sont recues

quand 1' augmentation de pression dans la chambre de melange et dans le diffiseur

est 87% d'une possible augmentation de pression sans perte et quand toute la

quantite de mouvement a 1' admission est exploitee pour une augmentation de

pression. Les meilleures efficacites sont 35% S. la proportion du flux 2, dimi-

nuant a 26% a la proportion du flux 4.

Des essais faits a 30°C et 21 0°C ont indiques des differences petits d'efficacite

de La quantite de mouvement, indiquant que les pertes de friction sont faibles.

Nous pouvons supposer que la distribution de vitesse est tres non-uniforme avec

la faible vitesse a la peripherie.



1 . INTRODUCTION

Calculations and tests on water jet pumps for reactors have been made as

outlined in the synopsis. Best efficiencies are 35 and 26% at flow ratios 2 and 4

respectively.

2. NOMENCLATURE

dens ity

volume flow of water

.elocity of water

momentum

area

pressure drop of driving water

p-,

Indicies:

1 driving water

2 driven water

q

w

I

A

p.

q l
x - — (flow ratio)

V2y - at entrance (velocity ratio)

P2z - — (pressure ratio)

, j . . 11. = momentum efficiency
pressure rise of driven water i '

T) = x • z total efficiency

p . . pressure rise in mixing chamber

p_ pressure rise in diffuser
P T = PM P D U = 100%

real pressure rise

3. THEORY

In order to investigate the possibility of improving the received results

we shall define the momentum efficiency T]..

Momentum of driving water I. = p - q. • w.

Momentum of driven water I- = p • q_ - w,

r q2 W2>
Total momentum I = Î  + I2 = pqiW. + pq->w2 = pq.w. M + — . —-J

q2 W2We put x = y =
q l W l

I = pq]w1 (1 + xy)

Area of driving water A, - —6 1 w.

Area of driven water A, = ——
2 W2

0)

Total area A = A l 2 l / q2A, = — + - i =—L(1 +-Z .2 w, w2 w,V q,

(2)

Total flow q = qj + q2 = qj (1 + x)

The biggest
without losses is

value w.

Momentum

p r «

ach:

= qT
w i

= p

Momentum dro

AI = p q ^ , (1 +

Pressure rise

In the diffuser

1:2 we get a pressur

15
PD = 3Z"

Total pressuri

p T = PM + PD

P T =

This pressure

T\t= 100%.

The realpres

p , + the depression

We put ^ = s
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The biggest pressure rise in the mixing chamber with constant area and

without losses is achieved if the water velocity equalizes to a constant mean

value w.
x l v ' 1 + x

= w,

1 + x M + -v
Momentum = p • q • w = p - q1 (1 + x) • w — — = pq.w. v

1 1 + - ' ' 1 +*•
y y

Momentum drop in mixing chamber AI

(1 + x)2 r (1 + x
1 1 ] ' 1 +££ ' ] L 1 +££

y y

Pressure rise in mixing chamber = p . , = —-

(3)

w, y'

In the diffuser we assume a efficiency of 100%, with the diameter ratio

1:2 we get a pressure rise p n = yjr • p ^

15 2 15 2 f\ + x>12 ,c»

y

Total pressure rise in mixing chamber and diffuser = p_

2M+xy

y y T

This pressure rise p_ would be acMeved with the momentum efficiency

"Hj = ioo%.

The real pressure rise p_ is equal to the pressure rise for driven water
pw|

p, + the depression —,— at the beginning of mixing chamber.

P2We put — = z

p =p +
P W 2

 = P z + ^ l - y2 (7)

The driving water is accelerated by the pressure drop p^ + the pressure

difference in mixing chamber and diffuser equal to p^.

J 3



= p , + p R =

pw.
- y ) =

P i =

p W l 1 - y 2

We now define 11. = or

(8)

y y

From eq. 8 we can easily derive that the total efficiency T\ = x • z is

17 I
(9)

4.

1 -

TEST ASSEMBLY

l +.
1 - V -

y
+ —

y

The test assembly is shown in fig. 1. The jet pump consists of entrance
to mixing chamber (1), mixing chamber (2), diffuser (3). The driving water
flows through a pump (4), a flow meter (5) and the jet nozzle (6). The driven
water flows through a electrical heater (7), a valve (8), a flow meter (9) to a
chamber (10).

The mixing chamber entrance (1) and the jet nozzles (6) are shaped as
cones with the angles 90 and 45 respectively according to the experiences of
Mueller [1].- Jet nozzles with the diameters 36, 30, 27, 24 and 21 mm have
been tested. The nozzles are connected to a movable tube. Before every test
this tube is moved so that the best efficiency is received.

When planning the tests, momentum calculations were made. It seemed to

be advantageous to p'erform the beginning of the mixing chamber as a cone with

decreasing diameter. Two beginning parts of the mixing chamber were made,

one conical with diameter decreasing from 81 to 75 mm and the length 110 mm,

one cylindrical with the diameter 75 mm. To this beginning parts the following

parts of different lengths with diameter 75 mm were connected.

Two diffuseri
diameter increasin
fusers were connet
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Two diffusers were tested, one with angle 3. 5° and one with 4. 5°, the
diameter increasing from 7 5 to 1 50 mm. The mixing chamber parts and the dif-
fusers were connected with stuffing boxes in order to get a convenient set-up.

In order to study the pressure r i se in mixing chamber and diffuser a great
number of pressure taps T, T. , was connected. The pressure rise p 7 for

driven water v/as measured between point T14 and T13 at the end of the diffuser.
The pressure drop p^ for driving water was measured between Tl 5 and T13.
The dynamic pressure in the tube at Tl 5 was added.

When recording a curve with different flow ratios the valve (8) was turned
in different positions. All tests were made with cold water, about 30°C, and hot
water, about 210 C.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are brought together in table 1 . The points with
12 W2the best efficiency Tl are shown with the corresponding values of x = —, y =

P2 qi w i
and z = -=— with hot and cold water. The values of T\. are also calculated.

The first test was made with nozzle 30 mm and diffuser angle 4. 5 in or-
der to investigate if the mixing chamber beginning with a conical part with de-
creasing diameter is better than a cylindrical mixing chamber. The first tests
gave somewhat bet ter results for <-onical mixing chamber. However, the p re s -
sure measurements along the mixing chamber indicated that this difference was
depending on a contraction at the edge between the driven water entrance and the
mixing chamber. This edge was rounded, the efficiences increased and the-dif-
ferences between conical and cylindrical mixing chamber were very small.

The same resul t was received with diffuser angle 3. 5 (test No. 10-13). No
important improvement may be obtained with conical mixing chamber. Therefore
it v/as decided that the following tests would be made with cylindrical mixing
chamber.

These tests with nozzle 30 mm (ratio nozzle diameter/mixing chamber
diameter = 0.4) have obtained the following results. Best efficiency is received
at q,/<li = 2 . 0 - 2 . 2 . Best efficiency about 35% for hot water and 33% for cold
water. Length of mixing chamber in the order 420- 570 mm, corresponding ratio
length/diameter of mixing chamber = 5. 5 - 7. 5. The ratio w2 /wj = 0. 32 - 0. 35.

There is no significant difference between the diffuser angle 3. 5 and 4. 5 .
The best values of the momentum efficiency T|. are about 87% for hot water

and somewhat lower for cold water. This seems to be a high value. By searching
the optimal values of the different parameters it is possible that the best efficien-
cy may be increased. However, depending on the high value of T^ it is probable
that the improvement of 11 cannot be more than 1 or 2%. Therefore it was decided
to end the tests with jet diameter 30 mm.

Test No. 1 4 - 1 6 were made with jet diameter 27 mm. These tests gave T|i
about 87% and T\ about 34% for hot water. There is no significant difference be -

s J 3



tween mixing chamber length 420 and 570 mm.

Test No. 17-19 were made with jet diameter 24 mm. With chamber length

570 mm Tl. was about 87% and 1) about 26%. With chamber length 420 the result

was lower. This shows that with decreasing jet diameter the optimal mixing i

chamber length increases. Probably an increase of the mixing chamber length

will increase the efficiency.

Test No. 20 and 21 with jet diameter 21 mm and mixing diameter length

570 mm only gave 1\. about 84% and T) about 27. 5%. Here it seems to be quite cer-

tain that an increase of the mixing chamber length will increase the efficiency.

However, the best efficiences received by Mueller [l ] are a little higher

than those in these experiments. According to the dimensions of the Mueller

equipment the flow ratio x = — seems to be lower than 2. To get a comparison

test No. 22 and 23 were made with jet diameter 36 mm. Without searching for

optimum parameters the efficiency T\ = 36% and 11- = 85% was obtained at flow ra-q̂  i
tio x = — =1.6- The mixing chamber length is 320 mm or ratio length/diameter

IT
= 4. 3. Therefore we can assume that these measurements are comparable with

Mueller's.

As a summary of table 1 we can assume that with sufficiently many tests

we should get a momentum efficiency T\. = 87% independent of the ratio jet diam-

eter/mixing chamber diameter. This seems to be unexpected. It could be ex-

pected that with decreasing ratio jet diameter/mixing chamber diameter "!\.

would decrease.

However, depending on the complicated connection between T̂  and 1) (eq. 9),

the total efficiency T| decreases with decreasing ratio jet diameter/mixing cham-

ber diameter. This seems to be depending on the fact that at best efficiency the

ratio y = w,/w. is also decreasing.

Therefore it is interesting to investigate how the momentum efficiency

varies with the driven mass flow. As examples the tests 23, 13, 15, 18 and 20

are shown in diagram 1 - 5. Curves for pressure ratio P?/Pj efficiency T] and mo-

mentum efficiency T|. are drawn as functions of mass flow ratio q^/ii f° r cold

and hot water.

"Tie curves P2 /P^ a r e approximately straight lines and therefore the effi-

ciency curves 7\ approximately are parables. The curves 11. begin with embarass-

ing high values at q2/q1 = 0, then fall steeply and perhaps rise a little at highest

flow ratio.

The very high values of T̂  at low flow ratios require a special explanation.

When the expression for T). was derived we assumed that the velocity w, is uni-
1 Cm

form at the entrance. At q^ = 0 this implies that the water around the driving jet

would be stagnant. This naturally is impossible. Near the jet water is flowing in-

to the mixing chamber and it returns near the perifery. This flow gives an addi-

tion to the momentum which is not accounted for in the calculation.

Furthermore some nozzles, which divide the water in several jets, have

been tested. Thes
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been tested. These give much Lower efficiency than the single-jet nozzle.

b. 1 Waat is happening in the mixing chamber

Some pressure taps are placed along the mixing chamber in order to inves-

tigate the pressure rise. In diagram 6 the pressures along the mixing chamber

are shown for cold water at tests 7, 15, 18, 20 and 23. These tests are made in

the neighbourhood of the maximum efficiency. Pressure zero is the pressure of

driven water at point T14 (fig. 1).

In the first 60 mm of the mixing chamber wa get a very big pressure rise.

However, if we for test 7 calculate the pressure at the beginning of the mixing

chamber assuming a constant velocity the pressure would be -8. 5 meters of H-,O.

The measured pressure is -12. 2 m of H,O depending on higher velocity at the

perifery. After 60 mm the pressure is -8 m of H,O which means that the pres-

sure rise only is slightly more than what would be obtained by equalization of the

velocity of the driven water.

For the jets 21, 24, 27 and 30 mm the pressure curves are similar. For

the jet 36 mm the pressure rise is less.

5. 2 What is happening in the diffuser

Seven pressure taps are placed along the diffuser, dividing it into six parts.

The pressure rises in these six parts are measured in the neighbourhood of the

maximum efficiency. Table 2 shows measured pressure rises for test No. 23, 7,

15, 18 and 20 for cold water. As a comparison the pressure rises with uniform

velocity distribution and diffuser efficiency 1 00% are calculated. In part J the

measured pressure rises are considerably lower than the pressure rises atT] =

= 100%. Of the other 25 points the measured pressure rises are higher than the

pressure rises at7] = 100% in 21 points.

In a common diffuser the efficiency of the several parts decreases depend-

ing on an increasing nonuniformity of the velocity distribution. In the jet pump

the diffuser seems to work in completely opposite manner. In the first part the

efficiency is obviously low, in the following parts the efficiency is commonly

more than 1 fO%. This shows that in the first part the velocity distribution is

growing more uneven, in the following parts it is equalizing.

It is intricate to explain this phenomena, but the high diffuser efficiences

- 100% at jet 36 mm to 87% at jet 21 mm- indicate that the velocity distribution is

very uneven at the beginning of the diffuser. It seems probable that the change

from the mixing chamber with constant diameter to the diffuser with the angle

3. 5° or 4. 5° is too sudden. It seems probable that a jet pump with a mixing

chamber with constant area, a diffuser with a very little angle, perhaps 2 , and

then a diffuser with 3. 5° or 4. 5° would give a higher total efficiency.

6. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When comparing the values of "!\i in table 1, we see that the differences be-

S 3



tween hot and cold water are very low. Commonly the difference is between 0

and 2%. Yet the ratio of kinematic viscosity at 30°C and 210°C is 5.2:1 . There-

fore it is probable that a relatively little part of the momentum losses depends

on friction losses.

The conical mixing chamber caused an improvement by decreasing the

maximum velocity of driven water in the entrance. But that improvement is con-

centrated just to the beginning of the mixing chamber. An optimal conical mix-

ing chamber must be much shorter than 11 0 mm. It was no point in making more

tests with this long conical part.

The tests show no pronounced difference between the diffuser angles 3. 5

and 4.5°. It is probable that with more narrow steps of the mixing chamber

length the best values of Tl and T\. would increase and a difference between the

angles 3. 5° and 4. 5° would arise. However, the Mueller [1 ] experiments show

that, tlie efficiency curve as function of the mixing chamber length is very flat

b. <• jund the maximum value.

Literature:

1. N. H. G. Mueller. Water jet pump. J. of the Hydraulics Division. "Proceed-
ings of the American Society of Civil Engineers", Vol. 90, 8Y-HY3 (1964).
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Table 1 .
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Fig. 1. Teet assembly

1 . Entrance
2. Mixing chamber
3. Diffuser
4. Pump
5. Flow meter
6. NozTBle
7. Heater
8. Valve
9. Flow meter

1 0. Chamber

Diagram 1 . - Hot Cold
Test 23. Nozzle 36 mm
Mixing chamber 420 mm
Diffueer 3.5°

Diagram 2. - Hot Cold
Test 13. Nozzle 30 mm
Mixing chamber 420 mm
Diffyser 3.5°



0.1

3

Diagram 3. - Hot Cold
Test 15. Nozzle 27 mm. Diffuser 3.5
Mixing chamber 570 mm

0.1

Diagram 4. - Hot Cold
Test 18. Nozzle 24 mm. Diffuser 3.5
Mixing chamber 570 mm

11 3 3



Diagram 5. - Hot Cold
Test 5. Nozzle 21 mm. Diffuser 3.5
Mixing chamber 570 mm

Length of mixing chamber mm.

-12

Diagram 6. Pressure rise in mixing chamber cold water.
Pressure zero = pressure before entrance.

Test 23.
Test 7.
Test 15.
Test 18.

Nozzle 36 mm
Nozzle 30 mm
Nozzle 27 mm
Nozzle 24 mm

Test 20. Nozzle 21 mm
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SYMPOSIUM 1970

STOCKHOLM

PROBLEMS OF REACTOR CIRCULATING PUMPS

PROBLEMS RELATIFS AUX POMPES DE CIRCULATION

POUR REACTEURS NUCLEAIPES

J

4

D. Florjancic, Chief Hydraulic Eng.)

J. Brun, Chief Design Eng. )

A. Frei, Design Engineer )

Sulzer Bros. Ltd.,

Winterthur (Switzerland)

For circulating pumps in the atomic power stations, due to high
operating pressure and temperature concerning the stresses, the
most favourable casing should be aimed at.=A semi-sphere was chosen
as pump casing in order to keep the bending stresses to a minimum.
The stress distribution due to the forces on the inlet, outlet and
cover was tested.

To this casing form the hydraulic parts were tested as regards
efficiency and suction characteristic for the questionable specific
speed range.

The existing radial forces can be calculated on the basis of
measurements on model machines. These assist the layout of the
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings. The shaft seal, which is
the most sensitive part of the pump was developed in long term
tests under operating conditions. Construction of our own design
was developed for hydrostatic and hydrodynamic shaft seals, which
offers a reliable solution in operation of circulating pumps.

De par les pressions et temperatures de service elevees auxquelles
sont soundses les pompes de circulation dans la centrale atomique,
il faut s'effoicer de donner a la bache de ces pompes une forme
aussi favorable que possible quant aux sollicitations qu'elles doi-
vent supporter. Pour reduire au minimum pssible les tensions de
flexion, on a donne a la bache une forme hemispherique, oft 1'influ-
ence-des efforts provenant des tubulures et couvercles a^ete
etudiee. C'est dans cette bSche que sont examines les elements
hydraulioues, dans le domaine des vitesses specifiques prevues,
quant au"rendement et a la capacite d'aspiration. Les poussees
radiales agissant sur la roue, qui peuvent se calculer d'apres les
mesures sur machines d'essais, permettent de determiner judicieuse-
ment les dimensions des paliers hydrostatiques ou hydrodynamiques%
L'organe le plus delicat de la pompe, soit le joint d'arbre, a^ete
etudie en conditions de service, dans des essais de longue duree.
On a pu ainsi mettre aa point des dispositifs de joints, hydro-
statiques ou hydrodynamques, de construction propre, qui apportent
une solution de toute securite a ce probleme des pompes de circula-
tion.



1. Introduction

Based ^ the good operating experience of glandless circulating pumps

with canned, respectively wet type motors in the classical thermal

power stations, the first reactor circulating pumps were with these

equipped too. The constant increase of the reactor output resulted

in larger circulating pumps, up to the output limit of the canned

type motors. To this contributed too the low efficiency (O«^85 %) of

the canned type motors, which influenced the economy of the whole

system.. Although, with wet type motors higher efficiencies are ob-

tained, still these have their output limit too. Due to the further

increase of tho reactor power stations, circulating pumps with mecha-

nical shaft seals and controlled leakage are employed. This allows

the application of conventional electric motors having high output

and efficiency. This brings a clear advantage in maintenance and

price. The very first reactor circulating pumps were built with

single and double volutes. Although, these type of machines have

faultless hydraulic foim, still they exhibit the following disadvan-

tages:

- It is difficult to determine the stresses in the volute due to its

complicated form. Dangerous stress concentration exists in the vi-

cinity of the tongue.

- The casting of the volute is rather difficult, especially the

double volute, where the great wall thickness is required due to

the high system pressure. In case it is specified, an austenitic

clading of the wetted area almost impossible.

The above are the main reasons, why a substitute for the volute as a

collecting chamber, with simple hydraulic form were searched for,

with the restriction, that the new pump housing has the same pump

characteristic as the volute.

In the following, the problems will be discussed, which are in

connection with the construction of larger reactor circulating pumps.

2. Problem of Stresses

The opeiating pressure (up to-180 atu) and temperature (up to~300°C)

set up great requirements on parts of the pumps under prassure. Since,

the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet, compared with

the system pressure is negligibly small, it is mainly the later, which

determines the design of the casing and cover.

The casing form - as shown in the following Fig. 1 - was derived

froiu a spherical shell, which is an ideal pressure vessel form, free
of bending stresses.

The casing in Fig.
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Fig. 1

Cross section of a circulating

pump for pressure water react-

or.

Quantity = 5,2 m3/s

Head = 80 m

Speed = 980 rpm

Power absorbed = 3,4 MW

SULZER
04690002

NPTVr95

The casing in Fig. 1 can not any more be calculated with simple

mathematical equations as an ideal spherical shell under internal

pressure. This is due to the inlet, outlet openings, the cover and

also the opening on the top half of the sphere formed into a flange.

By neglecting the inlet and outlet branches, the casing takes the

form of a rotational tody. This simplification allows the deter-

mination of the stresses and deformations - which were set up by the

internal pressure, the axial force on the inlet branch or tempera-

ture gradient - with the help of computer membran stress programme.

Beside these analytical calculating methods, the effect of the

asymmetrical branches on the stress distribution in the casing shell

were obtained experimentally on a photoelastic model. The model -

while under internal pressure - was frozen and cut in the critical

planes. Then an analysis of the fringe pattern had taken place.



Fig. 2 shows the layout of the test rig and Fig. 3 a cut out,

with the visible frings ^ttern.

Fig. 2
Three dimensional photo-
elastic model of pump casing
under internal pressure.

Fringe pattern in longitu-
dinal section (* Location
of maximum stress).

Since, the methods of calculation as well as the photoelasticity
takes into consideration some simplification, hence strain gauge
measurements were carried out in the critical points on a model
casing complete with cover. During the measurements the model
casing was under internal pressure.
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The comparison of the results cf the calculation, the photo-

elastic experiments and the strain gauge measurements on the

model casing (model casing was similar to the prototype in

all respect) had given a design value, and the prototypes

were designed accordingly.

3. Sealing

The expected suction pressures of the primary circulating pumps

for different types of reactors vary from 70 to 155 atli, which

require a highly developed sealing system. Beside this, there

is a possibility of the escape of the primary water into the

atmosphere. Hence, a break-down of the sealing system should

be reduced to a minimum. By circulating pumps for boiling water

reactors, which normally are separable from the reactor vessel

by a valve, sealing systems are used with two individual seals.

Pumps for pressure water reactors, which are not separable

(pumps are built in the primary circuit) sealing systems are

provided with at least three and even four individual seals.

Basically two types of individual seals are in question:

a) H£drodvnamic_Seals

(see Fig. 4)

Here, mechanical seals are considered. Using suitable

construction, a hydrodynamic lubricating film is built

up between the sliding faces, which results in a mj n' -

mum wear. The seal ring consists mostly of metal or

carbon impregnated with syntetic material. The hydro-

dynamic seals developed by Sulzer were tested for a long

time interval in a test rig especially made for this

purpose. Further tests were carried out on a prototype

under operating conditions (boiling and pressure water

reactor conditions) in order to determine the dynamic

and transient loading in operation. The peripheral

velocities were in the order of 20 m/see.



Fig. 4
Seal system with hydrodynamic shaft seal of Sulzer-Type.

b) Hjrdrostatic^Seals

By these seals due to the construction of the seal faces
(for example stepping one surface from the other some micron
milimeter higher? it is obtained, that due to the effect of
the pressure difference before and after the seal, a gap is
built-up practically independent of the speed, so that the
seal works without sliding. A specific leakage dependent of
the pressure difference flows through the seal. Both seal
faces are mostly provided with a layer of hard metal.

At present, tests - as mentioned in a) - are carried out on
hydrostatic seals too.

When the two .seal types are compared, it appears, that the
hydrostatic seal has the disadvantage to the hydrodynamic
seal, that the leakage of the hydrostatic seal is ten times
more than that of the hydrodynamic. The leakage of the hy-
drodynamic sea., is nearly zero. But in practice two or three
seals must be arranged in serie. At the hydrodynamic seal
the pressure must be divided suitably between the individual

seals with the h«
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seals with the help of a so called pressure divi^r. Due to this sy-

stem the leakage is about the same as that of the hydrostatic seal,

so that both systems have the same value considering the leakage.

The advantage of the hydrostatic seal is, its very low wear in normal

operation. The sensitivity for dirt and sudden changes in operating

conditions (pressure, temperature) is much higher than in the case of

hydrodynamic seal, which thanks for the soft carbon ring, has the

characteristic somewhat to regenerate.

4. Bearing

If the shaft is brought through only at one side of the casing, which

necessiates only one seal,in order to avoid deformation a bearing

lubricated with the pumped medium has to be applied in the vicinity

of the impeller. This bearing can be designed after two different

principles:

a) Hydrodynamic (see figure 5)

b) Hydrostatic (see figure 6)

The Hydrodynamic Bearing operates on the well known principle of the

hydrodynamic wedge.

Normally, due to the low viscosity only small specific loading can be

allowed, where the bearing must be lubricated with cooled water.

By suitable material selection - for the stationary sleeve mostly

carbon impregnated with metal is used - a higher specific load can be

allowed if the bearing is to be operating in the thin film region,

which is connected with a higher wear.

Hydrodynamic bearing for shafting of Sulzer-Iype.

7



By the Hydrostatic Bearing the delivery head of the impeller is utili-

zed for the load carrying capacity. Its advantage, that it can be

lubricated with hot fluid. Bearings were tested over a longer period

(over 1000 hours) in test rigs and pumps at different operating tem-

peratures. For the design of the bearing, the load must be exactly

known, otherwise an overload would cause the rotating sleeve to slide

over the stationary one and so the wear as well as the power loss

would increase to a great extent.

Fig. 6

Hydrostatic bearing for shafting of Sulzer-Type

5. Hydraulic Problems

The exhaustive hydraulic tests show, that the spherical casing is

equivalent with the volute. In this casing form the hydraulic compo-

nents were tested for the questionable specific speed range (between

ns = 120 and 550), concerning the efficiency and suction characteri-

stic.

Fig. 7 shows the dimensionless characteristic curves of both casing

forms at the same specific speed of about 250. The differences are

very small. The obtained efficiency of the spherical pump is some-

what lower, than that of the pump with volute. A hydraulic advantage

of the spherical pump to the spirale is, that due to the diffuser

being in the spherical pump its characteristic can be varied, using

the same impeller.
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Dimensionless characteristics

of the spiral and spherical

casing machines

Spherical n = n =24 5

casing Pump spiral oosphe-
r ica l

Spiral

o,s 1.0 t.5

The effect of the efficiency was tested at reduced casing sizes and

different specific speeds. A decrease in volume of about 30 % re-

sulted, in the average, about 3 % decrease of the efficiency. These

tests were necessary in order to find an optimal solution for the

circulating pumps, according to the evaluation of the efficiency.

Due to the small available NPSH for boiling water reactors, it had

to be cleared up, if the new collecting chambre had an effect on

the suction characteristic. With this information in hand, the speed

of the machine can be selected as high as possible, which results

in a small machine.

The effect of the spherical casing form on the suction characteristic,

compared with that of a volute is shown on Fig. 8. The tests were

carried out with the same impeller. The results show only the effects

of the casing form as well as the position of the outlet at un-

9 ,T 4



changed scraigit inlet. The effect of the position of the outlet, in

the spherical casing, on the suction characteristic is small. At

partial delivery ( ̂ ^0.16), the suction characteristic "by radial

exit is better than by tangential. It is contrary to the results

at over load.

cavitation
coefficient

0.07 OJ09 OS 0,13 U 5 0,17 0.19 Kl\<f

Fig. 8

Influence of the.casing forms on the suction ability

Spherical casing pump with tangential outlet

Spherical casing pump with radial outlet

Spiral pump

all with axial

inlet

The suction characteristic of the pump vith volute is definitely

smaller at part load, than that of with spherical casing and

tangential exit. Above the best pcint delivery (^= 0.16) in

both cases are the same. Hence, the results of the tests show,

that from the new casing form no disadvantage can be expected.

The knowledge of the suction characteristic improvement due

to the increase of the pumped water temperature can effect

the selection of the allowable maximum specific speed. In

order to determine the effect of temperature increase on

the improvement of suction characteristic, tests were carried

out on a pump having a specific speed of about 125. In Fig. 9

is given for example the NPSH-improvement of a cireulat-ing

pump for boiling water-reactor at three different quantities

in the function of the water temperature. A considerable improve-

ment of the suction characteristic of about 40 % can be seen

between cold (20°c) and warm (280O c ) water.

10 J 4
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300

Improvement in suction ability

due to rise in temperature for

3 % head drop at H = 200 m and

=125, Q = best effi-
oo

ciency point quantity

- - 1,2 Q,^00

0,76 Qr

For the lay-out of the hydrodynamic or hydrostatic bearing, it is

necessary to know the statical and dynamical radial forces at the

best point, all used specific speeds and collecting chambre forms.

The latest developments in the reactor construction, which concern

the circulating pumps, are the following:

- By boiling water reactors the increase of water velocities in

the loop, which means an increase of the delivery head due to

the eventual elimination of the speed regulation.

- By pressure water reactors the tendency is to increase the

specific speed.

Due to the above points, the knowledge of the radial forces at

part loads, as well as at high specific speeds are absolutely

necessary. Hence, the bearing can be designed correctly- and safely.

At an increase of the specific speed from 175 to 350 and constant

head of about 190 m, the absolute value of the radial force reduces

indeed as calculated according to (2) and our own tests, with a

reduction at the same time of the impeller diameter of about 45 %,

by about 30 %. These effect considerably the relative dimensions

of the hydrostatic bearing. The relation-bearing diameter/impeller

diameter-increase about 50 - 60 %. This results not only in an

increase of the disc friction and of the quantity of lubricating

water (hence, a decrease in efficiency) but also in a decreasing

reliability of operation due to the high peripheral velocity in the

bearing.

Kr " H

R (kp)

radial force coefficient

radial force
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If the values of the radial forces Kr are extrapolated according

to (2) from the specific speed of r^ 250 up to a high specific speed

of^550 - the field of specific speeds for circulating pumps of

semiaxial type are applied at present for pressure water reactors -

then at heads of 70 m and higher, the radial forces become so high,

that the execution of the radial bearings (hydrostatic or hydro-

dynamic) practically impossible. Due to the modification of the

impeller inlet, as well as suitable construction, even at these

high specific speeds, the occuring radial forces could be reduced.

Values of radial forces were obtained, which in value correspond

to that of the radial impeller having a specific speed of ~ 150.

These radial forces allow a safe operation of the radial bearing.
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JI

--ft

The flow coefficient {sis given by

Figs. 2 and 3 show the characteristic and the influence of T

on it and the return flow efficiency /j_ variation with the flow

coefficient p and also of y~. ?ig.4 shows the variation at

C«m/
a wi*11 r/Ro an* fig.5 that of c ,/u, with r/IU.om i ou m e.

DISCUSSIONS.

It may be seen in Fig.2 that the return flow phenomena deviates

the actual characteristic. In other words, it is necessary to

consider this phenomena in the predetermination of characteristic

I of a turbomachine. Pig.2 shows that the phenomena is predominant

for values of <p less than 0.15* It may be observed that the

value of Y* for <p = 0 approaches a value of about 1»95» This

should be 2 theoretically. The high value of 1.95 is quite

astonishing.

By considering the value of if* as determined by the three dif-

ferent test stations and the corresponding ft _ from fig.3, one
^ XL

can conclude that the energy possessed by the return flow at

station III is higher than that possessed at station I when vhe

impeller is working at the same value of <p. This means that the

energy is lost by the time the return flow reaches station I,

i Also this energy carried by the return flow is not coming back to

f\ the impeller or not being used in any other form. It is loste
j However there might be a very small increase in the inflow energy

r. content. This increases is negligible in comparison with the

!:j loss itself. Therefore this has not been considered in the cal-

js eulations.

ji| The velocity distribution shown in Figs ,4 and 5 indicate that at

$s the measuring section ca the suction side of the impeller there

j| is ̂ rerotation. The rotation near the hub is much smaller compar-

!| ed to that near the pipe wall. The fluid near the pipe wall is

j<4 moving away from the pump and fluid near the hub towpxds the pump.

[VI The return flow appears to be present for values of r/E2 greater
than 0,85. At r/E2«0,85, *&e fluid is having pure rotation and

this rotating fluid acte as the boundary between the flow moving

towards the impeller on the inside and away from the impeller on

the out3ide of this boundary.

•She velocity distribution indicate a very high value of the velo-
city at the boundary. This means the hydraulic losses would have
been lower for,the same through flow without a return flow. It
is usual to assume a mean uniform velocity for determining the











losses in the predetermination of characteristic. But this is far

from truth when the machine works at part loads. This factor is

to be remembered while predicting the behaviour of a turbomachine.

Iα order to increase the energy content of the fluid by the same

amount along all the stream lines, the need of twist in blades is

well known (1). This twist is different for different discharges.

Hence at low discharges, the return flow loss will prevail since

the twist can be provided for the design point only*

No return flow has been observed in these experiments for values

of <p greater than 0,15 or in the stable part of the characteris-

tic in general. However a small value of C „ may prevail due to

prerotation.

CONCLUSIONS,

The results emphasis the need of consideration of the return flow

losses in axial flow machines. Tne main part is played when the

workitft point is on the unstable part of the characteristic. The

findings are of preliminary exploratory nature and give food for

thought. Attempt is being made to find out the influence of den-

sity, number of blades etc., on such a phenomena.

I am deeply indebted to Herr Prof .Dr.-lng.H.Petermann, Direktor,

pfleiderer institut fur Stromungsmaschinen, Technische Universitat,

Braunschweig, for his help and facilities during my stay in his

Institute. I would not have been able to come to this Institute

leading in the field of pumps, if it were not for the generous

scholarship of D.A.A.D. I am very thankful to them
o
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THE RUNNER OF A TURBOMACHINE

ON ACCOUNT OF RELATIVE WHIRL

A

5

J. Raabe Director of the Institute of hydraulic
Machines and Plants
Technical University

Munich

Germany

Measurements have proved that the twist of stream surfaces of ori-

ginally axisymmetrical form in the runner of turbomachines can not

be described by an axial relative whirl of the magnitude - 2 w,with

o> as angular velocity, as often has been affirmed. Due to obser-

vations of relative flow from four different bladed axial turbines

this phenomenon can be explained by assuming a screw formed runner-

blade, potential flow and constant meridional velocity in the run-

ner. By this the relative whirl which causes a secondary flow is

determined by angular velocity, the mean blade angle and the circu-

lation behind the runner outlet. Consequences of this approximative

theory are also confirmed by recent measurements at diagonal turbi-

nes with more general blade form.

'64
Des mesurements ont prouve que la torsion de surfaces de courant

d'une forme d'origine axiale symmetrique ne peut etre deerivee par

un tourbillon axial relatif d-'une quantite - 2o), w exprimant la

veloeite angulaire, comme il a souvent fete affirme.

En accord avec des observations du courant relatif a 4 turbines

axiales p.vec differents nombres d'aubes, ce phenomene peut etre

esplique en supposant des aubes d'helice de la roue, du courant

potentiel et d'une constante vitesse meridiane dans la roue.

Dans ce cas, le tourbillon relatif causant un courant secondaire

est determine par la vitesse angulaire, 1»angle moyen d'aube

et la circulation derriere la sortie de la roue.

Les resultats de ce procede approximatif sont egalement con-

firmes par des eesurements recents a des turbines diagonales

avec une forme d'aubes plus generale.

A



EXPERIENCES AT AXIAL TURBINES

Measurement of relative flow field between the runner at four dif-

ferent bladed model axial turbines of the Kaplantype showed a ra-

dial velocity component distribution over the pitch, which led to

the conclusion of an axial relative whirl five times smaller than

the usual accepted with the magnitude -2W , with CO as angular ve-

locity. Additionally the sign of the observed whirl has been posi-

tive instead of negative. The measurements have been carried out

by Mr. W. Kiihnel at the Institute of Hydraulic Machines and Plants

Technical University Munich, Germany [l] . They have been made at a

runner of 620 mm diameter, 0,5 hub-ratio with alternatively 3,4t,6

and 12 blades. The different runner types had geometrical similar

cylindrical sections at respective radii. Relative velocity has

been measured by a six hole probe of the Type Conrad. As fluid air

has been used.

-0.2

Fig. 1

Fig. 1 shows a typical distribution of the measured radial velocity

component in peripheral direction from pressure to suction side of

the runner channel in a cross section somewhat before the runner

outlet, under a circulation behind the runner directed against the

peripheral speed.

THEORETICAL EXPLANATION

To explain the phenomenon the following assumptions have been made

a) Absolute flow as potential flow of an incompressible fluid

b) Constant meridional velocity in the runner

c) Infinite thin runner blades whose cylindrical section are

straight lines and whose axial sections are straight radial lines.

By this the blade equals a simple screw surface. Herewith a liquid

circular ring sector, perpendicular to the turbine-axis and consi-

.



sting of the same fluid particles moves with constant angular

speed through the runner.

To get the whirl in such a plane which is moving with constant

axial velocity cm one must notice that in a potential flow every

fluid particle relative to the runner has an axial vorticity

(= axial whirl) of -2C0 . From this vorticity one must substract

the vorticity connected with the angular speed of the above des-

cribed circular ring sector relative to the blade thus getting the

effective relative vorticitySl(= effective relative whirl) in this

plane sector [2] .

By the guidance of the runner blade with its angle B against the

periphery the circular ring sector turns relative to the blade like

a solid body with an angular velocity

C00= -(cmcot0)/r (i)
around the turbine axis. Due to the assumed blade surface the ex-

pression r-tan B is constant and therefore to0too. By this the ef-

fective relative vorticity in the sense of &J becomes

Si = -2w-2W o = 2[-U +(cmcot/S)/r] (2)

The last formula leads to the conclusion that the secondary flow

due to the effective relative whirl runs in a negative sense with

respect to U) if

(cBcot/3)/r < a) (3)

This is the case at part load, when the fluid leaves the runner

with a circulation in direction of angular speed.

At the bestpoint with its disappearing circulation behind the run-

ner Q and the combined secondary flow dissappears because

(cw cot/3)/r = 0) (i,)

The secondary flow runs in a positive sense, if

(cmcoty3)/r > W (5)

The last case is valid for overload operation, if the circulation

behind the runner is opposite to angular speed. This case is re-

markable as the secondary flow rotates in the sense of the angular

speed, in contradiction to the often observed sketch in text-books

due to which the relative whirl in axial turbomachines should cause

a secondary flow against the angular velocity.

The latter case has been observed and compared with the result of

the foregoing theory.



The velocity field of the secondary flow can be got in the follo-

wing manner.

Formally one can write the effective relative velocity as

2 = -2$w (6)

A simple consideration shows the parameter £ as a function of the

angular deviation Aβ from the runner blade angle without circula-

tion behind the runner and the angle fl at the runner tip

? = (24/3)/s.'n2y3
u
 (7)

By means of a stream function y> belonging to an arbitrary stream-

line of the flow the principle of conversation of vortieity leads

to a Poisson equation

AW - -l%Ui (8)

The velocity components v
u
 in peripheral and v

r
 in radial direction

are connected with "H
1
 by continuity

(9)

with? as the azimuth. '
r
 *--'i-..-, (

±0
)

If the streamfunction "V along the boundary has the valuers 0 the

solution of equation (8) is given by

"" In?))
 C0S
h (gt f)

Herein

r
i

r
a

are

radius

radius

of

of

the hub

runner tip

f azimuth in the sense of angular velocity.

B
i t
 B are coefficients which follow from "¥. = 0 at the circular

boundaries ° = 9
a
 and 9 = i. The coefficients A

n
 are given by the

condition ̂ = 0 at the two boundaries ¥ = + (sr/z) with z as blade

number by Fourier analysis. With the abbreviation

(12)
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one gets

*tr
 u

"'
Fig. 2 shows the plot of velocities v

u
/ Jα) r

±
 and Vj/^u) r

A
 versus

¥ and?for the hub ratio 0,5 and the blade number z = 3 and 6. As

Fig. 3 demonstrates v is in good agreement with measured values.
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CONCLUSION FOR DIAGONAL TURBINE

The foregoing considerations can also be extended on diagonal turbo-

machines. Under similar assumption it can be conclude that axisym-

metric stream-surfaces can only exist at the operational point

without circulation at the runner outlet. At overload the stream-

surfaces are twisted by the meridional component of the effective

relative vorticity which leads to a secondary flow running at the

pressure side of a blade from the crown to the band and at the

suction side of a blade in opposite direction. If the turbine

operates at part load condition the twist of the stream-surfaces

due to the effective meridional component of the relative vortioity

turns its direction. Such a twist and secondary flow combined

herewith have been observed by three dimensional measurement of the

relative flow at a Francis runner of the specific speed n (metric)

= 150. This investigations have been conducted by Schatzmayer in

Graz in the Institute of Stromungsmaschinen II at Technical

University Graz.
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Latin letter
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c
m

coefficients

coefficients

meridional velocity

n integer number

r radius

v radial velocity component of secondary flow

m
2
/s

m/s

m/s

v peripheral velocity component of secondary flow m/s

z blade number

Greece letter

Q runner blade angle

Aα angular deviation of B from position without circulation at

runner outlet

J3 azimuth, in direction ol angular velocity, beginning from a

radius to which suction and pressure side are positioned

symmetrically

f streamfunction m
2
/s

r coefficient defined in equation (7)

to angular velocity of turbine " i/s

C0
0
 angular velocity of a fluid plane orthogonal to the

turbine axis, moving axially with the speed c through

the runner, relative to the runner. l/s

Q Effective relative vorticity (=whirl) in a plane

orthogonal to the turbine axis, moving with axial

speed e
m
 through the runner. l/s

Subcript

a

i

external

internal
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INFLUENCE OP DRAFT TUBE DIMENSIONS

ON KAPLAN TURBINE EFFICIENCIES

Rune Alestig Karlstads Mekaniska Werkstad (KHW) Kristinehamn

Head of hydraulic Kristinehamn Works Sweden

turbine laboratory

A model test series with systematic variation of the draft tube dimensions

has been carried out in order to find their influence on the efficiencies

for a Kaplan turbine. The test results indicate that there exists an opti-

mum draft tube depth. Extremely deep draft tubes give no advantage concern-

ing efficiencies. Test results also indicate that the horizontal extension

must have a sufficient length. It is further found that the runner type has

no decisive importance for the general picture of the influence of the draft

tube dimensions on the efficiencies. The test results are considered to be

useful for project engineers as a basis for economical considerations.

Une serie d'essais sur modele reduit avec variations systematiques des

dimensions des tubes d'aspirateur a ete effeetuee pour definir leur in-

fluence sur le rendement des turbines Kaplan. Les resultats obtenus mon-

trent qu'il existe une profondeur optima des tubes d'aspirateur. Des tubes

d'aspirateur d'une profondeur extreme ne presentent aucun avantage au point

de vue rendement. Les resultats indiquent egalement que la longueur hori-

zontale doit etre suffisante. II s'est avere" que le type de la roue r/a pas

d'importance decisive sur 1'image totale de 1'influence du tube d'aspirateur

sur le rendement. Les resultats de ces essais sont considered camme tres

utilisables par les ingenieurs hydraulique comme base a leurs evaluations

economiques.
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INTRODUCTION

When projecting a power station, which will be equipped with Kaplan turbines,

all possible efforts must be made in order to keep the overall dimensions of

the power station as small as possible with regard to fixed conditions con-

cerning head, discharge, maximum output etc. The intention Is always to arrive

at the most economical solution. Therefore, any proposed alteration from a

basic design leading to increased or decreased construction cost should be

weighed against the expected alteration of the overall profitability of the

plant. The necessary basic data for such evaluations can partly be available

by systematical model tests with measurement of the turbine performance for

different shapes and dimensions of the water ways.

For a conventional vertical Kaplan turbine with given runner diameter it is

mainly the dimensions of the spiral casing and the draft tube which are in-

fluencing construction cost as well as performance.

This report gives the results of a systematical experimental investigation

of the influence of the draft tube dimensions on the efficiencies.

The main purpose has been to find the influence of the draft tube depth»

which is often an important and sometimes critical measure for Kaplan tur-

bine projects. The meaning has not been to find the very best draft tube

concerning its geometrical shape but to study in first hand the influence

on efficiencies of different draft tube depths with a frequently used "stan-

dard" draft tube type.

TEST ARRANGEMENT AND

The tests have been carried out in an open flume test stand, using a model

turbine with runner diameter 500 mm and a test head of 4 meters. The discharge

has been measured by means of a travelling screen and the overall inaccuracy

for a single test point is of the order of 0.2 %.

L

For the main test series a 5-bladed Kaplan turbine runner suitable for pro-

totype heads of 20-35 meters has been used. It has been tested for two dif-

ferent unit speeds, one corresponding to optimum plant head (unit speed

n^1 •= 125 R.P.M.) and one to a head considerably lower than optimum (n.. =

= 165)- Efficiencies are calculated on the basis of geodetic head measurement.

Fig. 1 shows a section of the model turbine installed in the open flume test

stand.
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Fig. 1 - Model test arrangement

Three different sizes of gecmetrically homologous draft tubs bends have been

tested. The suction cone between the runner and the bend inlet has had two

different values of the half cone angle, 10 and 8 degrees. The draft tube ex-

tension, downstream of the bend outlet, has had two alternative lengths for

each size; one of such a length that the combination of bend and extension is

fully homologous with the corresponding combination of the basic draft tube

and one of such a length that the outlet area is the same as that of the basic

draft tube. Altogether 10 different draft tubes have been tested. The total

number of test points amounts to about 1000.

Pig. 2 shows the dimensions of the draft tubes tested.
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ALTERNATIVES WITH QEOMETRIC
SIMILITUDE FOR BEND*EXTENSION

ALTERNATIVES WITH EQUAL
OUTLET AREA (A)

HALF SUCTION CONE ANGLE 10'

ALT, t
A=2,83

BASIC DRAFT TUBE
FOR COMPAR/SON
OF EFFICIENCIES

HALF SUCTION CQN£ ANGLE

ALT6
A'S.83

2.02

ALT?
2.58

10,37

Fig. 2 - Dimensions of draft tubes tested
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TEST RESULTS

1. Influence of suction cone angle

The basic draft tube, alt. 1, has a half suction cone angle of 10 degrees and

alt. 6 has 8 degrees. In figure 3 the obtained efficiencies are compared,

whereby

A T ) e
 \lt. 6 " \

-0.it

-Oβ.

f —tt

°—o ALT6 nu=125

*-—A ALT. 6 n,rf65

0,6 0,8 hO 12 l£ 16 1,8 3,0 2,2
UNIT DISCHARGE Q

n
 m

J
/s

Pig. 3 - Influence of suction cone angle

The diagram indicates that there is no significant difference between the effi-

ciencies obtained with draft tubes number 1 and number 6.

When comparing the remaining alternative draft tubes it is, therefore, suitable

to put together in the same diagram the test results for draft tubes, which are

almost identical except for the suction cone angle. In that way it is easy to

sse whether or not the test results seem reliable as almost identical test re-

sults can be expected.

2. Deep draft tubes

2.1 Alternatives with geometric similitude for the combination bend +

extension - The obtained efficiencies for this and the subsequent cases are

compared with those of alternative 1 according to the general formula

= Vt. n " \lt. 1

The diagram in fig. 4 gives the test results for this cass.
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2.2 Alternatives with equal outlet area - The diagram in fig. 5 gives the

test results for alternatives 3 and 8, which have equal outlet areas as alter-

native 1.
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5. Shallow draft tubes

5.1 Alternatives with geometric similitude for the combination bend +

extension - The diagram In fig. 6 gives the test results for the shallow

draft tubes alt. 4 and 9,
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Pig. 6 - Efficiency alteration for alternatives ft and 9

5.2 Alternatives with equal outlet area - The diagram in fig. 7 gives the

test results for alternatives 5 and 10, which have equal outlet areas as alter-

native 1.
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CCWtEKTS TO THE TEST RESULTS

The presented diagrams show clearly that there is no advantage to use extreaely

deep draft tubes, as the efficiencies are lower than these obtained with the

moderate depth of the basic draft tube, alternative 1. If the horizontal ex-

tension of the deep draft tubes is cut off in order to have equal outlet area

as for alternative 1, the efficiencies are -considerably lower (see fig. 5) •

It-is, therefore, obvious that for good functioning of the draft tube it is

necessary to have a reasonable length of the horizontal part after the bend.

The shallow draft tubes with geometric similitude for bend + extension show

a similar picture as the corresponding deep draft tubes, even if the effici-

ency is somewhat influenced even at small figures of unit discharge for opti-

mum unit speed.

Tha two test series with different cone angles have given almost identical

test results, which can be considered as an indication that the results are

reliable.
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Pig. 8 - Efficiencies with basic draft tube alt. 1

The dimensions of the draft tube have the greatest influence on efficiencies

for big unit discharges. The heavy weighting points for Kaplan turbines are

often placed at a region of the efficiency curve somewhat above the discharge

figure for maximum efficiency. With reference to fig. 8 a heavy weighting

point could be about

L

1.5 m
5
/s. It is, therefore, of interest to compare

B
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the efficiencies obtained with the different draft tube alternatives at this

discharge. This has been made in fig. 9, where the efficiency alteration A ij

has been drawn as function of draft tube depth for the alternatives with geo-

metric similitude for bend + extension. There are only three points for each

curve, so they can be drawn in different manners. However, there is no reason

to believe that the curves should have any pronounced peak between depths of

2.5 and 3.5 runner diameters (this is supported by experience from many other

model tests). As the curves, therefore, have been drawn, they indicate an op-

timum draft tube depth of about 2.8 runner diameters. The depth for the basic

draft tube, 2.34 runner diameters, is very well choosen as it results in a

loss of only about 0.1# but is about 0.46 runner diameters shorter than a

draft tube designed for maximum efficiency. In most cases a draft tube being

0.46 runner diameters shallower would certainly give so much lower construc-

tion cost that it is preferable to use it even if the loss is 0.1 $6. This must,

however, be considered for every special project.

A corresponding comparison of the efficiency alterations at Q n » 1.5 m /s

for the draft tube alternatives with equal outlet areas is made in fig. 10.

The diagram shows a similar picture as fig. 9 but less efficiency loss for

shallow draft tubes and greater loss for deep draft tubes.
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Pig. 9 - Efficiency alteration for draft tubes with geometric
similitude for bend + extension. Q n = 1.5 n'/s
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Influence of test head definition

As mentioned before, all test results presented in the diagrams fig. 3-10

are based on geodetic head measurement. The existing "International code for

model acceptance tests of hydraulic turbines", IEC-publication 195» defines

a net head which is corrected for the velocity head at the draft tube outlet.

This net head definition means that the calculated "net efficiencies", TΜ™**

will be higher than the "geodetic efficiencies". The difference between them

will be greater the smaller the draft tube outlet area is. The picture of the

influence of the draft tube depth will not be changed for the test series with

equal outlet area, but for the series with geometric similitude for bend + ex-

tension the alternatives with shallow draft tubes will show smaller loss and

the deep draft tubes greater loss. This is shown in fig. 11, where^ i\^— is

plotted for unit discharge CL- - 1.5 m /s.
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of runner type

The runner used for the main test series was a 5-bladed runner with *>!% hub

diameter having an optimum unit speed of n ^ = 125 R.P.M. Are the results ob-

tained with this runner typical and applicable even for other runner types?

In order to g*»+ some information about this problem the test series has

successively been extended by further testing of other runner types.

In fig. 6 a dotted line has been drawn for the test results obtained with a

4-bladed runner tested at unit s,peed n
n
 - 143 R.P.M., *&ich is slightly -r*ov

its optimum speed. The draft tube is alternative 4. There are certain devia-

tions from the results obtained with the 5-bladed runner but principally the

efficiency alteration is of the sarae order.

In fig. 7 another test with a 4-bladed runner is drawn in as a dotted curve.

In this case It is a very high specific speed runner, which is tested at its

optimum unit speed n,, - 170 and also for a higher speed, n
n
 - 210 H.P.M.

The draft tube is alternative 5- Even in this case the test results agree

11 S



fairly well with those of the 5-bladed runner.

It is often claimed that for good hydraulic functioning of a turbine, which

generally means stable operation and good performance, the draft tube should

be specifically adopted to the runner. This might be true in certain cases,

but the author believes, on the basis of mod=I test results, that if different

runners are designed in such a way that they are close to the optimum design,

they will all operate very well with a correspondingly well designed standard

draft tube. la fact this is also a necessary condition for the possibility to

supply project- engineers with seme general information about the influence of

draft tube dimensions on efficiencies.

CONCLUSION

From *iie different diagrams presented in the paper it is possible to estimate

the efficiency alteration that will result as a consequence of altered draft

tube dimensions. An economical optimisation can, therefore, be made provided

the constructional costs are known.

Extremely deep draft tubes give no advantage concerning efficiencies.

The horizontal extension of the draft tube must have a sufficient length.

The runner type has no decisive importance for the general picture of the in-

fluence of the draft tube dimensions on the efficiencies.

L
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Flow dynamic characteristics downstream of the turbine runner have a compli-

cated strueturee In separate circular zones there occur fluctuations of ener-

gy, velocities and pressures in different combinations- depending on unit ope-

ration regime. The internal circular zone characterized lay pulsation of pres-

sures and velocities at constant energy level occuis even under the optimum

unit operation regime. Non-stability of flow at partial loads increases; a de-

veloped vortex core appears in the draft tube; periodio ohanges of turbine di-

scharge capacity, of pressures in penstocks and changes of capacity of turbi-

ne unit are observed. Character and value of pressure changes in penstocks

even in one turbine at the same boundary conditions can prove to be different.

Togetger with the main parameters they depend on the type of discharge fluc-

tuations, and dimensions of stable non-stationary flow zone,

RESUME

Les caracte*ristiq.ues dynamiques de 1«Seoulement a l'aval de la roue ont une

structure complexe. Bans les zones circulaires se"pare"es apparaissent les flu-

ctuations de I'gnergie, des vitesses et des pressions aux combinaisons diffe"-

rentes en fonction du regime de fonctionnement du groupe. M8me au regime op-

timum de fonctionnement du groupe se prSsente une zone circulaire interne oui

Sβ caractSrise par la pulsation de pressions au niveau constant de l'^nergie.

Aui charges partielles la non-stationnarite" de l'Scoulement s'accrolt; dans

l'aspirateur apparait un noyau de tourbillon deVeloppe"; on observe lee vari-

ations pSriodiques des debits de la turbine, de pressions dans les forcSes et

de la capacity du groupe. Le caractere et la valeux de la variation de pres-

sion dans les conduites forc5es, m§me pour une seule turbine % des conditions

limites pareilles, peuvent 8tre diffe"rents. Ils dependent, de m8me que lee pa-

rametres principaux, du mode des fluctuations du dSbit et des dimensions de

la zone de la Eon—stationnarite" stable*
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Increase of unit capacity of hydropover sets and hydraulic turbine

dimensions as well as of maximum turbine discharges characterizes modern

trends in hydropower engineering and leads to a considerable growth of dynamic

loads acting on elements of turbines and structures. In view of this research

into dynamic processes in hydraulic turbines especially downstream of the

runner where the greatest non-uniformity of velocity and pressure distribution

occur, has attained a great practical importance. At present versatile inve-

stigations in this field are carried out, the direction of researches being

associated with a specified form of manifestation of non-stationary hydraulic

processes. The latter may exert an appreciable influence on cavitation and

wear of hydraulic machinery and become a cause of fluctuation of the hydropo-

wer set capacity and of increased vibrations of the support structural ele-

ments. Under specific conditions non—stationary phenomena in the draft tube

may result in dangerous resonance effects in penstocks or after all influence

the character of transients. It should be noted that a good deal of papers

concerning theoretical /l,2/ and experimental problems /3>4,5/ are devoted to

investigation of bydrodynamic characteristics of flow in turbine draft tubes.

However conditions of development and existence of non-stationary phenomena

downstream of the turbine runner and peculiarities of their action have not

been fully studied. Therefore experiments aimed at revealing or explaining

the phenomena are of a particular, interest.

Procedure of evaluation of hydrodynamic disturbances in flow by the

character of their manifestation on the boundary, adopted in modern practice,

demands further improvement. Tests of prototype hydropower sets /6/ show that

at partial load regimes with the steady form of vortex core downstream of

Francis turbine, distinct pulsations of pressure on the boundary of the draft

tube suction cone (H ,H ) cause quite definite pressure pulsations in the

scroll case (H_) and fluctuations of the capacity (H) of the hydropower set

(Fig. I-a). However in a number of other cases at rated loads the character

of disturbing forces acting on the draft tube boundaries did not correspond

to the state of flow as a whole.

Similar discrepancies were discovered at transient regimes as well.

Realization of a transient regime at load drop off the turbine model is shown

in Fig. I-b. It should be emphasized here that appreciable pressure pulsation

( £ ) was noticed in scroll case at smooth change of wicket gate movement ( cf )

and turbine discharge ( £ ) in the zone of partial openings of the wicket gate

A variety of the above mentioned or similar factors demanded explanation. Thus

a deep knowledge of dynamic characteristics inside tee flow is obviously need-
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ed. Some information concerning such studies are given in this paper.

(a)

2 t,sec.

Due to current progress in procedure and measuring devices experiments

have been made, yielding the first dynamic characteristics of flow /ij as well

as static characteristics of velocities and pressure downstream of the runner

at various turbine regimes /5|8/ together with static and dynamic characterist-

ics of pressure on the surfaces of the draft tube /6,7>8,9/« Dynamic cha-

racteristics of flow downstream of the runner have a complicated structure.

The complexity is, on the one hand, due to non-uniformity of velocity and

pressure fields distribution and, on the other hand, to non-stability of

values of velocity and pressure in each points of the flow. A scheme of measu-

rements conducted downstream of runner dia. 2.35 m °f the Francis turbine with

8.3 M capacity, head equal to 39 m and rated speed I87.5 r.p.m. is shown in

Pig. 2-a. Measurements were taken on the surface of the draft tube (pressure

gauges 1,2,3,4) and inside the flow - by a hydrodynamic probe provided with

two pressure gauges. One of them measured the energy pulsation1

and the second - the difference between pressures and velocity head;

JJIL (2),Hu r
where k < 1.0 was determined by calibration.

I E this case values of piezometric heads and velocities in measuring points

are obtained from the relations:
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Figs. 2-b, 2-c, 2-d show the coefficients of rarefaction, or coeffici-

ents of pressure below the turbine runner:

y

 p
/r~TWL

*
C
~~ JT ". (5)

and relative values of meridional ( Z£ ) and circumferential {V
u
) velocities:

(6),

where H is head. THL means tail water level.

The character of velocity and pressure diagrams shows that a suffici-

ently uniform distribution over the cross-section takes place only in the zone

of optimum regimes. But here there is again a certain circular zone near the

boundary of the draft tube suction cone where the uniformity is disturbed.

When regimes deviate from the optimum, a considerable non-uniformity of velo-

city and pressure fields appears. The rated capacity regime (Fig. 2-b) is

characterized by the reverse direction of flow rotation downstream of the

runner compared with that of the runner and also by the presence of circular

! one with higher values of V^j , and^Siear the draft tube cone surfaces. At

the partial load regime ( N < O.^Nnom ) ̂ e direction of flow rotation

corresponds to that of the runner. Maximum values of V~mx
 a r e o n

 "^β draft

tube surfaces, and maximum values of Qβ. - at its centre. Figs. 2-b, 2-c,

2-d also show the characteristics of amplitudes of pulsation of the relative

pressure value 96 , the meridional velocity 1/^ and energy coefficientCdefin-

ed as ratio of the total energy £ and the head H . At the optimum regime

the pressure pulsation practically does not appear at allwhile there occur

small pulsations V
m
 and %. of the opposite sign. The latter preconditions

the absence of the energy pulsation. Eegimes different from optimum ones are

characteristic of considerable increase of pulsations, their type depending

to a great extent upon the value of the power set capacity.

At rated capacity (Fig. 2-b) the maximum pulsations of velocity 2T
mz

occur near the draft tube surface in case of pressure pulsation 9t being-

practically absent. In this circular zone pulsations of energy C are caused

completely by velocity pulsations.

In the central zone the meridional velocity pulsations are low and

energy pulsation being increased in this zone is mainly due to pressure pulsa-

tions. At partial loads (Fig. 2-d) the levels of pulsations of velocity and

pressure are the highest; however, energy pulsation level is lower than at

the rated capacity. In this case the highest meridional velocity pulsations

B



are also observed near the draft tube surfaces. Maximum pressure pulsations

were observed in the zone of nonstable directions of velocities.

The above given results of the investigations show the complexity of

flow structure downstream of the runner. It is clear that the non-stationary

phenomena inside the flow do not manifest their action completely on water

passage boundaries. Pig. 3 gives the results of measurements of pressure pulsa-

tions on the draft tube surface in different points at the three typical regim-

es of hydropower set operation. Comparison of these data with the above given

ones shows a lower level of pressure pulsation on the draft tube surface as

compared with pressure pulsations in some points inside the flow, In connec-

tion with this the results of the measurements of dynamic pressures acting

on water passage boundaries may have limited practical use, namely, for estima-

tion of dynamic loads acting on the draft tube and for analysis of vortez cvre

development. Fig. 3-d shows a three-dimensional diagram of dynamic component

of pressure which is rotating at the rate of vortex core movement. Such diag-

rams can be constructed from model investigations data and then recalculated

for the prototype.
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Oscillograms of pressure pulsations on the draft tube surface (Pig.4-a),

pulsations of energyfand values Hu inside the flow (Pig. 4-b) show that non-

stability of the flow develop in synchronism with the frequency of the vortei

core rotation. Prom these experiments an important conclusion can be drawn

th&t the results of measurements at the boundary of the water passage can be

used for evaluation of frequency of non-stationary processes including dis-

charge pulsations.

Discharge pulsations obtained from Pig. 2 are preconditioned by the

values of meridional velocity pulsation and at partial loads they, reach ± 10

per cent of the rated discharge capacity; at the optimum capacity of the

power set they amount to i 1 per cent and at the rated one they increase up

to i 2 per cent. Such considerable discharge fluctuations can substantially

affect the transients. It is of interest that the type of pressure pulsation

in the Prancis turbine draft tube in the process of wicket gate movement with-

out switching - off the hydropower set from the transmission line is similar

to that of the statical regimes (Pig. 5)» The results of this experiment

permit to obtain a more profound judgement on the transient processes.

The influence of discharge pulsation on the shape of diagram and on

S



magnitude of the water hammer may prove to be manifested in a quite unexpect-

ed way. In the process of wicket gate closing, near the conditions of steady

low-frequency discharge pulsations), their inception can start from the posi-

tive as well as from t'ue negative amplitude.

a,
Ah

Therefore the diagrams and water hammer magnitudes are different even at equal

load drops. Two oscillograms for practically similar load drops are shown in

Pig. 6-a. Taking into account that in both cases smooth wicket gate closing

takes place, in accordance with relation Of =/^fj , significant discre-

pancy 'between the shapes of diagrams of water hammer magnitudes &H=fft)

can be explained "by the influence of discharge pulsation.

The effect of this influence on the diagram shape and water hammer

magniin.de depending on pulsation period, time of wicket gate closing and

sises of zone of regimes at which pulsations appear, will "be different for

different hydropower installations. Pig. 6-6 shows an oscillogram of water

hammer in the penstock of a hydropower station equipped with Kaplan turbines

where the discharge pulsation appeared to have several waves. Pig. 6-c shows

the oscillogram of water hammer recorded at a hydropower station equippad

with Francis turbines. Such a shape of water hammer diagram can be ofeeerved,

if discharge pulsation appears as one wave.

in example of analysis of water hammer with time constant Tp • 2

sec, water hammer phase TT - 0.8 cec is given in order to illustrate the

influence of discharge pulsation on the water hammer magnitude. Discharge

pulsation vith the period equal to T = 0.8 sec. and the amplitude ± 3

per cent of the initial discharge value is given in the form of a curve close

to a sinusoid.
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Pig. 6-d shows the result of water hammer analysis at different shapes

of pulsating component of discharge. Curve I gives variation of pressure va-

lue, the discharge pulsation heing absent. Curve 2 shows variation of the

pressure value at discharge pulsation during the whole process of wicket gate

closing. Curve 3 was obtained for conditions when discharge pulsation in the

form of one wave occurs in the third phase; curve 4 - for a wave in the fourth

phase. Curves 2 and 3 are close in the shape to the- oscillogram given in Fig. 6

and curve 4 almost exactly represents the oscillogram shown in Fig. 6-c. Thus

assuming definite shapes of discharge pulsations, diagrams of water hammer

analogous to prototype ones can t>3 obtained by meais of computation; It should

be noted that for a given example discharge pulsation results in sufficient

increase of water hammer value reaching about 20 per cent. The greatest

increase of water hammer value is produced by single waves of discharge pulsa-

tion while a number of waves does not result in such considerable changes.
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The described measurements inform about the size of pressure

fluctuations at the suction tube wall and about fluctuations

of velocity and flow direction in different suction tube cross

sections of a Francis model turbine at part load range.

Measurements of wake regions behind the runner show a rapid

equalization of flow.

The measuring results are transferable with the well-known

laws of similarity to other heads than those used in the tests

in question.

Les mesurements deerives ici renseignent sur la grandeur de

fluctuations de pression a la paroi de l'aspirateur et sur les

fluctuations de Vitesse et de la direction du courant dans des

sections dii'ferentes de l'aspirateur d'une turbine Francis de

modele en charge partielle.

Des mesurements de la region situee directement derriere la

roue montrent une vite egalisation du courant.

Les resultets des mesurements sont transmissibles avec les

conditions de similitude connues a d'autres hauteurs que ceux

utilislee dans les experiments en question.
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INTRODUCTION

On account of the increase of that part of the total current-gene-

ration which is produced by steam power stations and atomic power

plants, the recent water power stations have been more and more

utilized to supply appearing peak deficiencies of current. There-

fore it is more difficult than in former times to consider the op-

timal operative conditions of the hydraulic machines. On the con-

trary, the state of operating in question is always determined by

the prevailing demand for energy.

This is one of the reasons why the part load behaviour of Francis

turbines chiefly mounted in pump storage stations is once again of

increasing importance. Therefore the well-known appearance of pres-

sure pulsations being able to cause considerable operating failures

should be explored profoundly and with modern remedies.

TEST CONDITIONS

The following experiments have been performed on a new-built test

plant with an enclosed cycle. Complete model machines with spiral,

guide wheel and suction tube can be installed if the diameter of

the runner does not exceed 350 mm. All specifications being of

importance for the test operations are variable in a wide range and

adjusted values can be kept constant by an automatic control system.

Precision measuring instruments allow to take very exact readings

of transient operating values. A great advantage of the test bed is

the excellent reproduceability and the short adjusting time of the

desired measuring values.

The following synoptical table ant1, figure i show the main data of

the test bed:

Data / Symbols

Head H [m]

Quantity of water
Q Qn3/sj
Suction head
H s [m w-column^
Speed n [u/min]
Torque M [mkp]

Temperature [°c]

adjustable
from

0,6

0,05

+ 40

0

0

15

to

•*• 10

+ 0,5x
(0,7)

* -8,6

+ 2500

* 30

* 25

Accuracy
of reading

+ 0,0015

+ 0,0005

+ 0,005

± 0,5
+ 0,0015

± 0,2

Remarks

precision Hg nanometer

volumetrically gauged
venturimeter

manometer and vacuum-
meter, separated

electronic

double bearing with
aerostatic bearings
cooling only
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Scheme of Test Bed

7 8 4

21 5

1 tubular pump with
blade adjustment

2 cooling water inlet
3 by-pass control

yniformer
quantity measuring
section

6 Venturi tube
7 head water tank
6 smoothing assembly
9 model turbine

10 power brake
plexiglass
suction tube
tail water tank
pump driving engine
savety valve
air cushion
compressed air input

rsp. exhaustion
18

Fig. i

A Francis model machine with welded spiral, variable guide wheel

(24 guide blades), Francis runner (i7 runner blades) with specific

speed in best point n OD+= 3,65 n (Q-TJ ) ' TH"''* = 295 U/min

(characteristic field fig.2) and curved suction tube was mounted

into this test bed,

The suction tube consisted of 3 parts of very simple geometric

forms which was advantageous for measurements and fabrication. A

conic tube with enlargement angle 2tf— 8° and produced of plexiglass

followed directly behind the runner. A bend at right angle with

Characteristic Field Francisturbine (nsert=295Utiwi,Dz=272.1mm) Constant cross

0,,/Q,,,Qlud AacpfigwtuiMipwto ^ ^ ^ s e c t i o n was a n -

ew Q**?jJU J S 3 1 C ' ' / ^ ^ " X ^ ^ - -h -y-**5*01* nexed. P a r t 3 was
£>EBii« ^j*l^^-=**^^i™*m. II a long, conic

diffuser with aci

outlet surface

four times larger

than the impelle:r

outlet.

Fig. 3 and h show

the position of

the measuring pla-

nes where measure-

ments of pressure
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Position of Measuring Points
Ressure Measurement

Position of Measuring Points
Vetority Measurement

MI

Q=9 mm
b=530

c=113 mm
d=411 mm

Fig. 3 Fig. k

and velocity took place. Mainly, fluctuations of pressures and

velocities in part load range of the turbine were measured

(operation points B and C).

For measurements of pressure, Piezo-quartz-transducers (fabrication

Kistler) flushed into the suction tube wall were used. The trans-

ducers were calibrated for pressures of 0 - 2,5 kp/em and had a

resolution of 0,0004 kp/cm2. By this arrangement, the fluctuation

part of the static pressure prevailing on the suction tube wall

could be measured.

The velocities, average ones as well as the fluctuation part, were

determined by a hotfilm anemometer (fabrication DISA). The quartz-

insulated hotfilm probe (active element: platinum film 0,2 x i mm

on quartz-glass carrier and insulated by 0,5/«n quartz skin) was

examined with regard to its velocity characteristics and angle

behaviour in a special calibration test plant (fig. 5 and 6).

The values of pressure and velocity measurements were recorded with

different amplifiers by light beam oscillographs and then exploited.

EXPERIMENTS

i) Pressure Measurements

a) Dependence of pressure pulsations on suction head BL.-In part

load operation point B, the connection between the position of

[voltl.

l i -

ra-
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part

of

Characteristics of aninsulatid Hot Film Probe

Typ« D1SA 55A83/11

α-ouerheat raaficimt-'Bi5lnn':e°t PTObeot operation tempemtureα-overheat c o e m c i e n t - ^ ^ ^ ^ jJ2J££ water temperature

cfm/s)

Pig. 5

Chamteristic AngteBehewiour
of Hot Film Probe

flow direction

the spiral whirl (rope)

and the pressure existing

at a certain place of the

draft tube (Piezo-pres-

sure transducer) was de-

termined with help of

photos, the cavitation

number c=
 B
g

H s
 being

varied (B'= atmospheric

pressure minus vapour

pressure).

- Fig. 7, 8 and 9 show the

evaluation of the photos

and oscillograph measuring

tapes. Here it is proving

that the pressure

amplitudes are

nearly independent

on cavitation

number if up to the

range of beginning

efficiency drop

by cavitation.

/
^hotnlm probe

Type DISA 55 A 83

-160° ' -120s' -€0° ' -ftP ' (f> UP fiu° t&OP' ibX

Pig. 6

b) Dependence of pressure fluctuations on test head H.-Operating

without cavitation, the head was varied for operation points B

and C in the range of i, 2, k, 6 and 9 m. Fig. 10 shows the

connection/Jap= f(E) which can be regarded as linear. Moreover,

fig. iO shows the pitch of a whirl turn supposing that the whirl

can be comprehended as a helical line.

These two test series demonstrate that the measurements of velocity

in the suction tube can be limited to one head and operation with-

out cavitation and that they yet allow generally valid statements

of the behaviour of the turbine.

This state of fact was to be expected according to the laws of

similarity and was checked in a further test. For one measuring

position (measuring plane III, r/B = 0,85), the velocity fluctua-

tions of absolute velocity were measured with different head Ho

Pig. iOa shows the course of the apparent velocity fluctuation at

5 B 3



Cavitation Characteristic Rroncisturbina operation point B
test data
H=9m
Q=ZI9 1/S

B50Ufri
*=25
dj=16 mm
unit values
d=990 Us
n,=77 U/min
reference values

Fig. 7

Cavitation Charocteristic Ftanccturbine operation point C

Fig. 8

L

a mean, adjusted flow angle (determined as maximum with integrated

measurement).

The restriction was desirable, too, because of the following

technical reasons: From low heads result low velocities in the

suction tube, and as the durability L of the very expensive and

only tediously deliverable hotfilm probes depends not at least on

the flow velocity (L <=- 50 h if c »* 2 m/s),the head H = 2 m was

chosen. For the same reason operation without cavitation was con-

dition because a gas bubble touching the hotfilm destroys the

insulating layer and consequently makes the probe useless.
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Pressure Fluctuations as Function of Cavitation Number G*

240° 300° 0° 60° 120°

Operation Behaviour at Part Load
of a Francis Turbine at Variable Head

Operation Points B and C (without cavitation)

Fig. 9

Distribution of V^c-jty and Pressure at different Head
in Fbrtkrad Range

: time record
speed record

pressure M D

pressure MIV

measuring tape

h=290l /v (forB), h=290L/v'(forC)

Aap=pressureamplitude fp=frequencecf rope

h = pitch fT=frequence of turbine
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2 4 6

2) Velocity Measurements

H[m] Fig. 10

The hotfilat probes were mounted in a manner that the hotfilm

dihedral laid on a radius and could be displaced along this radius.

Additionally, the dihedral could be turned in a plane standing up-

right on the radius (angle oi ). The advantage of this arrangement

was that the deviation of flow direction from axle direction of

the suction tube (that is the angle between axi&1 a*"1 peripheral

7 B 3



direction) could be measured very exactly. On the contrary, a

possible radial component (angle /? ) was not measurable.

The calibration curve (fig. 6) makes evident that the probe indi-

cates an error of less than ca. 4% of the absolute velocity until

an angle deviation of /Sea. _+ 40° in radial direction.

The flow angle in peripheral direction was determined as follows:

a) During suction tube flows without velocity fluctuations (ope-

ration points A, D and E) and such ones with fluctuations for

approximate measurements (operation points B and C), the probe

was turned around its axle (operation conditions being constant)

so long until the voltage maximum was obtained (with integrating

measurement).

b) For velocity fluctuations and exact measurements, one oscillo-

graph tape for several periods (whirl turns) was recorded for

every different angle (^α between 2° and 15°) . The envelope

curve of the mean values of the fluctuation course, drawn upon

each other, represents the real course of absolute velocity. On

the place where the curve picked up for a certain angle touches

the envelope, the adjusted angle is the same as the real flow

angle.

This way of determining angles is only admissible if the pro-

ceedings recur periodically. By means of the taken measurements,

this condition is fulfilled here. Besides, the time coordinate

of the oscillograph tapes can easily be transformed to a local

coordinate.

Further experiments which are not yet finished showed the justness

of the supposition that the radial angles are very small. Only for

operation points B and C some corrections will be necessary within

a certain radius (r/R^*0,3).

Fig. il shows the

fluctuation of flow

velocity and flow

Velocity and Direction in Function of Circuit Anoje 8
• operation point B r=const.i ia —

v>

'34

28

**—

/

y^

hoUiln

0*

Fig.

60-

ii

120T 180" ZW 300" 360" 6fr-~6

direction for a

constant radius.

Fig. 12, 13, 14 and 15

represent the collected

measurement results of

the measuring planes III

and IV. They show "snap-

shots" where the whirl is situated on radius 0 = 0 ° ,
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muuring pim I

Transient Distribution of

Row Direction. « H AbsotuteJAstecfty c!m/s]
in Drafttube Cross Section of a FrancsJijbne. (^=295 ufomn) at Operation Point B (test head 2m)

I
Fig. 12 Fig. 13

The radius on which the whirl is moving was on one hand determined

photographically. On the other hand, very distinct and high velo-

city amplitudes appeared at the whirl border (in this case filled

with water and under strong counter-pressure). As fig. 16 shows,

the whirl diameter can easily be found out by this if additionally

the helical line formed by the whirl is known. The hereby deter-

mined course of the whirl diameter is recorded in fig. .17•

S



Trons'wni Distribution of

Flow Direction et|*J | Absolute Velocity c Imfs]

in Drafttube Cross Section of a Francis Turbine (^,^=225 iVmin) Operation Ftoint C (test head 2m)

Fig. 14 Fig. 15

Additionally to the velocity fluctuations, the several velocity

profiles of a passage between 2 blades were measured in the

measuring plane situated directly behind the runner outlet. In

order to obtain the mean value, tae turbulent fluctuations of

transient values were eliminated by interference of several

measurements behind the same passage.

L 10 B

operation point B

f—«7

Dimensions of
of Francis Turt:

Fig. 16

However, a na
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f— %1*
±
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opefcrtion point C

— 1 4 6 * 1 —

J IB* U -—"Uβ* + 2,5# - J

Dimensions of Whirl in Suction Tube
of Francis Turbine test head 2m

P i g . 16

a:' iMMiaiiii^eHi

determination of whirl dimensions
by measuring tapes (light beam

oscillograph)

F i g . 17

However, a narrow zone subsisting directly behind the blade must

be excepted. Here the absolute velocity should have a maximum

(absolute velocity = peripheral speed) while the flow direction

points to the peripheral direction. That is, the flow strikes the

hotfilm probe with an angle deviation of about 70 which means a

voltage drop of ca. 18$ (fig. 6 ) .

Turning the probe into peripheral direction, the probe point

removes from the outlet edge and at this distance the high

velocity amplitude is no longer measurable.

From fig. 18 follows that with diminishing radius the distance of

the measuring probe from outlet edge increases and at the same

time the velocity differences are reduced.

If the radius was smaller than r/R = 0 , 7 (distance from outlet

edge 26 mm) only mean values of velocity and flow angle could

still be determined.

Fig. 18 shows the well-known fact that the flow through the

turbine runner always diminishes from the pressure side to the

suction side of the runner passage.
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Meflg-srements of ^ f Profile along
BtadePitch of a FrancisTurfaine irwos uwni

operation point 8 testtwad H*1m
aatSslanc* cfprcbe point to'omUadgt
ft^srtinQ n of pfooe

Pig, 18

CONCLUSIONS

L

The investigations accomplished on a Francis model turbine with

n OD+= 295 U/min informed about the size of pressure and velocity

fluctuations caused by a spiral whirl duriag part lond range in

the suction tube. The pressure measurements took place on the

suction tube wall and the velocity measurements in different

suction tube cross sections.

Simultaneously the fluctuations of the flow direction during a

whirl turn were determined.

The main results (fig. 12, 13, 14 and 15) are recorded as snap-

shots. Thereby it must be considered that the distribution of

velocity rsp, flow direction circulates with the whirl and with

constant rotating speed (whirl frequence).

The measurements directly behind the niEn^r outlet show the

velocity profiles of a blade passage. With increasing distance

of the hotfilm probe from the outlet border a rapid equalization

of the wake oscillation could be observed.

The measuring results are transferable with the well-known laws

of similarity concerning hydraulic flows to other heads than

those used in the preceding tests as it was proved by some samples.
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The paper reports on the motives for and problems involved in the design of

distributors having self-closing wicket gates for Kaplan, Francis, Diagonal and

Pump turbinesi

The developing and design of self-closing wicket gate systems is described.

Comparison between a conventional and self-closing distributor is made and

advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The incorporation of individual

gate servomotors in the turbine also involves modifications of the turbine

governing system. The paper describes a method of synchronization of the wicket

gates.

Comparison is made between a prototype test and corresponding model test with

regard to the self-closing behaviour of the distributer undar emergency con-

ditions.

Les motifs et les problemss ayant trait a la construction des distributees

de turbines Kaplan, Francis, diagonales et pompss-turbines, a aubes directrices

a fermeture automatique sont debattus.

La conception d'un systeme d'aubes directrices a fermeture automatique est

descrite. Lβ distributeur a fermeture autcmatique se compare avec le

distributeur ordinaire et ses avantages sont discutes. L
1
introduction d'un

systeme de directrices individuelles amene des modifications du regulateur de

la turbine. Una methods de synchi. ixsation des mouvements des directrices est

descrite,

Une comparaison est faite entre I'essai sur le prototype et l'essai sur modele

de la fonction automatique du distributeur dans des conditions d'urgence.



Introduction The followin

A water turbine must be so designed that it together with the generator forms

an effective unit which can be adapted to the surrounding construction in such

a way, that the total cost is kept down to a minimum. For a turbine with

conventional wicket gate servomotors, difficulties are very often encountered,

e.g. with regard to the placing of the servomotors at a moat favourable loca-

tion, especially at concrete spiral casings. Problems also often arise in con-

nection with obtaining anchorage for the servomotors and their very large reac-

tion forces. To avoid this, the servomotors have sometimes been placed on the

head cover. At the same time the desire has boen to place the thrust bearing

on the head cover in order to avoid a costly separate thrust bearing support.

However, this results very often in a turbine with limited space for maintenance

and repair of the guide bearing, sealing box etc. When studying such a turbine

it is obvious that great advantages would be obtained, if the gate operating

ring could be eliminated. In 1961 NOHAB therefore started to design turbines

having wicket gates equipped with individual servomotor, i.e. a separate

servomotor for each gate.

1. A lockin

an openi

2, The larg
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the serv

These design
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Design Conditions

In the first designed system piston servomotors of standard type were used. The

wicket gate was of common design having a hydraulic torque characteristic as

shown in Figure 1 below. The characteristics shown here and in the following are

valid when all gatee of the distributors are in the same opening position.

+ M - OPENING TORQUE
- M = CLOSING - " -

Figure 1
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The following main difficulties were encountered:

1. A lockang mechanism must be incorporated as gates having this deeign have

an opening tendency in closed position.

2. The large opening gate torque in the range of small gate openings

necessitates the use of a toggle action link, in order to limit the size of

the servomotor.

These design complications can be avoided if the gate used has a torque

characteristic according to Figure 2 below.

M= OPENING TORQUE
M « CLOS/NG - t i -

GATE OPENING

lOO %

Figure 2
- M

As the torque at closed gates is closing, the requirement for separate locking

devices is eliminated. If the posiuivs or negative values of the torque

characteristics are not extreme, it is possible to limit the size of the servo-

motor without main Tig use of complicating toggle action link systems. Furthermore,

if the wicket gate could be designed in such a way that the torque characteristic

had a negative value within the whole operating range, such a distributor would

have great advantages compared with the conventional gate design. This "self-

closing" distributor will under all conditions guarantee a safe emergency clos-

ing at the same time as it automatically limits the runaway speed effectively

over the entire operating range. In view of these conditions it would also be

possible to eliminate the normally used fast-closing head gate.

The purpose of the continued work was to design distributors having the above

specified characteristics without negative effect on other turbine data, for

instance «fficiency and discharge. .
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Hydraulic Characteristics of various types of Wicket Gates

Conventional Gates. - In the "Design Conditions" is referred to the torque

characteristics of a wicket gate of conventional type. Such a gate has normally

a symmetric profile. The turning axis of the gate is located on the symmetry

line somewhat closer to the inlet edge than to the trailing edge. See Figure 3

below.

Figure 3

Such a profile has a torque characteristic in principle as already shown on

Figure 1.

It should be noted that the hydraulic torque characteristic of the wicket gate

has considerable variations from one gate to another within the same distributor

due to varying flow conditions caused by the spiral casing and the stay ring.

In cases where the gates are interconnected by a gate operating ring, the varia-

tions are negligible, as in this case the largest individual gate torque will

be the deciding factor when dimensioning the gate servomotors,

Self-closing Wicket Gates. - An important design requirement is, as already

mentioned in the "Design Conditions" that the hydraulic pressure on a closed

gate shall keep it in its closed position. The first model tests were carried

out on a distributor incorporating wicket gate of conventional profile, but

with the turning axis moved towards the trailing edge resulting in tha desired

closing effect. However, the result was not found quite satisfactory, as the

range over which the closing tendency was attained did not cover the full operat-

ing range of the distributor. To correct this, distributors with new gates

having unsymmetric profiles were designed, and gate designs have now been found
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giving a closing tendency over the full operating range of the distributor. The

change in gate profile as well as the position of the turning axis normally has

an effect on the performance and especially on the efficiency of the turbine.

As efficiency is of great importance, the effords were concentrated on maintain-

ing the efficiency on the previous high level. As a result of this research

work, NOHAB have today for a wide range of Francis and Kaplan turbines distri-

butor design giving desired self-closing characteristics and high turbine

efficiencies.

A typical profile of a self-closing gate i3 shown in Figure k below. This

particular wicket gate profile has been used in the Swedish power station

Letsi (Francis turbine, P = 150 MW, h = 135 m ) .

Figure 4

A typical torque characteristic for this wicket gate is shown in Figure 5.

+ M = OPENING TORQUE
- M = CLOSING - " -

'9°%

Figure 5
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Ag previously mentioned the pressure distribution on the wicket gate is a func-

tion of the circumferential gate location on the distributor bolt circle. This

means that all gate3 in a distributor have more or less different torque charac-

teristics. The torque variations in the chosen example (Letsi Power Station) is

illustrated in the following two diagrams, Figures 7 and 8.

+Y

-x

Figure 6

M * OPENING TORQUE
M = CLOSING -•>-

lOO %

Figure 7
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On diagram Figure 8 a limit curve is drawn representing the hydraulic torque

M = 0, For wicket gate openings larger than this curve, the gates have opening

tendency and below the same curve closing tendency.

As indicated in these diagrams some gates do not have closing torque at 100 %

wicket gate opening. At first sight the conclusion may be that these gates would

not, in case of oil pressure failure, move in the closing direction from full gate

opening. However, model tests and corresponding field tests have shown that -also

the wicket gates which have opening torque at full gate even obtain closing torque

when the other gates hav losed to approx, 25 % of full gate. The change in the

torque direction is explained in the following and also illustrated in Figure 9,

Wicket gate A is assumed to have a closing torque and B an opening torque. At

the beginning of the distributor closing, the wicket gate B has a resulting

pressure distribution according to Curve 1. When the gate A has moved to posi-

tion AI, the resulting pressure distribution on gate B is transformed into

Curve 2, resulting in a closing torque also for gate B. If several consecutive

gates have closing torque, all gates will successively obtain closing torque due

to the "chain reaction" developed.

A'

Installed Turbines having Self-closine Distributors

Figure 9

The f irst NOHAB turbine equipped with a self-closing distributor was commissioned
in 1965, This turbine, installed in Granfors Power Station, Sweden (Kaplan
turbine, P = 20 MW, H = 19.4 m, n = 150 rpm) was equipped with piston servo-
motors of standard type.

For certain type;i of turbines, where the available space i s not sufficient for
installation of individual piston servomotors, NOHAB have developed torque servo-



motors. This type of servomotor has been incorporated in all Francis and low

specific speed Kaplan turbines equipped with individual gate servomotors. Among

the advantages with torque servomotors may be mentioned that they require less

space for installation. They also give certain advantages from the design point

of view, for instance, a considerably shortened upper wicket gate stem and

elimination of the upper wicket gate bearing, as this bearing is included in the

servomotor itself. Another advantage with torque servomotors, which is very

important from the turbine operating point of view, is their ability to effective-

ly absorb wicket gate vibrations which is especially valuable during the pumping

cycle of a pump turbine.

The first NOHAB turbine, equipped with torque servomotors, was installed in the

Donje III Power Station, Sweden (Kaplan turbine, P = 30 MW, H = 33 m,

n = 187.5 rpm) commissioned in 1966, Since then a great number of NOHAB turbines

have been equipped with self-closing distributors and individual gate servo-

motors. Among these can be mentioned:

Bajina Basta, Yugoslavia 1966 and 1968

A Francis turbines, P = 98 MW H = 69 m n = 136 rpm

Ajaure, Sweden 1967

1 Diagonal turbine, P = 91MW H = 58m n = 167 rpm

Seitevare, Sweden 1967

1 Francis turbine, P = 222 MM H = I7I m n = 200 rpm

Letsi, Sweden 1967 and 1970

3 Francis turbines, P = 150 MW H = 135 m n = 187 rpm

Grytfors, Sweden 1968

1 Kaplan turbine, P = 3 2 M W H = 21m n = 136 rpm

Among recent orders can be mentioned:

Vamma, Norway

1 Kaplan turbine, P = 109 MW H = 25 m n = 100 rpm

Grand Coulee, USA

2 Pump turbines, P^ = 51 MW H<p=110 m n = 200 rpm

Vieta^j Sweden

1 Francis turbine, P = 163 MW H = 67 m n = 107 rpm

Bastusel, Sweden

1 Francis turbine, P = 114 KW H = 68 m n = 136 rpm

Akkats, Sweden

1 Kaplan turbine, P = 153 MW H = 43 m n = 115 rpa

B 4
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Incorporation of the Individual. Servomotors in the Governing System

In a turbine with a conventional servomotor arrangement, a l l gates are moved
simultaneously as they are interconnected thi-ough the gate operating ring. When
using individual servomotors i t i s necessary to have a governing system which
assures that synchronization is accomplished also in this case, although there
i s no rigid mechanical connection between the gates. N0HA3 have solved this
problem by providing a 36par«:*e distributing valve for each servomotor. These
valves are mechanically interconnected by a simple link system, which could be
said to have the same function as a common gate operating ring but unlike this
only transfers the very small forces necessary to actuate the valves. The
system also incorporates a feed back mechanism from each gate to i t s valve in
such a way that each unit (gate, servomotor and valve) forms a copying hydraulic
system. The interconnecting "H-ny system i s actuated by the turbine governor.
In fig. 10 is schematically shown a gate servomotor (a) together with i t s
distributing valve (b). The valve assembly i s placed on the top of the upper
gate stem in such a vay that the valve housing turns together with the gate and
th i s accomplishes the feed back. The interconnecting links (c) are coupled to
levers (d), which can move freely around the gate axis and are fitted with
cams (e) which actuate the valves.

close

Figure ID

As the forces transferred by the link system are small, these parts can be made
very accurate and with «man clearances, which leads to negligible lost motion
and a high degree of accuracy ia the synchronization of the gates. The accuracy
i s substantially higher than with a conventional system. This will be of great
importance in the future as there i s a trend to better and better regulating
accuracy.



As the servomotors are dimensioned only to give necessary power to move one gate,

there is no need for any breaking devices to protect the gates. Consequently,

it is easier to achieve necessary strength in the gate and its stems, as it is

not necessary to dimension these parts to withstand the forces imposed upon them

when breaking a pin or a link. If a gate should become blocked by any foreign

material, this will cause no damage to the turbine. Only the synchronisation

between the gates is disturbed, and usually this is indicated by a signal switch

placed on each valve. As no parts will break because of a blocked gate, it is

possible to open the gates and immediately close them again, which normally

causes the debris to vanish. If for some reason this method cannot be used, it

is possible to actuate the valve on the blocked gate by hand, thereby causing

the gate to move in the opening direction to dear out the debris. When the

blocked gate has become free, the unit is immediately ready for operation again.

Nothing, including the complete loss of pressure oil can make the turbine go

out of control. If the oil pressure disappears, the springs (f) which keep

the valve plungers (g) against the cams will cause the levers and intercon-

necting link system to drift towards the close position. The valve plunger

will then connect the opening side of the servomotor with the discharge line

(h) and the closing side with the pressure line (i). A check valve (k) in the

pressure line prevents the oil from going back into the pressure vessel in case

of lost oil pressure, Thus the gate can only move towards closed position, and

due to the hydraulic forces on the gate, the gate will close. By a restric-

tion (1) built into the valve assembly, or in case of a piston servomotor,

built into the servomotor itself, the closing speed can at the first starting

up be adjusted to a predetermined safe value. Due to this restriction and the

check valve not even a broken oil lice could caus» any damage to the turbine

due to water hammer effects.

As there is no need for oil pressure to close the turbine when equipped with

a self closing distributor, it is also possible to safely reduce the capacity

of the oil pressure system.

Field Test and Operational Experience

In order to verify the model test results on distributors having self-closing

wicket gates, field tests were carried out at the Ajaure Power Station in

October 1968.

The tests were carried out in two stages. Stage 1 involved measurements taken

at stationary positions of the wicket gates starting at 20 % gate opening and

increasing the opening in 10 % intervals up to 100 %. At each position of the

10



gates the differential pressure in all gate servomotors was taken by means of

pressure transducers. From the recorded figures it was possible to determine

the direction of the torque as well as the magnitude of the same.

The results were plotted in a diagram, Figure 11, on which also has been plotted

the previous results of the model tests. It would be noted from this diagram

that the correlation between the prototype and the model was very good.

Stage 2 was to test how the unit would perform under emergency conditions. Such

conditions were simulated by simultaneously closing the main valve of the

governor system, making the governor inoperative and opening the main circuit

breaker of the generator, causing runaway conditions. Each gate was provided

with potentiometric transducers for indication of angular position of the gates

and the continuous movement of the gates was registered on an oscillograph,

having 48 channels.

On the diagram, Figure 11, a line is drawn at 100 % gate. As can be seen only

5 gates are self-closing at this gate opening. Although, there were only 5

gates having a closing tendency, the distributor closed which also confirms the

results obtained on the model turbine.

From the Reference lost on page 8 will be noted, that KOHAB have a great number

of turbines of various types in operation with self-closing wicket gates. The

accumulated operational tiss for these units amounts to approx. 40 years. The

experience gained on these units has been very valuable and in no case has the

principle of self-closure given rise to problems. There has, however, been

certain problems in hhe beginning with regard to oil seals on the torque type of

servomotor. These problems have, however, now been completely solved.

Among other units with self-closing wicket gates, which have been tested, can be

mentioned the Kaplan turbine at Grytfors Power Plant, partly owned by the Swedish

State Power Board. We quote from the test report made up by the customer:

"After the load rejection tests, tests were also made to verify the self-closing

characteristics of the distributor from varying gate openings. At the maximum

nominal output 32 HW and a gate opening of 450 mm, the gates closed almost

simultaneously within 10 sec. after the main oil pressure was shut-off and the

generator disconnected. The speed rise corresponds to the speed rise at a

normal emergency stop or about 43 %>"

11





SYMPOSIUM 1970

STOCKHOLM

INCREASING POWER PRODUCTION BY
IMPROVED TRASHRACK DESIGN

L 'AUGMENTATION DE LA PRODUCTION DE
POUVOIR PAR L'AMELIORATION DU
DESSIN D'UNE GRILLE DE DEBRIS

John F. Orsborn Albrook Hydraulic Laboratory Pullman, Washington
Head College of Engineering, U.S.A.

Research Division
Washington State University

SYNOPSIS: The loss of energy caused by trashracks at the entrances to hydro-

electric turbine installations has been considered negligible compared to the

total available energy. Therefore, trashrack designs have been based primarily

on structural criteria with little consideration having been given to the proper

evaluation of hydraulic criteria. Losses have been estimated by empirical equa-

tions which consider only the loss caused by the bars. This method of analysis

neglects, or only partially considers, the loss caused by large structural members.

Proper evaluation of the total trashrack loss is important for large turbines or

for low head turbines. This paper considers the elements which influence the

trashrack loss, provides a summary of historical equations, compares a loss esti-

mate with actual field inaasurements, describes the redesign of this trashrack,

and estimates the saving in energy achieved by redesign. The material presented

is applicable to all forms of trashrack installations.

La perte de 1'energie produite par les grilles aux entries aux installations

de turbine hydroelectrique a ete consideree ne'gligeable en comparaison au total

de 1'energie disponible. Done, les desseins de grille ont ete fonde's en premier

lieu sur des criteres structuraux et on a donne'peu de consideration a revaluation

correcte des criteres hydrauliques. Les pertes ont e'te estime'espar des Equations

empiriques qui considerent seulesaent la perte produite par les barres. Cette

methode d'analyse neglige, ou considere seulement en partie, la perte produite

par les grandes membres structuraux. Une Evaluation correcte de la perte de grille

totale est importante pour les grandes turbines ou pour les turbines d'energie

inferieure. Ce papier considere les elements qui icfluencent la perte de grille,

il fourait un resume" des equations historiquas, il compare une perte estimee avec

des mesurages effectifs de champ, il de"crit le redessein de cette grille, et il

evalue l'e"conomie de l'energie achevee par le redessein. Les materiaux presented

sont. applicables a toutes les formes des-installations de grille.
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IHTRODUCTION

As is typical of fluid dynamics problems, the energy loss caused by the partial

obstruction of a conduit is influenced primarily by one. basic factor—the larger

the angle through which streamlines must try to bend, the larger will be the

energy loss. Contrarily, designs which take into account the streamlining of

shapes, and gradual conduit transitions, will minimize the energy loss. Any

significant reduction of flow area, with a rapid downstream expansion, will have

an attendant energy loss. For a certain flow area reduction, each degree of angu-

larity which the flow boundaries present to the fluid will increase the severity

of the loss.

It therefore seems logical that as long as structural load requirements are met,

the component members of the trashrack structure should be as streamlined as is

practical within accepted design and fabrication limitations. Although blockage

by debris increases both the static load on the rack and the energy loss, this

aspect will not be covered in this paper. It is being pursued as a separate part

of a comprehensive study of trashrack design problems which includes static loading,

vibrational hydroelastic forces due to vortex shedding and energy loss reduction.

In this paper only the energy loss, as it is influenced by the various structural

shapes and sizes of the trashrack members, will be considered. Following a com-

parative analysis of the' various factors which affect the trashrack energy loss,

the redesign of an actual structure will be presented with an analysis of the

anticipated saving in energy.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

For purposes of analyzing the problem, let it be assumed that the nomenclature

shown in Figure 1 can be applied to any trashrack flow analysis. Naturally, more

streamlined bars would reduce the loss. Rectangular bars are being used as a

basis of comparison to show the relative degree of improvement associated with

each degree of streamlining.

It is important to mention that this analysis can be applied to the larger struc-

tural members of a trashrack (i.e., bracing, gusset plates and I- and WF-beams)

which support the bars and transmit the loads to the walls. Because such little

value has been placed on the trashrack energy loss in the past, it has usually

been given only cursory analysis. It has even been stated that rounding the lead-

ing edges of the bars will almost eliminate the loss. The loss has usually been

estimated for the bars from results of empirical studies and then multiplied by a

factor of about two, or sometimes three, to allow for the losses caused by the

support members and/or partial clogging by debris. As will be shown in a later

section, the loss caused by the bars may be only about ten percent of the total

trashrack energy loss.



Short Optimum
Nomenclature

t bar thickness

d bar depth (length)

B c-c spacing

b clear spacing

C c contraction coefficient

Va approach velocity

V2 maximum velocity

V3 net velocity

d/t < 3.0 d/t = 3.0

Factors

d/t: depth - thickness ratio <a) Types of Bars

t/B: Solidity, S

l-(t/B): = 1 - 3 = b/B, l^ d

flow area ratio, K

t

Deep (long)

d/t > 3.0W

SECTION [2] (3]

CONTRACTION LOSS EXPANSION LOSS

(b) Symbols and F a c t o r s : Shown for Deep Bars—Typical Sect ion

Figure 1. NOMENCLATURE

FACTORS AFFECTING THE TRASHRACK ENERGY LOSS

The general equat ion used to descr ibe the energy loss caused by a r e s i s t ance to

flow can be w r i t t e n for the t rashrack lo s s as-

(1)

where Ah r is the total energy loss caused by the entire trashrack structure (or

a component thereof), C r is the typical loss coefficient for turbulent flow, and

Vg/2g is the mean kinetic energy of the flow approaching the trashrack.

By dimensional analysis it can be shown that the trashrack energy loss is primar-

ily a function of the factors listed in the following expression:

Ahf = f [Solidity, Member Shape, Msmber Depth, Vertical Angle

of Rack, Horizontal Angle of Flow, and Velocity] (2)

where f is a function sign. Solidity (S) is expressed as the ratio of the area

3 c 1



blocked by the trashrack structure to the total flow area. A term often used

in expressions for such a loss is called the flow area factor (K). I t is defined

bv the ratio of the net flow area through the rack to the total area and is equal to

(1 _ s ) / 2 ^ Bar shape describes the member cross-sectional shape. ' ' ' Bar

depth (d) is often termed Kir length. But depth should be used because of i t s

analogy to a beam actin" ....-er a load/ ' " J The vertical rack angle (e), and

horizontal angle (a) at which the structure, is oriented to the flow, influence
( 5 8)

the loss considerably as would be expected.1 ' ' The loss is evaluated in terms of

the kinetic energy of the flow and therefore i s a function of the velocity squared.

The reference numbers in the foregoing paragraph are for the references which

give the most complete analysis of the factors being considered. A most comprehen-

sive analysis of a l l the factors affecting the loss has been 'nrit ten by Levin.

Influence of Solidity

Using the rectangular bar cross section as a standard, the influence of so l id i ty

(S) on the loss coefficient (Cr) has been summarized in Table 1, on the next page.

The influence of so l id i ty i s read-

i ly apparent in Figure 2. The in-

fluence of sol idi ty on the loss

caused by a series of rectangular

bars varies in an exponential

manner ( i . e . , Cr = a ( e ) n S where

a = C r a t S = 0 , and n i s the

slope of the graph of Cr vs. S).

Figure 2 indicates, for the values

of sol idi ty tested, that bars with

a d / t ra t io of 3.0 exhibited the

minimum headloss.

LEGEND FOR FIGURE 2

Equation (1) :

RACK LOSS TJQ. h \ = Cr(Vg/2g)

20.0

o
A.

a
o
A

D

d(in.)

0 .5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

d/t S

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

= 0.25

0.75

0.60

0.32

0.40

0.40

0.40

(Cr)

0.50

3.5

3.0

2 . 4

2 .4

3.0
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0 .

18
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-
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75

.0

-

.0

-
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Approach velocity head, v|/2g, ft.

Figure 2. TRASHRACK BAR HEADLOSS AS A
FUNCTION OF APPROACH VELOCITY
HEAD AND SOLIDITY.
FOR RECTANGULAR BARS.(7)
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Table 1.

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL LOSS COEFFICIENTS (Cr) FOR RECTANGULAR

TRASHEACK BARS OF d/t > 3.0 (DEEP BARS)*1

SOLIDITY (S) IS VARIABLE

(1)

Solidity
(S)

(2)

Contraction
+ Expansion

(3)

Creager
& Justin

(4)

Escande

(5)

Fellenius

(6)

Kirschmer

(7)

Orsborn

(8)

Orsborn

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.50

0.14

0.41

0.88

2.36

0.48

0.98

1.76

3.92

0.14

0.48

0.90

2.38

0.14

0.46

0.92

1.80*

0

0

1

2

.24

.56

.03

.42

0.20

0.43

0.94

3.00

0.22

0.49

0.95

2.50

NOTES FOR TABLE 1.

Conditions: Approaching flow perpendicular to plane of trashrack, rack at ver-
tical angle of 90°, flow conditions for deep bars, Fig. l-(a), and
coefficient C r is as shown in Eq. 1.

Col. (1): Solidity (S): ratio of flow area occupied by bars to total flow
area. Flow area ratio (K) is ratio of open area to total flow area
just upstream from rack. Therefore, S + K = 1.0.

Col. (2): Lois coefficient based on standard contraction plus expansion losses,
where K c = [(1/CC) - I ]

2 , Kg = [1 - (A1/A2>], and Cr = Kj. -5- K x,
corrected by continuity equation in terms of V2/2g.

a

Col. (3): C r = 1.45 - 0.45K - K
2 from p. 101, Ref. 1. Calculated as a "safe"

estimate, so probably factor of safety of 2.0.

Col. (4): Escande's equation for deep (long) bar loss coefficient is

C r = (1/K2)[(1 - C C)
2/(C C)

2 + (1 - K) 2], Eq. 8, Ref. 2.

Col. (5): Fellenius losses coefficient i|» from Fig. 699, Ref. 3, (ASME Trans-
lation), for bar noted as "C". *This value estimated.

Col. (6): C r = (3(t/b)4/3sin0 i n Kirschmer equation as published in numerous
references.

Col. (7): C r = a(e)
nS i n Eq. 16, Ref. 7. See Section on Influence of Solidity.

Col. (8): C r = (1-K)/(K)
7/3 in Eq. 15, Ref. 7.

Influence of Member Shape

Numerous researchers have investigated the influence of bar shape on that portion

of the total trashrack energy loss caused by the bars. The shape which has the

highest degree of streamlining causes the least energy loss as would be expected.

A typical set of loss coefficients is shown in Table 2 to demonstrate this fact.

Influence of Supporting Member Shape. Mention should be made that very few mem-

bers of the structure which supports the bars are of the shapes shown in Table 2.

For example, many of the larger supporting members are commercial building sec-

tions such as I- and WF-beams as shown in Figure 3. Flow around such a shape must

be analyzed as either: (a) flow past a flat plate with an additional eddy loss

between the two flanges for shallow beams (d/t < 3.0), or (b) flow past two flat

•; C 1



Table 2.

INFLUENCE OF BAR SHAPE -ON LOSS COEFFICIENT

Conditions: Solidity = 0.37; Horizontal Angle
Vertical angle e = 90°.

Bar
Shape

Bar Loss
Coeff.* C

M M !
QQ() Q7g

(a) Shallow Beam d/t < 3.0

C r is loss coefficient from Eq. 1; values after Spangler.

plates. This, of course,

increases the energy loss

significantly and is anal-

ogous to flow past shallow

(short) bars, or flow

through slots in a thin

plate.

Influence of Member Depth

For rectangular bars, which

are being used as a basis of

comparison, die influence of

bar depth on the trashrack

energy loss can be observed

in Figure 2. In the table of C r values in Figure 2, as depth d increases, C r de-

creases to a minimum value at d/t = 3.0, and then rises to a constant value as d

is further increased. As shown in Figure 1, at d/t = 3.0, the maximum amount of

wake cavity is filled by the bar body. '

When bar shape is streamlined by rounding the nose and/or tapering the body, the

loss coefficient is reduced. Streamlining of the downstream portion of the bar

must follow the maximum rate at which the flow can expand after it passes the

maximum section of the bar. Little information is available on the influence of

depth on the loss coefficient for streamlined bar shapes, but it is comparable to

the influence for rectangular bars.

Consideration of member depth is especially significant for large structural shapes,

such as I-beams as discussed in the previous section and as portrayed in Figure 3.

(b) Deep Beams d/t > 3.0

Figure 3. FLOW PAST LARGE SUPPORTING BEAMS
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Influence of Rack Vertical Angle and

Horizontal Flow Angle

The influence of the vertical angle at which

the trashrack bars are placed has been

thoroughly investigated by Kirschmer.^ '

His general equation for the loss caused

by the bars is

vl/2g. (3)

The total loss coefficient Cr in Eq. (1) is
4/3

composed of f$sin6(t/b) ' . g is a coeffi-

cient which describes the influence of bar

shape3 8 is the vertical angle of the rack

(90° if perpendicular to flow), and (t/b)4^3

allows for the influence of solidity. The

bar loss is seen to be a function of the

sine of the vertical angle 6.

Figure 4 defines the vertical trashrack

angle and the horizontal flow angle. The

effect of having the flow approach the rack

at a horizontal angle, a , was studied by

Spangler/ ' Some results of his tests are

presented in Table 3 for various bar shapes.

Rack

(a) Rack Angle(5)

(Vertical Plane)

(b) Flow Ang le ( 8 )

(Hor izonta l Plane)

Figure 4 . GEOlfiTRY FOR TRASHRACK
VERTICAL ANGLE AND
HORIZONTAL ANGLE OF FLOW

Table 3 .

INFLUENCE OF APPROACH FLOW ANGLE ON BAR LOSS COEFFICIENT

Conditions:

Bar
Shape

Flow
Angles

a = 0°

a = 30°

a * 45°

a - 60°

1
1.13

1.46

2.05

4.26

Solidity

1
Bar

0.86

0.76

1.29

2.45

= 0.37; \Vertical angle 8

1 t.!
Loss Coefficient, C r
0.78

0.71

1.29

2.81

0.48

0.43

0.94

2.19

0.42

0.68

1.29

3.05

= 90°

•
0.35

0.22

0.67

1.84

C r Is loss coefficient from Eq. 1; values after Spangler
(S^



ANALYSIS OF A PROTOTYPE TRASHRACK

To demonstrate the importance of considering hydraulic factors in the design of

trashracks, a representative prototype structure has been selected for analysis.

The trashrack under consideration

is presently used in units 1

through 7 of Rocky Reach Hydro-

electric Project on the Columbia

River near Wenatchee, Washington,

U.S.A. It is owned and operated

by Public Utility District No. 1

of Chelan County. The study of

which this analysis is a part is

sponsored by the District.

Figure 5 shows one trashrack panel

which is 23 feet wide and 25 feet-

5 inches high. There are four

such panels per bay and three

bays per turbine intake. Turbine

units 8 through 11 are now being

installed with a unit, discharge

capacity of 22,500 cubic feet per

second compared with 17,000 cubic

feet per second for units 1

through 7. With a flow area of

1,260 square feet per hay at the trashrack, units 1 through 7 have an approach

velocity (Vg) of 4.5 feet per second, and new units 8 through 11 have an approach

velocity of 6.0 feet per second. Referring to Eq. 1, it is seen that the energy

loss in the new units will be (6)2/(4.5>2, or about 1.8 times as much as it is

for the smaller existing units.

Estimation of the Prototype Trashrack Energy Loss

For calculating the energy loss caused by the bars in the trashrack, almost any

of the several equations described in the notes for Table 1 may be used. Be-

cause the bars are 3 x 3/8-inch (d/t = 8.0) with rounded leading edges (at 6

j jfE-l

Figure 5 . PROTOTYPE TRASHRACK PANEL,
23 FEET WIDE BY 25 FEET-
5 INCHES HIGH.

inches c-c), applying the Kirschmer^ ' equation for a vertical rack yields

A"nr = 0(t/b)4/3sine V?,/2g (3)

) 4 / 3Ahr = 1.83(0.375/5.62)4/3 (1)

which g i v e s Cr = 0.050. For Va = 4.5 feet per second, Ahr = 0.016 feet , or
0.19 inches. For Va = 6.0 feet per second, h r = 0.028 feet, or 0.34 inches.
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Certainly this is not a significant loss, even if it were doubled, or tripled,

to 1.00 inch for the larger prototype units.

But, vhen one considers the loss caused by the entire structure, the loss is

significantly increased. Assuming that, on the average, the trashrack components

are rectangular in- cross section and applying Eq. 15 from Reference 7, a first

approximation of the loss can be made. Equation 15, Ref. 7:

(4)

Analysis of the-prototype trashrack shows that the members occupy 38 percent of

the gross flow area (S = 0.38), and the flow area coefficient, K, is 0.62.

Applying Eq. 4, 7/- _
Ah r = (0.38)/(0.62) ' Vg/2g

yields C r = 1.16, and for Vg = 4.5 feet per second, Ah r = 0.36 feet. Prototype

turbine index tests have indicated that the trashracks for units 1 through 7 of

Rocky Reach Hydroelectric Project cause 0.37 feet of energy loss for this

approach velocity. From this measurement, the prototype loss coefficient was

determined to be C r = 1.18.

The new units, having an approach velocity of 6.0 feet per second, will have an

energy loss of 0.66 feet, or almost 8 inches. This value is significantly more

important than the 1-inch loss estimated by tripling the loss caused by the bars,

and 2,300 percent more than the actual bar loss.

Refinement of Prototype Trashrack Energy Loss Estimate

Each element of the prototype trashrack structure was analyzed to determine its

contribution to the total trasbrack energy loss. Equations used to calculate the

elemental loss were those for which the most data was available for the particular

element in question. Where two or more equations of comparable value were avail-

able the loss calculation was checked. Table 4 summarizes the results of the de-

tailed analysis of the loss caused by each of the trashrack elements. Solidity

values were determined by using a ratio of the projected area of the indivi iual

elements to the sum of the net flow area plus the projected area of those elements

under consideration. Structural I-beams were assumed to cause twice the loss that

would be caused by a flat plate.

Notes on Model Tests

A model study of the Rocky Reach Project trasarack is being conducted to:

(1) verify the estimates of energy loss caused by each type of structural element

as shown in Table 4, and (2) verify the reduction in this loss associated with

redesign of the structure! elements.

hes.



Table 4.

ESTIMATE OF TRASHRACK* ENERGY LOSS

BASED ON ANALYSIS OF EACH ELEMENT

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

(1)
Rack ElemeDt

GROSS FLOW AREA

VERTICAL MEMBERS

a) Rack Bars

b) I-Beams

HORIZONTAL MEMBERS

a) I-Beams

r>) Channels (b-b)

c) Braces @ 30° Horiz.

Gusset Plates**

Tie Rods

(2)
Area

Reduction
(sq.ft.)

(63 x 20)

84.0

73.0

93.3

31.0

105.2

72.0

18.5

(3)
New Flow
Area

(sq.ft.)

1260.0

1176.0

1103.0

1009.7]

978.7J

873.5

801.5

783.0

cr

(4)
Loss
Coeff.

0.086

0.340

0.282

0.187

0.262

0.012

= 1.17

(5)
Ahr

(Va = 6 fps)
ft-lbs/lb

0.052

0.190

0.158

0.105

0.147

0.007

fih = 0«66 ft.

(6)
% of
Total
Loss

7.9

28.8

24.0

15.9

22.3

1.1

100.0

Solidity (S) = [l-(783/1260)] = 0.38

Flow Area Factor (K) = (1-S) = 0.62

For 2-1/2, 23 ft. by 25 ft.-5 in. panels, Rocky Reach Project, in one 20-ft. bay.
**
Full area of plates used.

The model, as shown in Figure 6, is a 1:3 scale reduction of a 6-foot by 6-foot

section of one of the prototype trashrack panels. The depth of water in the test

channel upstream of the model rack is adjusted so that the flow area blocked

by each type of member is the same

percentage of the total flow area as in

the prototype. The model is designed

so that each component of the rack may

be removed to determine its portion of

the total energy loss.

Drag measurements are being made to re-

late these to the er.ergy loss and to

provide more realistic data on drag

coefficients for structural shapes. The

oodel rack is suspended from a horizon-

tal shaft mounted in self-adjusting

ball bearings. Drag forces are measured
,lnD .al4i,Mf.a^ , „,, „ Figure 6. SECTIOHAL MODEL OF
Ung calibrated load cells. TSASHRACK, 1:3 SCALE
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Some preliminary tests on the

energy loss in the model indi-

cate that it is verifying the

measured prototype loss of

0.37 feet and the loss coef-

ficient, Cr=1.18. Drag force

tests and the losses caused by

each element of the rack will

be determined this spring.

Visual observations of dye

patterns indicate that the I-

beams and gusset plates are

major contributors to the total

energy loss. Figure 7 shows a

close-up view of these compon-

ents in the model.

Figure 7. STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, SECTIONAL
MODEL OF TRASHRACK. VIEW FROM
DOWNSTREAM.

REVISIONS IN THE PROTOTYPE TRASHRACK DESIGN

The principle revisions proposed for the trashrack design are: (1) elimination

of gusset plate and tie rods, (2) substitution of channels with cover plates for

the I-beams with half-pipe leading edges on the vertical beams, and (3) the use

of horizontal intermediate stiffeners oriented parallel to the flow rather than

at 30°. All structural load requirements were satisfied in the redesign. Due to

their, small loss, and ease of fabrication, the trashrack bars were retained at

3 x 3/8 inches with rounded leading edges.

Table 5 shows the estimate of the loss reduction achieved by the redesign. The

values will be verified in the model study. By comparing the energy loss values

& r and Ah for the original and revised designs, respectively, it is observed

that the revised design will probably reduce the energy lose from 0.66 feet to

0.18 feet, or almost 0.5 feet (6 inches). Table 5 is on the next page.

CONCLUSIONS

Methods used in the design of trashracks have been governed primarily by struc-

tural requirements. Hydraulic design factors and correct evaluation of the actual

energy loss have been neglected in many hydroelectric power installations. The

analysis presented herein has shown that usual calculations of the trashrack energy

loss, when based only on the bars, grossly underestimate the actual loss. This is

due primarily to the fact that In many trasbxack structures the supporting members,

such as large I-beams, are not streamlined. Even smaller supporting members are

major contributors to the total energy loss caused by the trashrack.

11



1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

*

Table 5 .

LOSS REDUCTION BY TRASHRACK 1

(1) (2)
Rack Element Area

Reduction
(sq.ft.)

GROSS FLOW AREA

VERTICAL MEMBERS

a) Main Bars

b) I-Beams

HORIZONTAL MEMBERS

a) I-Beams

b> Channels ( b - b )

c) H o r i z . Stiffeners

Gusset P l a t e s

Tie Rods

T o t a l s :

84.0

73.0

93.3

31.0

13.7

--

295.0

h- from Col . 5, Table 4 .

Solidity (S) = [l-(965/1260) ]

Flow Area Factor (K) •= α-s)

(3)
Net Flow (

Area
(sq.ft.)

1260.0

1176.0

1103.0

1009.7"!

978.7j

965.0

—
__

965.0

ICALL: j A h r =

= 0.24

= 0.76

(4)
Driginal

Loss*

0.052

0.190

0.158

0.105

0.147

0.007

0.659

= 0.66 1 C

Solidity

REDESIGN

(5)
Revised
Coeff.

c r

0.062

0.059

0.130

0.066

0.317

^ = 0.32 U

(6)
Revisec

Loss

0.035

0.033

0.073

0.037

0.178

*h>0.18 J

Reduction: 377. 1

Loss Reduction: 737. J

(7)
1 7. of

Total
Loss

19.7

18.5

41.0

20.8

100.0

Compared to
original
design.

Applications of the various headloss equations developed from trashrack bar loss

studies have been discussed and utilized in estimating an actual prototype trash-

rack energy loss. This analysis was based on the component parts of the total loss

caused by each type of structural element in the rack. This loss, estimate was in

close agreement with a prototype field measurement of the loss.

The preliminary results of a model study and analysis show agreement between the

estimated loss, the loss in the model and the actual measured loais in the proto-

type trashrack. The effects of redesigning the trashrack will be verified in the

model. Streamlining of large structural members and the elimination of gusset

plates and tie rods resulted in a predicted prototype trashrack energy loss of

0.18 feet for future large turbines discharging 22,500 cubic feet per second. If

the planned trashrack design had been used the energy loss would have been 0.66

feet. This savings of almost 0.5 foot-pound per pound of water can produce

signific3nt amounts of additional financial return throughout the life of the

project described herein, and the principles used can be applied to many other

projects.
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Synopsis

The paper presents basic results of the investigations carried cut by

the VNIIG Laboratory of Hydroturbine Blocks on the layout of a hydraulic

turbine block with a two-row arrangement of units and a two-tier arrangement

of their associated draft tubes. The test results confirmed the efficiency of

such an unusjal layout of a turbine block for hydroelectric power plants located

in narrow gorges.

Synopsis

La rapport contient les resultats principaux des essais effectue's au

Laboratoire des Blocs de Turbines Hydrauliques du VNUG, portant sur le bloc

de turbine hydraulique avec une disposition des groupes a deux rangs et

avec une disposition correspondante des aspirateurs a deux etages. Les resultats

obtenus ont confirme la rationalite de 1 • utilisation de la disposition indiquee du

bloc de turbine pour les usines hydroelectriques construites dans des etroites

gorges.



Introduction

In designing and constructing hydroelectric power plants in narrow gorges

a novel layout of a turbine block first proposed by Soviet designers /l/ is

worthy of notice. Such a layout of a turbine block, with a multi-row arrangement

of units and a multi-tier arrangement of their associate draft tubes (Fig,.l),

allows to considerably reduce the volume of rock excavation as well as to cut

down construction time and costs.

Fig.l The layout of a turbine block with ei two-row arran-

gement of units and a two-tier arrangement of their

associated draft tubes.

Fig.l Schema dfun bloc de turbine hydraulique avec une

disposition des groupes a deux rangs et une dispo-

sition correspondante des aspirateurs a. deux etages.



To substantiate the feasibility of this kind of structure it was essential to

make sure that neither the power characteristics of the hydroelectric power plant

nor the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow through the turbine block would

be affected adversely by the interaction of the turbines operating in various

combinations and under different conditions.

Since any information relative to this kind of layout is lacking in the

world's practice of hydraulic engineering, special investigations were conducted

to prove basically the appUcability and the efficiency of the above-mentioned

layout of a turbine block.

Brief description of experimental

procedure and set-up

The investigations performed were aimed at evaluating the relative influ-

ence of an unusual arrangement of turbines and draft tubes on the power and

hydrodynamic characteristics of the turbine block rather than at obtaining their

absolute values. To solve this problem it was necessary to ensure the simila-

rity of the boundary conditions in the outlet sections of the draft tubes and in

the section immediately downstream from the structure. For the problem stated,

the section from the upstream pool to the inlet of the spiral chambers need not

be fully reproduced on the model} therefore on a turbine block model scaled

to 1:18.4 this section of the turbine block waterway was shown schematically

( Fig.2) .

N3

Pig.2 The layout of a model turbine block with a two-tier

arrangement of draft tubes.
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1 - upper reservoir; 2 - pentock; 3 - spiral chambers

with model turbines; 4 - draft tubes; 5 - tailwater;

6 - downstream water level control gate; 7 - measuring

weir; No 1, No 2, No 3 and No 4 - model turbines.

Fig.2 Schema d'un mocJele de bloc de turbine avec une

disposition des aspirateurs a deux rangs.

1 - reservoir amont; 2 - conduites forcees; 3 - bache

spirale avec modeles de turbine; 4 - aspirateurs;

5 - bief aval; 6 - vanne pour regler le niveau aval;

7 - deversoir de mesure; No 1, No 2, No 3 et No 4 -

modeles de turbine.

The investigations were conducted with two operating model PO-697 turbi-

nes, wiih 250 mm - diameter runners, which could be rearranged in different

ways to obtain any required operating scheme for joint turbine operation.

Investigation results

The basic results of power investigations were presented as main univer-

sal characteristics of all the four turbines for different operating schemes of

the turbines incorporated into a block. From the analysis of these characteris-

tics the following conclusions may be drawn:

A simultaneous operation of two or more turbines in a block with draft

tubes arranged in two tiers extends the optimum efficiency zone, as compared

to a single turbine, and shifts the optimum of the universal characteristic to the

domain of high values cf reduced revolutions and discharges, which is undoub-

tedly a positive fact from the point of view of power estimation of a turbine

block with a two-tier arrangement of draft tubes.

As an illustration, Fig.3 shows the main universal characteristics of tur-

bines No 1 and No 3 (Pig.l) for separate and joint operation of the turbines,

with draft tubes placed vertically.

Besides, to cover the problem in hand in more detail, the kinematic pattern

of the flow at the outlet of the draft tubes was studied for different combinations

of the turbines in a block. The results of the investigations performed correlate

well with the data of power tests and show a steady tendency to a more uni-

form velocity distribution downstream from the structure.
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1 - of turbine No 1;

a) when opening separately in a block;

b)when operating in combination with turbine No 3

for a relative opening of the guide vanes

Qo —HI where 0Lo- opening
Umax



of the guide vanes of the model turbinê  and Ctrnax

maximum opening of the guide vanes of the model

turbine;

n - of turbine No 3:

a) when operating separately in a block;

b)when operating in combination with turbine No 1

for Jk--O.?.

Fig.3 Caracteristiques universelles principales £—j

1 - de turbine.No Is

a) en fonctionnement separe dans le bloc:

b) en fonctionnement combing avec turbine No 3

pour une ouverture relative des directrices sf°—
, Umax

ou Q.O ouverture des directrices du

modele de turbine; CLmax ouvs."rture maximum

des directrices du modele de turbine;

n - turbine No 3:

a) en fonctionnement separe dans le bloc;

b) en fonctionnement combine avec turbine No 1 pour

une ouverture relative des directrices —2.—_ Qf
Q-mox

The mutual influence of the operating turbines on the hydrodynamic

characteristics of the flow through the turbine block waterway was e^-aluated

by the following dimensionless parameters:

1 .Parameter

a Epoi
(1)

expressing the relation of the actual potential energy of the flow in the s e c -

tion under study

~ f (2)
to the total averaged specific energy in the same section

Jmax~ magnitude of the maximum amplitude of hydrodynainic

_ pressure pulsation;

P — averaged hydrodynamic pressure in the section under
study;

U — mean flow velocity in the section considered.

L



2J?arameter
- 2Epot

E
characterizing pulsation intensity, where

/
' ~ — O.itHmax-

By way of illustration, Fig.4 displays graphs of relationships

20 40 00

Fig.4 Relationships £ e x t =/(/7y) and

for single and joint operation of turbines No 1 and No 3.



I - turbine No 1 when operating separately in a block

for:

a) -£e = £ 3 b)

n - turbine No 1 for -$&—=^7operates in combina-
Clfnax

tion with turbine No 3 , the relative opening of its

guide vanes being as follows:

CLmax
b ) =0.7CLmax

m - turbine No 3 when operating S6 larately in

a block for:

do -ad b ) c )
CLmax

IV - turbine No 3 for P" —{?? °Pp-'ate*"s *"

combination with turbine No X, the relative opening of its

guide vanes being a s follows:

a) -g*—=0.3 b)
*-mox

Pig.4 Relations $ezt~'f(^~} ^

pour fonctionnements separe et combine des turbines

No 1 et No 3.

I - turbine. No 1 en fonctionnement separe dans le

bloc pour:

" ' Urnax
=a0 "" • — — '

II - turbine No 1 pour , fonction-

nant en combinaison avec turbine No 3, les ouvertures

relatives des idirectrices etant les suivantes:

CLo no h\ Q*a) -03 b) =) 0,85)
in - turbine No 3 en fonctionnement separe dans le

bloc pour:

c )
"•max

fonctionnantIV - turbine No 3 pour

en combinaison avec turbine No ±, les ouvertures rela-

tives des directrices etant les suivantes:

=0.5 = 0.7
Fig.5 shows universal relationships 4 fizf2(

n'i$)tor turbines No 1 and No 3

for their separate and joint operation in a block.
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The universal relationships

I - of turbine No 1:

a) when operatings separately in a block;

b)when operating in combination with turbine No 3 for

-£*-=0.7
Umax

II - of turbine No 3:

a) when operating separately in a block:

b)when operating in combination with turbine No 1 for
do



Fig.5 Relations universelles

1 - de turbine No 1:

a) en fonctionnement separe dans le bloc;

b)en fonctionnement combine avec turbine No 3 pour

Z° =0.7j
umac

n - de turbine No 3:

a) en fonctioitnement separe . dans le bloc;

b)en fonctionnement combine avec turbine No 1 pour

Prom the analysis of the above-indicated characteristics it is evident

that joint operation of two or more turbines in a block results in a reduced

intensity of hydrodynamic pressure pulsations under the runners, the zone of

the minimum pulsation level being increased, which is demonstrated by the uni-

versal relationships A /3= /" (/?lt@') * n ^§'5 where these zones are indicated

with a dashes line.

Conclusions

Thus, special experimental studies which were first carried out at the

VNIIG- resulted in establishing that, as regards the power characteristics of the

block and the hydrodynamic characteristics of flow, the turbines operating in

different combinations and under different conditions in a block with units arrane-

ged in two rows and their associate draft tubes placed in two tiers do not in-

terfere vWth each other. This proves that the above original layout of a turbine

block is suitable arid expedient in the case of hydroelectric power plants located

in narrow canyons.
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SYNOPSIS

After general observations on the technology :uid development of

3-unit pumped storage sets, a simplified high powered 3-unit

storage set with vertical shaft is described which requires very

little more space than a two-unit storage set. This set also makes

possible a rapid, nearly stepless transition from energy con-

sumption to energy production or vice-versa, whereby grid load

fluctuations can be easily met. Other advantages and design details,

especially thos leading to high efficiencies, and relative cost

factors are also mentioned.

Un group simplifie d1accumulation par pompage de grande puissance,

comprenant trois machines a axe vertical est presente a la suite de

considerations generales sur la technique et le developpement de

tellfes installations. Le groupe, a peine plus encombrant qu'un groupe

de deux machines, permet une commutation presque aussi rapide et

continue entre production et consommation d'energie ou inverseraent.

Les oscillations de charge sur le reseau sont ainsi evitees.D'aivtres

avantages et details constructifs sont indiques, conduisant en

particulier a de bon rendements, ainsi que des indices xelatifs de

cout.



1. Introduction

The purpose of pumped storage plants can with modern technology

be fulfilled in many cases by the application of two-unit sets

with reversible pump-turbines. When however one considers that

due to the opposite rotational directions in pump and turbine

operation, the rapidity of changeover from energy consumption

to production is limited, the three-unit arrangement with separate

pump and turbine is from case to case of more interest, especially

when it is possible to reduce the production costs by suitable

technical measures (1).

Most pumped storage plants, especially those built in Europe,

are equipped with three-unit sets of so-called conventional

arrangement. The type most commonly met is to be seen for example

in the pumped storage station at Vianden in Luxemburg (5). Each

of the pumped storage sets installed here, with a total turbine

output of 90O MW, consists (see fig. 1) of the turbine (J) , the

electrical machine (3) , the storage pumpe © and a Pelton starting

turbine with disengageable coupling @ for starting and coupling

the de-watered pump (2) to the rotating motor-generator ® .

* l =
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Some old plants and even new ones have instead of a starting

turbine a hydraulic torque converter, which brings the water-

filled pump up to running speed before coupling with the motor-

generator. (Examples of such plants: Sackingen with 4 x 80 MW

turbine output; Hornberg with 4 x 250 MW turbine output) (6).

For other plants only shift couplings are provided forj coupling

with the motor-generator takes place at stillstand and the pump

is brought up to speed using the main turbine (examples of plants:

Geesthacht with 3 x 35 MW turbine output; Ffestiniog with 4 x 8O MW

turbine output). It is thus apparent that all three-unit sets

have at least the pump and in some cases even the turbine fitted

with shift couplings (e.g. Sackingen, Hornberg). This makes it

possible to uncouple the machine not in operation and bring it

to rest.

ing

ng

The main advantage of three-unit sets, often valued by those

responsible for load distribution, are the relatively short

changeover times from one mode of operation (turbine, pump,

phase-shifting) to the other. Especially when using a hydraulic

torque converter for running up the filled pump, extremely short

changeover times can be realised, above all from turbine or phase

shifting to pump operation. This advantage of short changeover

times involves however relatively high machine and civil engineering

costs (1). The manifold mechanical equipment necessary for the

three-unit set, such as bearings, change couplings, starting

machines for the pump, control equipment, auxiliaries, etc., as

well as the necessary space for the relatively long machine group,

make the plant considerably dearer. This drawback has,. together

with certain other disadvantages, contributed significantly towards

the development and construction of simpler and cheaper reversible

pumpturbines.

* (= spinning reserve operation)

2. Early developments towards the simplification and cheapening

of conventional three-unit sets.

Among the three-unit sets built so far, the Lac Noir (2) and

Hohenwarthe I plants (now dismantled) must be regarded as

exceptions. In order to simplify the set and reduce its length,

the coupling was at that time (in the 1930's and during the

2nd World War) left out. This resulted, at least for the mechanical

equipment and powerhouse, in interesting economies. The motor-

generator, Francis turbine and storage pump remain rigidly coupled



in all modes of operation, which means that the three machines

have practically a common shaft. This arrangement of the storage

set results in the following operational procedure:

In turbine operation the pump, dewatered with compressed air,

also rotates; in pump operation the turbine rotates likewise

in air. In phase-shift operation both machines are de-watered.

With this conception, as with the conventional arrangement, very

short changeover times can also be attained, especially when it

is possible to empty and fill the machines quickly enough with-

out producing water-hammer (8).

A definite disadvantage, which was however taken into account

when building these plants, is that especially in turbine operation

an undesirable energy loss (3) is caused by the pump impell' r

running in air. This energy loss, which reaches on an average the

relatively high value of 1,5 % of the pump input, is due not so

much to the air ventilation as to the watei necessary for cooling

the narrow pump labyrinths. The ventilation losses of the turbine

runner rotating in the same way during phase-shifting operation

are on the other hand smaller and reach only about 20 to 30 % of

the pump impeller ventilation losses. For this reason a change

coupling between turbine and motor-generator is not provided on

most conventional three-unit sets, (see fig. 1).

3. Simplified three-unit pumped-storage set for a turbine output

of 230 MW at 330 m mean head.

A pumped-storage plant, under construction at the present time,

is to be equipped with four storage sets of the type described

in paragraph 2. with 230 MW output. The mean pump input of each

set is also 230 MW at 375 r.p.m. It was originally planned to

install reversible pump turbines. However during preliminary

studies it became evident that, considering all the advantages

of the 3-unit set (see paragraph 4) and using suitable techniques,

the use of reversible pump-turbines would not be significantly

more economical than with the recommended simplified 3-unit sets.
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Design.- Fig. 3 shows the storage set schematically. Since the

machines are of relatively large dimensions, producing large

deflections, they were arranged vertically to give a solider

and more extensive anchoring to the foundations than is achieved

with horizontal arrangement. At the lower end of the machine set

is the single stage storage pump © , whose spiral casing is

embedded in concrete due to the expected dynamic and acoustic

operating conditions peculiar to this machine as opposed to the

turbine. There follow above this the electrical machine (3) and

the independent Francis turbine (J) with the draft tube upwards.

The rotor of the set consists of a very st iff shaft made up of

several parts bolted together; to whose lower end the pump im-

peller, in the middle the mot or-gene rat or rotor and at the upper

end the turbine runner are attached. This rotor is supported on

only two bearings ^ © of about lOOO mm diameter and an 8OO T.

thrust bearing supported on the pump casing.

3
ne

Photographs of a sectional model of one of the projected storage

sets (scale 1:50) illustrate in figa. 5 and 6 the layout and

dimensions. In these are also to be seen the upstream and down-

stream shutoff valves (here shown as rotary valves) for the turbine

and pump. The power station will be in a cavern located about

1 km deep in the mountains.

Erection.- The pump impeller will be brought in and removed from

underneath through an access tunnel. The motor-generator and turbine

however will be erected from above. For repairs on the motor-

generator, the easily accessible turbine can be removed as a unit

by the machinehouse crane after freeing various connections, and

replaced afterwards. In this way the stillstand time can be re-

duced to about 1O days on top of the motor-generator repair time.

Space required by the storage set.- The storage set under con-

sideration requires less space than the conventional 3-unit set

(c.p. fig. 2) and not much more than a 2-unit set with reversible

pump-turbine (c.f„ fig. 4) and pony motor.

Changeover Times.- Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show as a comparison changeover

diagrams for the storage sets shown in figs. 2, 3 and 4 for the

following typical operational transpositions:
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1. Stillstand to turbine full-load

2. Stillstand to pump full-load

3. Turbine full-load to pump full-load

4. Pump full-load to turbine full-load

Fig. 7 refers to fig. 2 (conventional 3-unit set)

Fig. 8 " " " 3 (simplified 3-unit set)

Fig. 9 " " " 4 (2-unit set with reversible pump-turbine).

It is evident that the changeover times of the simplified 3-unit

set correspond approximately to those of the conventional 3-unit

set with hydraulic torque-converter (fig. 2).

Reduction of the losses due to the rotating de-watered pump

during turbine or phase-shifting operation.- As mentioned in

paragraph 2., there occurs due to the necessary water-cooling

of the pump labyrinths a considerable power loss of about 1,5 %

of the pump input, which during turbine operation adversely

affects the overall efficiency of the storage plant to about the

same extent. The absolute value of the power loss during turbine

operation would in the case of our storage set be 3800 kW (4).

Considerations on ways of eliminating or at least reducing these

losses have led to the following relatively simple design solution

During turbine and phase-shifting operation, when the pump impeller

rotates in the empty casing, the normally stationary stepped laby-

rinth rings in the pump casing are axially displaced so far that

the labyrinth clearances are considerably increased. In this way

overheating of the labyrinth rings is avoided, so that the

energy-consuming cooling water is no longer necessary and can be

dispensed with for this operating mode. The pump impeller rotates

then in dry air, producing a loss of only about 28O kW instead of

3800 kW for close labyrinths with water cooling (4).

In fig. 1O the pump labyrinths in the working posi+ion for pump

operation are partly shown.

Fig. 11 shows on the other hand the enlarged labyrinth clearances

during turbine or phase-shifting operation, where (D is the

runner, (2) and @ the rotating runner labyrinths, (|) and © the

axially adjustable labyrinth rings fitted into the casing.
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The latter are operated simply with water from the penstock. The

axial displacement of these rings takes place only when the pump

is de-watered and usually when the impeller is rotating.

rbine

mp

4. Advantages of the simplified 3-unit pumped storage set over

the conventional 3-unit set and the 2-unit set with reversible

pump-turbine.

Advantages over conventional 3-unit set.- Shorter overall length -

smaller volume - lower installation costs.

irbine

imp

No interruption of the shaft line by change couplings, hence fewer

bearing positions and more compact construction with less vibration.

Starting of the set with the turbine, hence absence of starting

equipment and the change coupling for the storage pump.

Advantages over the 2-unit set with reversible pump turbine.-

Short changeover times from one operating mode to another simply

by alternately filling and emptying the turbine or pump.

The possibility of hydraulic short-circuit operation, which for

large units is of special interest since the power consumption

from the grid when starting or running the pump can be regulated

with the help of the turbine according to the requirements of the

grid system.

Uniform transition from turbine to pump operation and vice-versa.

The same direction of rotation for all modes of operation.

imp

Suitability for relatively high variations in head; flexibility

when laying out the pump discharge.

Better turbine eff Iciency and less efficiency fall-off at partial

load.

Less wear of the wetted parts of the pump and turbine, since neither

of these machines is in active operation for more than about half the

total operating time of the set.
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5. Cost Comparison

By means of detailed cost studies, a comparison was made of the

total costs of the pumped storage plant described in paragraph 3.,

using the three sets shown in figs. 2, 3 and 4 respectively, based

on the following:

Yearly operating time: lOOO hours.

Interest : 6,5 %

Cost of current for pumping: O,O1SDM per kwh

Arrangement of sets:

Conventional 3-unit set (fig. 2)j Q turbine, (2) pump; (D motor-

generator, @ hydraulic torque-converter with change coupling.

Simplified 3-unit set (fig. 3);

generator.

turbine , (2) pump, motor-

Two-unit set with reversible pump-turbine (fig. 4);

© electric starting nsotor, ® motor-generator.

pump turbine,

Percentage cost comparison, based on a 2-unit arrangement.-

Plant with 2-unit sets (fig. 4) 100,0 %

Plant with simplified sets (fig. 3) 1O3,4 %

Plant with conventional 3-unit sets (fig. 2) 108,5 %.

The advantages, especially of reduced wear with separate hydraulic

machines, the shorter changeover times and the possibility of

operating hydraulic short-circuit with 3-unit sets, were not

evaluated and not considered in the above percentuEl comparison,

since a quantitative evaluation is in practice hardly possible.

With this small difference of 3,4 %, the above advantages are of

decisive importance when choosing the type of machine group to

be employed.

6. Conclusions

By means of suitable measures of a design nature it is possible

in some cases to so reduce the costs of 3-uriit pumped-storage plants

that they are nearly equal to those of comparable 2-unit plants

using reversible pump-turbines. The electricity authorities thus

have the possibility of making use of the difficult to evaluate

13



but very important advantages of the 3-unit group, on sound

economic premises.
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Synopsis

Adduced are field investigation data on dynamic loads transmitted to the

supports through a hydroelectric unit. Revealed and discussed are some spe-

cific features of the load spectrum, viz. its discrete nature, the random charac-

ter of amplitude magnitudes and the constancy of frequencies ( for units of tne

same type). The rotational component of the total horizontal dynamic load is

considered which is due to errors involved in manufacturing of individual

elements and the set as a whole* Formulae are derived for probability predic-

tion of the loads.

Synopsis

Les resultats des recherches en nature sur les charges dynamiques

transmises par les groupes hydrauliques aux supports sont decrits. On met

en evidence et discute quelques particularites du spectre des charges: carac-

tere discret, nature aleatoire des -valeurs d'amplitudes, Constance des frequen-

ces (pour les groupes du meme type) . La composante de rotation de la charge

dynamique horizontale sommaire examinee, on demontre que cette composante

est imputable aux defauts d'execution de differents elements et du groupe en

entier. Les formules pour la prevision de probabilite des charges sont donnees.



Presented are the results of experimental and analytical investigations into

dynamic loads transferred to the structure through vertical-shaft units. These

loads have aroused considerable interest in connection with the design and

construction of new hydroelectric plants characterized by lightened structures

and higher unit capacity of sets. The primary object of research is to study the

nature of dynamic loads and develop a method for their prediction.

Field investigations

Study into the nature of dynamic loads .and accumulation of adequate

actual dala were based on field investigations conducted on a number of hydro-

electric units of the Utch-Kurgan, Pavlovskaya) Plyavinis and Narva Hydro -

power Plants. The main characteristics of the units / 1 / are given in Table 1.

Turbine type

Generator

type

Rated capacity ,

.MW

Rated head, m

Rated speed, rpm

Number of runner
blades

Number of guide
vanes

Number of units
examined

Kaplan

CB 1030/

120-68

41,75

25.75

115.10

7

2 4

2

Kaplan

CB 1030/

120-68

42.50

22.00

88^0

7

24-

1

Francis

BTC 1260/

147-68

82.50 at

cosjj - 0.85

34,00

88.20

15

24

6

Kaplan

CB 1030/

120-68

48.00 at

cos S - 0.92

20.60

88.20

6

24

1

The loads were evaluated by the strain-measuring method according to the

scheme: an elastic dynamometric element with a wire strain gauge - a multi-

channel amplifier - a multichannel light—ray oscillograph. A s elastic elements of

the measuring scheme were employed: l) screw jacks transmitting the load to

the reinforced concrete cylinder through the generator bearing; z) special bolts

manufactured instead of those commonly used serving as a support for the

turbine bearing ring; 3) a thrust bearing support*

Direct calibration of such elements as jacks entails certain difficulties*

Therefore the possibility of indirect calibration was studied first based on the



well-known trial-load method / 2 / . However as applied to hydroelectric units

the procedure appeared to lead to an underestimation of the results nearly by

an order, so later on use was made only of the method of direct calibration

under static loading. The signals were recorded on an oscillograph tape simul-

taneously either from all or from alternate elastic elements, e,g. from six bolts

of the turbine bearing, with the unit operating under rated conditions ( Fig.l). In

a number of cases load measurements were performed sinchronously with vibra-

tion measurements of supports. The recording was effected by two oscillographs,

a synchronizing control board being used. The investigations were carried out

with the unit running under normal operational conditions - both steady state

(idling, rated and some intermediate regimes) and transient state ( starting and

automatic synchronization, stopping and braking, change-over from synchronous

compensation conditions to a rated regime and vice versa) „ The data obtained

were computer treated.

>f

Fig.l Oscillogram of forces.

1, 3 ... 11 - numbers of bolts with strain gauges glued to

them: L - length corresponding to one -rotor revolution,

Fig.l Oscillogramme des efforts.

1, 3 ... 11 - numeros des boulons avec jauges extenso-

metriques collees; L - longueur qui correspond a un

tour du rotor.

Spectral density curves plotted for different units indicate that dynamic loads

acting on supports contain periodic and random components. However, the energy

of the random component is negligibly small as against that of periodic components

which allowed to construct discrete amplitude-frequency spectra instead of spect-

ral density curves. Such spectra for loads and vibrations are presented in Fig.2

for a 48 MW unit equipped with a Kaplan turbine operating under rated condi-
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tions a r d in Fig.3 for a 82.5 MW unit with a Francis turbine running idle with

excitation. In addition to rotational frequency, in the load spectrum are generally

differentiated multiples to it such a s blade frequency, v a n e frequency, double

blade frequency, segment frequency \ equal to the product of the number of

segments by rotational frequency) , combination frequency; network frequency,

double network frequency et al. A s noted by previous investigators / 3 /, the

same frequencies are found in the v l bration spectrum of a hydroelectric unit.

a)
P.t
3.0

10
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3.0

n
1.0

8)

3.0
U
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1 1
0 2 * S 8 10 12 « JSf,c/S 0 Z * S 8 10 12 /• IS f,C/S

Fig. 2 Spectra of loads.

Fig. 2 Spectre de charges.
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Fig. 3 Vibration spectra of :

Bj , B a - generator bearing socket in the direction -

upstream/downstream and to the banks, respectively^

B j - oil bath bottom of thrust bearing;

B,, B j - turbine bearing cap in the direction —

upstream/downstream and to the banks, respectively.

Fig. 3 Spectre de vibrations des:

Bt , Ba— logement pour Ie palier de guidage du generateur

respectivement en direction des biefs et des berges;

3j - fond du bain d huile pour le palier de bute'es

B, , Bs - couvercle du palier de guidage respectivern^nt en

direction des biefs et des berges.
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The magnitudes of harmonic component amplitudes of the dynamic load

are individual for each unit operating in steady-state conditions, their distribu-

tion being random for a number of units of the same type. A. random character

of corresponding components of external disturbing forces acting on the rotor

may be responsible for it. By way of example confirming this assumption oscil-

lograms of forces transferred through the generator bearing for two similar

units "a" and "b" are presented in Pig. 4 . It is evident that the rotational

dynamic load in unit "a" is induced by the unbalance of electric forces and in

unit "b" by that of mechanical forces.

f,c/s

vely;

vely.

JT

rges;

en

Fig. 4 Oscillograms of forces

1 — idling without excitation; 2 - idling with

excitation.

Pig. 4 Osciliogramme des efforts

1 - marche a. vide sans excitation; 2 - marche

a vide avec excitation.

Of particular interest is comparative assessment of amplitudes of harmonic

components of the load acting on the supports. Analysis of the oscillograms

indicates that:

1) on the generator bearing high-frequency components of the horizontal

load are by an order less than the rotational component ( vibration spectra,

Fig. 3a, also confirm the fact) ;

2) on the turbine bearing high—frequency components are of the same or-

der of magnitude with the rotational component ( Pig. 2b, Fig. 3c ) ;

3) in the vertical load spectrum high-frequency components pl=sy a pre-

dominant role ( Fig. 2a, Fig. 3b ) .

Proceeding from the feet that certain high-frequency components of the

horizontal load are significant in absolute magnitude, a conclusion should be

drawn that the rotor is acted upon by pronounced radial disturbing forces of

the same frequency. However the existence of such forces is doubtful. Actual-

ly since the structural elements causing flow disturbance are located periodical-

ly around the circumference, all the radial disturbing forces on the turbine are

practically counterbalanced, whereas tangential and axial forces are summed up.
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An exception to this may be the blade component of the total load appearing

due to non-uniformity of the velocity field at the outlet from the spiral casing.

Thus it may be assumed that some high-frequency radial loads acting on the

supports occur in the absence of corresponding external radial disturbing

forces. This phenomenon may be attributable to specific dynamic properties of

the rotor.

Investigations /4,5,/ indicate that there arise coupled bending and torsional

vibrations in unbalanced rotors. Periodic torque applied to the rotor produces

bending vibrations with a* double frequency. In this case the rotor may be in

bending resonance conditions provided either one of the following conditions Is

observed: l) frequency of the torque coincides with the natural frequency of

torsional vibrations; 2) double frequency of the torque coincides with the natu-

ral frequency of bending vibrations.

For instance, the horizontal load spectrum (Fig.2b) contains a component

with double blade frequency 17.8 c/s, whereas the vertical load spectrum lacks

such a component. According to calculations the blade frequency is close to

the frequency of the natural rotor torsional vibrations, which explains the occur-

rence of double blade frequency In the horizontal load spectrum.

Another distinguishing feature of unbalanced rotors is the random charac-

ter of the magnitudes of natural frequencies and amplitudes of bending vibra-

tions. The rotor is essentially a mechanical system with random parameters -

magnitudes of excentricity ( displacements of centres of masses with respect to

the- axis of rotation) and their relative orientation. For instance, the equation

of natural frequencies of bending vibrations of the rotor with two rigidly fixed

disks mounted excentrically \S\

(1)
litz
ma cosi?

incorporates as a parameter the cosine of the angle between the directions of

excentrifcities of the disks. Since the angle J is a continuous random quantity,

natural vibration frequenciesare distributed over a certain range with a definite

probability. In this connection probability characteristics of natural frequencies -

mathematical expectation and dispersion are of great interest. In Eq. ( l ) m^,

m2 are masses of the disks; C±, C^ C - coefficients of static flexural rigi-

dity; (JU is angular velocity of rotation. Natural frequencies are usually estimated

from an equation similar to Eq, ( l) whereof -0. A certain error may be involved

herein: as a result, a rotor in service may toe close to resonance condition.

The natural frequencies of the unit whose vibration spectrum is shown in Fig.3

may lie in the lower range 84 - ( 13,5 •$• 19) c/s and the upper range 0 —

( 21.5 -f 25,5) c/s. The probability characteristics of natural frequencies (the

tr t̂themati al expectation Q and the standard deviation & ) are in the lower

range 8t - 15,9 c/s 0! . 2.2 c/s and the upper range (L - 23.7 c/s 01 =



•1.6 c/s, respectively. Assuming tf -O, we have fy «• 19 c/s and 83

c/s. The rotor in question is acted upon by the external load varying with

the blade frequency 0 - 2 2 c/s which frequency does not coincide with natu-

ral frequencies if iP »0 but in fact lies in the upper range and is close enough

to the mathematical expectation Clj=23.7 c/s.

Thus, the discrete spectrum of the total load on the rotor is transformed

by the latter into a spectrum of the load acting on the supports and the struc-

ture. If the rotor were ideally balanced, the spectrum of the total radial distur-

bing force alone we uld be transformed. In actual conditions, due to unbalance

in the rotor the spectrum of the total torque is also transformed into the dyna-

mic load spectrum. Supposing the loads on the supports related to the rotor

resonance characteristics are reduced to a certain permissible level, there

still remain loads transferred through a rigid rotor. Most interesting among the

latter is the rotational load playing a dominant role in the total load. Below a

method is considered for probability prediction of the horizontal dynamic rota-

tional load.

Probability prediction of rotational dynamic load

In a general case the load is composed of hydrodynamlc, electroriagnetic

and mechanical components. The hydrodyneunic load develops due to an alte-

ration In the relative positions of the rotor and stator elements and is of two

kinds: stationary relative either to the stator or to the rotor* The former is due

to the excentric position of the rotor in relation to the stator owing to non-

coaxial guide bearings, and turbine stator elements, the geometric axes of the

rotor elements coinciding with the axis of rotation in case the turbine itself is

manutactured with ideal accuracy.

The load stationary with respect to the rotor is due to non-coincidence

of the geometric axes with the axis of rotation and results firom insufficient

accuracy in the fabrication of the turbine rotor and the unit as a whole.

The same causes lead to the origination of forces of magnetic attraction

stationary in respect both to the stator and the rotor occurring due to the ir-

regularity of the air gap between the rotor and the stator.

The force of mechanical unbalance is known to depend on the magnitude

of the centre of mass displacement in respect to the axis of rotation*

The object of prediction is to establish quantitative correlations expressing

probability relationships between thefrnagnitude of the dynamic load and the per-

missible error in manufacturing individual elements and the unit as a. whole.

Here are formulae conventionally used for evaluating:

l) the radial hydrodynamic force occurring in the fluid layer between the

two cylinders, one of which rotates excentrically with respect to the other / 6 /



2) the radial force of magnetic attraction due to the rotation of the rotor

located excentrically to the stator / 7 /

( 3)

( 4)

if.,
3) the force of mechanical unbalance

n 2 *
m

where oC is the ratio between the excentriciiy and clearance magnitudes

( G4 * < 1) ;1) , L - radius and width of the labyrinth packing ring; t J -

angular velocity of rotation} 0 ~ magnitude of the clearance in the labyrinth

packing ring; K — viscosity coefficient; e — magnitude of displacement of the

centre of mass of trie unit from the rotation axis; KM — mass of the rotor; J) ,

\j — diameter and length of bore in the magnetic steel of the stator; Q —value

of induction for the regular clearance; H - magnetic permeability in vacuum;

0 , P , 0 - damping coefficients; £ - coefficient of steel impregnation.

The damping and impregnation coefficients are calculated from the formulae

presented in / 7 / . Taking into account the fact that practically in all the cases

{ Eq.( 2 ) is substituted for Eq. (2) hereafter

Eq. (2 ) approximates Eq. (2) with an error in the region 04 <*.=*: 0,6

not exceeding 0.5 %. .

The magnitude of excentricity included into aUoth© above formulae is of

a random character. Let us consider the components of the magnitude for the

case of H cylindric rings with a rectangular cross-section successively mounted

on each other, the outer surface of each ring being excentric to the inner one,

and the conjugated surfaces coaxial. Hence, the excentricity ol the Y\ -th ring

in relation to the axis of rotation (which can be assumed to coincide with the

geometric axis of the inner surface of the first ring) will be the sum of \\

excentricities oriented at random
n

e = ^e, _ (5 )
The displacement of the centre of mass of the first ring <£* (for which the same

symbol is taken as for excentricity, but with a star) is a linear function of the

excentricity magnitude e.^

The displacement of the centre of mass for the second ring in respect to the

axis of rotation is the sum of the displacement of its geometric axis and of

that of the centre of mass relative to its own geometric axis ]T , e. , i.e.

The displacement of the centre of mass of the k -th ring with respect to the

axis of rotation which is equal to

C 4



can be obtained in the same way. The sought for displacement of the centre

of mass of the sum total of H rings can be found from

L
where KMK - mass of the K. -th ring.

The formulae ( 5 - 7 ) are valid for any parts or arrangements of cylin-

drical parts and elements because bodies of rotation possessing a complex

configuration in the axial section can be considered as the sum total of rings,

discs, or cylinders mounted on each other and located along the axis of rota-

tion. Excentricity magnitudes and their relative orientation being random, the

vectors of forces as well as any possible linear compositions thereof (in

establishing the magnitude of the principal vector, the principal moment, and

reactions of the supports) are random too.

It follows from the above that cf major importance is the solution of a

general problem of the probability theory, i.e. evaluation of the density distri-

bution of the magnitude of the vector

% J - i - V ( 8 >
which is a sum of random independent vectors with constant coefficients. For

the case considered an exact solution can be obtained.

In case a random magnitude I t> j, 1 has a probability density

then |T>jl may be said /8/ to be distributed according to the law of excentri-

city. Here 0j is the distribution parameter, the vector coordinates C X^, Uj,) being

distributed according to the normal law with the parameters MCXj)*MC Û  = 0,

DCX^TXlkVSj, where M( )and T5C ") designate the operations of defining

mathematical expectation and dispersion, respectively.

Let us prove the following statement: provided the magnitude o* each

vector in the sum (8) is distributed according to the excentricity law, the mag-

nitude of the resultant vector also obeys this law with the parameter

f
In fact, X; and Ih befng distributed by the* normal law, O^X,

and <*-,, 1| j, are known /9/ to be distributed by the same law. The distribu-

tion parameters in our case are

« M(sW= Q ,
The coordinates of the resultant vector

n

i=1



are distributed by the normal law as sums of independent random magnitudes,

each being normally distributed. The distribution parameters are

M(afl- M t m - 0,
ii

Hence the distribution density of the magnitude of the vector

= \l x 3
+

assumes the form

joo- ( l l )

The mathematical expectation and dispersion of the random magnitude % are

( 12 )

( 13 )

Calculation of similar characteristics of the magnitude of the principal

vector

attraction

presented

Forces

Hydrod

Electn

Force

Total

Force

Force

and the principal moment

H - V ^+K*P~,S^*K ( 1 5 )

becomes possible due to a linear relationship between each component force

and the magnitude of the total error. In formula ( 15) Q, , Q, , ft. are dis-

tances between the fulcra of the corresponding forces and the reference point.

Specific calculations from the formulae adduced are feasible in case dis-

tribution parameters (3\ are available for each arrangement of parts. Actual

values of (j. can be established statistically. However It is possible to put

forward a versimtlar assumption about a statistic magnitude with a view to

evaluate the parameter sought for. Under conditions of large—scale and mass

production the mathematical expectation of tolerance coincides with the middle

of the prescribed tolerance range. Assuming it to be true in our ease we shall

conclude that the mathematical expectation of the excentricity magnitude is

( 1 6 )

L

where Â  is a tolerance range for the i-th detail. The circumstance ( 16)

that excentricity constitutes half of the tolerance value is taken into account.

Thus the distribution parameter Q^ can be established from the drawings.

Calculation data on the mathematical expectation and the standard devia-

tion of the magnitudes of forces transmitted to the structure by the hydroelectric

unit of the Plyavinis Hydropower Station are cited as an examp.'e. The displace-

ment of the centre of mass of the generator rotor, the hydrodynamic forces in

the upper and lower rings of the labyrinth packing, and the force cf magnetic
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attraction were included into the calculations. The calculation findings are

presented in Table 2:

Forces

Hydrodynamic force

Electromagnetic force of attraction

Force of mechanical unbalance

Total force

Force on generator bearing

Force on turbine bearing

MC )
t

3.1

7,9

1.9

8.8

6.3

4.4

V5T5
t

1.6

4.2

1.0

4.6

3.2

2.3

For comparison are adduced, experimental data on magnitudes of forces

on the generator bearing for two units of the Plyavinis Hydroelectric Station :

Nol - 9.5 - 12 tons and No 4 — 5 - 7 tons. As can be seen the experimen-

tal forces fan in the distribution region established by calculation. This circum-

stance proves the feasibility of applying in practice the method of probability

prediction for the rotational dynamic load.

1 1
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VIBRATIONS IN HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS
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Benko, G.B. senior Research Engineer

Holmen, E.K. Senior Research Engineer

AB NOHAB, Trollhattan,Sweden

AB NOHAB, Trollhattan,Sweden

The authors present the results of some investigations carried out for the

discovery of the causes of disturbing resonance-like vibrations in domina-

ting structural parts of power-plants and discuss the found resonance-mecha-

nisms along with the measures taken to eliminate the vibrations or limit

those to acceptable values.

The common feature of most of the presented cases was that although the dis-

turbances were hydraulically excited, no serious consequences would have

occured without the interaction of some "high-Q" mechanical resonator.

Based on the subsequent more generalised survey of possible excitation-sour-

ces and resonators the authors wish to emphasize that the present trend of

increasing size with lighter and lighter structures (permitted by the avaia-

bility of high-tensile materials) easily might increase the probability of

undesirable resonances in structures.

Les auteurs presentent les resultats de quelques investigations effectuees

pour decouvrir les causes dos resonances perturbatrices-comme les vibrations

dans les parties structurales principales en usines hydro-electriques. U s

discutent egalement les mecanismes de resonance trouve"s avec les mesures pour

eliminer les vibrations ou les limiter aux amplitudes acceptables. Le carac-

tere commun a la plupart des cas presentes etait le sizivant:Bien que les per-

tubations ont Ite exeitles par des forces hydrauliques, les consequences

n'auraient pas <§te serieuses sans 1'intervention d'un rgsonateur m^canique de

"grand-Q,".

En se basant sur une revue plus ge"ne"ralisee des sources possibles d'excitation

que des resonateurs,les auteurs de*sirent accentuer que la tendence d'aujourd'

hui d'augmenter les dimensions avec des structures toujours plus legeres (per-

mises par 1'usage des mate"riaux d'haute resistance) peut augmenter aussi la

probability de resonances non-desir^es.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years the authors have been engaged in a number of cases

to investigate and solve vibration-problems on hydraulic turbines delivered

or projected by AB NOHAB. Their intention with this paper is the relating of

some experiences thus gained and phenomena discovered along with some general

aspects of risks for resonances in this type of machinery.

This paper deals exclusively with resonance phenomena. Resonance presupposes

a resonator, in our cases some part of the turbine or supporting structure,

usually with several degrees of freedom and with internal damping coefficient

well below the critical. Such a resonator can be excited in several wayss

1. harmonically, by some periodic forces normally present in the turbine.

2. parametrically, by the same type of forces as above although through a

different type of excitation mechanism.

3. by positive feed-back, i.e. the resonator influences the main energy-flow

it is in contact with in such a way that initial disturbances are ampli-

fied so that self-excited vibrations will build up.

In the first case the natural frequency of the resonator coincides with that

of the exciting force or some multiple thereof. In the second case the rela-

tionship between excitation and natural frequencies is not apparent making

indentification somewhat difficult. The third case can be divided into two

groups depending on the ratio of negative damping coefficient and spring

constant. For low values of the damping coefficient-spring constant ratio the

vibrations will be harmonic with a natural frequency corresponding to that of

the resonator, while for high values the vibration will be of relaxation type.

CASE HISTORIES

Turbine A

At the delivery of the unit two abnormal sound-effects were observed:

1. Above 80 fa of full power an intense pure tone of 560 cps has appeared,,

Pressure pulsations with the same frequency could be registered in the

vicinity of the runner.

2. At shut-down^ below 50 fa synchronous: speed an other pure tone of about

130 cpo has been observed. Pressure pulsations with the same frequency

were recorded in the water especially between runner hub and head cover.

The recordings also showed a beat-frequency of 11 cps.

Hitting the runner buckets wito a soft hammer produced vibrations around

580 - 600 cps. With regard to the natural-f-.equency-lowering effect of the

surrounding water the 560 cps frequency pure tone would he explained by
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Table 1. Characteristic data for the

turbines dealt with in text.

Turbine

A

B

C

L

E

F

G

critical velocity ia reached only at 80

the observations.

Type

Francis

Francis

Francis

Kaplan

Francis

Kaplan
Francis
model

Nominal
Output Head
W m

61,7

40,8

155,2

29,9

88,3

55,0

108

300

76,2

33

65

25

42

Speed
rpm

214
600

120

187,5

136,4

115,4

1450

bucket resonance. The exciting

force then can come from von

Karman type irortex sheading

phenomena. Calculations showed

that 560 cps would correspond to

28 m/s relative velocity. Ana-

lysing velocity distribution

gave that such velocity is rea-

ched at the bend around 65 j£

load but there the buckets are

considerably bent. At runner hub

the buckets are more plane, thus

prone to vibrations and here the

85 i» load, well in agreement with

According to the experiments related in litterature (1, 2, 3) the easiest

solution was the chamfering of the discharge edges to 30 - 4-0 degrees. (The

original form was softly rounded.) The bucket discharge edges were ground to

this asymmetrical profile with the expected results: The 56O cps vibrations

have completely disappeared.

The 130 cps tone has not been influenced by these alterations. Bat since its

rare occurence was restricted to shut-down operations and beyond noise no

disquieting effects could be traced, no further steps were taken for their

elimination.

f
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Turbine B

Similar phenomena have been encountered at an other power station where a
sharp 2 kc sound appeared around 70 $ load and a 4 kc noise at about 95 &

The runner had two alternating types of buckets of whole and half length.
Checking velocity distribution and discharge-edge dimensions led to suspec-
ting the long buckets of the 2 kc noise and the short ones of the 4 kc sound.

Chamfering of the discharge edges to 30 degrees led to the desired results:
both tones disappeared.

Turbine C
During operational tests on a unit an unexpected and highly irritating sound

of 170 cps has been observed during shut-down in the neighborhood of 60 $>

speed. The high intensity of the sound was unaltered down to 30 # speed

where the brakes are set.

B



For several reasons there was no possibility to investigate the phenomenon

on site so our attention turned to the study of the recordings obtained from

the first described machine (A) along with a study of possible resonators.

Prom the study of the previously described machine (A)

could be learned:

the following

The phenomenon was clearly of resonance-type. The occurence of pressure pul-

sations around the runner pointed to the participation of the rotating parts.

The measured beat-frequency of 11 cps was identified as the rotor's first

ordex" vertical natural frequency (rotor mass and thrust-baaring spring con-

stant). A higher order vertical natural frequency is determined by runner-

mass and turbine shaft spring constant with the generator mass regarded as

infinite. Its computed value of fO cps was a bit to low but correcting the

spring constant by the stiffening effect of the water enclosed between

runner-hub and head cover yielded values around 130 cps, well in agreement

with the observed value. A resonator with the right natural frequency thus

has been found and fortunately with such properties that the alteration of

one of the resonator-parameters seemed easy enough.

Acting on the assumption that the 170 cps vibrations of unit C are of the

same origin, rough calculation have shown that this might be the case, it

has been decided to check the theory by altering the spring constant by in-

jecting air into the cavity beneath the head cover.

The subsequent tests have shown that after having admitted pressure air

beyond a certain quantity, the 170 cps noise has completely disappeared. At

insufficient air flow the noise appeared at lower speeds.

Hot being able to carry out an extensive investigation on the unit we are

still uncertain of the mechanism of the resonance described above.

Turbine I)

During delivery tests at higher loads (85 - 100 ft

were observed with the following symptoms:

irritating vibrations

1. 93 cps vibrations of beat-frequency character were observed all over

the station and intake. The highest levels could be recorded at turbine

and generator-floors (fig.1, F and G respectively).

2. The only parts not participating in the vibrations were the rotating

ones. Very pure vibrations could be registered on the concrete-cylinder

carrying the generator stator, itself being supported by the stay-vanes.

3. Pressure-pulsations with the same 93 cps have been recorded at the in-

take and at all accessible parts of the spiral casing but not in the
Fig.



draft tube.

4. The load at which the vibrations started varied considerably, at least

over longer periods. The turbine could be operated free of vibrations

for a couple of days at 28.5 - 29 MW, while at other periods the vibra-

tions started already around 24 HVIf.

The beat-frequency character of a vibration could be caused by various

phenomena. According to litterature (e.g.4.) the response of a high Q reso-

nator to white noise will show a beat-frequency character where the beat-

period is determined by the Q factor. Beat-frequency oscillations will also

appear when two vibrators with slightly different frequencies interact.

The concrete ring (A) together with the mass of the generator (B) supported

by the stay vanes (c) seemed to be an excellent resonator (see fig. 1).

Experiments with a compressed-air-driven vibrator attached to one of the

stator base plates (D) indicated two natural frequencies, one of 70 cps for

a piston-like mode an one of 117 cps for a tipping mode. The only apparent

relation these frequencies had with' the observed 93 cps was the latter being

the average of the former two. (Later a slight resonance with 70 cps was

observed at 23 HS7.)

Since the stay vanes constituted the spring constant of this resonator and

at the same time also wore, exposed to disturbances in the water, those

seemed to be a logical link

between the mechanical and

the hydraulic systems.

There were three types of

stay-vanes and their res-

pective natural frequencies

in air were found to be 130,

148 and 155 cps. Calcula-

tion of von Karman vortexes

gave frequencies between 80

and SO cps for full load.

These latter values were

regarded as being to low

to cause direct resonance

in the vanes even if the

;. — r- 1 / L- •jM-̂ -w---—-,— natural frequency of these

F--J ^ /-j V / ĵ  -3? is reduced by the water-

masses participating in

Fig. 1 Cross section of station D their vibrations*
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That the generator-stator supporting structures made an excellent resonator

was confirmed during an investigation when relative motion between pit wall

and generator flooring was observed (at E in fig. 1). Driving in t.ome wedges

on one side of the flooring made the vibrations disappear. Continuing the

wedging on all four sides of the flooring (the wedges were driven in hard)

the vibrations succeccively returned, reached higher amplitudes than before,

became more regular and had a higher beat-frequency. By wedging,the uncer-

tain friction-contact between flooring "and pit wall has been broken so that

later when the wedges have been removed the previous conditions could not be

reproduced.

V/hile trying to evaluate the results of the above investigation cracks have

been discovered at the end-welds of several of the stay-vanes requiring

immediate decisions. The changing of the frequency of the resonator not being

practicable it has been decided to remove one possible source of excitation

by chamfering the down-streau edges of the vane3. The results were good

although strain-amplitudes of 50 kp/cm at 93 cps in the vanes near the welds

still were recorded. By a new adjustment of the discharge-edges the audible

effects of the vibrations were eliminated, though 95 cps vibrations (with

strains up to 20 kp/cm ) still could be traced by sensitive instruments.

Turbine E

Four units were delivered for a power station where the dam had a very long

fill-up time. At the time of delivery the head was only 40 m and no irregula-

rities were observed. After some months, when the head reached 50 m, an in-

tense and irritating sound has been observed. This led to investigations.

The sound was found to have local intensities up to 120 dB in the 250 cps

octave band. Since the checking of velocity distribution at the discharge

edges of the runner gave 230 cps vortex shedding frequency at 90 tfo gate ope-

ning, the discharge edges of the buckets were chamfered to previously success-

ful profiles and the sound-phenomena disappeared.

After four months, during a routine-inspection, cracks have been discovered

in some buckets. The cracks were attributed to the previous vibrations and

repaired without further investigations.

The units performed without remarks for another four months when the head

reached 65 m. Then it was reported that the previous sound phenomena reappea-

red.

An extensive investigation was started especially on one of the units. Pres-

sure pulsations were measured at eleven points, mechanical vibrations on

several construction-elements on and around the turbine and on the penstock.

6 0 5
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The following pattern could be discovered:

1. The frequency of the sound was, though somewhat different for the diffe-

rent units, but within the 210 - 240 cps range. The vibrations started

whenever the gate-opening exceeded 85 ?£.

2. Pressure pulsations with the same frequency were dominating throughout

the turbines and penstocks but not in the draft tubes. The highest values

were recorded between stay vanes and wicket gates, further between runner

hub and head cover.

3. Vibrations with the same frequency could be measured on the wicket gates,

although with small amplitudes.

4. No such vibrations could be discovered at the center of the head-cover,

while at its periphery (bolted to the stay vanes) these frequencies were

dominating.

5. The concrete cylinder supporting the generator was subjected to these

vibrations, reminding of the phenomena observed at power station D.

Strain-gage measurements indicated forces between cylinder and stay-ring

with the same frequency.

6. With the turbine dewatered the buckets were chocked for natural frequen-

cies and 130 and 400 cps were the measured values. The bending-mode na-

tural frequency of the stay-vanes was 450 cps. At the same time it was

also found that the concrete cylinder performed 250 cps vertical vibra-

tions excited only by the "white noise" transmitted from the other units

running below their critical openings.

With recent experiences (turbine D) in mind, chamfering of the stay-vanes

has been decided upon. Also the measuring equipment has been extended since

in the buckets a few unexpected new cracks have been discovered.

The chamfering this time has not resulted in significant changes of the

phenomena. However through the extended equipment additional information has

been secured:

7. Strain measurements on the buckets have shown frequencies of 63, 130 and

300 cps while operating below bhe critical range. After the onset of the

sound the dominating frequency became 230 cps and the amplitudes (strain)

increased to 3 - 4 times the resonance-free values.

8. The strain spectrum in the 3tay vanes was dominated at all loads by 230

cps although with small amplitudes. At the onset of sound the amplitudes

increased 3 - 4 times.

9. The torque in the turbine shaft has shown only a 20 cps component, corre-

sponding to its natural frequency. The axial strains in the shaft were

dominated by the speed. After the onset of the noise a feeble component

with 230 cps became discernible.



The discovery of axial-thrust pulsations with this critical frequency direc-

ted the attention again to the runner since with existing shaft dimensions

strains of 1.10 meant an alternating force of 16OOO kp! The actual ampli-

tudes yielded about 40 tons well in agreement with forces computed from

pressure amplitudes of 3*5 m*W.C. measured in the volume hetween head cover

and runner hub.

This led to associations with the phenomena at power-station C where the

vibrations were caused by shaft system resonance.

A rough calculation yielding about 220 cps for the second order (runner-

mass-shaft and head cover cavity spring constant) axial frequency has shown

that the shaft system might be a link in a feed-back chain. Based on previous

experience 6 kp/cm pressure air was then let into the space between runner

hub and head cover through a fa 5 mm bore near the runner hub periphery with

the result that all abnormal phenomena disappeared. Later tests have shown

that 0.4 m /min air through a fa 2 mm bore was sufficient to eliminate the

vibrations.

Turbine P

A not widely known type of resonance has been encountered on a number of

umbrella-type generating units (5)« Characteristic features of the distur-

bances were:

1. Severe whirling-type vibrations were observed on the rotating parts

during load rejections while decelerating from overspeed,

2. No apparent relationship existed between speed, number of blades etc.

and the whirling frequency of the shaft.-

3. Regarding whirling phenomena two otherwise identical units at the same

power station behaved quite differently.

4. Neither dynamic balancing, nor adjustment of bearing clearances had any

appreciable effect on the whirlings.

After two years of repeated tests, analysing of test data and whirling

patterns and searching for answer in the litterature, these vibrations were

identified as'hummed and differential harmonic oscillations" (as described by

Yamamoto, 5) due to what can be called for some type of parametric excitation,

According to theory such resonances might occur in systems with several de-

grees of freedom when the frequency of the excitation satisfies the following

relation:

f=
P-i + P-;

where p ± and p are two arbitrary natural frequencies of the system, and m

is an integer.

below

I

Fig. 3
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Pig. 2 shows the first 4 natural fre-

quencies of a unit as function of

speed along with some of their auma

ana differences. The straight lines

give p = m . f for m = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The curves were computed for constant

values of spring constants, masses and

moments of inertia, while in reality

these change with blade angle and

fieia excitation.

The dots indicate frequencies identi-

fied from whirling patterns. As can he

seen, around f = 2,5 cps the p = f line

is approaching the p.. + p, and p^ - p.

curves (in fact it may intersect those

in reality) and around this speed were

observed the most serious vibrations.

Recordings taken during load-rejection

indicate the presence of all
f H* these three (p.., p 2 and p.) components,

Pig. 2 Computed whirling frequencies. & g ^ g > ± n f.g> ^ Tfae f h 5 r l l n e . p a t t e n B

shown there in the upper row (a) are reconstructed directly from the recor-

ding, each pattern representing one revolution of the shaft. The patterns

belovr (b) were constructed under assumption that the amplitudes of the

any

rere

id by

;ation>

de-

Lowing

m
Pig. 3 A sample of whirling patterns recorded during an emergency shut-down.
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different components are constant for a revolution, i.e. within the same

pattern. The bottom graph tries to illustrate how the amplitudes of the

different components varied during the presented period.

Once it is established that the whirlings are due to parametric resonances

there are only a few possibilities for action. If the generator bearing is

generously dimensioned, risk for break-downs is minimal. Although the number

of load rejections and emergency shut-downs executed during the two years of

tests correspond to about 400 years of operation, no deterioration could be

observed in the generator bearing, for this machine a segment-type one. Note

that the normal bearing load for this unit was about 1 ton while when whir-

ling the load sometimes increased to more than 100 tons due to the large

gyroscopic moment of the generator rotor. If the generator-bearing is found

to be too-week, it should either be strengthened or a third bearing installed.

When projecting an umbrella-type unit such resonances can however be avoided

by a stiff, squat construction with the thrust bearing directly beneath the

generator rotor.

Turbine G

Fig. 4 shows a sample of a

series of pressure-pulsation

records (pass-band 0.2 - 15 ops)

taken in the spiral casing (upper

traces) and in the draft tube

(bottom traces) of a Francis

model. Parameters are cavita-

tion coefficient 0 and gate

opening. It is interesting to

note the effect of cavitation

coefficient:for low values the

pulsations are dominated by

extremely low-frequency compo-

nents, while for increasing o-

values the low-frequency compo-

nents recede and higher-frequen-

cys ones take over. The lowest

components were ca 2 cps, a

tenth of the speed, the latter

being about 22 revolutions per

sec. Except for Rhinegans type

surges (7), the other low-fre-

quencies cannot be simply

Fig. 4 Low-frequency pressure-pulsations

in spiral-casing and draft-tube

of a Fi-ancis model
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translated to prototype since

the freqaenoy of the surges ia

dependent of parameters of the

test-rig which for practical

reasons seldom can be made

homologous, e.g. to prototype

penstock and tail-race.

" 5 presents a narrow-band

(6 jS) frequency analysis (pass

band 10 - 1000 cps) of pressure

pulsations taken in the spiral-

casing of the same model,at the

same epeed as for fig. 4 and at

100 f° wicket-gate opening. The

frequency-scale is quasi-loga-

rithmic and the pressure-ampli-

tude scale is logarithmic. The

spectrum clearly shows peaks

corresponding to speed, bucket

frequency, double bucket fre-

quency and wicket-gate frequen-

cy. These are to be encountered

also on prototype with presum-

ably the same proportions be-

cause the amplitudes are func-

tion of turbine clearances.

Pig. 5 Narrow-band frequency analysis

of pressure pulsations in the

spiral casing.

Beyond these components pure tones can be observed at frequencies with no

apparent relation to speed. These peaks can be due to instabilities as e.g.

vortex shedding phenomena in resonance with different sections of the rig.

SURVEY OF BESOHAffOE-RISKS

In a number of cases described above,the source of disturbances could be

traced to vortex (wake) ehedding in some form. A more general treatment of

these, seen from the point of view of a turbine-designer thus could be of

interest.

The frequency of vortex-shedding is defined by

f - S -| ops (1)

where

f » wake shedding frequency

S » Strouhal s number (0.18 - 0.22)



w = relative velocity at discharge edge (m/sec)

d = equivalent thickness of discharge edge (m)

Prom the flow-geometry, similarity and affinity-laws for hydraulic turbines

one can derive:

w = kg- \ ; ft = Q,U &JS% P = P^ D
2 H ' ; d = -J- D

where

v, = a constant dependent of turbine geometry
G
D = turbine diameter

H = head

Q = discharge

Q11= unit discharge

P = power

P11= unit poiTer

Henoe H 5/4

For a turbine operated at optimum, equ. 2 will be reduced to

where

n = operating speed

iig = specific speed determining type of turbine

Fig. 6 Theoretical relations between vortex frequency and power with head

as parameter
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One can thus say that the frequency of vortex-shedding for a given turbine

type is proportional to speed. In general

fw max f

The implication of equ. 4 are test seen in the tentative graph of fig. 6.

The diagram is based on Francis-turtdne runners of high specific loads

corresponding to praxis of to-day.

Since for a given profile the vortex-shedding amplitude is proportional to

velocity squared, thus to the second power of frequency, the gravest distur-

bances are to be expected just below f , i.e. near P . According to
w max max

experience the risk-zone can be extended down to f = 0.7 f . Vortex-
w w max

shedding phenomena are discovered usually only if there exists a resonance

between these and some part of the structure. The most exposed (to vortexes)

structural parts of a turbine are the stay vanes, wicket-gates and buckets.

In first approximitation these can be substituted by a bar clamped at both

ends. Prom this assumption:
(5)

where

f = bending-mode natural frequency of bar

k = constant depending on bar material and type of end fixing

I = moment of inertia for bending

A = bar cross section

L = length

Assume that all dimension but thickness t are proportional to turbine-diame-

ter D, then

f
E-

k1 +
E 1 D2

t in tuvn is dependent of max. allowable stress a^. Since

aT = — = kt • -j- J thus t = kij

Hence by the application of affinity and similarity laws

w 5/4

(6)

(7)

Equ. 7 shows that the natural frequency of a vane for a given turbine-geo-

metry and max. stress roughly follows the same laws as are valid for vortex-

shedding frequency. The diagram in fig. 6 with a change of ordinate-scale
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thus could also stand for f̂ ,.

Resonance will occur when fE = fw. Since

0 < f <.f = k . ~
w "x w max w n

risks for resonance exists only if

E *> w max

or

(8)

For moderate specific loads and conservative dimensioning and choice of

materials k ^ usually is much greater than k 9 Higher specific loading in-

creases k while the use of high-tensile materials decrease the value of

kj,_, thus increasing the risks for resonance expressed by equ. 8.

The above reasoning although developed for the special case of von Karman

vortexes and bending-mode natural frequencies of bars could be extended over

a wider field. Vortex shedding is not restricted to obstacles in a flow, all

discontinuities in flow boundaries are likely to produce such phenomena. In

this latter case the vortex shedding frequency follows the t.ame law as stated

in equ. 1 only the value of the Strouhal number might be different. The natu-

ral frequencies of structural elements of a power station where dimensioning

depends on head or power will follow about the same laws as stated by equ. 7«

As previously stated the nature of parametrically excited vibrations is not

known widely enough, their mathematical treatment - especially for systems

with many degrees of freedom - being extremely difficulto The authors believe

that a number of resonances encountered at various places in the past should

belong to this group. Black and Me Ternan have shown (8) that some of the

resonances observed in as generally known systemsas e.g. an asymmetric shaft

in asymmetric bearings carrying a concentrated mass are to be attributed to

parametric excitation.

Some words on resonators in general might be worth-while. The dangers repre-

sented by resonators near or at resonance lie not in having one or more of

their natural frequencies near or equal to the frequencies of some euiting

force, bat in their amplification factor for low values of damping. A resona-

tor of high Q factor will respond already to random excitation, as e.g. in

the case of turbines D and E. The Q factor, thus the damping of a structure

is dependent of choice of material. High tensile materials will lead to very

high Q resonators. Compare for example concrete with reinforced concrete and

cast-iron with high-tensile steels.
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High Q resonators lx. system with negative damping will easily lead to disas-

trous self-excited oscillations. The signifiance of positive damping in such

cases is excellently illustrated by Cooper, Hartland, Laeson, Stone and

Tyler (9).

CONCLUSIONS

In order to avoid vibrations on a projected unit much can be gained by stu-

dying past mistakes of others (10). Vibration analyses axe also helpful in

pinpointing possible resonances in structures or structural elements, because

a great number of the probable excitation frequencies is known. The useful-

ness of mathematic methods is however limited jpartly because the values of

some parameters are only inaccurately known, partly because the stability

criteria for many - degrees-of-freedom systems become too complex and un-

wieldy (11). Model tests might yield additional and more reliable information,

but such tests require still greater circumspection than the usual perfor-

mance tests.

The difficulties with vibrations encountered on prototype lie often not so

much in finding the vibrating element (resonator) as in discovering the mode

of excitation. Once the mode of excitation is discovered and possibility of

future break-downs established, there are three possible ways to take: one

can remove the excitation source (as in turbines A, B and D, one can detune

the resonator (as for C and E) f or one can induce suitable damping. Example

(turbine P) has been presented where no alterations were found necessary, the

risk of future break-downs being negligible.

Reviewing the risks for resonances the authors wish to call attention to some

of the consequences of the present trend - stimulated by economic considera-

tions - of developing more and more powerful units requiring the use of high-

tensile materials. As previously shown, the increased specific loading and

the use of high tensile -materials will lower the safety margins. An other

consequence of the use of high tensile materials is the lowering of material-

damping in the system leading to higher amplification factor of xhe resonators.
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This paper describes the results of a project designed to investigate the

problem of scale effects in circulating water pumps. A series of models of such

a pump for a 2000 MW thermal power station were tested, as well as the site tests

of the prototype pump. The sources of the scale effects which occurred in the

pumps were identified and measured, and from these results a technique is

suggested for the prediction of prototype pump performance from the results of a

carefully controlled model test.

Les resultats d'un pi~jet destine a rechercher les problemes concernant les

effets d'echelle dans les pompes de circulation de l'eau sont rapportes. On a

mis a l'eprevue une serie des modeles de telles pompes destines a servir une

centrale thermique a 2000 MW, en plus des essais sur un prototype in situ. Les

sources des effets d'echelle ont ete idetctifiees et mesurees, et une technique

fonde sur les resultats obtenus est propose pour prediction de la marche d'un

prototype d'une pomps sur la base des essais effectues avec un soin infini sur un

modele.
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NOTATION

C d

Cf

c

H

H D

kCLA

N

s.metric

's, British

Q

Re

Re a

U 2

V

V a

Vm2

w2

6D

6F

51

6L

6M

6T

"h
n T

92

v

Discharge coefficient of leakage flow

Coefficient of skin friction

Radial clearance at wear rings

Pump total differential head at speed N

Pump total differential head at design speed N Q

Average arithmetical deviation of surface roughness height
measured normal to centre line

Effective hydraulic roughness

Length of impeller blade

Pump rotational speed

Pump design rotational speed

Non-dimensional speed number l=

Metric specific speed 1

British specific speed]

Volumetric flowrate

Blade Reynolds number (= &W2/v)

Reynolds number of axial leakage flow (= V a x c/v)

Critical Reynolds number from Schlichting1s criteria

Peripheral velocity of impeller tip

Velocity

Axial velocity of leakage flow through clearances

Meridional velocity of flow at impeller discharge

Tangential component of velocity at impeller discharge

Relative velocity of flow at impeller discharge

Disc friction loss

Skin friction loss

Inertis or shock loss

Leakage loss

Mechanical loss

Total loss (= 6D + 6F + 61 + 6L + 6M)

Hydraulic efficiency (=1 - (6M+ 6L + 6 D ) )

Total efficiency (=1 - 6T)

Exit angle of impeller blade

Kinematic viscosity

Flow coefficient (= Vm2/D2)

Head coefficient {= V u 2/U 2)

Rotational speed

mH2O

mH2O

m

m

rev/min

rev/min

m /s

m/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

per cent

per cent

per cent

per cent

per cent

per cent

per cent

per cent

degrees

rad/s



INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a joint research project between the National Engineering

Laboratory and the Central Electricity Generating Board with the aim of establish-

ing a firm basis for accurately scaling up the results of tests on model circulat-

ing water pumps for power stations.

At the IAHR congress held in Brunswick in 1966, Nixon and Wild^1) described

the preliminary stages of this project and the reasons for its initiation. Their

paper indicated that the present scale effect techniques for pumps - based on the

use of a variety of scale effect formulae - were unreliable, since each formula

gave a different answer (see reference 2). They further stated that predictions

of prototype performance from model tests could not be achieved merely by the use

of a mathematical formula however soundly based. The whole procedure - manufac-

ture, inspection and testing - had to be subject to controls within which it was

possible to make sufficiently consistent predictions. Being able to specify these

controls was as important an aim of this project as was the development of the

numerical process of scaling up the model results. For this purpose, the project

has involved the manufacture, testing and geometric measurement of a range of

models of a circulating water pump which is now in use in a 2000 MW thermal power

station in northern England. The aim was to identify and measure the sources of

the scale effects in these pumps and the parameters controlling them.

The pump was manufactured by Drysdale and Co. Ltd., Glasgow, now incorporated

in Weir Pumps Ltd. It has a non-dimensional speed number N g = 1.10 (Ng m e t r i c =

60.1, N S j B r i t i s h = 2850), and is a single-

suction centrifugal type, mounted vertically

and drawing in water through a 90° suction

bend from a large suction dock. The

impeller (Fig. 1) has nii.5 'Francis-type1

blades and discharges through a set of stay

vanes into a spiral volute. The purpose of

the stay vanes is structural rather than

hydraulic.

FIG- 1. PROTOTYPE IMPELLER

The details of the prototype pump and models are shown in Table 1.
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T A B L E "I

MODELS TESTED

Scale
ratio

1.0
0.416
0.208
0.125
0.083

•

Duty

flow

(m3/s)

15.92
2.65
0.66
0.25
0.111

Duty
head

(tnH2O)

20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7

Impeller
diameter

(m)

2.74
1.14
0.57
0.343
0.229

Discharge

diameter

(m)

2.44
1.016
0.508
0.305
0.203

Rated

speed

(rad/s)

15.5
38.0
76.0
123.5
186.0

Rated

power

(kW)

3594

596
149
56
24.6

As regards the manufacture of the model pumps, it was decided not to impose,

at the outset, arbitrary limits on the degree of manufacturing accuracy, but to

accept that which is current practice, for example the prototype impeller is not

polished, neither are the model impellers. The results could then be analysed

within this framework to determine whether it was necessary to tighten the speci-

fication.

COMPLETED EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Within the limits of this paper only a brief review of the experimental tech-

niques used is possible. Table 2 is a summary of tha particular techniques used

for each size of pump. All the error tolerances quoted are 95 per cent confidence

limits. Except for the prototype the limits are the root mean square of the

systematic and random errors; the prototype limits are systematic only.

T A B L E 2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND ERROR TOLERANCES

L

Scale
ratio

1/1

0.416

0.208

0.125

0.083

Flow

Isotope
dilution

Calibrated
venturi

Weigh-tank

Weigh-tank

Weigh-tank

Error

±2

±1

±0

±0

±0

.0

.0

.15

.15

.15

Head

Liquid
level
manometer

Liquid
level
manometer

Liquid
level.
manometer

Liquid
level
manometer

Liquid
level
manometer

Error

(7=)

±0.

±0

±0

±0

±0

5

34

2

2

2

Power

Two-wattmeter
method

Electronic
torque tube

Electronic
torque tube

Dynamometer

Dynamometer

Error

±1

±0

±0

±0

±0

0

28

20

.20

20

Error on
efficiency

±2.

±1.

±0.

±0.

±0.

30

10

30

30

30
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As well as full performance tests at design tip speed, all of the models were

tested at speeds less than design.

Using the 0.125 pump with a blanked-off impeller, a special test rig was set

up to measure the individual leakage, disc friction and mechanical losses over a

range of rotational speeds.

The accurate measurement of impellers and casings is a vital part of this pro-

ject. It would require a separate report to describe all the work NEL has done on

this; here it is only possible to state that we have developed a number of

reasonably rapid yet accurate methods to measure both large and small impellers and

casings.

Other experimental work has included modelling the suction arrangement of the

0.416 pump to investigate a peculiarity in the test results, and velocity travers-

ing the discharge of the pump to verify that distortion of the velocity profile was

not giving a false reading of pump total head.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the head coefficient T and total efficiency n^ versus flow

coefficient <f> for four of the pumps. The characteristic of the 0.416 pump is

shown separately on Fig. 3. The flow coefficient $ has been calculated using the

design exit area of flow.
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CHARACTERISTIC OF 0.416 PUMP
Most of the t e s t s at l e ss

O-6 . 0-8
N/ND

FIG. 4. REDUCED SPEED TESTS

than design speed were performed

on the 0.083 and 0.125 pumps.

These results are summarized on

Fig. 4, which shows a plot of

H/HD against N/ND- The total

head H measured at speed N is

scaled up to design speed Np by

the normal affinity laws before

being expressed as a fraction of

HJJ, the head at speed ND- Also

shown, for the 0.083 pump only,

is the variation of total loss

(1 - tbj) and hydraulic loss

(1 - tljj) with speed N.

The results of the leakage,

mechanical and disc friction

loss tests on the 0.125 pump are

presented on Figs.5 and 6. In

Fig> 5 t h e v a r i a t i o n o f cd> t h e

discharge coefficient of leakage

FIG. 5. LEAKAGE TESTS flow through the clearance gap,

with both rotational speed N and Rea, the Reynolds number of the axial flow through

the clearance gap, is seen. Fig. 6 indicates how the mechanical losses 6M and

disc friction losses <SD varied with speed N. Also shown on Figs 5 and 6 are the

theoretical curves which were derived from these tests; the equations are given in

the Appendix.
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A siramary of the measured

values of one of the most

important geometric parameters of

the pump, the blade discharge

angle 62, is given for four of

the pumps in Table 3.

OO
O

FIG. 6.

O-fe . O-8
N/No

MECHANICAL AND DISC FRICTION LOSSES

T A B L E 3

EXIT BLADE ANGLE 02 IN DEGREES

Scale
ratio

1.0
0.208
0.125
0.083

29
29
31
31

1

.64

.51

.22

.5

28
31
31

2

_

.74

.33

.07

28
29
31
31

3

.68

.85

.0

.55

I

28
29
31
31

Blade

t

88
65
33
.56

Design

29
30
31
31

number

5

.03

.31

.52

.38

angle =

29
29
31
31

6

.57

.72

.41

.33

= 30.66

7

28.
30.
31.
31.

91
43
12
37

8

-29.
29.
31.
31.

21
33
32
13

9

29.
30.
31.
31.

18
3
56
43

Mean
angle

29.14
29.76
31.31
31.37

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Before the results are analysed with respect to scale effects, the abrupt dis-

continuity present in the model characteristics at 75 per cent duty flowrate should

be explained. This discontinuity probably also existed in the prototype although

there are not enough test points to confirm this. It is caused by the sudden

change of flow pattern discharging into the pump volute, when the flow from the

impeller onto the fixed stay vanes goes from negative to positive incidence.

If scale effects are defined as differences between the performance of a model

and a prototype pump vhich lie outside the normal affinity laws, then this project

has revealed two main sources of such differences. These are

(1) the values of the losses in the model and the prototype are different.

(2) the work/capacity curves of the model and th?. prototype are different.

Referring specifically to the difference in losses, then at present almost all

scale effect formulae split these losses into two parts, as follows.

Let the total pump losses

(1 - Uj) = <ST = STix+ ( 1 . - x ) }

where 'x ! i s the proportion of the losses which are frictional and (1 - x) the pro-

portion which are inertia or shock losses-

L
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It is usually assumed in the formulae that the frictional losses vary with

Reynolds number.

This lumping of the losses into two parts is convenient but can easily obscure

the true origin of the scale effects. Therefore, in this project the individual

losses have been investigated in more detail. The total loss is sub-divided as

follows.

6T = 6M + 6L + 6D + 6F + 61. (1)

Four main factors have been identified as liable to cause differences in these

losses between model and prototype pump, and also in the slope of the work/capacity

curve. These factors are

(a) geometric differences

(b) hydrodynamic differences

(c) installation differences

(d) testing errors.

The performance of each of the pumps is discussed relative to these.

Prototype Pump

The most intractable difficulty which arises with this size of pump is to

obtain a clearly defined perfo.nii.ince characteristic from the site tests. As

Fig. 2 shows there are much fewer test points for the prototype pump than for the

models. This is because of the length of time involved in measuring a tist point

(at least forty-five minutes). Also, when using the isotope dilution method of

flew measurement, the number of test points which can be accurately measured in one

day is limited to two or three.

Despite the time and care taken to measure the pump's performance it is

obvious from Table 2 that factor (d) - testing errors - is the predominant factor

for these tests. The quoted limits of ±2.3 per cent are 95 per cent confidence

limits; even if the level of confidence is dropped to 50 per cent the limits are

still ±1.5 per cent. Within these limits it is obviously not possible to deter-

mine scale effects with any reasonable degree of accuracy. Compared with this,

the model testing errors are less by a factor of almost eight. It is also signi-

ficant that, owing to tha limited number of test points, the discontinuity in the

characteristics, which showed up so clearly in the model tests, was not detected on

the prototype tests.

The 0.416 Pump

The tests on this pump very vividly revealed the importance of factor (c) -

installation differences. The pump, could not easily be fitted into the manufac-

turer's test circuit and as a result the suction conditions were poor'. This was

manifested in a very unusual manner, in that the pump produced two quite separate

performance characteristics (Fig. 3). The reason for this has since been revealed

by a series of flow visualization tests, on a Perepex model of the suction intake.

These showed that the a^-proach channel to the suction bend of the pump contained an

over-sharp divergence which generated a severe swirl pattern. This could be

either clockwise or anti-clockwise relative to the pump suction (depending on a

small upstrea
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design a suet
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small upstream perturbation), each direction of rotation producing a different

characteristic.

In general, with a pump of this specific speed it is not very difficult to

design a suction arrangement which will not affect the pump's performance. This

has been confirmed by some recent tests in which the 0.125 pump was tested in the

horizontal position and without a suction bend. The measured performance was

virtually identical to that given in this paper.

Since the inlet flow to the prototype was from a very large suction dock and

was observed to be free from obvious swirl and since the inlet flows to the 0.083,

0.125 and 0.208 pumps were also smooth then no difference in performance between

these pumps due to installation is likely to have occurred.

Since the inlet flow of the 0.416 pump was not comparable with that for the

other pumps, the results from this test have not been used in the final analysis of

the scale effects.

The 0.218, 0.125 and 0.083 Pumps

These three pumps were all tested in the NEL pump test loop, each to a high

order of accuracy. Factors (c) and (d) were therefore the same for all the tests,

which makes comparison of the three characteristics obtained very significant.

Geometrically, the 0.125 and 0.083 pumps were very similar, as a result of

using the same precision casting technique for botli impellers. Both impellers had

the same absolute value of surface roughness, which means that relatively the 0.083

pump was rougher. The significance of this will be seen later.

Apart from this, factor (a) was very small between the two pumps (see Table 3).

This makes their relative performances very revealing as regards the purely hydro-

dynamic factors affecting the pump's performance.

The most immediately striking feature to emerge from the 0.125 model tests was

that the pump's efficiency at duty flowrate was only marginally less than that of

the mean best efficiency of the prototype pump (see Fig. 2). In other words,

within the limits of error placed on the measured efficiency of the prototype no

scale effeet could be detected. This was unexpected as all the existing scale

effect formulae predict a change in efficiency with Reynolds number, and Rfio.125̂

Reprototype = 1'8"

The pump was then run at progressively lower Reynolds numbers by reducing the

pump speed, and although efficiency measurements could not be maintained suffi-

ciently accurate at the lower speeds, no significant drop-off in pump performance

was detected from the head measurements down to half the design speed of the pump

(Fig. 4). Beyond this, a slight drop in head was detected. It appeared, there-

fore, that down to this point no Reynolds number scale effect was occurring. To

check the validity of this result the component losses in this pump were studied in

more detail.

Using a special test rig 5M, 6D and 6L were measured (see Figs 5 and 6), and

equations derived enabling these losses to be predicted in the other pumps (see

Appendix). Subtracting these losses from 6T left the purely hydraulic losses

9 D 1
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61 + <5F. Virtually all scale effect formulae consider that 6F « Re"0 , but the

0.125 tests had not shown this. Therefore, in the 0.083 tests great care was

taken to ensure that down to less than half speed the input power, and therefore

the efficiency, could be accurately measured.

The performance characteristic for the 0.083 pump (Fig. 2) showed a drop of

about 1 per cent in î . compared with the 0.1i;5 pump. The pump was then tested at

progressively lower speeds and a steady drop i.n nT, that is, an increase in 5T, was

measured (Fig. 4). This was at first thought to be a Reynolds number scale effect

but, by calculating 5W, 6D and 6 L , and subtracting tUsm from 6 T . the resulting

value of (61 + 6F) shown on Fig. 4 as (1 - nQ) was again constant down to loss than

half speed. It is worth mentioning here that almost all. the increase in &T shown

in Fig. 4 is due to the increasing part the mechanical leases 6K take as the speed

decreases. This is because, as Fig- 6 shows, Jll " S whtreaa the other losses are

a N J and therefore decrease at a much faster rate. The important ntsult of these

tests was that again it was found that 6p was not propcrtional to Reynolds number.

This apparently surprising fact can readily be understood by a closer look at the

source of the friction losses oF in the pump.

Disc friction having already been accounted for, the remaining friction losses

are due to skin friction from flow past surfaces and for these 6F «= CfV (V is

velocity past surface, Cf is friction coefficient).

Referring to Fig. 7, here reproduced from rc-ference 5» which shows C, v. Re for

different values of surface roughness on flac plates, it is clear that for a given

surface roughness, where */ks = constant, there is a critical Reynolds number above

which C f is independent of Reynolds number.

It would therefore appear that both the 0.083

and 0.125 pumps are operating in this region.

This can be confirmed from theory using

Schlichting1s criteria R e c r i t = 100 J/k8 and,

using impeller blade length = f, and an

approximate value for ks, calculations reveal

that down to less than half speed in these

pumps Re

FIG. 7. COEFFICIENT OF SKIN
FRICTION FOR ROUGH PLATE

pump > Recrit» a n d therefore C f is

independent of Reynolds number. This of

course means that 6F is independent of

Reynolds number, which is just what was measured.

In fact, using Schlichting1a criteria it was found that all of the pumps from

the 0.083 to the prototype were operating in the fully rough flow regime. Any

difference in frictional loss 6F between pumps was therefore a function of fc/ks and

not Reynolds number. It should therefore be possible to correlate the results of

the 0.083, 0.125, 0.208 and prototype pumps using the data in Fig. 7. The rele-

vant parameters for the impeller are blade length %, roughness k s and relative

velocity W2. The validity of using these parameters is confirmed in references

i~6",_,.v
For t n e volute nhe friction losses were estimated using Worster's work at

BHRA<7>.

Scale
ratio

0.083
0.125
0.208
1/1
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The two uncertainties in attempting such a correlation are the roughness k s

and the value of OF. A special test rig for measuring k g is being built. At

present, however, the centre line average surface roughness k ~ . has been measured

and from reference 8 it would appear that an approximation to kg can be obtained by

using k s = 3.2 x k C L A .

Further experimental work will bs required to obtain an accurate measurement

of 6F. This will be done by making the 0.125 pump hydraulically smooth and

measuring the variation of (61 + 6F) with Reynolds number; this should enable us

to separate 6F from the other losses. This technique though basically simple does

require great care experimentally. The increase in (61 + 6F) at lower Reynolds

numbers should be reflected in a drop in head and efficiency, either of which could

be used to derive 6F3 but the head differences are small and must be very accurately

measured and the drop in efficiency is, as already described, partly caused by an

increase in 6M. It is therefore necessary to establish what 6M is, and this too

must be done carefully.

Taking the 0.083 pump as the base on which to evaluate loss changes and using

data from Fig. 7, Worster's data, and a computer program derived from the work of

reference 9, loss variations were predicted for other pumps in the series. The

computer program gave for the basic pump a 6F/(6F + 61) value of 0.5. The resulting

values of measured and predicted losses are shown in Table 4.

T A B L E 4

PREDICTED LOSSES

Scale
ratio

0.083
0.125
0.208
1/1

I
ks

9 550
14 400
9 600
34 500

(61 + 6F)
measured

9.80
9.34
12.0
10.30

Error limits
on

measurements

±0.3
±0.3
±0.3
±2.3

6F predicted

Volute

0.96
0.89
1.50
1.40

Impeller

3.94
3.61
3.94
3.04

(61 +6F)
predicted

9.80
9.40
10.34
9.34

The correlation between the prototype, 0.125 and 0.083 pumps is seen to be

good, lying well within the error limits of these tests. The correlation for the

0.208 pump is not so good, tv-» pump being about 1.6 per cent less efficient than

predicted. This may well be due to an underestimate in the value of k s bo*"h for

the impeller and the casing. The impeller surface finish was of an entirely dif-

ferent nature to that of the other impellers, this being the only impeller in which

the cast surface had been entirely removed by mechanical grinding, the resulting

surface being very rough in texture. The relative roughness of the casing was

also much rougher than on the other pumps.

Fig. 2 shows that not only is the 0.208 pump down on efficiency, it is also

well down on head. Partly this is caused by increased friction losses relative to

the other pumps, which is reflected in a drop in head, end partly by a change in the

11 B 1



work capacity of the pump caused principally by geometric differences (factor (a)).

The 0.208 impeller was not cast in as accurate a manner as the 0.083 and 0.125

impellers. This is clearly illustrated in Table 3 where we see that, whereas the

scatter of the individual blade angles about the mean nowhere exceeds ±0.30° on the

two small pumps, on the 0.203 pump the figure is ±1°• Notice also that compara-

tively $2 f°r t*le °-2O8 pump is over 1.5° less than 0£ for the smaller pumps.

Using Busemann' s equation for work capacity change it can be calculated that this

will result in a drop in head o£ approximately 2.5 per cent.

The further geometric factor altering the performance of the 0.208 pump is the

impeller passage area. This varied considerably from blade to blade, but in

general owing to over-thick blades, larger radius fillets at corners etc. the

passage area was approximately 8 per cent less than for the other pumps. This

discrepancy, combined with the low blade angle, explains the drop in head for this

pump compared to the others.

Table 3 also reveals that 62 ^
or t h e prototype pump was over 2° less than that

for the 0.083 and 0.125 pumps, and explains why the prototype measured head was

iess than that of the smaller pumps.

Owing to the above geometric variations, it is obvious that a correlation of

the head measurements from one pump to the other in terms of one set of parameters,

as was attempted on the efficiency measurements, is not possible.

The variations in the geometry of this type of pump are not surprising. The

ease or otherwise of achieving precise manufacture of an impeller depends to a

large extent on its type. The fully shrouded type with complex three-dimensional

blade shapes, such as was used in the te.sts for this report, presents the pump

manufacturer with considerable difficulties in both manufacture and measurement.

However, it is hoped that, in the future, use of the measurement methods evolved by

NEL will provide the vital feedback of information to the manufacturer which will

enable him to achieve greater accuracy for both model and prototype pumps.

CONCLUSIONS

The main reasons for scale effects between model and prototype pumps have been

revealed as

(1) difference in losses

(2) difference in work/capacity curves.

These differences are caused by four main factors:

(a) geometric differences

(b) hydrodynamic differences

(c) installation differences

(d) testing errors.

As regards the reliable scaling up of future model pump tests, the results of

this project suggest an approach which is briefly outlined below.

(i) Ensure that the model pump| is precisely manufactured and given a hydrauli-

cally smooth finish. The fact that it is hydraulically smooth will make it

much easier to separate out the frictional loss 6F as it will now be

1.

2.

3.

12



—0 2
proportional to only Re ' and not &/ks which is hard to define.

(ii) Measure the vital geometric parameters of the model pump,

(iii) Ensure that the inlet flow to the model is sufficiently similar to that

expected on the prototype. On pumps of reasonably low specific speed this

should be fairly easy. On pumps of higher specific speed which tend to be

more sensitive to inlet flow conditions the prototype suction arrangements may

have to be modelled.

(iv) Test the model pump accurately, including in the tests the measurement of

differential head across the wear rings, so that the leakage loss can be

calculated. Also rotate a dummy impeller in the casing in air to measure the

mechanical losses. Furthermore, it is vital to carefully measure the pump's

performance at low speeds, as previously described, in order to separate the

purely skin frictional losses ( 6 F + 6D) from the others.

(v) From all the above information calculate 6M, 6L, 61 and (6F + 6D) for the

model pump.

(vi) Ensure that the prototype pump is also precisely manufactured and made

hydraulically smooth. Smoothing of the impeller will add to its cost but

will result in worthwhile gains in efficiency.

(vii) Measure the vital geometric parameters of the prototype pump,

(viii)Compare these measurements with the model to see if they are sufficiently

similar.

(ix) Assume 61 and 6M the same as for model test, and having measured the wear

ring clearances calculate 6L. The remaining losses (6F + 6 D ) are both

approximately proportional to Re" 0- 2 and can be scaled from the model,

(x) To obtain the predicted prototype performance characteristic, correct the

model characteristic for differing losses and differing work/capacity curve.

If all the above controls are adhered to, the resulting predicted characteristic

should be a true representation of the performance of the prototype pump.
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A P P E N D I X

LOSS TESTS ON 0.125 SCALE MODEL

To carry out the loss tests, the impeller was completely filled with polyure-

thane foam, and its surface was sealed with an epoxy resin. The impeller was then

rotated in the volute casing, which was full of water, at a variety of speeds and

differential pressures across the wear ring clearances. The leakage flow through

the clearances was measured using a weigh-tank and the disc friction by means of a

dynamometer. The mechanical losses in the bearings were measured by rotating the

impeller in the empty casing.

Leakage Tests

Expressing the leakage flow as a coefficient of discharge for the annular wear

ring gap, it can be derived that

where X = frictional coefficient of flow through clearances,

I = axial length of clearance gap,

C = radial clearance,

K^ = inlet loss coefficient, and

Ko = outlet loss coefficient.

It is usually assumed that (K^ + Ko) = 1.5.

There are a variety of expressions^^-^) for X. The one which fitted the

results best was

.2]
0.27 Re -0.25 1 + 0 0.375 (3)

where U = toR and R = radius of wear ring.

C

This yielded a final equation for C^ as

m+•••>)'
(4)

The reason for the low value of 0.85 for (K^ + Ko) is almost certainly that

the value of Xl/2c used in equation (4) is too large. Since equation (3) for X

has been checked by its excellent agreement with the published data of other

researchers - for example reference 13 - the overestimate must arise from the use of

too large a value of %. The correct value of ft would be obtained by subtracting

from the measured axial length of clearance, the short lengths occupied by the inlet

and outlet flow oatterns, but because these short lengths are unknown the measured

length is used. Since, in these pumps, the clearance gap is of short axial length,

this results in a significant overestimation of X £/2c which is reflacted iu an

apparent decrease in (K^ + K o).

Equation (4) is an excellent fit to the measured data over a wide range of

speed and differential head (Fig. 5).

Disc Friction Tests

The results of these-tests are best correlated in terms of a torque coef-

ficient Cm.
15 B 1



r - M

where M = disc friction torque for both sides of the disc, P = mass density,

rotational speed, and R = radius of disc.

The best expression for Cm is

(5)

0.075

Red
0.2

1+O.75(f+| (6)

= oiR /where s and t are axial and radial clearances of disc in housing and Re^= oiR /v.

This equation is valid for a smooth disc in a smooth housing and with turbulent

flow conditions, i.e. Re^ > 10 5.

The impeller was treated as a disc of thickness b, the disc friction on the

sides being increased in the ratio (1 + 2.5 b/R) to allow for the cylindrical sur-

face of the disc. Fig. 6 shows that the resulting values of disc friction are

less than those actually measured. This is to be expected since the equations are

derived from tests on thin discs in symmetrical casings, whereas an impeller/volute

combination is a thick disc in an asymmetric casing.

Mechanical Loss Tests

Since the bearings in each pump in the series were exactly similar and scaled

in size, then the mechanical lops 6M measured on the 0.725 pump at design speed

applies to all the other pumps.

Prediction of Losses for Other Pumps in Series

Leakage loss 6L~ from equations (3) and ( 4 ) .

Disc friction loss 6D from measured values on 0.125 scale pump and assumed
—O 2

from equation (6) to vary with Re ' .

Mechanical loss 5M from 0.125 scale tests.
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SYMPOSIUM 1970 D
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CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DE L'EFFET D'ECHELLE

SUE LE RENDEMENT DES POMPES

P. GUITON et R. CANAVELIS

Societe Maison L. BERGERON PARIS France.

Regarding the numerous formulae used for evaluating the

efficiency of industrial pumps from model tests, many points can be

discussed; so it is for the shape itself of these formulae and the

value of their coefficients. In order to try to make the problem

clearer, the authors show, from an analysis of hydraulic losses of

the model, why, in the case of pumps, it is particularly important

to take account of the constant element of the formulae. An

evaluation of the influence of roughness, which is never taken into

account by usual formulae, is also given.

Devant le grand nombre de formules en usage pour la trans-

position du rendement entre le modele reduit d'une pompe et la

machine industrielle, certaines controverses subsistent quant a la

forme m§me de ces formules et la valeur de leurs coefficients. Pour

tenter d'eclairer le probleme les auteurs indiquent d'abord a partir

d'une separation des pertes du modele reduit ce qui, a leur avis,

justifie pour les pompes 1'importance du terme constant des formules.

U s montrent ensuite quelle influence peut acquerir la rugosite dont

les formules usuelles ne tiennent pas compte explicitement.



I _ POSITION DU PROBLEME

Diverses formules sont en usage pour la transposition du

rendement maximal entre le modèle réduit d'une pompe et celle-ci.

Les formules tirées de considérations» tant théoriques que statis-

tiques présentent l'immense mérite d'être simples d'application et

de permettre la transposition rapide du rendement global entre le

modèle et la machine industrielle» C'est donc à juste titre que les

codes d'essais de la C.E.I, indiquent certaines de ces formules qui

se soct avérées représenter la réalité avec une approximation satis-

faisante et dont l'application généralisée aurait au moins l'avantage

d'uniformiser les bases de comparaison*

Toutefois, nous ne pouvons pas nier que certaines diver-

gences de principe subsistent entre les différentes formules proposées

Certaines, comme celle de Moody 1942, ne font intervenir que le

rapport des dimensions, d'autres comme celle d'Ackeret font intervenir

aussi le rapport des hauteurs totales* Certaines ont un terme

constant, d'autres n'en ont pas. Par ailleurs en ce qui concerne

l'influence de la rugosité, les codes d'essais eux mêmes semblent

préconiser tantôt une rugosité relative identique entre modèle et

machine industrielle tantôt un régime hydrauliquement lisse sur le

modèle réduit. Enfin, il est évident qu'un calcul qui, au détriment

de la simplicité, se voudrait plus réaliste, devrait procéder d'une

séparation des différentes pertes, celles-ci n'évoluant pas selon

des lois identiques*

Divers spécialistes ont déjà abordé le problème et en

particulier Mr S.P. HUTTON [ 1] pour Ie3 turbines Kaplan et

Mr M. SUTTON [2] pour les pompes.*

Four leur part les auteurs se sont attachés dans ce qui

suit à faire ressortir les différents points qui font actuellement

l'objet de controverses. Nous soulignons tout d'abord dans une

première partie l'importance pour les pompes du terme constant des

formules en montrant l'une de ses principales raisons d'être à partir

d'une détermination de la nature des pertes sur le modèle réduit»

Dans une 3econde partie, nous essayons de préciser l'évo-

lution des différents rendements élémentaires, en mettant particuliè-

* Les chiffres entre crochets renvoient aux références bibliogra-

phiques données en Appendice.



rement en évidence l'influence du rapport des rugosités absolues

sur la transposition des pertes par frottements.

II - NATURE ET DETERMINATION DES PERTES

L'enumeration des différentes pertes d'une pompe est bien

connues. La façon dont elles évoluent, avec les dimensionsf les

vitesses, les rugosités, et les nombres de Reynolds l'est beaucoup

moins, tout au moins pour certaines d'entre elles.

Pour essayer d'y voir clair, nous allons analyser ces

pertes une à une, en faisant des hypothèses de travail pour certai-

nes d'entre elles et en les déterminant comme nous le faisons au

cours du dépouillement d'un essai (voir figure 1). Nous nous

limiterons pour simplifier au cas d'une pompe centrifuge à 1 roue,

P étant la puissance sur l'arbre, pour avoir la puissance Fi trans-

mise à l'eau traversant la roue, on commence par retrancher de P :

fe la puissance mécanique absorbée par les paliers et garniture

de sortie d'arbre* Cette puissance est éliminée, ou mesurée

pour l'essai du modèle réduit, elle est mesurée ou évaluée

pour la machine industrielle.

f^ la puissance absorbée par frottement sur le liquide des parois

extérieures de la roue, calculée suivant diverses formules

plus ou moins classiques et en tenant compte de la surface des

jantes et des labyrinthes (voir IIIc)«

Q étant le débit pompé, on lui rajoute les fuites extérieures Vf e

mesurées et en général négligeables et les fuites internes U> e

dans les labyrinthes, calculées suivant diverses formules plus ou

moins classiques (voir III B) ceci pour avoir le débit QR

traversant la roue.

On détermine ensuite la hauteur interne Hi qui mesure

l'énergie totale transmise aux parois internes de la roue pour chaque

unité de masse de liquide la traversant.

P = masse voluraique
Hi=fi4r soit Hi - t i avec

Tg (Q+ife+ g = accélération de
la pesanteur

La différence J^ = Hi - H pour un débit Q donné est la

perte interne de hauteur qui a les caractéristiques d'une perte de

charge. La courbe Ĵ . (Q) a en général une allure parabolique.



H
Le rendement hydraulique interne ô  hi = HT = 1 " B ^ e s t

maximal au point A de la figure (1) où, par construction géométrique

le rapport -Ji est minimal, la courbe Hi (Q) étant très peu incurvée
Hx

vers le haut.

Le rendement global de la pompe • >] a son maximum un peu à

droite, en B, l'importance relative de (J'e + Ifi (et aussi dans le

cas de la figure de fe + fj.) allant en diminuant avec le débit.

Il y a une parabole j^ = KQ qui tangente J-fc (Q) en C.

Une séparation approchée de la perte J^ entre Jβ (perte

dans la roue) et Jj) (perte dans le diffuseur et/ou la volute) peut

être effectuée en mesurant la hauteur piézométrique moyenne à la

sortie de la roue soit Hpn et en calculant l'énergie cinétique

moyenne à la sortie de la roue
2 2

.2 + Cm22

U2 : vitesse périphérique de la roue 32 section méridienne de

sortie de la roue*

La hauteur énergétique à la sortie de la roue est

+ HeE. D'où la perte dans la roue Jβ = H^ - Hβ et la perte

dans le diffuseur et/ou la volute Jj) = J-fc - J
R
. Chacune des courbes

<*R (Q) et J.j. (Q) a en général une allure parabolique.
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Si ces 2 courbes sont convenablement centrées l'une par

rapport à l'autre comme il se doit, on constate souvent que le point

B correspond sensiblement à une entrée sans écart d'angle par rapport

aux aubes aussi bien dans la roue que dans le diffuseur.

La parabole Jg correspond donc sensiblement aux pertes

sans écart d'angle. Nous prendrons comme hypothèse de travail

qu'elles contiennent en majorité des pertes par frottement et

qu'elles évoluent avec le nombre de Reynolds et la rugosité rela-

tive (voir III). Cette parabole coupe en D la verticale du point B.

Le segment DB représente donc sensiblement les pertes par écart

d'angle au point de rendement global maximal.

Nous prendrons comme hypothèse de travail que ces pertes

sont en majeure partie quadratiques et indépendantes du nombre de

Reynolds, ce qui n'est tout à fait justifié, que si l'écart d'angle

est suffisant pour provoquer un décollement, d'où une contraction

et une perte à la "Borda" ou tout au moins une augmentation impor-

tante de la turbulence ce qui n'est pas forcément le cas.

DB
Quoiqu'il en soit, nous pensons que le rapport TO lié à

la pente descendante de la "droite" Hi, propre aux pompes (et non

aux turbines) justifie à lui seul l'introduction d'un terme fixe
D'B

dans les formules de transposition de rendement. Le rapport jjjj— de

la figure serait du reste encore plus figuratif, la divergence des

canaux d'une pompe entrainant une partie quadratique même sans

écart d'angle).

On conçoit,d'après cette analyse mêmesque l'importance du

terme fixe, liée en particulier aux valeurs relatives de Q^, Qβ et

Q
c
 jsoit variable d'une pompe à l'autre ut fonction en.particulier

de leur vitesse spécifique. Si l'on veuc simplifier on ne pourra

adopter qu'une valeur moyenne.

Pour mieux préciser ce qu'une telle décomposition des

pertes entraine pour la structure d'une formule de transposition,

nous écrirons le rendement global ̂  de la pompe de la façon suivante

avec '/ me = n - rendement mécanique externe

= rendement mécanique interne

= rendement volumétrique

d'où

rendement hydraulique interne



et enfin rendement hydraulique global

Êien entendu, dans l'étude de l'évolution des pertes et

par suite du rendement entre le modèle réduit et la machine indus-

trielle, nous nous limiterons aux points de rendement maxima.], des

deux machines, pour que le déplacement de l'un d'eux par rapport au

point homologue de l1autre dans la similitude classique Combe-

Eateau ait peu d'influence. (Ce déplacement est un autre problème).

III - EVOLUTION DE CHAQUE NATURE DE PESTES ENTRE MODELE ET MACHINE
INDUSTRIELLE

III.A) - EFFET D'ECHELLE SUR LE RENDEMENT HYDRAULIQUE INTERNE -Tjh

On sait que l'on peut écrire en affectant de l'indice "oM

les grandeurs relatives à la pompe modèle t

(Se)- 'Tin = x + (1 - x) (1)

- X

J (Reo)

terme constant représentant le pourcentage des pertes indé-

pendantes du nombre de Reynolds Re caractéristique de l'écou-

lement

- J (Re) : pourcentage de la hauteur théorique Hi correspondant aux

pertes dépendant de Re«

Dès lors deux problèmes se posent : déterminer d'une part

la fonction J (Re), d'autre part les valeurs de x.

1) - Influence du nombre de Reynolds

L'influence du nombre de Reynolds est essentiellement liée

aux pertes par frottement donc au coefficient de flottement A et par

suite à la rugosité absolue.

En l'absence de toute connaissance suffisamment précise sur

l'influence du nombre de Reynolds sur l'écoulement dans un canal de

roue ou de diffuseur de pompe, nous avons fait appel dans ce qui

suit au diagramme de Colebrook relatif à des tuyaux circulaires

droits avec rugosité hétérogène ce qui n'est évidemment qu'une

hypothèse de travail dont la validité peut être toutefois confirmée

lors de la comparaison avec l'expérience des formules de transposi-

tions élaborées.à partir d'elle.

Dans ce qui suit, nous appellerons donc

équivalente de Colebrook*
la rugosité

des régii

par la r<
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a) - Variation de A en régime hydrauliquemeni l i s se .

L'examen du diagramme de Colebrook montre que la limite

des régimes hydrauliquement l i sses peut être assez bien représentée

par la relation Re VA = d/t (2)

d : dimension caractéristique de l'écoulement l iée au diamètre D de

la roue et que nous assimilerons au diamètre d de la conduite

circulaire droite de Colebrook.

Dans le plan (Re, *-\ ) ce même régime est en général repré—

sente par une relation de la forme : A = k Re~ ' (3)

b) - Variation de A. avec la rugosité, à nombre de Reynolds

constant.

L'étude sur le diagramme de Colebrook de cette variation

pour différents nombres de Reynolds montre que l'on peut écrire en

moyenne :
t 0.10 T /• c .

A = k (-§-) * W 1074 Be, et 10-6^ f- ^lO"4

c) - Variation deX entre le modèle et la pompe industrielle

La variation globale de A est due à celle de Re et à celle

de la rugosité relative ̂ - •

Considérons l'évolution de A en suivant le chemin A B C D

de la figure 2 c'est-à-dire en passant

- du régime du modèle réduit au régime lisse à nombre de Reynolds

constant (chemin AB)

- du nombre de Reynolds modèle au nombre de Reynolds industriel en

régime lisse (chemin BC)

- du régime lisse au régime industriel à nombre de Reynolds

constant (chemin CD).

7 D 2
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Nombre de Reynolds Re

Si l'on applique alors pour chacune de ces transformations

la formule adéquate parmi les formules (2), (3) et (4) i l vient au

to ta l :
10

et finalement, en posant Re = -y = KD " ?

K ayant la même valeur sur le modèle réduit et la pompe industrielle

pour un organe donné de la machine

*J = viscosité cinématique du liquide :
0-10 „ 0.26 „ 0.08

2) - Répartition des pertes internes

Comme indiqué en II, la valeur du° pourcentage des pertes

indépendantes du nombre de Reynolds dépend essentiellement du type

de pompe «

En ce qui concerne les pompes d'accumulation au point de

rendement global maximun, il est parfois admis d'utiliser la formule

d*Ackeret dans laquelle x = 0,5*

3) - Effet d'échelle sur le rendement hydraulique interneTl^-

a) - Application aux pompes d'accumulation

Le coefficient J (Re) étant proportionnel à A , et les

essais étant faits sur le modèle et la machine industrielle avec des

eaux sensiblement de môme viscosité, la formule (1) devient :

1 -^h: = x + (1 -

8

(6)

D 2

10

10

10
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iule

A titre de comparaison le tableau suivant indique les

rendements en f° compares obtenus avec la formule i

1 _ m .Tifi.
0
»^de Moody 1942 s ] "

d'Ackeret ] ~: ] ~ /H = 0 , 5 + 0 , 5
~ 1|o

(A)

)o,°»
2

' (B)

et la formule proposee, d'une part pour L. (C)

d'autre paTt pour -r— = 2O (D) avec x = 0,5 dans les deux cas.
CO

: D
: So"

: 10

: 10

: 10

: 6

H
. So

: 1

! 3

: 10

: 10

fj hio^ ;

: 90

: 90

: 90

: 90

(A) ;

. 93,69 :

. 93,69

: 93,69

: 94,40

(B) I

91,86

. 92,17

: 92,49

: 93,78

(C)

: 92,25

: 92,49

: 92,71

: 93,54 :

I (D) ;

: 92,06 :

: 92,30 :

: 92,55 s

93,36 :

On peut const&ter que dans la mesure ou I
1
on choisit

x = 0,5 la formule proposed est assez proche de celle d'Ackeret,

bien que cette derniere suppose une influence plus faible du nombre

de Reynolds (\= k He""
0
'

2
).

La formule proposee ne pretend done presenter un interSt

supplementaire que dans la mesure ou elle permet de mieux expliquer

l'effet d'echelle en faisant intervenir le rapport des rugosite's

absolues.

b) — Application aux pompes alimentaires de chaudiere

Dans le cas des pompes alimentaires il s'agit d'extrapoler

les resultats obtenus en laboratoire a faible vitesse et avec de

1'eau froide sur la machine industrielle elle-m$me. La formule (1)

devient dans ce cas :
0,16 0,16\ (±)(1 - X) (7)

No et N = vitesse de rotation en plateforme d'essai et en centrals*

A titre d'exemple les valeurs obtenues sur une pompe ali-

mentaire particuliere ont ete" les suivantes : TJ b.io = 0,85

la formule proposee avec x = 0,5 donnant 'ty jjj = 0,877.

des



Ill B) EPFET D'ECHELLE SUR LE RENDEMENT VOLUMETRIQUE'

he de"bit de fuite dans un labyrinthe s'ecrit :

A~H

De = diametre du labyrinthe j = jeu radial du labyrinthe

A E = perte de charge dans le labyrinths

k = constante ne dependant que de la forme du labyrinthe

A = coefficient de frottement = A(Re) L = longueur du labyrinthe

Si l'on remafque que, dans deux machines seniblables fonc-

tionnant en des points homologues, les quantites D», H, L et Q + Of
2 1 /2

sont respeetivement proportionnelles a B, E, D e t D H '
comme d 'autre part » Q f * = ^

en appelant \JL le pourcentage des pertes de charge ne dependant pas
du nombre de Reynolds on obtient :

j A ] " 0 ' 5
 (9)

Des lors deux problemes se posent s determiner d'une part

la variation de A en fonction de Re, d'autre part la valeur de y.

1) - Influence du nombre de Reynolds

Des Etudes recentes [3] faites sur les pertes dans les

labyrinthes (J) montrent que A depend de deux nombres de Reynolds

distincta.
gig _ 2jY Y = vitesse de fuite

H"e = i® U = vi^esse periph^rique au diametre du

i labyrinthe.

et que I1on peut prendre avac une assez bonne approximation les lois

de variation suivantes :

)""1- A = k (R'e)""1 (5OOO + R«e) pour R'e (10a)
5000 + R"e N '

c ' es t -a-d i re dans la zone des faibles valeurs de R'e
- A = k (R'e)-°»5(5OOO + R»e)°»5 pour 0,16 <-5T5§O+Effe"<2 ( 1 O b )

- A = k (R'e)-°'25(5Q00 + R»e) 0 ' 2 5 pour 5 6 g Q % fe,,--> 0,6 (10c)

On voit done qu'entre le modele reduit e t l a machine on
peut e"erire :

A }Po VHO 5000V-1- 2jg l m _ , .
Ao~ l D 1H x bOooVo + 2 joUoj ( 1 1 )

avec m = 0,25; 0 ,5 ; 1 selon les nombres de Reynolds mis en jeu .

L
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2) Répartition das pertes dans les labyrinthes

Le coefficient y de la formule (9) dépend essentiellement

de la forme des labyrinthes* On peut le calculer aisément à partir

d'une analyse des fuites sur le modèle réduit par la relation

y = k

3) Effet d'échelle sur le rendement volumétrique

La formule (9) montre que l'effet d'échelle peut être dû

autant aux variations du nombre de Reynolds qu'au non respect de la

similitude des jeux. Il se trouve en effet que, pour des raisons de

réalisation mécanique, les jeux peuvent être, toute proportions

gardées, plus grands sur le modèle réduit que sur la machine

industrielle•

a) - Exemple de pompe d'accumulation

- Modèle réduit : Do = 0,5 m jo = 0,2 mm y = 0,25 0 ] v o = 0,98

TJo = 15,8 m/s Ho = 25 m
*

- Machine industrielle : D = 3 m j = 0,6 mm u = 50 m/s H = 250 m
6 H = 10

-; * valeur prise volon-
4r = 3 tairement faible pour
3° l'exemple.

On en déduit i j - = o jr-

L'application des formules (9) et (11) avec m = 0,25

donne alors s

,5000
JOUO'

soit = 0,9913

On peut remarquer que le rendement volumétrique de la

machine industrielle augmente par rapport à celui du modèle réduit à

cause de la non similitude des jeux. En effet, en supposant que

A = .Ao, l'effet seul des jeux relatifs donnerait -7| T = 0,9927. Au

contraire si les jeux étaient en similitude, l'effet seul de la

variation de donnerait un effet d'échelle de sens opposées 0,9774.

b) - Application aux pompes alimentaires

La même pompe étant essayée en plateforme à vitesse réduite,

en eau froide, puis en centrale à pleine vitesse avec de l'eau à

température plus élevée, seule la variation de A intervient.

Pour une pompe particulière nous avons relevé les données

suivantes :

No = 1450 tr/mn "\) o = 0,8. 10~6 m2/s y # 0 , 5

j = 0,22 mm Uo - 14,8 m/s ^vo = 0,975

V = 0-18. 10~6 m2/N = 5.500 tr/mn V = 0,18. 10~6 m2/s

11



l'application des formules (9) et (11) avec m = 0,5 donne :

1 - 'H v F /, \ / N ° \ ° ' 2 5 /5000

soit /yj v^ 7

On peut remarquer, grâce à cet exemple, que contrairement

à certaines idées établies, l'effet d'échelle peut être nul malgré

une variation importante du nombre de Reynolds*

En effet, les formules (10) montrent que la variation de

E'e et de E"e peuvent se compenser et n'entrainer aucune variation

parallèle de/\»

III C) - EFFET D'ECHELLE SUR LE RENDEMENT MECANIQUE INTERNE ̂ [mj

DU AUX FROTTEMENTS DE DISQUE

On sait que la puissance perdue par frottement de disque

peut s'écrire :

fi = K N3 D5 avec K = K' /\ (Re, £. )

En ce qui concerne l'influence de Re les essais de divers

auteurs montrent que dans les plages courantes de fonctionnement on

peut écrire :
•il ç.

/ \ = k" Re n allant de 0,17 à 0,25 pour g = constante
On prendra en moyenne n = 0 ,2 .

En ce qui concerne l'influence de fc pour Re = constante,

nous ferons appel aux résultats obtenus en III A en prenant en

première approximation : A = k"1 (-g-) avec m ̂ 0 , 1 0 pour

Ee = 22 > 107.

Dans ces conditions on peut écrire : ^ = k (Re)" *
soit A= k N - 0 2 D- 0 ' 5 v M £0,1 )

on encore A = k H"0'1 D " 0 ' 3 ^ 0 ' 2 £.0,1 j <12>

On peut d'autre part écrire :

1 -*lmi _2_ r i _ ,
1 -.Iff*" " .^o n 3 J

1) - Application aux pompes d'accumulation

Dans le cas particulier suivant :

0,10

On obtient t l|mi = 0,9896 pour 4^- = 1 et 7)mi = 0,9889 pour o = 2

2) - Application aux pompes alimentaires

Dans le cas particulier suivant :
1450 tr/mn ^o = 0,8.10~6 m2/s

12

No = 0,965

III ]

d'échelle

préeédeni

obtenus <

D -

III A 3

avec

\ hi =

dans son

sites ni

2) -

I I I A 3 t

No =

N =

avec

1 - 1

qu'elle s

Reynolds.



N = 5500 tr/mn ^ = 0,18.10"° m2/s

on trouve : 'Mmi = 0,980.

Ill D) EFFET D'ECHELLE SUR LE RENDEMENT HYDRAULIQUE GLOBAL-?}h

L'effet d'échelle global sur 7ln est le résultat des effets

d'échelle relatifs aux trois rendements considérés dans les chapitres

précédents) puisque l'on a t

•î|h = Ifhi x ^V x 4[mi

Les deux exemples qui suivent indiquent les résultats

obtenus dans deux cas particuliers.

1) - Exemple de pompes d'accumulation

Prenons les caractéristiques déjà mentionnées plus haut en

III A 3 a, III B 3 a, III C 1,

D
DT m = 10 ëo"= 2 en m°yemle fo"= 3

= 0,875avec 1|hio = 0,92 % „ = 0,98 rt|mio = 0,97 soit

Les effets d'échelle séparés donnent :

"4 hi = 0,934 *\y = 0,9913 % i = 0,9989 soit %h = 0,915

La formule d'Ackeret appliquée a1(]no donnerait •T̂  h =90,27 %

La différence de résultat tient essentiellement au fait que,

dans son principe, la formule d'Ackeret ne tient compte ni des rugo-

sités ni du non respect de la similitude des jeux au labyrinthes.

2) - Exemple de pompe alimentaire

Prenons les caractéristiques considérées plus haut en

III A 3 b, III B 3 b et III C 2.

No - 1450 tr/mn •>) o = 0,8.10"6 m2/s eau à 25° C

N = 5500 tr/mn ^ = 0,18.10~6 m2/s eau à 160° C

avec 7j h i 0 = 0,85^0 = 0,975 />)mio = 0,965 soit sf] h o = 0,80

Les effets d'échelle séparés donnent :

«j h = 0,877 ^ T = 0,975 **) m i = 0,98 3oit^ h

La formule initiale de Mr KAEASSIK :

= 0,836

/No
0,17 donnerait = 0,865

1-1

*• On voit que cette formule est optimiste par le fait

qu'elle suppose que toutes les pertes dépendent des nombres de

Reynolds*

13 D



C O N C L U S I O N

L^étude précédente montre qu'une précision plus grande

pourrait être apportée à l'étude des effets d'échelle en séparant

les différentes pertes, tout en conservant le principe de formules

de transposition d'application relativement simple et rapide. Il

apparait cependant indispensable de compléter les connaissances

actuelles sur l'influence de paramètres tels que la rugosité, les

jeux aux labyrinthes, les propriétés physiques du liquide, souvent

laissés de côté par les formules conventionnelles*

Pour mettre en évidence l'importance relative des divers

facteurs et en donner des exemples chiffrés nous avons évidemment

dû faire appel à une schématisation et à des hypothèses de travail

sans doute contestables. La confrontation avec de nouveaux exemples

concrets permettra de voir si les formules proposées ont le mérite

de mieux cerner la réalité que celles actuellement en usage.

En tout cas, nous serions heureux que cette tentative

d'ana-'lyse amorce la discussion*
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Below is reported about test results obtained in a study concerning the In-

fluence of the Reynold flow number upon the performance of a reversible pu.n -

turbine of Francis type. A brief description is given of the test rig and the

adopted test procedure. The test results are demonstrated graphically and co-

related with theoretical performance calculated on the basis tha+ the friction

losses vary Inversely with the fifth root of the Reynold number. It is con-

cluded that indication of scale effect characteristics can be obtained by mo-

del testing and in consequence such tests may be carried out to complete gene-

ral model test data and possibly support in project work.

Ci-apres, un rapport au sujet des resultats obtenus lors d'assais sur modele

reduit pour Itudier l'Influence du nombre de Reynolds sur les performances

d'une pompe-turblne reversible. II est precede d'une breve description de

1'installation et du procede adopte pour ces essais. Les resultats sont donnes

sous forme de diagrammes et en relation de la performance theorique calculee

sur la base que les pertes de friction varient inversement a la cinquieme

raclne du nombre de Reynolds. La conclusion tiree est qu'il est possible d'ob-

tenir ainsi des indications sur l'effet d'echelle et que les essais generaux

sur modele reduit peuvent etre completes consequemment pour appuyer eventuelle-

ment les travaux de projet.



Experiences gained within the field of conventional francis turbines respec-

tively of centrifugal pumps are generally being taken as a support for pre-

diction of scale effects also in the reversible pumpturbines, whereby pump

scale effect formulaes are applied to the pur.p operation and turbine scale

effect formulaes to turbine operation. Although they concern physically the

same machinery, the formulaes are different for pumping and turbining, which

in first hand should be attributed to the corresponding distribution of

losses. Secondarily one may assume that the two fields of application, where

empirical data have been collected, are not fully comparable and in consequen-

ce the conclusions about differences in scale effect are sometimes misleading.

- Experiences from site tests on delivered pumpturbines will by time give sup-

port for scale effect formulaes directly applying to this type of machines.

By necessity, however, the empirical basis should be rather broad until it is

statistically confirmed and it may be assumed that several years have to elap-

se before sufficient material has been collected.

Theoretically a contribution to the knowledge of scale effect can also be ob-

tained by testing the sam& model at various Reynold numbers by variation of

test head and temperature of the water in the tast tunnel. The range that can

be covered in such a study is relatively limited and the corresponding scale

effects therefor smaller than those appearing between model and prototype

machineries. On the other hand secondary influence, such as caused by lack in

homologity or test equipment, will not affect the test results. - To find out

if in practice useful information about scale effect can be obtained by model

testing, particularly concerning the reversible pumpturbines, a series of mo-

del tests have been carried out and resulted as hereby described.

Pig. 1 - Ge

The pumpturbine model, which has been used in th.% test series, has a nominal

diameter (= throat diameter) of 0.250 m and a blade outer diameter of O.365 m.

The metric specific speed, -referred to pump operation at the best efficiency

point, is about 18O rpm and may be characterized as relatively high for a pump-

turbine .

The tests have been run in the test tunnel, that is shown on page 5 (fig 1).

As can be seen, it is a closed circuit comprising the necessary devices to

permit testing at various conditions regarding the model shaft speed, head,

discharge and cavitation number. It can be remarked that the arrangement is

such that the model once installed in the test rig without further can be

tested at pump operation as well as turbine operation or any intermediate

mode of operation.

A MODEL TO/?,
B C/RCULAT/A
C PUMPMOn
D PRESSURE
£ ST/LUNG 7
F VENTURIA
Q SUCTION 1
H ELECTRIC



Pig. 1 - General view of the tes t tunnel

A MODEL TURBINE
B CIRCULAT/NQ PUMPS
C PUMP MOTORS
0 PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE
£ STILLING TANK
F VENTURI METERS
Q SUCTION TANK.
H ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER



The performance of the model is defined by the power (absorbed or delivered),

the discharge and the net head accompanying the operation of it. ~ The power

is determined by measurements of the dynamometer torque and shaft speed. The

former measurement realized by use of counterweights and a force balancing

servo acting on the dynamometer torque arm and the latter by a counter, fed

by impulses from a notched wheel on the shaft. - The discharge is measured

by means of venturi tubes arranged within the test circuit according to the

sketch on page 5. The venturi tubes are of straight, symmetrical design in

order to permit measurements at both directions of flow. The pressure diffe-

rential produced between ths entrance measuring section and the mid measuring

section is read off from a permanently installed mercury manometer and the

corresponding discharge evaluated from diagrams, which have been established

according to in situ calibrations of the venturi meters. For the actual case

only one of the two venturi meters was used and the flow meter characteristics

on page 5, fig 2 a,b,c, refer to this one. - The test net head is determined

according to the I.E.C. test code by measuring the head differential between

the measuring sections at the high pressure side respectively the low pres-

sure side of the model, whereto a correction has to be applied for tine corre-

sponding difference in velocity head, calculated on basis of the measured

discharge and the cross section areas within the measuring sections. The re-

sulting main performance figures are:

Pig. 2 - Flo

En±

i£

w
1

unit speed n.
11

(rpm)

unit discharge Q,.. = ̂ j — (nr/s)
D^VH .

efficiency T|

\urbine T

x 100 {%) pump operation

turblne ° P e r a t i o n

5I

specific speed ng = 3.65- n pump

D = model nominal diameter (m)

where n = model shaft speed (rpm)

Q = model discharge (m /s)

M = model shaft torque (kpm)

? = density of water within the test tunnel (kg/m^)

:m





As regards the selection of the operational points, to be included in the

study, it was assumed that these points suitably should represent the range

of operation that normally could be expected in connection with a pumpturbine

project. Furthermore it was considered preferable to operate the model at con-

stant guide vane angles as far as possible. Accordingly the guide vane angles

7 = 18, 50 and 360 and unit speeds n ^ = 6i and 64 (rpm) were chosen to be

tested at turbine operation, while for pump operation only one guide vane

angle and the unit speeds of 59, 61, 63 and 65 rpm were chosen primarily.

After some initial testing the pump studies at pump operation were instead

concentrated to one single unit speec n.., = 60 rpm.

The Reynold flow number Re is generally defined by some characteristic dimen-

sion within the waterpassages, the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and some

velocity within the same. For pumps and turbines it is often written under

the following form:

Re = —•S^- where D = nominal runner diameter

H = operating net head

<? = kinematic viscosity

g = gravitation constant

Testing one and the same model at various values of the Reynold number is

brought about by variation of the test head and temperature of the water

within the test tunnel. On fig 3 below effect of such variations is demon-

strated.

Fig. 3 -

20!

To measure accurately the influence upon performance at a variation of the

Reynolds number, it is necessary to keep under control also the influence

upon the measuring equipment that may be exerted by the test conditions

and to find applicable corrections therefor. An analysis in this respect

of the test rig measuring equipment has been made and the resulting correc-

tion factors are collected on the chart in fig K,

rature,

tained ui

speeds. '•

Another series of corrections or sooner adjustments to the figures obtained

in the tests have been made to allow for the small deviations from the nomi-

nal unit speed n ^ that unevitably appeared in the testing, accounting the

gradients AnAn-M and 4ft../in.| at constant guide vane angle y.

The test procedure followed throughout the series of tests at various heads

and temperatures has been the following: starting at a certain level of tempe-



Pig. 3 - Corresponding figures of water temperature within the test rig
a™d test head for constant levels of the Reynolds number

Test net head H[m J

'c]=wafer temperature infest rig

_ J

- f(H-t)

runner throat diameter

D = const. =» 0.250
= kinematic viscosity

rature, in turn each of the constant guide vane positions was set and main-

tained until test figures had been obtained at the various heads and unit

speeds. Schematically this can be written

- ni
0 ) . n (2)

I -* n11 '11

• 11

etcetera



The procedure was principally the same for pump operation as for turbine ope-

ration, although the number of the tested unit speeds and guide vane angles

was different as previously has been mentioned. - The temperature within the

test tunnel, manometer tubes and ambient air was frequently cheeked and re-

corded together with information about the time at the checking in order to

permit corrections for undue influence of temperature. - During pump operation

the suction head was varied together with the test head to keep the cavita-

tion number at a constant level above the one where critical conditions with

respect to the performance appeared.

The test results are demonstrated by the diagrams on page 10-13 fig 5-6 (tur-

bine operation) and 7-8 (pump operation). The tost figures have been plotted

Pig. 4 - Correction factors, allowing for influence of temperature
variations upon the measurements



versus the corresponding Reynolds number. As can be seen, the range which is

covered by the model tests extends from Re ~- 4-10 to Re ~ 15-10 , which then

is the combined effect of a variation of the test head between 12 m and 45 m

and a temperature raise from ~ 22°C to ~ 47°C. The head variation alone stands

for a variation in Re, which is in the ordur 4-10 to 8-10 or 7-10^ to 14-10^.

The same is approximately the effect of the temperature variation. Looking on

the range of Re, where the two test series at the lower respectively the higher

temperature level overlap, it appears to be a reasonable agreement between the

two notwithstanding that the guide vane position has been changed between the

one temperature level and the other according to the procedure used in the

testing.

As regards the influence of the Reynolds number upon the performance, the

test figures at turbine operation demonstrate rather clearly the existence

thereof. At pump operation the discharge appears to be affected by changes

in the Reynolds number, while the efficiency remains more or less indifferent

for the changes. This behaviour was rather contrary to the expected and lead

to repeated, thorough checking of the model and the measuiing equipment, how-

ever no basis for an explanation was found.

As a reference for quantitative Judgement of the obtained test figures re-

garding scale effects the diagrams in fig. 5 and 6 (turbine operation) have

been completed by curves of the variation with the Reynolds number that theo-

retically can be calculated for efficiency and discharge. The basis adopted

for these curves is the general scale effect formulae:

T~ - = (1 - X ) - X (=-£ Y , which applied to the obtained test re-
i — T| o o He

X g O

suits at Re =• 8 10 have been used with three alternative values- on the co-

efficient X . For the corresponding discharge the formulae adopted is

„ \l—7
x o » x 'o

After comparative studies of the obtained test results and the theoretical

curves it has been concluded that the Reynolds number influence upon perfor-

mance can be indicated by model studies and in consequence such tests may be

carried out to complete general model test data and possibly support in pro-

ject work. As far as concerns the test series here descrlbad the influence

at turbine operation seems to ba quantitatively of an order (X = 0.5-0.7) that

is commonly assumed in project work to day. Further test series witn models

of different specific speeds will be made to confirm the feasability of this

kind of testing and also give information about the influence of specific

speed upon the coefficient X.
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Pig. 8 - Pump operation - Guide vane angle y » 30°
A t - 27-28°C H - 16-48 n>

• *>t - 45-48°C H - 16-48 m
unit speed n.. • 60 rpm
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INVESTIGATION OF TVPELLER SEALINGS OF

BOILER FEED FUMPS

NEVRLY Jaroslav, National Research Institute for Machine Design
B£chovice , Czechoslovakia

MATULA Richard, Research Institute SIGMA, Olomouc , Czechoslo-
vakia

On removing the difficulties concerning the manufacture of boiler

feed pumps, the prevention of the possibility of occurence of

self-excited vibrations of the rotor has proved itself to be one

of the most important conditions to increase the reliability. The

occurence of the self-excited vibrations is considered to be a

result of the effect of hydraulic forces acting in sealings of

leakage joints of the stage of a pump. For the reasons of experi-

mental investigation nine alternatives of sealings have been cho-

sen in order to achieve the information concerning the effect of

the types of sealings upon the dynamic behaviour of the rotor.

The above sealings were simultaneously compared from the view-

point of tightness.

l/e'eartement des difficulty's d'exploitation des pompes d alimen-

tation a demontre" que 1 Elimination de la possibility d une

formation des oscillations auto-excit6es du roteur constituera

une des conditions importantes du relevement de la surSte". On a

juge" que les oscillations auto-exeite"es se produisent par 1

effet des forces hydrauliques dans 1'gtanchement de joint de 1

Stage. Pour gagner avec toute acceleration des informations en

ce qui concerne l'effet du type de 1'e" tanchement sur le compor-

tement dynamique du roteur, on a choisi 9 alternatives de 1

e"tanchement pour 1'investigation expe"rimentelle. Les e'tanchements

ont e"te" compare's en meme temps au point de vue de 1 'e'tanehe'ite'.



LIST of SYMBOLS :

a,b,c,d - designation of sealings
a,, a? - chamber width
e - rotor eccentricity in sealing
b - radial leakage joint at e=0
D - diameter
1 - length of the leakage joint
4P - pressure gradient in sealing
q - sealing through-flow
F - through-flow area of leakage

joint
Vo - axial velocity
a.

n - rotor speed /rpm/
n £ - frequency of rotor vibrations
P _ g/k - relative eccentricity

A

r

- loss coefficient of
leakage joint

- friction coefficient
- coefficient of flow
- water specific
weight

- kinematic viscosity
angular velocityo.J -

I N D E X E S s
i = inlet
o = outlet

1,2,3 = sequence of
leakage joints

R = rotor
T = sealing

INTRODUCTION

Sealings of impellers of high pressure pumps have - besides
others - a substantial effect on both the dynamic behaviour- of
the rotor and the pump efficiency. The theoretical analysis of
flow in liquid layers in sealings of the leakage joints resulted
in the fact that the rotor shaft, being in eccentric position ,
is affected by hydraulic forces, namely by a radial force [L lj
and by force[L 2 J being normal to the former one. - ze radial
force affects the magnitude of rotor critical speed [ L a ] and a
force being normal to the radial one is decisive for the possi-
bility of occuring the self-excited vibrations of the shaft.
Generally, the frequency of self-excited vibrations differs from
the frequency of rotor rotation. The hydraulic forces are affected
by pressure gradient in sealing, by rotor speed, by the magnitude
of shaft eccentricity in sealing and by both the geometric shape
and size of sealing [ L 3 J.

When explaining the difficulties of manufacturing the boiler
feed pumps the prevention of occurence of rotor self-excited
vibrations has proved itself to be one of the most important
conditions to increase their reliability.
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In order to obtain the information concerning the effect of the

type of sealings upon the dynamic behaviour of the pump rotor

and upon their tightness, nine alternatives of sealings have

been designed, which alternatives were investigated experimental-

ly . This paper is dealing with an experimental device and with

some results of the investigation.

TESTIFYING of EXPERIMENTAL SEALINGS

Sealings to ba tested are schematically shown in Fig. 1 and the

nominal sizes of which, corresponding approximately to the

value used in designing the boiler feed pump, are plotted in

a Table.

ALT. 1 1A, IB

5

ALT. 3

^

ALT. 2 ALT. ̂  5,6, 7

D 4



SINGLE-LEAKAGE JOINT SEALING

ALT.

1

1 A

1 B

D

205

1

58

bi

0,3

0,2

0,4

bo

0,3

0,4

0,2

MULTI-LEAKAGE JOINTS SEALINGS

ALT

2

3

4

5
6

7

Dl

208

208

208

D2

200
-

196

196

190

D3

196
188

178

14
15,5

12

14
-

10

h
14
31

15,5

bl

0,3

0,3

0,3

b2

0,3
-

0,3

0,3

3,3

b3
0,3
0,3

0,3

al

4

3

3

7
3

a2

4

3

3

7

3

THE SAME A3 WITH ALT. 4 ONLY THE SECOND LEAKAGE JOINT
IN STATIONARY RING IS PROVIDED WITH 2 GAPS OF 2 x 2
mm IN SIZE

NOTE: DATA PLOTTED IN TABLE ARE IN MILIMETERS „

Saaling alternatives 2, 3 and 4 have been designed for equal

flow. In comparison with the alternative 4, the alternative 5

differs from the alternative 4 in greater axial width of chambers

a-p a2 and the alternative 6 in greater radial leakage joint b g.

The alternative 7 coincides with the alternative 4 except two

slots 2 x 2 mm in size being turned out in the stator ring of

the second leakage joint of b 2 size. The length of the leakage

joint of the sealing alternative 1 has been limited by the stator

design. The sealing alternative 1 A or 1 B, originated from the

alternative 1 by the change of the leakage joint size on both the

inlet and outlet. The sealing properties were tested by means

of an experimental device the scheme of which is shown in Fig. 2.

The stator of the 15-staged SIGMA 150 CHP boiler feed pump with-

out both the diffuser and reverse impellers has been used as a

stationary part of the experimental device. With the rotor of

the experimental device, the bearings distance of which being

2680 mm, the diameter 120 mm and critical speed calculated and

being not affected by water n^ = 1090 rpm the impellers were

i

[



replaced by discs of the same mass.
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Discs a,b,c,d and adjacent stator partition walls were adapted
to support the rings of the experimental sealings. The sealing
had been located in pairs symmetrically in the middle of the
rotor lenght approximately. The pressure water has been led from
the distributor 7 being fed by high-pressure pump 6 from the
booster pump 5 between each of the above pairs. Flow from the
outer sealings /near discs a,d/ and leakage through the glands
of the shaft were measured by means of calibrated vessel 8.
The flows from the internal sealings /b,c/ were not measured.
The residual axial thrust of the rotor was catohed by an axial
thrust bearing. Setting of pressure gradients on sealings has
been made by slide valves 11 and the identification of the above
gradients was made by means of pressure gauges 9«
The rotor of the experimental device had been driven by regula-
ting electric motor 2 via a gear box 3. Rotor has been simulta-
neously provided with 4 sealings of equal alternatives, which
rotor - prior each measurements - was dynamically balanced to



equal residual unbalance.
In order to appreciate the effect of sealing upon the dynamics
of the rotor, the movements of the rotor in course of measuring
were checked by means of induction indicators being built-in
into stable measuring rings placed in planes as marked by arrow-
heads. The outlet electric quantities of the indicators have
changed with the change of the gap between the rotor and measuring
ring. After amplification these changes were registered by means
of moving-coil oscilograph..
Both the flow through the sealing and rotor vibrations were
measured in steps within the range of speed n = 0 - 5000 rpm
and within the range of prtjssure gradient on sealing A p = 5 -
50 kp/cni . Fig. 3 shows a photograph of arrangement of experimen-
tal device used in hydraulic test room of SIGMA Lutin, national
enterprise.



SOME RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Following quantities have been derived both from the record of

rotor motion measured in four measuring radial planes and from

vibrations of bearing brackets [ L β ] ;

a/ Frequential amplitude characteristics of vibrations of both

the rotor and bearing brackets, always at Ap = const, and

n = var.

b/ Mean values of deviations of the rotor centre in measuring

planes also at Ap = const, and n = var.

c/ Amplitude bands of vibrations of both the rotor and bearing

brackets graded by 50,^"".

d/ Positions of rotor centres in the measuring planes at n = 0

and &p = var.

e/ Frequency of rotor vibrations.

The basic comparison criterion of individual sealing alternatives

has been represented by combination of Ap and n which the self-

excited vibration of the rotor had appeared at. Even its effect

upon both the total smoothness of the rotor run /as to a, c/

and rotor centering in the aealings /as to b,d/ has been taken

into account. Regarding the above classification the individual

alternatives appeared as follows :

With the rotor provided with sealing alternatives 1, 1A, IB the

.frequency of rotor vibrations has been coincident at all combina-

tions of Ap and n with the frequency of rotor rotation. Hence,

the self-excited vibrations of the rotor have not occured. On

increasing A P the centering effect of these sealings upon the

rotor had appeared.

The vibrations frequency of the rotor provided with the sealing

alternative 2 has been also in all the combinations cf AP and

n coincident with the frequency of rotor rotation and the self-

excited vibrations have not occured. The amplitudes of vibrations

were greater and the centering effect was worse than with the

rotor provided with sealing •alternatives 1, 1A, IB and 3.

With the rotor provided with the sealing alternative 3 the vibra-

tions frequency was coincident with the frequency of rotation

at all the combinations ofap and n. The amplitude of vibrations

hed decreased and the centering effect of such a type of sealing

had increased with increasing the Ap. At n = 0 the centering



effect of the sealing upon the rotor appeared to be unambiguous.
With the rotor being provided with sealing alternative 4 both the
amplitudes and frequencies of rotor vibrations were at a great
extent dependent upon Ap and n. With the combination of dp =
5 kp/cm and of n = 2000 rpm the self-excited rotor vibrations
of the frequency of n = 1100 rpm had appeared, which vibrations
were suppressed by increasing the pressure gradient to dp = 10
kp/cm2. With the same frequency of n g = 1100 rpm the self-excited
vibrations were maintained at n = 2500, 3000 rpm up to 4p =

2

AL:

20 kp/cm2 and at n = 3500, 4000, 5000 rpm up to dp = 27,5
cm . At Ap ) 30 kp/cm the self-excited vibrations have not
appeared and the amplitudes of rotor vibrations had substantional-
ly decreased. After the measuring had been finished the wear of
functional surfaces of the sealings was determined. The vibrations
frequency of the rotor being provided with sealing alternative 6
has been at all the combinations of A p and n equal to the
frequency of rotor rotations and the self-excited rotor vibrations
had not occured. The amplitudes of rotor vibrations have decreased
with increasing of Ap • At n = 0 the de-centering effect upon the
rotor appeared. The amplitudes of rotor vibrations were comparable
with vibrations amplitude of the rotor being provided with sea-
ling alternative 3.
On using sealing alternative 5 the self-excited rotor vibrations

had occured with the frequency of n. = 1200 rpm at n > 2000 rpm
2 '

and to Ap = 25 kp/cm . The amplitudes of vibrations have consi-
derably fluctuated within the whole band of 4 p and n to be
measured and they have reached high values. At n = 0 a distinct
de-centering effect of aealings upon the rotor had appeared.
Again the wear of functional surfaces of the sealing has been
determined.
With the rotor being provided with sealing alternative 7 the self-
excited vibrations of high intensity had appeared at a wide band
of Ap and n. The wear of functional surfaces of the sealing has
been substantially higher than with sealing alternatives 4 and 5,
and vibration amplitudes have reached the values up to 1 mm which
has resulted in failure of induction indicators.
The flow through the sealing alternatives 1, 1 A, I B , 2, 3 and
6 is up to the gradient of A p = 20 kp/cm a function of rotation
and decreases with the increasing of rpm. This dependence dis-
appears at higher gradients. The dependence q = f/n, dp/ for
the sealing alternative 6 is shown in Fig. 4.
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ALT. 6
The tightness of sealing

alternatives 1, 1A, IB, 2,

3 and 6 has been considered

according to flow coefficient

o

Ap [kp/J\
> SO

40
30

The best tightness has been

found with the sealing al-

ternation 2, 3 followed by

alternatives IB, 6 and 1.

The worst tightness has been

found with the sealing alter-

native 1A where the flow

coefficients were found to

be higher by 50 % than with

the alternative 2.

The flow coefficients of alternatives 1A, IB were related to the

cross-sectional area having a leakage joint of medium value b =

(b. + b )/2. The friction coefficient of the leakage joint A =

0.023 has been determined from the geometry of sealings and from

measured flows [L 5]with alternative 1 within the range of A P =

20 kp/cm
2
 up to 30 kp/cm

2
. Provided that the friction coefficient

with sealings of multi-leakage joints is equal for all the leakage

joints and that the value of loss coefficient of the first leakage

joint f= f + f =1.2 /in accordance with L 4/ then practically

applicable value of loss coefficient f = f+ f = 1.2 for the
J*3 J 31 J 30

alternatives 6 and 3 has been calculated from relation

Ftg.

,
-'&

in
J1 ^1

Simultaneously the coefficient F
s
 takes into account losses

transition part of the sealing from the ffr-st balancing chamber

to the other one, losses at the inlet to the third leakage joint

and losses at the outlet of this leakage joint. Thus, the Reynold'

s number of flow in the leakage joint, which loss coefficients

have been calculated, makes

_ Vα . 2b j. o jn*

The dependence of flow through the sealing upon the rotations

with alternatives 4,5 and 7 was chaotic. In the course of measu-

ring, a considerable wear of functional surfaces of leakage joints



occured and self-excited vibrations of the rotor appeared. These

alternatives cannot be considered from the viewpoint of tightness

because of impossibility to determine additionally the true size

of the leakage joint in a certain phase of measuring.

ALT. 6

SEALING h

On calculating the flow and loss

coefficients we have started by

the assumption of centric posi-

tion of the shaft in the sealing.

But as shown in Fig.5, the rotor

shaft with the sealings iiternati-
2

ve 6 at 4p = 30 kp/cm has been
in whole extent of rpm in ec-

centric position.

In accordance with [ L 5 J the theoretical flow at £ - 1 and at

turbulent flow through the sealing of single-leakage joint, for

instance for 3t=~r~ = 1, is by about 7 % higher than at C- 0.

Considering further the rotor shaft to vibrate round the medium

value of eccentricity, the size of the leakage joint, in course

of measuring the flow, is variable. Because these uncertain po-

sitions of the rotor shaft occur even in the course of the run

of a true pump we can consider the already carried out evalua-

tion of tightness of sealings tested to be decisive.

CONCLUSION

In case of eliminating the sealing alternatives 1, 1A, IB and 2

the length of which does not satisfy the design of boiler feed

pump, then the alternative 3 followed by 6 appears to be the most

convenient according to the already made evaluation of the in-

fluence of individual alternatives of sealings upon the rotor

behaviour. The sealing alternatives 4, 5 and 7 are not conve-

nient for the reasons of being the cause of occurence of self-

excited vibrations within a wide range of A p and n. With these

sealings considerable wear of functional surfaces of sealings

occured in the course of measuring. When simultaneously comparing

the effect of sealings upon the dynamic behaviour of the rotor

and upon the tightness of individual sealing alternatives, even

the alternatives 3 and 6 - as shown in Fig. 2 - can be considered

to be the most suitable.

L 2:

L 3:

L 4:

L 5:

L 6:

L 8:
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THE HYDRAULIC THRUST OF A FRANCIS TYPE PUMP TURBINE
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Manager of

Hydraulic Laboratory VOEST A.G. Linz/Donau, AUSTRIA

SUMMARY: At a model of a pump-turbine with lower specific speed in the normal set

up after special adaption the leakage and disc friction losses such as the axial

thrust are measured. Principal coincidence with the results of basic research is

found. Yet it can be seen that for the careful determination of the leakage and

disc friction losses such as for accurate thrust measurements under varying laby-

rinth clearances and widths of the lateral spaces special model tests under homo-

logous conditions are the most preferable way to get reliable coefficients. From

the measurements of the leakage losses at several types of runner and shaft laby-

rinths conclusions are drawn to the magnitude of possible efficiency step up with

the prototype machine. Measurements of the disc friction and their dicussion indi-

cate that with this respect with narrower lateral spaces a rather poor step up in

efficiency from model to prototype is to be expected. Consequently for careful

prediction of efficiency step up from model to prototype at first the influence of

the volumetric and mechanical efficiency must be computed and only the remaining

hydraulic efficiency should be scaled up using a suitable formula.•

RESUME: A un modele d'une turbine-pompe de basse vitesse specifique on a mesure

les pertes des labyrintb.es, les pertes par frottement de roue ainsi que les

poussees axiales correspondantes. En principe, une coincidence avec les resultats

de la recherche fondamentale a ete constatee, mais on reconnaSt qu'on peut trouver

des coefficients exacts pour ces pertes ainsi que pour la determination exacte des

poussSes axiales seulement par des essais spSciaux moyennant un modele reduit

sous des conditions homologues. En mesurant les pert'ss volumetriques des divers

types de labyrinthe on reeonnait l'ordre de grandeur de 1'evaluation possible du

rendement pour le prototype, Des mesures des pertes de frottements de roue ainsi

que la discussion de celles-ci font reconnaStre qu'on doit s'attendre a une

evaluation du rendement plutSt modeste de cette composante. De cette fac,on, on a

encore une fois demontre que dans l'interet d'un prognostic d'une evaluation

exacte on doit examiner separ&nent les influences des pertes volumetriques et

mecaniques et Iβ rendement hydraulique du modele doit seulement etre evalue a

l'aide d'une formule propre,
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nOMESCLATURE

1 = length of single stage of lower runner labyrinths

1* = overall length of multistage lower runner labyrinths

~ radial clearance of labyrinths, 1 = single, 3 = three stages

= discharge area of shaft labyrinths

= discharge area of lower runner labyrinths

= width of upper lateral space

= width of lower lateral 3pace

= runner tip diameter

= runner throat diameter

= exit diameter of shaft labyrinth

= thickness of closed runner at Dp

= thickness of indication disc

a = guide vane opening

b = height of distributor

H = effective operating head of pump-turbine

h. = absolute pressure head at entrance of shaft labyrinth

A h. . = differences of pressure head within upper lateral space

h
g
 = absolute pressure head at entrance of lower runner labyrinth

= absolute pressure head behind the-lower runner labyrinth

h_. = differences of pressure head within lower lateral space

= differences of pressure heads in- and outside of the lip ring

= deflection of orifice measuring q

= leakage through shaft labyrinth

= leakage through lower runner labyrinth

= turbine discharge

= pump discharge

= acceleration due to gravity

= specific weight of water

= specific density of water

= kinematic viscosity

= discharge coefficient

= loss coefficient at main or stage entrance of labyrinth

f
 s t
 = loss coefficient at main or stage exit of labyrinth

A = coefficient of "pipe resistance"

v = velocity of leakage through discharge area

u = circumferential velocity of point on labyrinths or runner

Re

11

Ah

A h^

q'

q

Q_

Qp

g

Y"

μ

m2

u>

= meridional velocity at area of D
p

= angular velocity

= • • discharge coefficient

2gH
head coefficient
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M.
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= Hej
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= vo]

= ove
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pun

= mee

= frj

= fri

= fri

= fri
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= met
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Mi
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K.
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= Reynolds number as individually defined

• losses with indices V • volumetric (lover labyrinth), M • mechanical,

H » hydraulic

= volumetric loss through shaft labyrinth

= overall efficiency or part efficiency designated by respective indices

= friction torque of the runner affecting the mechanical efficiency of the

pump-turbine

= measured overall friction torque of the closed runner

= friction torque of the indication disc

" friction torque of cylinder of indication disc

= friction torque of lid at runner throat

= friction torque of cylinder at D. of closed runner

= coefficient of measured overall friction torque of indication disc

= coefficient of friction torque at cylinder of indication disc

= coefficient of overall friction torque of closed runner diminished by M

= coefficient of friction torque at D ? of closed runner according to b

= measured axial thrust

= dimensionless axial thrust

1. INTRODUCTION

In the scope of model tests for the further development of the Francis type pump-

turbine special test arrangements within a precision test rig were used to find

more reliable information for the theoretical reasoning in evaluating model

effeciencies for prototype machines and for being able to judge the state reached

with the model. A survey of the respective literature on basic research shows

that especially for the runner labyrinths homologous testb within the subject

mo-iel machine with the highest possible Reynolds number are to be recommended if

one intends to reach a reasonable accuracy in predicting the behaviour of the

prototype labyrinths referring to the scale effect. In both modes of operation

during the subject tests it was possible to lead away the leakage water of the

lower runner labyrinth via a separate orifice line. For the shaft seal in the

subject model machine a comb labyrinth was used. By pressure and discharge

measurements on two comb labyrinths of different overall diameters their

characteristics are discussed.

The required information on disc friction as a function of the lateral spaces was

gained from special test runs with a shut runner as schematically demonstrated

in Fig. 1. Also in this case it should be shown, how close information derived

from basic research work comes to the homologous model tests and how far effeciency

scaling is affected by the designe of the lateral spaces.

During all efficiency tests the hydraulic thrust of the runner was directly

measured by means of the hydrostatic thrust bearing of the torque measuring device.



The diraensionless axial thrust derived from the several tests is plotted in

diagrams and being discussed.

2, CHARACTEHISTICc OF SEVERAL RUNNER AHD SHAFT LABYRINTHS

2.1. Runnerlabyrinths

Single and three stage labyrinths of several clearances were tested, s was varied

from 0,155 to 0,5 nan. With respect to the model machine it is of interest to know

the volumetric efficiency in ordei- to stride for further overall improvement into

the proper direction. By the same way one then can make the model clearance within

the labyrinth wide enough for convenient model production and operation.

Reliable model information on the labyrinth yields the possibility of predicting

the propable gain in prototype efficiency by means of a relatively closer and more

elaborate labyrinth as it always can be made in the big machines.

m
<*' iy 120

I =18,5
l'=55,5
b
o
=41.4

b =58,0
bi=6.0

Fig. 1 Measuring arrangement

Fig. 1 shows the testing and measuring arrangement. The lower runner labyrinth

is drawn with a single stage at the left hand side and with three stages at the

right hand side. The runner band at its lower diameter is bearing a special

rotating seal ring which is contacted by a stationary lip ring in order to

separate the lower lateral space from the draft tube and thus to lead the leakage

water q from the ring shaped gathering chamber into the orifice line. The orifice

had been calibrated volumetrically in situ. The accuracy of this discharge

measurement is * 0,5 %, The discharge q
e
 through the shaft labyrinth waa at each

point measured volumetrically with at least the same accuracy.

From Fig. 2 and 3 one quite clearly can see the action of the increased number of

stages, of the several clearances s and of the rotation which latter as Iβ known

also reduces the leakage. The absolute pressure heads h., h
g
 and h

1 1
 vere measured

by means of a rotating piston manometer with an accuracy of ± 0,1 % with respect to

the smallest head measurement. For establishing as near as possible the conditions
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Jig. 2 Leakage at the lower single labyrinth in rotation and standstill
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Fig. 3 Leakage at the lower three stage labyrinth in rotation and standstill

of normal turbine or purape operation behind the lower labyrinth whilst leading off

the leakage water separately, the latter was throttled a way as to keep A-h

always at a value which prior to these tests was recorded when the leakage water

was fed back into the draft tube. During efficiency measurements with the lip ring

removed and the leakage water fed back into the draft tube the absolute heads h^

and h.. were measured and the amount of leakage through the lower labyrinth found

from the calibration curves Fig. 2 respectively Fig, 3 on the basis of

The subject modejl machine for instance at a guide vane opening a = 23 mm with

turbine operation was discharging Q_ = 0,310 n3/sec under a ust effective hsad of

6k m and with pump operation Q_ » 0,262 m3/sec under 66 m. These points was related

aAhg = 26,72 m with q. = 0,1 l/sec and s1 = 0,37 mm auch as aAhg = 30,25 m with



q. = 6,6 1/sec and a = 0,37 nmu

This means for the individual mode of operation
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. 100 = 3B2U %
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Fig. 5 VolumetEic losses at the lower three stage labyrinths

It can be seen that with a model pump-turbine of the subject kind at the lower

labyrinth a minimum loss of $ ̂ ^ = 0,8 % occurs. Using a three stage labyrinth

\
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with s = 0,2 mm would bring us to a minimum (J) „_ = 0,5 to 0,6 % of the model

machine. Respective overall efficiency measurements using the several lower

labyrinch^ have clearly indicated the influence of the several volumetric losses.
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2,2 Shaftlabyrinths

The nhaft comb labyrinths are shown on Fig, 6, They were tested in the two

sizes indicated.

£=Q34Q21 Q16 Q38 0,210,23
027 0,18 029,0.210,22

Fig, 6 Snaft labyrinths

q1 1/sec

rer
Lnth

lei

D 5

1

0.1

u 0 5 10 B 20 25 30 35 40

Fig. 7 Leakage through the smaller sad larger shaft labyrinth

On Fig. 6 are stated finished dimensions to be used for calculation. Maaa

diameters can be scaled down. Fig, 7 ehows clearly the effect of the larger

labyrinth with the main entrance diameter of 300 BE. compared to the smaller one

with the main entrance diameter of 228 mm. From Fig, 7 also the principal

influence of c1 and standstill can be seen. For q' = 0,1*70 1/sec and 1350 rpra such

as q* = 0,15l* 1/sec and 900 rpm Fig. 8 shows the measured pressure drop through

the smaller respectively larger labyrinth. A calculation using p t = 1,2 and

A = 0,018 to 0.031* yielded values of F E as plotted in Fig. 9. This results

clearly indicate that the high effect of the comb labyrinth depends upon the

tendency c-f f _.



Pig. 8 Pressure drop through labyrinths aad lateral spaces

I main entrance

• large labyrinth, n=900 rpm

• small labyrinth, n=1350 rpm

0 R.

Fig. 9 Tendency of f £ with confo labyrinths

2.3 Volumetric prototype losses

From the volumetric losses the volumetric efficiency as a factor of the individual

overall efficiency is derived the following way:

Turbine:
VT

VT

VT

(5)

(6)

D 5

Pump:

And the overall effi
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losses are strongly
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1 l 7 P = ~ (7)

* ^ (8)

•" (9)

And the overall efficiencies being products of the part efficiencies:

1 P

For trying to extrapolate from the model results to the prototype labyrinths the

respective loss coefficients of the model tests are analysed and plotted versis

a general Reynolds number.

For the lover leakage ve write:

qTp = f / i|/2s(h2-h11)' (12)

and

v = /i|[2gah (13)

1 v2

*h = 7i2--ir (1U)

—1> therefore stands for the frequently used syabol f being an overall loss
coefficient.
And for the lower single stage runner labyrinth [ i ] , [2] follows:

•p. ' ^ E + 5ST + ^ 4 T
 (15) •

M = — 1~ _ (16)

For the three stage labyrinth one can write:

1

if one assumes that each stage has the same entrance an£ exit losses. Like a

comparison between the results of the single and three stage labyrinths show the

values r „ = 0,5 and f = 1,0 stated in [i] and [it] are fitting in well.

However when referring to subparagraph 2,2 we see that on general the entrance

losses are strongly varying with the different types of labyrinths, apperently

vith respect to the direction of flow access such as to the mechanical and

9 D



hydraulic conditions of the vicinity of the main or intermediate entrances. In the

subject three stage labyrinth for instance were no especially sharpened edges and

corners. The direction of flow access was more unfavorable to it than to the single

stage one. Thus it could be that the incidentally well fitting value of

3( c „ + f __) = U,5 is not equally distributed amongst the three portions of -the5 E J ST
three stage labyrinth. It seems to be more likely that the loss at the main

entrance of this labyrinth is relatively higher. This statement indicates the kind

of incertainty which is involved in an extrapolation from the model labyrinths to

the ones of the prototype. However all the critical details of the labyrinth

indicated by the tests can carefully carried out and exaggerated with tae prototype

so that a positive result safely can be expected. This means we are talking only

about 1,0 to 0,8 % of (J) y _ scale up possibility with the prototype. As we can

show farther down it should be possible to reach (j> -mm = 0»2 to 0,3 % with the

prototype so as to relatively gain 0,5 to 0,8 % compared to the model'. The general

Reynolds number accounts for the axial and for the circumferential flow

component [h] : 1/ 2 ,U2 '

R e = J ! LSI

103 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10411 12 13 14 15 Re

Fig, 10 Lower single stage laoyrinth in standstill

1032 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10*11 12 13 14 15 Re

Pig. 11 Lower single stage labyrinth in turbine rotation

Prom Fig, 10 and 11 it can te found fair coincidence with 2 , One clearly can

recognize that the resting labyrinth discharges more water than the rotating one.

Equation (15) for the single stage labyrinth can be written:

A = ( ^ - 2s
1 (19)
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103 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10*11 12 13 14 15 Re

Fig. 12 Lower single labyrinth in standstill and turbine rotation

From Fig. 12 i t i s to be seen that in standstill and HLth larger s the values X

are lover. This on the other hand might also indicate that for these conditions

the values of s were chosen somewhat too high.

y

0 35.
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- —

33

1—

-o.:
„ e -0 5
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0,2

1032 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10*11 12 13 14 15 Re

Fig. 13 Lower three stage labyrinth in standstill

103 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10*11 12 13 14 15 Re

Fig. lU Lower thic* stage labyrinth in turbine and pump rotation

Within a prototype machine of the approximately sixfold size of the model s in a

multistage lower labyrinth could at least be made 0,5 mm. The prototype for

instance should have a net effective head of about U50 m and a rotational speed

of 600 rpm. A three stage labyrinth similar to the one used in the subject model

should be utilized. The smallest diameter of the prototype labyrinth should be

1tT m. Each stage has a length of 150 mm. Therefore I
1 = ̂ 50 mm. For these

conditions one can find a i h = 263 m to be throttled down by the labyrinth.

With ̂ = 0 . 1 1 from Fig. 11* it follows:

v = 0,U |2g 263 = 28,72 a/sec (20)

1 ^ 6 0 0 (21)

11



103 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 104 11 12 13 14 15 Re

Fig. 15 Lover three stage labyrinth in standstill and turbine such as pump

rotation

From these values Re = 38,7 x 10 being approximately 2,5-times the highest value

from Fig, 1U and 15. The most likely value of yu, for the prototype now is

computed nev according equation (17):

, (22)

3(0,5 + 1) + 0,025
1+50

= 0,252

With f = 0,00267 m2 the leakage through the lover prototype labyrinth is

q = O.OU82 m3/sec. Under a discharge of Q ^ = 32 m3/sec we get <p VTp = 0,15 %.

For reducing the hydraulic prototype thrust the ru?iner also must bear an upper

labyrinth similar to the lover one. So that ve additionally have to take into

account ty'yrp = 0»15 *. Together therefore 0,30 *, which means that having based

the model overall efficiency on a 0 ™ ^ +<J>lVrnp - ̂  % a. gain of approximately

0,7 % could be expected for the overall prototype efficiency. For a four stage

labyrinth at the lover side of the prototype runner with s = 0,5 iron and I1 = 600mm

f*? - 0,218 can be found, which yields q = O,OU17 m3/sec and (jj „_„ = 0,13 %.

Though this little relative improvement vould r-early not justify a fourth stage,

it could be recommended for safety purposeg. A comb labyrinth with at least three

rotating teeth and a, length of 100 mm vith s = 0,5 mm would at any rate be more

effective as can be worked out from the information given under subpara^raph 2,2 .

The same labyrinth could then be taken for the upper side and 0 + (J)'VTP = 0,20
would be the result and a relatively higher gain could be expected. Yet the most

essential thing is to produce the prototype labyrinths for high values of p .

This can be achieved by bad access angles of flow at the main entrance, by using

comb labyrinths rather than s>tep-3taged ones and last not least by turning inter-

rupting grooves in the labyrinth corners for not providing too good a guidance for

the entering leakage flow. If therefore a model already has a normal -n , for the

prototype machine in the most advantageous caee only less than 1 % of scale up

effect by improving 7J v vith the prototype can be expected.
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3. DISC FRICTIOH

For obtaining rather direct measurements of the disc friction involved in the

subject model machine especially with variations in c1 and c the runner was closed

at D2 and D1 as schematically indicated in Fig. 1, and driven by the dynamometer

so as to find out the friction torque of this disc in water under the conditions

wanted. An indication disc in a distance of 70 nm vas fastened to the lid at D .

An intermediate, fixed spider had to prevent the water between lid and indication

disc from rotation.

According [3] and

M. fco2 (-1) K. .12+ 10 ̂i (23)

The difference in the total friction torque M once measured with and once without

the indication disc is equal to M.. At a speed of 1350 rpm it was found

Mj = OB255 mkp and K^ = 0,0032 which fairly well coincides with the aforementioned

literature. And with the generally applicable relation

K
i u =

 5 Ki <2U>

such as the following re la t ion
D. h

iu (25)

it can be found = 0,027 mkp and the f r ic t ion torque acting upon the l id at D

O,11U mkp (26)M =
M. - M.
1 iu

The values of M measured under the operating speed of 1350 rpm with superposed

flow of q1 and q such as with the lateral spaces varied respectively are stated

in table I.

c

mm

1,5

3,0

8,0

C1

mm

1.5

3.0

8.0

M

mkp

6.58

6,98

7.93

M-M s

mkp

6.47

6,87

7.82

1

0.0018

0,0019

0.0022

Ku

1

0.0090

0.0095

0,0110

mkp

1.66

1.75

2.03

MD

mkp

4,81

5.12

5,79

Re

is£D2

2 y

4.65 «107

465x107

4,65x107

Table I

The values K_ and K are found using equation (2U) with respect to B_ and the

following relation:

M - M SMS (4) ( 2 7 )

M can now be found using equation (25) for Dp and inserting K ^ such bQ for b^.

H = M - M - M (23)

The values of K^ at the stated Reynolds number are fitting well to \kJ . They are

13 D 5



lying 9 to 33 % below the values stated there since the ratio e/Dg and c'/Dg in

our case are respectively smaller [3] • In the same sense table I indicates

falling 1C with narrower lateral spaces. However only 65 % relatively falling com-

pared to [3] • On the other hand KL is slightly falling with increasing Re so

that at the prototype mentioned in paragraph 2.3 with its Re = 1,5 x 10 a step

up of T? J ™ of 0,3 to 0,6 % could he expected always with respect to the best

model outfit.

For the model it can be computed

0" WZ • (29)

and 8

nm = 1 - O J O (30)
further „

4>MP = ^ . . . " (3D

where T p is the torque of the pump input.

Finally

n M P = 1-<J>MP (32)

$>,jtm for the performance field of the subject model are varying between 2 to 5 %

on overall and about 2 to It { along an efficiency curve -q_ versis vp with a as

parameter. So a good deal of the curvature of these TJ _ = lines is coming fromCjJfjj'

({> ̂p is varying less over the vhole testing field with c - 8 mm from h to k,6 %

and with c = 1,5 nun from 3,2 to 3,9 ?• o' is always kept equal to c.

k. AXIAL THRUST

During all subject tests the actual hydraulic thrust was measured by means of the

precalibrated hydrostatic thrust bearing of the torque measuring device4 The

dimensionle3s axial thrust

KA 2 2 (33)

r D2' U2 / 2 g

for several interesting conditions is plotted in Fig. 17 and 18, It clearly can

be seen, that K^ is inversly varying with the pressure difference at the lower

runner labyrinth. Provided the upper one like in the prototype is kept constant.

As the pressure difference at the lower labyrinth drops the integral of the

pressure within the lower lateral space drops and the axial thrust rises. The same

is true when the relative pressure drop at the same labyrinth is caused by a

smaller value of c. As principally was shown on Fig. 7 reduced width of lateral

space is helping to throttle the respective leakage which leaves less pressure to

be worked down through the following labyrinth. The result is.that in the case of

the lower .'.abyrinth the counter pressure releases and the axial thrust rises. This

effect was s.-«en from the model tests where the upper shaft labyrinth in its

absolute action onto the hydraulic thrust is little influenced by the variation

of c*. c and c' were always varied simultaneously. Therefore in the prototype

where up= ai

variation ii

rinths if tl

the pressure

Fig. 8 showi

The integral

directly mei

Fig. '
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vhere up= and downside of the runner is an equally effective labyrinth, the

variation in c
1
 or c will be balanced out and only s the clearance of the laby-

rinths if they are on the same radius play the decisive roll. An integration of

the pressure distribution up= and downside of the runner for the two exemples of

Fig. 8 showed fair coincidence with the more reliable value of the measured thrust,

The integration of the pressure measurements showed about h% less than the

directly measured value by weight calibration.
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FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE OF PRESSURE SURGES GENERATED

BY SWIRLING FLOW
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J. J . Cassidy University of Columbia, Missouri
Professor of Civil Engineering Missouri USA
SYNOPSIS

This paper reports on the investigation of swirling flow through tubes. Fre-
quencies and amplitudes of pressure surges produced by the swirling flow were
measured and found to be essentially Independent of viscous effects for Reynolds
numbers larger than ixlO5. Dimensionless frequency and pressure parameters as
well as the onset of surging were correlated with the parameter JlD/pQ2 where n and

'.i Q are respectively the fluxes of angular momentum and volume through the tube, D
J is the tube diameter and p is the fluid density. Relative length and shape of the
I tube were also found to be important.
:| The results of the study were used to analyze a particular draft tube for
1 potential surging. Using performance data obtained from the model of the turbine
I and draft tube, a region of surge-free operation was outlined on the efficiency
\ hill for the unit. Comparison was made between measured power swings and the
si
,| predicted pressure fluctuations in the draft tube.
1 RESUME
a Cette communication a t ra i t a une recherche sur un courant tourbillonnaire
1 passant dans des tubes. Les frequences et les amplitudes des surpressions creees
I par le courant tourbillonnaire ont ete mesurees et trouvees essentiellement
I independantes des effets de viscosite pour des nombres de Reynolds superieurs a

_j| Ixio5. Des parametres sans dimension lies ef la frequence et ¥ la pression eL
I Tetablissement de la surpressions ont ete rel ie 's au parametre nD/pQ^ ou fi et Q
f sont respectivement les flux du moment angulaire et du volume dans le tube, D le
I diamitre du tube et p la densite du fluide. On a trouve que la longueur relative
1 et la forme du tube sont egalement importantes.
•if On a utilise les resultats de cette etude pour analyser I'etablissement de la
1 surpressions dans une conduite d'ecoulement particuliere. En utilisant les donnees

de fonctionnement obtenues a partier d'un modele de turbine et de conduite
d'ecoulement, on a trouve un domaine de marche sans surpressions sur le diagramme
de rendement de Tunite. On a compare les resultats des mesures des amplitudes de
puissance et ceux des calculs des fluctuations de pression dans la conduite
d'ecoulement.

1 F. 1



INTRODUCTION

Draft-tube surging has been recognized as a problem in the operation of

hydro-power plants for several decades [ 1 ] . History shows t h a t the attack on

draf t - tube surging has been one of a l l e v i a t i o n ra ther than prevention. New uni t s

are placed in operation and i f object ionable surging occurs within the operating

range various types of remedial action are attempted o r , i f p o s s i b l e , operation

i s not permitted in the c r i t i c a l range. However, because of automation of the

generating systems, p lants are frequently required to operate over a wide range

of turbine gate openings. Remedial measures including a i r admission to the d ra f t

tube or the placement of f ins in the d ra f t - tube throat are only occasionally

successful . If i t were possible to p red ic t the poss ib i l i t y of surging pr ior to

i n s t a l l a t i o n and operation of a un i t , considerable advantage could be rea l ized .

I t appears to be generally accepted t h a t draf t- tube surging ar i ses as a

r e s u l t of rotat ion remaining in the water as i t leaves the tu rb ine runner and

ente rs the draf t tube [ 2 ] . Moreover, the phenomenon i s complicated by many fac -

to r s including vaporizat ion of the water , geometry of the turb ine and draft t ube ,

and the dynamic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the penstock and e l e c t r i c a l network. Swirling

flow has been inves t iga ted ana ly t ica l ly and experimentally by several people in

the f ie ld of f lu id mechanics [ 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ] . These studies have shown tha t when a

f lu id flows in a swir l ing fashion (axial flow with superimposed ro ta t ion) the

resu l t ing flow pa t te rn depends upon the r e l a t i v e amount of r o t a t i o n in the f lu id .

If the flux of angular momentum entering the tube i s su f f i c i en t ly large as com-

pared to the flux of l i nea r momentum, a reversal in flow d i r ec t ion occurs along

the center! ine of the tube [ 3 ] . For la rge Reynolds numbers the flow becomes

unsteady forming a he l ica l vortex with the reversed flow occurring along the

sp i ra l core of the vortex [ 7 ] . This phenomenon i s known as "vortex breakdown" in

the f lu id mechanics l i t e r a t u r e and as d ra f t - tube surging in the hydraulic-machin-

ery l i tera ture [8 ] .

This paper describes a study in i t i a t ed in order to investigate the character-

i s t i c s of swirling flow in tubes and to correlate these characterist ics with the

occurrence and nature of draft-tube surging.

THE BASIC STUDY

Because of the excessive number of variables which could be involved i t

was not only desirable but necessary to simplify the experimental model as much

as possible. Air was used as the working fluid in order to eliminate the possible

effects of a two-phase flow. No turbine runner was instal led in order to simplify

geometry. Instead the a i r entered the tube (Figure 1) radial ly through wicket-

gate type vanes. I t was possible to accurately determine the amount of swirl

imparted to the flow as i t entered the tube. The angle between the vanes and a

radial line could be set at any angle between 0° and 82°. At 0° the vanes were
2 i 1
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radial and no rotation was applied to the flow (Figure 2). Overall configuration

of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1 and is described in more detail by Cassidy

[7], Clear plastic was used in construction to facilitate flow visualization

with smoke. Pressures at points on the tube wall were measured using pressure

cells and a root-mean-square meter. Frequencies of the unsteady pressure were

determined using an oscilloscope with a retentive screen.

Flow through three types of tubes was studied:

1) circular tubes of uniform diameter: 2) a model of a draft tube used in

Fontenelle Dam; 3) an expanding cone having the same length-to-area relation-

ship as the draft tube.

ANALYSIS

It was assumed that, for a particular draft-tube shape, the root-mean-square

amplitude AP and frequency f of the unsteady pressure surge are both functions of

the fluid density p and viscosity v, draft-tube diameter D and length L, discharge

Q, and flux of angular momentum R. Standard techniques of dimensional analysis

yield the following functional relationships

(1)

(2)

whereTR is the Reynolds number 4Q/irDv.

The angular momentum flux Q entering the tube was computed as (see Figure 2)

sin (3)

SBNV0. The variables S, a, Vo, and R are defined in Figure (2);in which Q

N is the number of vanes around the inlet; and B is the dimension of the vanes

perpendicular to the plane of Figure 2. The momentum parameter contained in

Equations (1) and (2) is then computed as

•TIP _
BNS

(4)

and is seen to be a function of geometry only for the particular inlet conditions

of this study. In all experiments the momentum parameter fiD/pQ*was calculated

according to Equation (4).,
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a.) Steady Swir l ing Flow, no
surging, D=3.46 inches,
L/D=7.15, fjD/pQ2=0J50

b.) Stagnation Point at the
Centeriine With Surging
downstream D=3.46 inches,
L/D=7.15, GD/pQz=0.330

c.) FullynDeveloped Surging,
fiD/pQ2=0.454, D = 6 . 1 3 inches,
L/D=3.26.

Figure 3. SWIRLING FLOW IN STRAIGHT TUBES



RESULTS

Flow patterns at low veloc i t ies were readi ly made v is ib le wi th smoke. With

the i n l e t vanes in the radial posit ion no ro ta t ion was imparted to the f l u i d and

streamlines in the tes t section were essent ia l ly s t ra ight and par ra l le l to the

tuba center l ine. With the vanes incl ined s l i g h t l y from the radial posi t ion

(discharge held constant) streamlines in the tes t section became steady sp i ra ls .

That condit ion is shown in Figure 3a. Further closure of the vanes eventually

produced vortex breakdown. Figure 3b shows the stagnation point occurring near

the r i g h t quarter point of the tube with a he l ica l vortex occurring downstream

from the stagnation point . S t i l l further closure of the vanes moved the stagnation

point to the upstream l i m i t of the tube. Figure 3c shows the hel ica l vortex

f i l l i n g the tube. A comparison of this hel ical vortex pattern with those observed

below a turbine runner [2 ,8 ] establishes the s i m i l a r i t y .

Although flow patterns could be observed only at low veloc i t ies (below 5 feet

per second) unsteady pressures could be measured only at higher ve loc i t i es . To

insure that similar flow patterns occurred at these higher ve loc i t i es , a hot-

wire anemometer was used to measure a i r ve loc i t ies near the tube wal l and at the

tube center l ine. These measurements showed tha t surging began at the same gate

set t ing (same nD/pQ2) regardless of discharge.

In the experiments pressure amplitudes and frequencies occurring a f ter surg-

ing commenced were measured-near the open end of the st ra ight tubes, upstream

from the elbow of the d ra f t tube, and near the entrance of the s t ra igh t cone. The

onset of surging (vortex breakdown) was correlated wi th the value o f fiD/pQ2. I t

was also found to be a funct ion of L/D and shape. For the elbow draf t - tube and

the s t ra igh t cone the c r i t i c a l value of nD/pQ2 was 0.4. Above th is value surging

occurred.

The dimensionless frequency and pressure parameters of Equations (1) and (2 ) ,

calculated from the experimental measurements, are shown in Figures (4) and (5) .

These parameters were found to be independent of viscous effects f o r Reynolds

numbers greater than 1 x 105 and the results f o r smaller Reynolds numbers are not

shown here.

In order to obtain reproducible resu l t s , i t was necessary to measure the

root-mean-square values of the pressure f luctuat ions and i t is these values which

were used i n the preparation of Figure 4- Stra ight tubes are seen to have

pressure characterist ics which are strongly influenced by re la t i ve length. The

pressure characteristics of the elbow draft- tube and st ra ight cone are s t r i k ing

since the pressure parameters exhib i t a maximum value as SD/pQ2 i s made larger.

Frequencies of the unsteady pressure were qui te regular and, thus, re la t ive ly

easy to measure. The regular i ty indicates that the hel ical vortex precesses about

the tube centerl ine at a reasonably regular ra te . Figure (5) shows that the

divergent tubes s ign i f i can t l y reduce the frequency of surging. However, the bend

in the dra f t tube has an ins ign i f i can t e f fec t upon frequency.
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ANALYSIS OF DRAFT-TUBE SURGING IN A TURBINE
Occurrence and severity of draft-tube surging in a given hydraulic turbine

and associated draft tube can be predicted using the experimental results of this

study. To do this i t is necessary to be able to compute the parameter fiD/pQ2 of

the flow as i t leaves the turbine runner and enters the draft tube.

Analysis of Turbine

Horsepower P imparted to the turbine runner by water flowing through i t is

given by the classic expression

(5)

where n is the rotational speed of the turbine in revolutions per minute, and
(n-| - fy?) 1S tne rate °f change in angular momentum occurring in the flow as it
passes through the runner. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the entrance and exit
sides of the runner respectively. Multiplying both sides of Equation (5) by
550 D/npQ and using Equation (4) yields

n.2.0 _ DRsina SSO P, P (6)
^ p z 3N S Z-J2cf' p (pif <f) Dt

where <j>, P-J-J, Q^, and D2 are respectively the specific speed, power, discharge
and runner diameter and are defined in Figure 6 and ^D/pQ2 i s t n e momentum para-
meter associated with the flow leaving the turbine runner and entering the draft
tube. The first term on the right o1 Equation (6) is the momentum parameter
associated with the flow leaving the wicket gates and entering the turbine and
can be evaluated if the wicket-gate geometry is known. The second term on the
right of Equation (6) can be evaluated if the performance characteristics and
geometry of the turbine are known.

Specific Application
Equation (6) was used to analyze the hydraulic turbine at Fontenelle Dam

[9]. The efficiency hill for the turbine, as determined from model tests, is
shown in Figure 6. Any point on this efficiency hill yields a particular value
of «2D/pQ2 and> thus, areas of p-itential surging—where £52D/PQ2 exceeds 0.4~can
be determined. Figure 7 shows the regions in which surging can be expected and
also shows a line representing operating conditions for which flow leaving the
turbine and entering the draft tube has zero swirl. To the left of this line flow
in the draft tube swirls opposite to the turbine rotation while to the right
swirl is with the runner. The point of maximum efficiency falls on the line of
zero swirl for this unit although this is not apparently true of all units.

Figure (4) predicts that for the elbow draft tube a maximum pressure ampli-
tude occurs at «2D/PQ2 = ,1-30. The line on which surging would produce this
maximum pressure amplitude is also shown on Figure 7. A parabolic curve was f i t -
ted to the pressure data for the elbow draft tube. This parabolic expression
(shown in Figure 4)was used in conjunction with Equatim(6)to calculus relativevalues
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(AP/pgH where H is net head on the unit) of pressure amplitudes for the Fontenelle
unit. The results of this computation are shown on Figure 8 along with relative
power swings actually measured at the plant. Excellent agreement is shown for
the wicket gate opening at which maximum surging occurred. Numerical agreement
of the % power swing and % pressure fluctuation was not expected because the
dynamics of the mechanical and electrical system are necessarily involved in
determining the power swing arising as a result of the pressure surging which is
the driving force. The lack of agreement occurring at each side of Figure 8 may
also be due to the use of Equation (4). Analysis of other units indicated that
this expression may not give an entirely accurate estimate of the momentum para-
meter for all gate openings usually because the exact geometry of the wicket gate
assembly is not accurately known.

CONCLUSIONS
A particular hydraulic turbine can be analyzed for possible surging within

the desired range of operation by the method presented herein. Dimensionless
frequencies and root-mean-square amplitudes of unsteady pressures measured herein
are directly convertible to prototype conditions by similitude considerations.
However, they can be expected to predict prototype conditions only for the "hard-
core" vortex condition. For low-tailwater conditions, for which the vortex core
beccmes unwatered, a two-phase flow occurs and pressure surges are usually some-
what milder.
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SYHOPSIS

The paper deals with the transient pressures which may arise in a

static fluid as a consequence of impulsive displacement of boundary

elements. A theoretical analysis is presented of the propagation

of an isolated pressure pulse in a long rectangular conduit. The

resulting equation makes it possible to evaluate decay and dis-

persion of the wave as a function of Mach number, Reynolds number

and aspect ratio of the conduit cross-section.

SYHOPSIS

Le travail preeente traite de I1etude des variations de pression

en fonction du temps qui peuvent se produire dans un fluide au

repos sous l'effet d'un deplacement rapide des parois. Une etude

the'orique de la propagation d'une pulsation isoi.ee de pression

dans une longue eonduite rectangulaire est presentee. L1equation

qui en resulte permet d'evaluer la decroissance etla dispersion

de la deformation ei fonction du nombre de Mach, du nombre de

Reynolds et du rapport des dimensions de la section transversale

de la conduite.
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INTRODUCTION

The typical problem in fluid elasticity is concerned with the

dynamic action of a flowing fluid on its surroundings. Familiar

examples in the area of hydraulic engineering are flow-induced

vibrations of control devices due to vortex shedding in separated

flow, and the exitation of flow boundaries by the turbulence of a

passing fluid stream. The analysis of the complex interaction

between elastic deformation of the solid medium and its external

loading by fluid dynamic forces is routinely based on the assumption

of an inviscid and, in particular, incompressible fluid. The vali-

dity of this premise may be questionable even in the realm of

problems normally associated with the term of hydroelasticity [1];

it is certainly inapplicable when considering the hydrodynamie eon-

sequences of non-stationary boundary geometry which form the subject

matter of this paper.

In the terminology favoured by the authors, fluid elastic pheno-

mena of the latter kind are perhaps best described as "zero-flow

waterhammer". As the name implies this type of waterhammer per-

tains to the unsteady fields of pressure and velocity which may

arise in a fluid a<3 a consequence of boundary motion and which, in

contradistinction to common waterhammer, do neither require nor

entail any base flow past the boundary. It follows from this defi-

nition that zero-flow waterhammer is in essence an acoustics pheno-

menon which is intimately associated with the occurrence of all

fluid elastic events-

By way of example, zero-flow waterhammer may conceivably play an

important contributory r3le in all those flow processes where

elastic conduit components give rise to the development of fluid

resonance. Indeed, whether considering self-excited oscillations

of a spring-loaded check valve, or the occurrence of vibrations in

a penstock due to elastic deformation of a valve door [2], there

must always be waves of the very type here under discussion which

are emitted from the non-stationary boundary elements into the

adjacent fluid. However, while these pressure pulses are clearly

complementary to the common, sustained-type of vaterhammer waves

which arise from adjustment in base flow, they are completely dis-

regarded in analyses of hydraulic transients

It is the main purpose of this paper to focus attention onto these

wave phenomena and thereby to engender further inquiry into their
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significance. In support of this objective a theoretical analysis

is presented of a relatively simple instance of zero-flow water-

hamaer, viz. the propagation of an isolated pressure pulse in a

long fluia-filled conduit.

Although not conclusive by itself such an entirely analytical treat-

ment is rendered relevant by virtue of the basic premise of "zero-

flow". According to this the assumption of Stokes1 law of friction

appears well Justified in theoretical studies of zero-flow water-

hammer waves. In distinct contrast, as suggested by the unrealistic

results of Rich's classical analysis [3], the conjecture of laminar

motion in the case of common waterhammer will generally lead to

erroneous predictions about wave decay since there the initial flow

conditions are usually turbulent.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND ASSUMPTIONS:

The physical circumstances of the case of zero-flow waterhammer

under consideration are depicted in Fig. 1. A straight, rigid wave

guide, semi-infinite in length and of rectangular cross-section

configuration, is filled with a fluid and closed at the near end

by a tightly fitting piston of arbitrary head shape. Due to causes

which are outside the present scope of interest this piston i&

Fig. I Definition Diagram



impulsively displaced by a. finite diBtance in direction of the wave

guide. The problem to be solved asks for the pressure response at

all times and at all stations of the v ,e guide in terms of para-

meters which describe the motion of the piston, the fluid medium,

and the shape and the size of the conduit.

As an aside, it may be noted that, the problem as posed in the above

represents an abstraction of an actual engineering situation in

which the explosive failure of a stagnant high-pressure water line

was conjectured to have been caused by sudden partial yielding of

a piston-like closure element. In fact, it was this incident which

stimulated the authors' interest in the subject.

Solving the problem illusted by Fig. 1 is tantamount to performing

the appropriate integration of the Havier-Stokes equations (comple-

mented by the continuity equation) for an isotropic Newtonian fluid

of constant dynamic viscosity y but variable density p, i.e-»

3u 3u

3t + Pui3x.

ii£_ _ 3 _
it 3x,

*zr\ Ul

[2]

In these equations, p is the pressure, g denotes the acceleration

due to gravity, and h is a vertical spatial coordinate, u. = u,v,w

are the Cartesian velocity components in directions x = x, y, z

where, in the present case, i(u) points in the logltudiaal direction

of the vave guide while y(v) and z(w) fall into the plane of i t s

cross-sectioa.

Because of their mathematical complexities thr- set of Equations 1

and 2 can only be solved with the aid of certain simplifying assump-

tions. In particular, i t is assumed in the following that

a) the fluid motion in the wave guide is wholly parallel, i . e . ,

the transverse velocity components v and w are equal to

zero everywhere;

b) changes in density and velocity are sufficiently small to

permit linearization of the equations of motion and defini-

tion of a piezometric pressure

P -' p + Pogh [3]

where p<, is the density cf the unperturbed fluid;
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c) the fluid is barotropic, i.e., the density is a function only

of the pressure; and

d) both the velocity and the pressure satisfy Dirichlet's

conditions [h].

It is recognized that the principal assumption (a) is fundamentally

inconsistent with the mechanics of boundary-layer development vhich

must commence as soon as the leading front nf the pressure pulse

passes a given station of the vave guide. Yet, in view of the

otherwise insurmountable mathematical difficulties the assumption

of parallel flow appears to be a rather acceptable approximation.

This will be obviously the more so the less the shape of the piston

head (cf. Fig. 1) departs from that of a flat surface in the y-z

plane.

However, it must also be emphasized that the analysis of the pro-

blem of zero-flow waterhammer which is studied here under the

conjecture of parallel flow is not equivalent to a one-dimensional

treatment of the same problem in which the friction term is eva-

luated from steady-state conditions. The latter case has been

investigated by Ansari and Oldenburger [5] and, predictably, leads

to different results than the more realistic assumption made in

this paper.

THE DIFFEREHTIAL EQUATIONS OF ZSBO-FLOW WATERHAMMER

By virtue of the assumption of parallel flow in x-direction all

terms of Eq's. 1 and 2 involving v and w become identically zero.

Introducing into the simplified equations the piezometric pressure,

Eq. 3, and expressing both the only remaining velocity component

and the density as sums of their respective steady-state values

(subscript o) plus perturbations therefrom (superscript prime), i.e.

u = Uo + u' = u' ("zero flow") [Ua]

p = Po + P1 [Vb]

neglecting further all products of perturbed quantities and dropping

primss, yields eventually the linearised versions of the equations

of motion for parallel flow, viz.

-U [5b]
3y

B 2



3*0
 - - w

ft * P. fe • 0

[5c]

[6]

To these must be added the barotropie condition

p = p(pJ [7]

in order to complete the set of relations between the dependent

variables of the problem.

Eq's. 5b and 5c can be integrated directly and yield

P = P(x, t) + constant [6]

indicating that the piezometric pressure is constant over the cross-

section of the wave guide but is a function of both the longitudinal

spatial coordinate and the time.

Eq. 7 makes it possible to eliminate the density from Eα. 6 and,

hence, to reduce the number of equations from three to two. Thus,

with Eq. 3 and the definition of the phase speed of small elastic

waves in rigid conduits, viz.

one can write

IP
3t

.2 =

3t

dp

52 3t

[9]

[10]

whence, upon substitution into Eq. 6 the continuity relation assumes

the function of the dynamic equation for the problem

1 3P 3u

The corresponding kinematic equation is obtained by partial diffe-

rentiation of Eq's. 5a and 11 with regard to t and x, respectively

and subsequent elimination of the common pressure term, this yield-

ing eventually

3
2
u

3T
5
" u +

 3 T atJ
 +

p
o
 "if [12]

Eq's. 11 and 12 together oenstitute the complete set of differential

equations of zero-flow vaterhammer under the assumption of parallel

flow. However, a more meaningful presentation, suggesting a further
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simplification, results from introducing the non-dimensional va-

riables (superscript asterisk) defined as follovs:

= z/D; Y« = £ = ̂ - |-X ;

= P/(POU); u« = u/U; t« = t —

In these relations,

is the equivalent diameter of the rectangular cross-section of the

vave guide;

r = Y/Z [15]

is the aspect ratio of its cross-section configuration; and Y and

Z are its dimensions in the y- and z-direction, respectively

(cf. Fig. 1). Furthermore, U is the average piston velocity during

its time of travel T over the length of the piston stroke X.

Upon substituting the non-dimensional variables into Eq. 12 and

defining a characteristic Mach number

M = U/e [16]

and a characteristic Reynolds number

R = UD fi
o
/v [17]

the non-dimensional kinematic equation results, viz.

! [ iL Miiliii = i - _!!_[ u . + iL Mi lull + 1 _L_r^il + l ^ i l tie]
3 t » 2 M2 3x» 2 L 3 R 3 b* J Ft 3t«L3z* 2 9Z»2J

The triple partial derivative appearing In the first bracket on

the right-hand side of Eq. Iβ corresponds to the viscous normal

stress of Eq. 5a. Its order of magnitude relative to the other

term in the bracket can be estimated in terms of the characteris-

tics of the piston motion; i.e., if

at. °LTJ " °UJ ; u - o(u«) = i.o

then,obviously

u . + i M i 3 u i . 0 r x + k Mi
3 R 3 t * L 3 R

It follows from this that the viscous normal stress in the stream-

wise direction may be neglected provided

M
2
/R« X/D

a condition, clearly, which will in general be satisfied. Hence,



making this simplification in Eq. 18 and rendering Eq. 11 non-

dimensional in terms of the parameters defined by Eq's. 13 and 16

results in the final version of the non-dimensional differential

equations of aero-flow vaterhammer, viz.

92u*

3t*2
5 |V

M2 3x*2

Ha

3z*2J
[20]

[21]
3t* 3x»

Eq's. 20 and 21 must next be integrated subject to the following

boundary and initial conditions:

a) The piston head shape is given by an arbitrary relation

ij)* = <j>*(y*» z*) [22]

where <{>* denotes the non-dimensional deviation of the head

surface from the plane x* = 0. The deviation must be small

enough to allow the assumption of parallel flow in x-

direction of fluid particles adjacent to the piston head.

The velocity of fluid particles adjacent to the piston head.,

i.e., in the surface x* = <j>*(y*, z*) where 0<y*<Y« and

0<z*<Z*, is given by

t>)

u«(y* [23]

c)

In this, U*(t*) is a non-dimensional function describing

the velocity-time history of the piston motion.

The velocity of fluid particles adjacent to the walls of the

wave guide are zero everywhere by virtue of the no-slip

hypothesis, i.e. ,

u«(x», C, z #, t*) = u*(xe, Y«, z*, t«) = 0

0, = u*(x» Z», t«

d) At all Gimes t*So the initial conditions are

u»(z»

P»(x»

0) = 0

0) = P;

("zero flow")

[2Ua]

[24b]

[25a]

[25b]

IHTEGRATIQg FOR UHIT-STEP VELOCITY IHPUT

The solution for the pressure response P»(x*, te) due to a unit-

step velocity input forsne the basis for the analysis of the general

problem. ln this special case the boundary condition of Eq. 23 is

specified as follows

0, for t*$0
U*(f) = H(t») = . .

1, for t«>0 ldbi

where H(t*) denotes Heaviside's unit-step function.
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The Laplace transform [6] of Eq. 20 subject t» the initial con-

dition of Eq. 25a is

.15. = k. l!ai
 +

 3
- f 2!il

 +
 2!sll

 l27]

M
2
 3 x *

2
 B L 3 »

2
 3 *

2
J

Taking the finite Fourier sine-transform [k] of this equation

between the limits y*=0 and Y* and z»=0 and Z* and observing the

boundary conditions of Eq's. 2Ua and 2Ub yields after some re-

arrangement

M
2
 3x*

2 L
 R

 J

where

k = U *
2
 (n

2
 + m

2
r

2
) [28a]

( n
2

and s, n and m are the Laplace and Fourier variables corresponding

to t*, y* and z*, respectively.

Eα. 28 has a general solution of the form

5* = A(n,m,s)e
x
*

e
 + B(n,m,s)e"

x
*

e
 [29]

where

= M/S2 + kis/R [29a]

and A and £ are constants of integration. The two terms of Eq. 29

correspond to waves propagating in opposite directions. Since the

wave guide considered is semi-infinite in length there are no

reflected (left-running) waves present and, hence

A(n,m,s) = 0 [30]

The other constant, B(n, n, s), is determined by the boundary

condition at the piston specified by Eq's. 23 aad 26. Its trans-

form is given by

u* = k
2
/s [31]

where

[31a]

n a

which, upon substitution into Eq. 29 and rearrangement yields

=* *2 _(x« - 4«)e

u = •£- e

Taking similarly Laplace and finite Fourier sine-transforms of

Eq. 21 and observing the initial condition of Eq. 25b gives

M
2
(s I* - P

o
*k

2
)
 +
 — - °

 [ 3 3 ]
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Partial differentiation of Eq. 32 with respect to x» permits to

eliminate the transformed velocity between Eq's. 32 and 33. Thus,

after some manipulation, v.he equation for the transformed piezo-

metric pressure emerges, viz.

5 - X) * — — J. c- c - \ A - - y /&

s Mzs2

The i n v e r s e Laplace t r a n s f o r m of Eq. 31* i s [7]

[3k]

ct(x«,t«) ct(x«, T*)dT»] [35]

where

O(x«,t«) = e 2R / t*2-(x*-4.*)2 M2] [35a]

in which Io denotes the modified zero-order Bessel function of the

argument indicated, ar.d T* is a dummy variable.

Finally, the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 35 [k], by virtue of

Eq. 8 conveniently evaluated at y* = Y*/2 and z* = Z*/2, yields the

desired response of piezometric pressure due to a unit-step velo-

city input, viz.

P«{x»,f) = Po* + ii—I f I [ k2sin(n|) ein(mf) ....
M (1+D2n=o m=o L 2 2(1+D2n=o m=o

k, ft*
(x»,T»)dT*J

-i

I [36]

SOLUTION FOR AH ARBITRARY VELOCITY IHPUT

In the general case of piston motion the boundary condition of

Eq. 23 is described by the following statement

0, for t«£o

U*(t») = U*(t«), for 0<t*<T« [37]

0, for t*£x#

The generalization of the results of the previous section is

effected with the aid of Duhamel's integral [8], viz.

at«

ft*
u,(x»,y» ,z*,T«)U*(t*-T»)dT* [38]

where subscript 1 denotes a response due to & unit-step input.

Differentiating Eq. 38 with respect to x* and replacing the velo-

city derivatives by the corresponding pressure derivatives from
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Eq. 21 yields
t*

3P* 3 3 P

at* at* 3T*
U*(t*-T*)dT* [39]

Introducing next into this equation the partial time-derivative of

Eq. 36 and then integrating the equation with respect to time

results in the ultimate objective of the present analysis, viz. the

equation for the response of piezometric pressure due to an arbi-

trary piston motion, i.e.,
OD 00

F*(X*,f) = Po* «• i£_JL_
M (1+D2

n=o m=o

t*
a(x*,T*)f — U*(t«-T») — U*(t*-T*)l dT*

3
 L R 3T* J J

DISCUSSION

The last equation is based upon a number of simplifying assumptions

about the nature of flow in the wave guide and, hence, its prac-

tical significance remains to be established by experiment. However,

despite absence of suitable laboratory data which might permit

verification, there are certain implications of the theoretical

study which can be accepted as generally valid.

Thus, by virtue of the premise of "zero flow" the acoustic-type of

waterhammer (in contradistinction to the common or sustained-type

of waterhammer which results from changes in flow rate) clearly

represents a true instance of laminar flow. As such it can be des-

cribed analytically subject only to limitations imposed by mathe-

matical difficulties, and there is no need to disregard body forces

in the analysis.

The final result of the present study may depend in its detail upon

the veractiy of the assumptions made. Notwithstanding this, the

result presented by Eq. Uo suggests that decay and dispersion of

zero-flow waterhammer waves are complicated functions of two para-

meters , viz. Reynolds number and shape of wave guide cross-section.

For very large Reynolds numbers, equivalent to negligible vis-

cosity, Eq. hO reduces to

P*(x«,t»)= Po* + h U*{t»-(x*-(J>*)M}.H{t«-(x*-$*)M}
pi

which is easily recognized to 1>e of the form of the classical

11



Joukowski-equation. This result suggests that in an inviscid fluid

there is no fundamental difference between zero-flow and common

waterhammer.

Finally, the assumption of parallel flow does not render the ana-

lysis presented one-dimensional in the sense of filament theory.

Indeed, the one-dimensional counterpart to Eq. UO, deduced from

the paper by Ansari and Oldenburger [5] and expressed in the ter-

minology employed in this communication is as follows:

M <x(x*,T*) r § U«(t*-T») ^-U«(t*-T*)ldT*
ST [1*[1*2]

In this, the function a(x», t*) is as defined by Eq. 35a with

kj replaced by K. The latter symbol is a shape constant appearing

in the skin-friction law for fully developed, steady, laminar

conduit flow of an incompressible medium, viz. [9]

f = K/R [1*3]

where f is the Dircy-Weisbach friction coefficient. Typical nume-

rical values of K are 61* (circular section) and 96 (very wide,

i.e., two-dimensional section).

Comparison of Eq's. UO and 1*2 reveals that, in spite of a super-:

ficial similarity, they differ fundamentally in that the pressure

response under the assumption of parallel flow depends on an inte-

gration of the instantaneous velocity distribution over the cross-

section of the wave guide. As a consequence it is not surprising

to find that the predictions of Eq's. UO and 1*2 differ, with Eq.l*2

yielding slower rates of decay [10j. The physical reason for this

discrepancy is, of course, that Eq. 1*2 is based on a constant

friction coefficient, while under the conjecture of parallel flow

which led to Eq. 1*0 non-dimensional skin-friction effects vary

with time. Indeed, it is known that unsteady parallel flov exhi-

bits a behaviour not unlike that of a growing boundary layer [9].

Hence, the assumption of parallel flow made in the present analysis

may actually be a better approximation than might appear at first

glance.

CONCLUSIOH

The main objective of this paper is to turn the attention of
hydraulic engineers onto a phenomenon which falls halfway between
the realm of problems normally associated with the term fluid
elasticity, and the realm of fluid
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transients or waterhammer. Perhaps because of its ill-defined

position zero-flow waterhammer has so far escaped the considera-

tion which it obviously deserves. However, by being amenable to

analytical study it offers an attractive opportunity to study its

engineering significance in depth. The authors hope to have con-

tributed to this end.
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Techniscbs Hochschule Munchen
Deutschland

Summary.

A nondimensional coefficient A e is developed to evaluate the

eigenfreguency of structures submerged in a fluid. It is shown

that this coefficient is independent of mass ratio. It depends

only on deflection curve of the structure and the boundaries of

the fluid. Experiments and theory are in good agreement.

Resume.

On developpe ici un coefficient non dimensionnel A e pour calculer

la fr§quence propre des structures immergees dans un fluide. II

est montre que ce coefficient est independent du rapport des

masses. II depend seulement de la courbe de flexion de la structure

et des limites du fluide. Essais et theorie sont en bon accord.



A vibrating elastic structure surrounded by a fluid acts f>n this

fluid by producing a periodical fluid flow. Also there is a

reaction of the fluid on the vibrating structure. This influence

essentially affects the damping coefficient and the mass of the

vibrating system. The influence on the latter will be treated in

this paper. The fluid surrounding the vibrating structure is

accelerated, and mass of the system appears to be increased. This

additional 'apparant mass1 or 'virtual mass' effectively lowers

the natural frequency of the system.

In this paper it will be shown how to express the influence of

virtual mass on the natural frequency by a nondimensional

coefficient. This coefficient will be independant on the mass

densities of the fluid ̂ >w and of the structure ̂ m • It depends on

the form of the fluid boundary and the dynamic deflection curve

only.

A general description of the problem is very complicated, and a

general solution is not possible. Therefore the principle will

be demonstrated in a simple case. The method employed will then

be expanded to the more general case.

For a foi

The disti

the infix

If we ass

flow we c

Thus, ral

In the cc

of the de

6 (YX) pi
At f i rs t

semi-inf]

nh

1
BJ

FIG.-7

A flat plate with constant stiffness E7, with constant mass

density P m , and of the height h is assumed to be clamped at the

bottom of a channel. On one side of the plate there will be a

fluid of density Pw and a height of n*h (n<1, see fig. 1). The

natural frequency of the system shall be evaluated. The

differential equation of the free vibration in vacuum (without

fluid) is [l]:

(1)

It is noi

as shown

B



For a forced vibration this differential equation may be written:

(2)

The disturbing function p(y,t) in equation (2) shall represent

the influence of the surrounding fluid.

If we assume the flow induced by the vibration to be potential

flow we can write for small deflections w(y,t)

Thus, rather than a pressure we can evaluate a potential:

(4)

In the case of small deflections we can assume that the effect

of the deflection w(yj) may be represented by a source of magnitude

€ (YT) proportional to w(y.).

At first there will be a source £(y.) at x = 0, y = y^ in a

semi-infinite strip in the z-plane (z=x+iy) as shown in fig. 2.

2 - plane

FIG. 2

It is now assumed that the plate is symmetric about the x-axis

as shown in figure 3. \ y.y.,

(x1)

T *
R-h(«IT) z . p

Cz'-plane)

- -, FIG. 3

E 3



By introducing another height scale

n
n-h

(5)

we get the mapping of this field into the z1-plane. It is now

assumed that the z'-plane is symmetric about the y'-axis.

In the z1-plane the complex flow function d> can be evaluated

from singularities.

In the immediate surrounding of the two sources we haves

(6)

At x* =+ oo there is one sink of magnitude (-£). The potential

in this region is resp.

(7)

The function ̂ = exp(z') will map the field of the z1-plane into

the complete ^ -plane. The sink (-£) at x' =+ « remains at

infinity. The sink (-£) at x1 = -o»maps into the origin of the

^ -plane. The sources (£) at the y'-axis will map into the

points

01 - e cos (8)

and

They are complex conjugates situated on a unit ciT--:le with center

at the origin.

Now we can write the complex potential function in the ^ -plane.

(9)

or (10)

By re-mapping to the original z-plane we yield for a source in

the point x = 0, y = yt :

(i.i)

JL



After a few elementary steps we obtain

To evaluate the pressure at the plate we only need the real part
of the flow function (11) for x = O ':

(12)

(13)

The relation between the magnitude of the source £(y,) and the

velocity of deflection w ^ ) can be written as [2]

(14)

The potential will be

(15)

A source £ (y,) is now assumed to be associated with each moving

point of the vibrating plate. Thus we obtain the pressure

distribution on the plate by substitution of egn. (15) into

egn. (3) after first integrating egn. (15) froia y = 0 to

y.. = n-h. We have

j
The assumption£ij

(17)

leads to two differential equations independent on each other

y
T « const.

with the abbreviation

C18)

(18a)

In egn. (18) the expression^(Yx,y) A represents the virtual

mass, since it is an addition to the static mass of the plate.

E 3
E 3



Eqn. (18) describes the problem. It cannot be solved unless the

deflection curves Y and Y, are known. However the appearant mass

is essentially a means for evaluating the natural frequency of

a system. Therefore a good approximation for f may be obtained

from the Rayleigh-quotient under the assumption that the

deflection curve is identical, to that obtained in a vacuum.

The Ra leigh-quotie^t may be written as [l]:

(19)

The first part of eqn. (19) represents the natural frequency of

the structure in a vacuum.

Thus we can write with eqn. (18)

(20)

The magnitudes of the sources above the fluid level are identical

zero. Therefore the upper limit of the f irs t integral becomes

n-h. Instead of the circular frequencies Vw, ~PL we introduce the

common frequencies f and f,. Further we introduce a nondimensional

co-ordinate

So eqn. (20) becomes

In eqn. (21) the nondimensional coefficient in brackets

represents the influence of virtual mass on the natural frequency.

It depends only on the boundaries of the surrounding fluid and of

the deflection curve of the struct re, as can be seen from eqn.
(22).

This nondimensional coefficient /14 is a means to compute the

natural frequency f if the natural frequency f. in a vacuum
is known.

A (23)

E



For comparison with the theoretical results, experiments were

carried out at the 'Lehrstuhl f. techn. Hydromechanik1 of the

University Sttittgart, Germany f4]> Frequency measurements were

made on a flat aluminum plate in a water channel with rectangular

cross-section. From these measurements the coefficient of eqn. (23)

was computed. In figure 4 are shown test results compared with the

theoretical values of A& computed from eqn. (22). The difference

between test results and theoretical values appears to be negligible

since the accuracy of measurements was about 5 % of A& . These test

results appear to show the relevance of the theory described above.

For a fluid with more complicated boundaries the difficulty of

computing the coefficient will increase. The theory shows not

only how Ag can be computed, but furthermore it shows the important

aspects for experimentally investigating a problem. One has to

model only two parameters: the boundary conditions of the fluid

and the dynamic deflection curve of the vibrating body. The

coefficient is independent of densities P w ,pm and the bending

stiffness EJ.

Also if the stiffness EJ(y) is variable along the span of the

structure the above method can be expanded by introducing a

reference stiffness EJ . With this reference stiffness the

denominator of eqn. (19) becomes

The calculating procedure will be the same as described above.

The above method enables us to compute the natural frequency

of submerged bodies if the coefficient At is known.

Acknowledgments.
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Synopsis

The paper presents the results of an approximate theoretical solution of

the problem associated with establishing the limiting onset conditions of auto-

oscillations of a high-head flat gate due to the flow through the gap between

the downstream skin plate of the gate and the wall of the gate shaft.

The existence of this kind of auto-oscillations is corroborated by field

observations.

Synopsis

Le rapport donne les resultats de la resolution theorique approchee d'un

probleme relatif a la definition des regimes sous lesquels des auto-oscillations

ont lieu, ces auto-oscillations etant imputables au passage de l'eau a travers

une fente existant entre le revetement aval de la vsnne et la paroi du puits des

vannes.
L1 apparition de telles auto-oscillations est confirmee par les etud<== en

nature.



Introduction

To ensure a reliable and durable hydraulic gate it Is necessary to tho-

roughly analyse >the operating conditions and the dynamic forces acting on it.

Gates can be subjected to both forced oscillations of random character

and auto-oscillations distinguished by periodicity, the latter being mors dange-

rous, due to possible maximum deformations' of gate elements. Continuous ope-

ration of gates under auto-oscillations can lead to fatique failure.

Auto-oscillations of gates are known to be of different physical nature;

and arise within a small range of variations of gate operating conditions and

parameters. Therefore, i i our opinion, the study is to be directed towards estab-

lishing the operating conditions under which this hazardous phenomenon may

occur with the aim to avoid the functioning of the gate under such regimes.

Otherwise allowance for possible auto-oscillations in the design of a gate- would

considerably add to its weight and cost.

In such a formulation the problem under discussion is considerably sim-

plified, because it can be limited to the analysis of a linearized differential

equation describing small elastic oscillations of a gate. Flat control gates are

often so designed that when fully closed the top horizontal seal mounted on the

downstream skin plate of the gate comes into contact with a short rib on the

wall of the gate shaft. As soon as the gate begins to open the flow passes

not only under but also over the gate, through the gap between the gate and

the shaft wall (Fig.l), which under certain operating conditions induces auto-

oscillations of the gate.

e
V

k

K

a

1
j

t\
1

jU J

Fig.l Layout of the gate in the conduit

E 4



1 - horizontal top seal;

2 - rib on the wall of the gate shaft.

Fig.l Schema de disposition de la vanne dans la

conduite d 'eau

1 - etancheite amont de la varmej

2 - aret sur la paroi de la puits des vannes.

The truih of the hypothesis on the existence of this kind of auto-oscil-

lations was confirmed by the results of field observations performed with our

participation / 1 /.

The oscillograms obtained indicated that the character of oscillations

sharply varies as the gate i s lifted ( Fig.2 ) . From these oscillograms it can

be seen that over the first seven seconds since the start of the gate lifting

insignificant random oscillations were recorded, which should apparently be re-

ferred to a s forced oscillations caused by hydrodynamic pressure pulsation due

to the flow turbulence past the gate.

Fig.2 Recording of oscillations of a prototype gate when

lifting

1 - for the top beam;

2 - for the bottom beam.

Fig. 2 Enreglstrement des oscillations de la vanne -

prototype lors de son levage

1 - pour la poutre superieure;

2 - pour la poutre inferieure.

From the vary beginning of the eighth second ( Uβ. from the moment

when the top seal leaves the rib ) and for the following three seconds inten-

sive horizontal bending oscillations were recorded, their magnitude being 10

times that of the hitherto observed forced oscillations. These oscillations are

characterized by a mode similar to the sinusoidal one with a frequency d o s e

to that of forced oscillations.

E



The oscillations observed appear to be nothing but the auto-oscillations of

a gate caused by the overflow through the gap between the downstream skin

plate of the gate and the shaft wall. Below are given the results of an approxi-

mate theoretical solution of the problem on establishing the range within which the

auto—oscillations in question may occur.

Theoretical Studies

The problem discussed in the paper can be considered as that of hydro-

elasticity. The distinctive feature of similar problems is the necessary inclusion

of the interaction between an elastic structure and the flow. This interaction

is as follows : structure oscillations induce reactive hydrodynamic forces which

in turn affect the regime of oscillating motion / 2,3,4 /.

Proceeding from this, the problem in hand included evaluation of reactive

hydrodynamic forces with subsequent research into the influence of these forces

on the gate oscillation.

When studying the reactive hydrodynamic forces the gate was considered

to be an absolutely rigid plate hung by springs and dampers, with fluid flowing

round it as shown in the scheme of Fig.3.

Fig.3 Scheme for calculation of the intensity of reactive

E

The s

incompressil

were consic

disregarded:

case of the

The a

sity of reac

ed in terms

Ifpct
where

When s

tangular plat

tic oscillatior

intensity ace

the following

where we

» • • *
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of hydrodynamic force

d-

l the

-rich

e

:es

Fig. 3 Schema de calcul de l'intensite de la fores

hydrodynamique reactive 0 p (X) •

The study was based on the following assumptions; fluid was taken to be

incompressible, uniform and non-viscousj only small displacements of the plate

were considered; oscillation-induced waves on the free surface of the flow were

disregarded; the effect of the volumetric forces (the forces of gravity) in the

case of the pressure flow considered were neglected.

The analysis fulfilled yielded a relationship for the variation of the inten-

sity of reactive hydrodynamic forces with time, this relationship being express-

ed in terms of dynamic characteristics of the oscillating system as follows:

where j ' - water density;

$ - width of the gap between the downstream skin plate of the

gate and the wall of the gate shaft ( Fig.l ) ;

^ = — ~ a ; (here {3, , is the width of the gap between the

upstream skin plate of the gate and the wall of the gate

shaft);

3^2 - coordinates;

It - mean velocity in the constricted section of the flow passing

through the gap between the downstream skin plate of the

gate and the wall of the gate shafj;

C= CI ~w—iStj—)S (here u*tv.Sa) is the partial derivative of

the Qf$) function with respect to its Sβ argument calculated

for the case when 3G*S, and Wu) is the water discharge in

the gap between the downstream skin plate of the gate

and the wall of the gate shaf$;

£ . h-h*Q»(here \] , is the gate height, h is the conduit

height, Q/ is the gate opening).

When studying auto-oscillations, the gate was considered to bevelastic rec-

tangular plate, hinged along the two sides of the plate and executing small elas-

tic oscillations under the action of the above-mentioned reactive force of the

intensity according to the scheme shown in Fig.4. Such oscillation is given by

the following well-known differential equation / 2,3, /:

where Wfu»t") - displacement (deflection) of the middle plane of the plate;

Uf - mass per unit area of the platej

J - flexural rigidity.

V/C«
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Fig.4 Scheme for bending auto-oscillations of the gate.

Fig.4 Schema des auto-oscillations de la vanne dues aux flexions.

Let us present Eq. ( 2 ) as an expansion in a series of the modes of

f the p

( 3)

natural oscillations of the plate, satisfying the boundary conditions of the plate:

W(![,*,*)-I kUOCOS
Proceeding ii-om the assumption of a cylindrical shape of bending and

considering ( to a first approximation ) only the basic mode of natural oscil-

lations as well as introducing the damping forces, it is possible to proceed to

an ordinary differential equation in generalized coordinates / 5 /:

where ICli) -generalized coordinate a s a function a time;

-circular frequency of natural oscillation of the basic mode;

Sh
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plate:

)

nd

scil-

3d to

iode;

R =. y - dimensionless characteristic of damping, considering the

internal and external resistance of the oscillating plate /7/;

Ji - logarithmic decrement of oscillation damping;

OL iX) ~ generalized force.

With due regard for Eq. ( 1 ) and in accordance with /2/ it is

possible to write the generalized force Q_(.t) BLS

Let us linearize Eq. ( 5 ) so that the wont performed during an oscil-

lation cycle fay the nonlinear (replaced) force be equal to the work of the li-

near ( replacing) force / 7 /. Then substituting the linearized value of QXt)

into Eq. ( 4 ), after a number of appropriate transformations, we shall obtain

an equation for natural oscillations in terms of generalized coordinates in the

following form:

(A) « U)« 1
1 +

ftHS+O
( 7 )

(J.

[ 1 - & 3oiSahi .
In Eqs ( 6 ), ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) the following symbols are used:

(i) - citeular base frequency of natural oscillations of the plate in

water;

0 - damping factor of plate oscillations;
X- - oscillation amplitude of the plate.
Jo

Prom Eq, ( 8 ) it follows that the damping factor of the system

varies as a function of flow velocity "Uoin the gap and decreases with increase

in this velocity. According to the stability criterion of Routh-Gurvitz / 5 /, the

dynamic stability of the system at £ »• 0 is provided only when u>0
ij* Jo

At o < 0 periodic oscillations will take place, their amplitude increa-

sing by the law -f = <f e s in C i-Ut + dO

where oV. - oscillation phase.

At u=0 non-damping periodic oscillations will be described.

Thus the condition for initiation of auto-oscillations can be obtained

from Eq. ( 8 ) at 0 » 0 when -t »- 0
do

The criterion sought is given by
,Ps

i (

Iα

C (
Relationship ( 9) can be written as an equation determining the limits

within which auto-oscillations exist

Sh J 3



where N — —Snr*— ~ base frequency of natural oscillations of the gate;

- relative opening of the gate;

- relative height of the rito ( Fig. 1 ).

Thus, auto-oscillations of a gate induced by water flow through the gap
between the downstream skin plate of the gate and the wall of the gate shaft

C\ ^0 IIIwill take place at all the values of Strouhal numbers 5rl = — <$|f
U2.
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L

The results of hydraulic model studies conducted in Hydraulic Laboratory

"Avala" Beograd, in the model of the Bajina Basta Cam outlet are presented in

this paper. The scope of these studies was to discover and explain the causes of

structural vibrations.

S O M M A I R E

Ce rapport presente les resultats des etudes dansun model redult des

vidanges de fond du barrage de Bajina Basta. Le but des etudes etait d' etablir et

d' expliquer les causes de vibrations.



I I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Bajina Basta Dam is located on the Drina river, in Yugoslavia, for
thrc'dgii

power purposes. Floods are controlled .cive tainter gates located on 16,5 m wide

openings on the crest of the Dam. In the middle of four openings, about fifty meters

below the crest +he outlets are located. They are steel pipes 2,70 m in diameter

having gate houses and air vents at the upstream side. From gate houses till the

downstream wall of the Dam, pipes are shells discrete supported on the concrete

bearings. The end sill 11 m high, located at the end of the stilling basin, raise

up downstream water which drowns the outlets during all the floods passing out.
3

The spillway is designed for floods of 10.000 m /sec. For energy dissipation of
flood water, stilling basin shown in fig (1) is designed.

At the end of 1967. during the floodj two spillway openings were in
Q

operation, discharging 440 m /sec together. Very soon, dangerous vibrations appea-

red, with longitudinal bendiugs, big amplitudes of about 10 cm and frequencies

between 0 and 2 Hz / l / .

Soon after that, two ends of the outlet were closed by steel plates, and

only one outlet was operating together with spillway.

After that, the hydraulic model studies were conducted to discover the

causes and prevent dangerous vibrations.

Fig. 1 THE BAJINA BASTA DAM - VERTICAL CROSS
SECTION THROUGH THE SPILLWAY
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Fig.iaTHE BAJINA BA§TA DAM-LAYOUT OF
SPILLWAY, OUTLET AND STILLING BASIN

ppea- H THE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC LOADING

DUE TO TURBULENT FLOW

DSS

It is known that the vibrations of hydraulic structures and fatigue of

material that lead to its destroying are excited by the components of Hydrodinamic

pressure pulsations effecting on the different elements of the structure. Their

causes are various unsteady occurences, changing quickly in time as turbulences,

water surface oscillatiohs and so on. For "steady" turbulence flow, it may be

written

p' = p - p (1)

where p ' = pulsating component of hydrodynamic load, p = hydrodynamic pressure

in the observed point and p = the mean pressure value during the time. Pressure

pulsations connected with turbulence or other causes can be observed as a random

process, and in the theory of the random functions it was approved that the raiidom

steady process studying can be presented as an infinite sum of periodical processes

/ 2 / with random infinitesimally amplitudes

F{t) = - e l ta ) t
A(U))e dCO (2)

where F = / p'dA; A = loaded area; d£O = amplitude of various harmonics

with Ci) frequencies. If the power spectrum function of F (t) could be found, it may

be used for structure vibration power spectrum, considering the existing relation

between them

E 5



y
> = (3)

/Z(i £0 )

where f ( Ct)) = power spectrum density function of structure vibrations f {G)) =

= Dower spectrum density function of dynamic loading and

.A. V + 2 (
(e>

f .2

vc
CO_

(4)

present modulus of the complex periodical function of the structure. It present a

structure reaction at the effect of periodical loading with unit amplitude. C and

C present total and critical damping,
vc

Derivation of equation (3) is based on the assumption that F$t) remain

independent from y, e.d. the structure vibrations have no influences on the

hydrodinamic loading, and thet the random function studying the vibration process

is connected with other functions by linear operations.

It is evident from equation (3) that as far as the process of f( Ui) is

normal, the same will be the process of f ( CM) ) and the power spectrum density

will determine completely all the characteristics of vibration process.

m THE EXCITING FORCES AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS

Before presenting, the results of pressure fluctuations in the outlet and

the stilling basin we shall shortly explain flow conditions, that originated pressure

fluctuations and induced vibrations in the Bajina Basta outlet. These conditions are

different and dependent mainly on the ways of water discharging:

- by one or more spillway openings, while the outlets are not in

operation,

- when spillway and outlets are both in operations or if the outlet itself

does it.

If the outlets are in operation, pressure pulsations in "steady" turbulent

flow arise because of the roughness and shapes changing at the gate house and

air vents, creating vortices that are detached from inside pipe surface. This give

to the process the random characteristics.

While the i
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While the spillway itself operates pressure fluctuations are caused both

by hydrodinamic loading of spillway nappe as well as by forces of the stilling

basin in which the big amount of energy is dissipated.

Pressure pulsations beeing caused by overflowing nappe, are created

because of the nappe unstability flowing under the gates on the spillway crest with

16,0 m/sec velocity, by boundary layer developement and air entraining. Adding

the centrifugal for c e just at the outlet exit, eddies detaching from free shear

layer and the air entering in the outlet, the mechanism of the exciting force

become very complicated. The component of the exciting force taken from the

stilling basin is particularly very important.

While the outlet and spillway operate together, pressure pulsations in

the outlets are the results of the both influences, but as it will be seen later,

the situation connected with outlet vibration is much more satisfactory.

On the hydraulic model 1:20 based on Froude's similitude, several

pressure measuring points have been built in the outlet, spillway and the stilling

basin. (Fig. 1). So static pressure and pressure fluctuations have been measured.

The measuring instruments consisted from inductive piezometric

transducers, carrier frequency amplifiers and fourteen channel recorder (Honeywell

Visicorder).

For some characteristic discharges, the electric signal from the

pressure cells was recorded simultaneously on a tape recorder and a magnetic

tape recorder, to obtain the frequency spectrum analyses. Recording lasted 25

minutes.

The results of the model testa are given as:

- pressure fluctuations oscillogram (Fig. 2, 3)

- Tna-giTrnrm and minimum pressure curves lor discharges to 2000 m /sec

(Fig. 4, 5)

- TnmrJTnmn pressure oscillations obtained during 25 minutes model

tests (Fig. 6)

- power spectrum densities obtained by direct analysis of electric signal

by means of filters (Fig. 7, 8)

- autocorrelation coefficients (Fig. 9)
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Analysing the results mentioned it may be concluded:

- Pressure fluctuations presented in fig 2,3 characterize "intense"

turbulence in "steady" turbulent flow

- Mean pressure values can be computed for practical scopes by known

equation given by Lauffer

•= H - ( H - d cosoC ) { 1 - d ) 2

- The main influence on pressure fluctuations increasing comes from

energy dissipation in the stilling basin. Those from the overflowing nappe

are five time the less (Fig. 4).

- Pressure fluctuations are increased with discharges till 1400 m3/sec (Fig. 5)
fTLW.C.

SPILLWAY IN OPERATION

SPILLWAY AND OUTLET IN
OPERATION

SPILLWAY WITHOUT
STILLING BASIN IN

OPERATION
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 Q m3/sec

Fig. A MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS AS A
FUNCTION OF DISCHARGE
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Fig. 6 MAXIMUM PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE OUTLET (PZ31)
AND THE STILLING BASIN (Pz 27)

Q=620 m3/sec
PZ31

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 '.00

- Maximum pressure fluctuations may be five time bigger than

fluctuations values (Fig. 6).

- Power spectrum densities (Fig. 7, 7a, 7b and 8) for all measuring

points in the outlet, have, sharped maximum for frequencies from

0,7 - 2,0 Hz depending on discharges. In the stilling basin, below the

spillway (Pz 27) dominant frequency is about 1,5 Hz with sharp maximum

as well. Downstream at the end of the stilling basin dominant frequency

is about 0,5 Hz (Fig. 7, 7a).
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- The autocorrelation coefficient C ^ ) which present processes in fig (9)

show that in the flow exist periodical component that disappeares in

periods of 1 sec e. d. C(*C ) —*• 0 ift-»"< It means that the process in

fig (1) is stochastic, although oscillogram pulsations give the picture

of steady process with intense turbulence and remember to periodical

processes.
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t Fig. 9 AUTOCORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
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IV CAUSES OF VIBRATIONS

Structural impedance /Z (i(t>) having been obtained from the prototype

is presented in fig, 10 for various relations ' -JJJ—
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The natural frequency for "Bajina Basta" outlet is presented by curves

(fig. 11) obtained from formula of Prof. Fumico Kiti (3) for natural frequency of

water pipes.
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Fig. 11 VIBRATION FREQUENCY OF BAJINA BA§TA OUTLET

By Allievi' s theorem /4/, resonance in pipelines oppened at the upper

end occurs when fundamental pressure variation frequency is

f = •^Γ- where n = 1,3,5 . . . (8)

L = 67,0 m length of the pipe line and a = wave velocity presented by

E

E (9)

?-r w
E

+ 1)

For the Bajina Basta outlet pipe a & 834 m/sec with resonant pressur

variation frequency f = 3,1 Hz.

However, it is known that the air content in water reduces wave velocity

as it can be seen from Fig. 12 / / o r may be calculated from the formula

11



(10)

where p = abs. air pressure in kg/cm , s% = air content in water in %. E,for

example, s were 1%, the wave velocity a - would be 138 m/sec. It means, that

air content might in a big measure reduce both wave velocity and resonant pressure

variation frequency below 3,1 Hz.
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In the prototype, the vibration of the outlet pipe appeared at discharge of

220 m /sec, when dominant pressure variation frequency probably was cca 1,5 Hz, and

because the air content was in the same time the resonant frequency.

However, regarding the power spectrum presented in fig 7a and the

reciprocal values of the structural impedance known as the Magnification Factor,

the value of which is about 0 ,8 , it is evident from equation (3) that the danger for

outlet vibration increases with the discharge increase. In the prototype, vibrations

of the outlet were increasing in such an extent from discharges of 200 to 300 m /sec,

that the tainter gate on the spillway had to let down quickly. We can imagine what

kind of vibration would be in the prototype for big dischargeSj when, the quotient of
3 3

powex spectrum value for discharges of 620 m /sec and 150 m /sec is cca 23.

If the spillway itself, or both the spillway and the outlet are in operation

(fig. 8), the Magnification Factor has a value less than 0,2, what reduces in a big

extent the possibility of outlet pipe vibrations. If we add that the dominant frequency

of pressure fluctuations for these two cases has values of 4 or 8 e.d.far enough

n
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from fundamental resonant pressure frequency, it is clear that in these cases

there is no danger for outlet vibrations to occur. In prototype no vibrations were

observed, for discharges of about 800 m /sec.

V C O N C L U S I O N S

Model investigations of the Bajina Basta Dam outlets, have shown that

the vibrations of the outlets occur when the spillway alone is in operation.

Vibrations are caused by pressure fluctuations beeing carried into the

outlets from the stilling basin in which a big amount of energy is dissipated.

The air entrainement in the outlet reduces pressure wave velocity and

increases the possibility tbat the outlet pipes come to the resonant state.

Flow conditions, when the outlet alone or both outlet and spillway are in

operation, do not make possibility for the outlet vibrations.
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:, Hydraulic problems recently encountered with two high-head gate installations

°! are described. Both gate installations were part of diversion works which supplied

.5 irrigation water during construction of dams. The first problem was non-closure of

;| the gates resulting from unbalanced hydraulic forces caused by water overflowing

';} into the gate shaft. The sealing arrangement on the downstream side of the gate

''I resulted in a net hydraulic iorce acting upstream which crushed the guide rollers

'Sj and made it impossible to close the gates. The second problem was caused by lack

5 of adequate provisions for aeration into the downstream conduit and by a structural

.J detail of the gate which affected the flow of the jet beneath the gate creating

.3 cavitation and vibrations. The experiences are shared with the intent of hopefully

:ii avoiding similar experiences in the future and to emphasize the need for anr.icipa-

"if ting the reaction of the structures to unusual as well as normal operating condi-

if tions. It is suggested that thorough hydraulic model studies can be of consider-

"'& able value in detecting potential problems.

'.-«•! On decrit des problemes de nature hydraulique qui se sont poses au cours de

'̂ | 1'installation de deux vannes soumises a de fortes charges. L1 installation des

•3 deux vannes faisait partie de travaux de diversion necessaires a la fourniture

H d'eau pour irrigation pendant la construction des barrages. Le premier probleme

'I fut la non-fermeture des vannes due au desequilibre des forces hydrauliques cause

ji.3 par l'eau debordant dans le conduit de la vanne. Le systeme d'etancheite du cote

/̂  aval de la vanr.2 crea une force hydraulique excedentaire du cote amont qui ecrasa

-J! les rouleaux des guides et empecha la fermeture des vannes. Le deuxieme probleme

|;5 fut cause par le manque de precautions suffisantes pour l'aeration dans la

"M conduite aval et par un detail structural de la vanne qui affecta 1'ecoulement du

$'(§ jet sous la vanne creant cavitation et vibrations. On partage ces experiences afin

d'eviter des experiences semblables dans le futur et pour insister sur le besoin de

prevoir la reaction des structures a des conditions operatolres inhabituelles aussi

bien que normales. On suggere que des etudes completes de modele hydraulique

peuvent etre de grande valeur pour detecter les problemes en puissance.

1 P 1



INTRODUCTION

High-head pate installations require meticulous care in design and operation.

Details regarding structural design, hydraulic and frictional forces, general

hydraulic performance, and specific problems such as air venting, cavitation and

hydraulically induced vibrations, must be thoroughly investigated. The above

situations should be studied not only for normal operating conditions but for any

possible flow conditions to which che structure may be subjected. Failure to give

adequate attention to small details regarding design, combined with the inability

to predict the performance of gate installations under extreme operating condi-

tions, has resulted in some unfortunate occurrences with gate outlet works.

It is difficult, if not impossible, '.o anticipate all flow conditions to which

the gate structure might be subjected. In the construction of major water develop-

ment projects, so many varied considerations are involved that, in spite of all

possible care, problems can develop so suddenly and be so severe as to endanger

the safety of the structures involved and threaten the entire project. Even if

all possible emergency situations are considered, one is not always able to pre-

dict the reaction of the structure to such unusual flow conditions. One solution

to this problem, which is frequently used, is to conduct thorough laboratory

studies on a model of the gate installation. Such studies can give both quantita-

tive and qualitative data on the performance of the structure. Areas of potential

trouble are often readily seen by observing the operation of a model.

This paper describes difficulties recently encountered with two high-head gate

installations. Both structures were intended only for temporary operation to

divert river flow during construction of dams. A discussion of the causes of

these problems will hopefully be of value to engineers concerned with design,

research or operation of high-head gate installations. By discussing these

problems it is hoped that the possibility of difficulties with future gate

installations will be reduced.

CASE A

The first problem arose in conjunction with the development of a recent major

irrigation project. The dam for this project was under construction about 100

miles upstream of a barrage which supplied water to an existing irrigation system.

This irrigation system formed a vital factor in the food production and economical

prosperity of the region. Ensuring an uninterrupted supply of water to this area

was of paramount importance in all stages of construction of the dam.

A 30-foot diversion tunnel was provided on the left flank of the dam to supply

water during early stages of construction. A permanent irrigation outlet was

formed by connecting the diversion tunnel to an intake structure 100 feet above its

eill through a suitable goossneck tunnel. The tunnel was therefore intended not

only for diversion of river flows during the construction period but also to pass

regulated discharges for irrigation.
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Until the water in the dam raised to a sufficient height so that release could

be made through the permanent outlet structure, the diversion tunnel was the sole

means of supplying water to the lower irrigation system.

Two fixed wheel regulating gates 10 feet wide and 28 feet high were used to

control the flow in the temporary diversion tunnel. Figure 1 shows a simplified

cross section and a plan view of the gate structure. The gates are operated by

rope drum hoists located on platforms supported on temporary piers. The control

shaft for the gates extends through the rock overburden to an elevation of approxi-

mately 106 feet above the bottom of the tunnel. The top of the shafts were covered

only with trash racks. During the final year of construction, when the water

level behind the dam had risen to a sufficient level so that it could be released

through the permanent outlet works, closure of the temporary diversion gates was

attempted.

Closure was attempted during flooding conditions where the water surface was

rising rapidly. The water surface soon rose above the 106 foot level and over-

flowed into the gate shaft. Attempts to close the gate under chese conditions were

not successful and the flow down the vertical shaft and through the diversion tun-

nel continued. As the flood waters continued to rise, the electrical motors and

controls were removed from the temporary platform. The hoisting equipment located

on the bridge was allowed to submerge.

After the flood receded and the water surface fell so that the hoist platform

and the access roads were exposed, the electrical motors and controls were re-

placed. With the water surface below the 106 foot mark, the gates were raised

into their service position. No damage to the concrete structure in the shaft or

to the gates was noticed. The only damage was that the upstream guide rollers

of the gate were crushed. The damaged guide rollers were replaced and the gates

were then easily lowered into their closed position.

A hydraulic model study was conducted to determine the cause for the non closure

of the gates. This investigation revealed that the non closure of the gates was

directly related to the gate shaft configuration and the top seal arrangement. The

gate had an upstream skin plate with seals on the downstream side. In order to

provide for effective top sealing when the gates were in their closed position, a

stainless steel seat was fixed to the top embedded steel frame on the downstream

side of the gate shaft. When the gate was in a partially raised position, the

downstream seal was not effective and the gap between the gate and the sealing

surface was less than half the width compared to the gap on the upstream side

of the gate (see Figures 1 and 2).

When the water surface in the reservoir rose above 106 feet and the water flowed

vertically downward through the shaft, the constriction behind the gate restricted

the flow of water and resulted in a lower velocity flow on the downstream side of

the gate as compared with the flow vertically down on the upstream side of the

gate. The gates were therefore pushed opstream due to the unbalanced thrust
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caused by the pressure difference across the gate. The guide rollers fixed to the

gate on the upstream side were not designed to withstand such forces and were

therefore crushed. The resulting sliding friction was so high that the gates could

not be lowered. Once the rollers were repaired and the water surface dropped so

that it was no longer discharging through the vertical shaft, the gates could be

easily lowered.

The following calculations indicate the magnitude of the increased sliding

friction resulting from the pressure difference caused by the flow in the vertical

shaft.

A. Water level 140 feet above the sill of diversion tunnel, with 34 feet of

overflow above gateshaft opening:

Submerged weight of gate 29.6 tons

Downpull 40.0 tons

Total downward force 69.5 tons

Unbalanced thrust upstream (guide rollers crushed) 275.0 tons

Friction: 0.3 x 275 82.5 tons

Net force: 82.5 - 69.6 12.9 tons resis-

The gates do not close.

ting downward

movement

B. Water level 106 feet above the sill of diversion tunnel, with no overflow

into the gateshaft opening:

Submerged weight of gate 29.6 tons

Downpull 0.8 ton

Total downward force 30.4 tons

Unbalanced thrust toward downstream 19.0 tons

Friction: 0.05 x 19 0.85 ton

Net force 29.55 tons

The gates close. downward

Apart from the above illustrated problem which arose because of an unusual flow

condition, vertical flows through gate shafts should be avoided. Other problems

which can occur with the flow through the vertical shaft, .include turbulent pres-

sure fluctuations, vibrations and cavitation. In the design of such installations

it is necessary to ensure that the top seal is effective at all gate openings and

that the gate shaft is not allowed to submerge.

CASE B

The" second problem to be discussed was associated with gated outlet works being

operated during construction of an earth fill dam. To supply irrigation water

during the construction phase, a gated outlet works with the control structure on

the upstream side of the dam was constructed. The flow through the outlet was

regulated by two 6-foot wide and 8-foot high gates. The gates were fixed wheel

type with skin plates and seals on the upstream side. Aeration to the downstream
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conduit was to be provided by air drawn downward through the vertical gate shaft

and discharged into the tunnel through the opening between the gate and the down-

stream wall of the gate shaft.

During the final stages of construction of the dam, the gates were operated at

approximately half open to supply the needed irrigation water. While attempting

to complete the placement of the top portion of the earthfill dam, it was noticed

that the dam was settling. All possible efforts were exerted to maintain the

elevation of the dam by placing additional earth fill. The situation soon turned

into a major crisis because of the rapid rise in the water surface level of the

dam due to flooding conditions. In spite of the best efforts, it was a race

against time and as the flood waters continued to rise the earth dam was soon

overtopped which led to complete failure of the dam.

Later, a study of the outlet structure revealed considerable cavitation damage

to the gate components and to the outlet conduit below the gates. This prompted

a thorough hydraulic model study of the gate structure. The results of that study

brought out a number of interesting facts regarding the operation of the gate.

The rubber seal fixed to the top of the gate on the upstream side—was—intended

to be effective only when the gate was in the fully closed position. At any

position other than fully closed, a gap existed between the skin plate and the

upstream sealing surface. On the downstream side of the gate, sufficient gap was

provided between the gate members and the downstream wall to allow aeration of the

downstream conduit by air drawn down through the vertical gate shafts.

As the water surface rose in the dam due to the flooding conditions and the

gates were being operated at half open, the following situation occurred. Since

there was no seal restricting the flow of water vertically along the upstream skin

plate, a jet of water rose into the gate shaft. The flow of water through the

upstream side of the gate was sufficient to seal off the flow of air into the

tunnel and thus eliminated all aeration. With the air supply cut off to the

downstream part of the gate, cavitation damage resulted.

The problem V7as intansified by a detail regarding the structural design of the

gate. Figure 3 shows a simplified design of the gate structure. It is noted on

Fig. 3 that tt; lower wide flange beam is projecting dangerously far into the

flow. With the aeration supply cut off, resulting in low pressure below the gate,

the jet tended to be drawn upward. This resulted in the pcint of control shifting

between the bottom upstream skin plate and the wide flange beam. The alternate

shifting of control between the two points and the cavitation occurring due to the

insufficient aeration resulted in severe vibrations to the gate structure. The

resulting vibrations could have been a major factor which contributed to the

settling of the earth dam and its subsequent failure.

If an independent supply of air to the downstream conduit were provided and the

bottom portion of the wide flange beam cut off, the cavitation and vibrations

would have been eliminated and the dam possibly not failed.
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Fig. 3 Line sketch of gate for Case B.

The two preceding problems illustrate the need for attention to minor details

regarding high-head gate outlet works. The first problem arose due t.o an unfor-

seen unusual operating condition which resulted in unpredicted hydraulic forces

on the gate. The second problem occurred under normal operating conditions due to

failure to predict certain operating characteristics of the gate.

This paper is in no way intended to be critical of those responsible for the

design, fabrication or operation of the outlet works referred to herein. The

paper is intended to share experiences which may be of value to future engineers

in avoiding similar difficulties and to stress the role of hydraulic model studies

in analyzing difficult problems in high-head gate installations.

George E. Heck
Massachusetts,

Rex A. Elder, :
Norris, Tennes
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STOCKHOLM

DESIGN AND TESTING OF THE NICKAJACK
MULTI-LEAP GATE SYSTEM

CONSTRUCTION ET EXPERIMENTATION
D'UN BATARDEAU A VANNES MULTIPLES

George E. Hecker, Engineer, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporat ion, Boston,
Massachuset ts , USA

Rex A. E l d e r , D i rec to r , Engineering Laboratory, Tennessee Valley Author i ty ,
N o r r i s , Tennessee, USA

SYNOPSIS

The Niekajack multi-leaf gate system was designed to effect an emergency closure

of the turbine intakes at flows up to turbine runaway discharge. A beam suspend-

ed by wire cable from a crane is used to position each of the 6 gates for one in-

take—2 gates in each of 3 bays. Since the lifting beam and lower gates are com-

pletely immersed in the flow, force oscillations may occur and flow interaction

between the beam and gate may induce premature release of the gate or prevent the

beam from being removed from a positioned lower gate. Particular attention was

given to frictional forces to insure that the gates or beam would not stop prior

to seating. Model tests were used to develop the beam and gate design, while pro-

totype tests were conducted to verify the efficacy of the gate system and check

mciel testing techniques. During prototype tests a complete turbine closure was

made for an initial flow of 10,000 cubic feet per second. No vibrational problems

were encountered, and agreement between model and prototype results was good.

Le dispositif des batardeaux a vannes multiples de Nickajack doit §tre capable de

fermer les prises d'eau des turbines pour des debits importants de turbine en

marche a vide. Une poutre suspendue par cables a, une grue mobile est utilisee

pour mettre en place les six vannes de chaque prise, deux dans chacune de ses

trois ouvertures d1entree. La poutre et les vannes sont completement sub-mergees

pendant l'operation. II y a done la possibilite de malfonctionnements, oscilla-

tions, disjonction prematuree de la poutre d'une vanne, manque de disjonction de

la poutre d'une vanne en place ou arret d'une vanne par frottement a. mi-chemin.

Pendant les essais sur le reel, une fermeture complete fut effectuee pour un

debit Initial de 280 nr/s. Le dispositif fonctionnait comme prevu et 1'accord

entre le reel et le modele reduit etait tres satisfaisant.



IHTRODUCnOH

Hydraulic turbines at the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) main river power

plants have vertical bulkhead gates near the dam face to seal off the turbine in-

takes. Normally, these gates are lowered in dead water after the wicket gates

have been closed. However, since there is not sufficient space between the in-

take and the turbine to install an emergency valve, the bulkhead gates are relied

upon to effect an emergency closure of the intake when the wicket gates are in-

operable. The: gate system must, therefore, be designed to close the intake at all

flows up to the turbine runaway discharge.

Asthetic and economic considerations of gate handling techniques lead to using 6

to 9 gates for one turbine intake rather than a single gate. Gates are positioned

with a "beam" suspended from a crane by wire cable. The beam is equipped with

mechanically operated linkages to grasp each gate. To prevent premature release

of a gate, the beam linkages are designed to be opened only when the force in the

linkages is zero or compressive.

Successful operation of such a amlti-leaf gate system for an emergency closure re-

quires that a number of potential flow-induced problems be overcome. Since the

beam and. lower ga\-es will be completely immersed in the flow, unsteady forces and

adverse flow interactions between the beam and gate may be produced. Severe load

fluctuations are undesirable since the instantaneous force may be considerably

higher than an allowable average force, and since vibrations may lead to the

failure of appurtenant components. Adverse flow interaction between the beam

and gate may induce premature release of a gate or prevent removal of the beam

from a positioned gate. Forces and potential vibration of the lifting beam, after

being detached from a positioned lower gate, must be within acceptable limits. To

prevent the gate from stopping prematurely, hydrodynamie downpull and gate weight

must be sufficient to overcome the frictional resistance produced by the horizon-

tal flow drag on the gate and beam. Cable forces at any time cannot exceed the

maximum strength of the crane system. In general, the efficacy of a multi-leaf

gate system for an emergency closure depends on meeting the following criteria:

1. Any of the gate leaves must travel to their fully seated position.

2. It must be possible to detach the beam from a positioned gate and

raise it to the deck.

3. Forces in the crane cables and beam linkage cannot be excessively

large or unsteady.
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The first tests conducted by TVA of a simulated emergency closurs using a multi-

leaf gate system were for the Melton Hill project where each intake requires a

total of 9 gates. Model tests were conducted to develop an effective gate geom-

etry, but no studies regarding the beam were made.* ' The prototype tests were

conducted at various turbine flow rates. These prototype tests indicated good

agreement with the model in maximum cable forces for the lower and middle gates.

However, the lifting beam could not be detached from a positioned lower or middle

gate except at the lowest discharge tested, and the last upper gate did not com-

pletely close at higher discharges. When the free surface jet between the upper

and middle gates was submerged by closing the wicket gates, the last upper gate

slammed shut, producing a maximum cable load much lower than predicted by the

model.

These observations indicated there were phenomena which had to be investigated

before an effective gate system could be designed for the Nickajaek turbines.

Of particular concern was the lifting beam which could not always be detached

and the influence of frictional resistance on movement of the gate system.

DESIGN OF GATE SYSTEM

General Features

Each Nickajack turbine has 3 intake bays. Two gate leaves are required to

seal each bay, a total of 6 gates per turbine. As shown by fig. 1, each

OCWILOF
~UWO> SEM.

DETAIL OF LINKAGE
&ND TOP OF UPPER GATE

SEAL

SCHEMATIC OF

LIFTING BEAM

AND LOWER GATE

li

Fig. 1 - Turbine Intake and Details of Gates and Lifting Beam

T. Elder, Bex A. and Jack M. Garrison, "Form-Induced Hydraulic Forces on Three-
Leaf Intake Gates," ASCE Journal of the Hydraulics Division, Vol. 90, May
1961*, p . 125, and Closure, Vol. 91, Sept. 19&5, p . 1^9-



is l8 feet wide by 36.5 feet high at the gate slot. Each gate is, therefore,

approximately X8 feet wide by 18.5 feet high. The normal gross head on the

turbines is 36 feet. The maximum discharge at this head is approximately

10, 000 cubic feet per second. Two of the Nickajack turbines are of the Kaplan

type and two are of the fixed-blade type. The estimated turbine runaway flow

is 18,000 cubic feet per second.

An existing crane system was transferred to the Nickajack powerhouse from another

project. The rated capacity of this crane system is 60,000 pounds, and it was

computed that a 50 per cent overload would be allowable during an emergency

closure. This indicated that the total cable force should not exceed 90,000

pounds at any time, and it was assumed that the same limit applied to the beam-

gate linkage force.

The selected lifting beam design uses mechanically controlled linkages attached

to the sides of the steel beam. As shown in fig. 1, the linkages engage suitably

shaped hooks attached to the top of the gates. To prevent accidental release of

a gate, the force in the linkages must be zero or compressive before the links

can be opened. The links are operated by gears in the beam which are, in turn,

controlled by cables attached to the crane. High compressive forces may induce

the links to open without operation of the cables.

The gates are constructed of structural steel and have plates on the upstream

side. Flexible rubber seals are attached- along the side, top and bottom edges

of the upstream side of the plate, except that the bottom gates do not have a

top seal. The vertical side seals are in continuous contact with the intake

seal face when the gate is in the flow, while the horizontal bottom and top seals

only make contact when the gates are near or at the fully seated positions.

Within the limits of these basic design features, laboratory investigations were

made to develop a beam and gate design which would effect the emergency closure.

Development of Beam-Gate Features

Due to the complex interaction of continually varying geometric, hydrodynamic and

frictional parameters while lowering a gate, hydraulic model studies were used to

develop the Nick-jack gat.= system. ' Two models were employed, a 1:36 scale 3-pay

model to determine the discharge distribution between the 3 bays before and after

each of the 6 gates was positioned; and. a 1:12 scale single-bay model to measure

forces and develop the gate system. Strain gages were used to measure the cable

forces, linkage forces and the horizontal or drag force on the gate. To evaluate

the expected prototype performance from the 1:12 scale model data
t
 special atten-

tion had to be given to friction forces. The model was constructed with close

~2~. Hecker, George E., "Hydrodynamic Forces on a Multi-Leaf Gate System,"

Proceedings, 12th Congress of IAHR, Sept. 1967, Vol. U, Part II, Paper Sβ,

P. 207.
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f

tolerances along the prototype seal lines instead of using contact or rubbing type

seals. Model gate and beam weights and the measured model friction forces were

eliminated from the recorded cable forces to obtain the hydrodynamic forces.

Prototype forces were then calculated for the expected gate and beam weights and

a range of friction coefficients.

The 1:12 scale model tests indicated that the gate lip shape from the Melton Hill

design was satisfactory when used in conjunction with the beam geometry shown in

fig. 1. This beam has an upward sloping top and a downward projection on the up-

stream face to seal off the majority of flow between the beam and gate. The model

indicated these features, together with a wheeled instead of a sliding beam, would

allow the beam to be removed from a positioned gate. Cable loads would not exceed

the crane capacity if the gates were placed in a horizontal sequence, for which

the maximum discharge per bay with a lower gate fully in the flow would be approxi-

mately 6,000 cubic feet per second. Test data showed the gates must be wheeled

rather than be of the more economical sliding type to prevent the gates from stop-

ping prior to the fully seated position. Forces on the lower gates were a func-

tion of discharge, while maximum forces during closure of the last upper gate were

independent of the initial discharge for the range of tested discharges. Datp on

expected prototype cable and linkage forces were provided as a function of dis-

charge and coefficient of gate and beam friction. Figure 2 shows the minimum
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linkage force predicted by the model during closure of a lower gate with a proto-

type submerged weight of 37,^00 pounds. The minimum linkage force is indicative

of any tendency for premature gate stoppage or release of the beam. This figure

illustrates that the minimum linkage force decreases with increasing discharge at

higher friction coefficients, while the minimum linkage force increases with in-

creasing discharge at lower friction coefficients. The prototype gate and beam

friction coefficient was expected to be 0.01 or less.

PROTOTYPE TESTS

Instrumentat ion

A se r i e s of pro to type t e s t s was conducted t o verify the ef f icacy of the Hickajack

gate system for in take closures under flow condi t ions , and t o check the model t e s t -

ing techniques . F ig . 3 shows a genera l view of a proto type gate held by the l i f t -

ing beam.

magnetic t ape .

Fig . 3 - Lower Gate and L i f t i n g Beam Fig . h - Spec ia l Links with S t r a i n
iages

The cable forces were measured by two commercial load cells incorporated into the

cable load equalizing sheaves, one on each side of the crane. Calibration of the

load cells was effected by lifting a lower gate in air and setting the total cell

output equal to the computed weight of the beam and gate. The linkage force was

measured by using a set of specially manufactured links to which commercial strain

gages were attached. These links were installed on the left side of the beam as

shewn in fig. k. Th'; links were calibrated by lifting a lower gate in air. To

obtain a record of the gate position, a potentiometer was geared to one of the

crane's cable drums. A measuring t".pe attached to the lifting beam was used to

calibrate the potentiometer in fest of travel from the fully seated gate position.

Continuous recordings of cable force, linkage force and gate position were made on
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magnetic tape.

40 30 20 10 0

DISTANCE FROM GATE LIP TO INTAKE INVERT—FEET

Fig. 5 - Typical lower Gate Test Data

The discharge in the bay under test was determined before and after each gate was

positioned by means of 3 component-type current meters attached to the lifting

beam at the end of 12-foot long rods. The beam was lowered to a position where

only the rods and current meters were in the flow area. Discharges were computed

from the measured velocities by using a computed flow area determined from similar

measurements at a known discharge.

Test Procedure

Two types of intake closure tests were conducted: (l) those with the left and

right bays of the intake closed with testing conducted in the center bay only;

and (2) those in which gates were placed in all 3 bays. A complete 3-bay closure

was made for an initial turbine discharge of 10,000 cubic feet per second. As

part of the tests on the lower gate, cable forces were recorded as the beam alone

was raised to the powerhouse deck after being disconnected frGm the lower leaf.

Basically, the procedure was first to set a turbine discharge by varying the

wicket gate opening to give the desired discharge per bay. After the wicket gate

position had been manually blocked from opening by the limit control, values of

actual discharge per bay, power output, and gate opening were measured. The gate

to be tested was then lowered into the flow until fulty seated while a continuous

recording of cable force, linkage force, and gate position was obtained. The dis-

charge,power output and gate opening were then again recorded. At the point of

"speed no load", which was reached only during tests of the last upper gate, the

unit was disconnected from the electrical network.

V 2



In addition to the gate closure tests, special tests were conducted to measure the

friction coefficient of the beam and gate. To obtain the friction coefficient of

the beam, it was lowered such that the two larger downstream wheels rested on a

pair of specially fabricated steel rails. The beam was pulled manually using

two spring scales, and the friction force was read while the beam was in motion.

The friction coefficient was obtained by dividing the total friction force by the

beam weight. To obtain the gate friction coefficient, a lower gate was lowered

and raised in a known discharge. The difference in recorded forces, at a given

gate position, between downward and upward moving gate tests was twice the total

friction force. Since the horizontal or drag force on the gate was known from

model tests, the overall friction coefficient of the gate could be computed by

dividing the friction force by the drag force.

Test Results

Friction.-A total of 110 pounds was required to pull the 1^,000 pound lifting beam

and a 300 pound balancing weight along the steel rails, which indicated a friction

coefficient of 0.0077 for the beam alone. Tests to measure the combined beam and

gate coefficient of friction indicated a total friction force of 4,500 pounds.

Combining this force with information obtained from the model tests on the horizon-

tal or drag force on the gate and beam, indicated a combined beam-gate friction co-

efficient of 0.011*4-. Eliminating the beam friction, which was calculated to be

approximately 600 pounds, resulted in a friction coefficient of 0.0125 for the

gate alone. Tests with no flow indicated that friction due to compression of the

side seals was negligible.

Lower gates.-A typical record of cable and linkage forces as a lower gate was

positioned is shown in fig. 5- At about 36.5 feet from seating, the lower gate

lip first entered the flow; however, the gate and beam were not fully submerged

until the lip was approximately 29 feet from seating. When the lip was 17.7 feet

from seating, the small gap between the beam and gate entered the flow. Near this

position, an increase in the linkage force occurred without any appreciable in-

crease in the cable force. At lk.5 feet from seating, the sloping top of the

beam entered the flow with a corresponding dramatic increase in cable force and

some reduction in the linkage force. The maximum cable load usually occurred at

12 feet from seating, when the entire beam was first fully exposed to the flow.

Within an additional 1 foot of travel or typically at approximately 11 feet from

seating, the linkage load reached a minimum. The cable load decreased xrom its

maximum value as flow lines at the beam changed from a downward direction along

the intake roof to an upward direction as all the flow passed over the seated

gate and beam.

The maximum prototype cable forces are shown in fig, 6 as a function of the dis-

charge per intake bay. Also shown are the maximum cable forces predicted by the

model for the prototype friction coefficient of 0.0114 and a sutserged beam caid
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Fig. 6 - Maximum Lower Gate Cable Force

gate weight of 1+9,500 pounds. If the difference between the assumed and measured

submerged weights is discounted, the model indicated the maximum prototype cable

forces within h per cent. The maximum allowable crane load of 90,000 pounds would

be reached at a flow of 5,500 cubic feet per second. The maximum force measured

during the 3-bay test shown in fig. 6 indicated that single-bay tests and the

3-bay test were comparable regarding the cable forces produced vhen positioning

a lower gate.

Minimum prototype linkage forces versus discharge per bay are shown in fig. 7.

PHOTOTYPE, SINGLE BAY TESTS

PROTOTYPE, THREE BAY TESTS -

MODEL, SINGLE BAY TESTS

A

2000 4000 E000 6000

DISCHARGE PER BAY--CUBIC FEET PER SECOND

Fig. 7 - Minimum Lower Gate Linkage Force



Also indicated are the minimum linkage forces predicted by the model using the

data of fig. 2 with the prototype gate friction coefficient of 0.0125 and a sub-

merged gate weight of 37,^00 pounds. As is evident, the model data predicted the

prototype forces very closely and indicated the small variation of minimum link-

age force with discharge. Again, the 3-bay test data correspond closely to those

of the single-bay tests.

Ho excessive force oscillations were noted during any of the tests with the lower

gate. The vibration at about 2.5 Hz which occurs throughout the lowering is the

natural frequency of the lifting cable-gate ystem. As can be seen, a gate design

which would develop an appreciable hydrodynamically induced force at this fre-

quency could create a major problem.

Beam.-There was no difficulty in releasing the beam from a positioned lower gate

at any of the tested discharges. Measurements of total cable force were made as

the beam was raised, and a plot of maximum cable force versus discharge per bay

obtained. This plot indicated relatively high maximum cable forces, reaching the

allowable crane load of 905000 pounds at a discharge of approximately 6,000 cubic

feet per second. Such high forces relative to those when lowering a gate are

probably produced by low pressure under the beam when in the flow by itself.Usi .g

model data adjusted to the prototype beam weight and wheel friction coefficient,

it was determined that the prototype forces were considerably higher than predict-

ed by the model. This indicated the prototype beam friction was greater than

would have been produced by the wheels alone. It can be seen in fig. h that the

beam wheels have no lateral guide flanges, thus the beam could move sideways under

uneven cable forces until the guide blocks would rub the steel rails. Attempts

were made to lower the beam at a discharge of 3,500 cubic feet per second. Cable

forces went to zero as soon as the lower beam projection entered the flow, which

indicated a binding of the beam in the gate slot. All attempts to lower the beam

at this discharge were unsuccessful. This had little significance relative to

effecting an emergency closure since no attempt would be made during such a

closure to retrieve a positioned gate. Ho excessive force fluctuations occurred

while raising the beam from a positioned lower gate.

Upper gates.-A typical record of cable and linkage forces during closure of the

last upper gate is shown in fig. 8. The lower gate lip enters the flow when 36.5

feet from the intake invert and the cable and linkage forces begin to increase

from this position. Essentially the same maximum forces were produced at 22 to 2k

feet from the intake invert for flows of from 3,5CO cubic feet per second to

7,100 cubic feet per second. At these discharges the scroll case drained as the

last gate >as 3.owered and a free surface was formed under the gate lip prior to

seating on the lower gate. The free surface discharge between the gates apparent-

ly limited the maximum forces to essentially the same, magnitude. At an initial

discharge of 2,000 cubic feet per second, the "secondary" peak, fig. 8, at

approximately 1°.5
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Fig. 8 - Typical Upper Gate Test Data

approximately 19,5 feet increased markedly while the force at 22 to 2k feet de-

creased somewhat due to the lower discharge. The high forces at 19.5 feet are

presumed to be due to the formation of considerable sub-atmospheric pressures be-

low the gate lip in the absence of a free surface flow which did not develop at

this lower flow rate. For all tests on the upper gates, a marked decrease in

force occurred within approximately 1 foot from seating. This was probably due

to the flexible horizontal upper gate seal, shown in fig. 1, being wedged between

the gate and the intake seal projection by the differential pressure. Model tests

showed no such force reductions just prior to seating since a flexible upper gate

seal was not used. If the weight of the upper gates had been considerably less,

it is possible that the gates would not have completely seated, as was the case

for the smaller Me.lton Hill prototype gates. All forces went to zero at the

position where the upper gates seated on a lower gate. No excessive force oscil-

lations or gate vibration occurred during any of the tests on the upper gates.

Maximum prototype cable forces during closure of the upper gates are shown in

fig. 9 as a function of ini+ial discharge per bay. The solid data points for the

first and second upper gates indicate smaller maximum forces were produced during

the 3-bay tests. This figure illustrates the considerably higher forces produced

at the initial discharge of 2,000 cubic feet per second and that considerable

variation in the maximum force occurred among the 3 tests at that discharge. The

variation in force was probably due to the inconsistent reduction in load just

prior to seating produced by the upper gate seal. Also shown are data from the

model tests adjusted to the correct prototype gate and Ijeam weights and friction

coefficient. A fair agreement between the model and prototype tests is indicated

11
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CONCLUSIONS

Prototype tests of the Nickajack multi-leaf gate system demonstrated that the

beam-gate design developed by model investigations -will allow the turbine intakes

to be closed with initial flows up to the turbine runaway discharge. A complete

3-bay closure was made- at an initial turbine discharge of 10,000 cubic feet per

second, and tests at various discharges were made using only the center bay. All

gates traveled to the fully seated position, and no difficulty in removing the

beam from a positioned lower gate was experienced. Cable and linkage forces were

close to those predicted by the model tests, except that relatively higher cable

forces were measured when raising the beam from a positioned lower gate. This

apparently was due to excessive beam friction when the beam was in the flow alone.

Forces during closure of the upper gates were somewhat different than predicted

due to a flexible upper gate seal in the prototype. No excessive force fluctua-

tions or vibrations were noted during any of the tests.
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SYNOPSIS

In a case when the main hooked - gate is damaged,

the multipart vertical-lift emergency gates are proposed. Usually

they are placed piecemeal.

If requested, they can be placed integrally (i.e.

all parts are connected together in a unit).

Herefrom the unstability problem of the main

hooked - gate arises.

That is the scope of this paper.

SYNOPSIS

Si lee vannes crochets principales sont menace*,

lea vannes de garde a panneaux multiples sont suppriae'. U s ont

place" partin.

Pour 1'intention specials, on place lea vannes

de garde integralement ( comae un tablier ).

Un probleme de la stabilite sur la partie supe"-

rieure dee vannes crochets est arrive1 en fonctionement de la de-

scents d'une vanne de garde*
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The designers of a hooked gats prefere to fasten the

horizontal seal between the gate - sections on the upper edge of

the lower section. Therefore we get relatively small horizontal

forces which held the upper gate-section in a stability position,

because signed seal "cut off" the great part of the hydrodinaaic -

-pressure - diagram above the contour of the upper gate section

(Pig.l .) .

In this manner the higher overflow - heads on the

crest of. the hooked section generate a kind of the hydrodinamic

forces which produce rig-it - handed moment around the centre of

rotation 0 , consequently, upper section becomes unstable.
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In this case the stability of ths upper gate - section could be

succeded by :

- purposeful choice of the overflowing contour of the

hooked section,

- suitable location of the hoisting mechanism for the

hooked section,

- diminishing r" buoyancy by change of constructive details,

- the location of the horizontal seal between the gate -

sections should be as low as possible ( far from the

centre of rotation 0- ).

Even after all these operations, the upper gate - section can still

be unstable for the maximal head of the overflowing jet. We had a

such experience of the unstability for the head H * 5,7 m.

In such case a small rotation of the upper section is permissible

by activity of the wheels ZIP on the end shields ( Pig.l. ).

The reactional forces H P. are small in the comparison with the

forces 51 P̂ ^ .

If an emergency gate is provided for the case of the

accidents on the hooked gate, we will see that the emergency gate

can - in certain circumstances - lead to the instability of the

hooked gate-section. Considering the structural design, for the

emergency - gates usually are used the multipart vertical-lift

gates. Each element is placing separately by ( means of ) a csane,

and in this case no instability problem for the main hooked gate

will arise. But if for any reason all elements of the multipart

vertical-lift-gate must be integrated into one unit before placing

in the slots ( like for the powerplant Iron Gate at Danube )

the stability of the main hooked.gate can be put into disorder.

The velocity of the stream lines in front of the hooked section

will be accelerated by sinking of the integrated emergency gate

an d one unfavourable pressure distribution on the contour of the

hooked gate will be generated ( Pig.2. ).



Pig. 2.

P and P will be takenThe reactional forces

in the action by turning of the hooked gate - section around the

centre of rotation 0_ . For the particular position of the emer-

gency gate in the relation to the position of the hooked gats, she

hooked gate section tend to rotate around the pole 0. . In this

case the reactional force 51P, become negatives ( - Z. P., ).

Certainly such an accident can not be permissible. ( Pig.3. )»

Designing the and shields for this particular unusual fores Z P3

( Pig.4. ) will not be economical. The normal operation of the

hooked, gate has the maxima'', reactional force

= 35 tons

4 P 3
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':'-•- and this value is adopted as the maximal force. ( Pig. 4. ) •

£$ The operation of the emergency gate is limited by

§ adoption of this maximal force T P ( see £Lg.4.).

,i The instability of the hooked gate - section will be

;]| diminished by decreasing of the water level ( Pig. 5.), but this

J operation is not economical.

A Such arrangement of the emergency gate as one Integra -

I ted unit with the slots closed to the main hooked gate generates

7| unstable stream - lines with the possibility of induced gate -

:?! vibrations*
•53

if As i t ' s known to the writers, there i s no references
3

/I for the unstability of the hooked gate - section influented by

ti the emergency gate. It is necesary to make attention to tae

;; designers about the disadvantages of the integrated multipart
•-"I

-Si ver t i ca l - l i f t gate for the case of placing as one unit. A parti-

al cular attention should be made to the interspace between the

I main hooked gate and the slots of the emergency gate. This problem

Jj can be solved by model tes t conveniently.
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The hydraulics of flow associated with large radial gates,.of the Tarbela pro-

ject in West Pakistan, for control of high-head flows are discussed in this paper.

Maximum head on the gate will be 433 feet. To effect a tight seal for the large,

head, the seals are placed on the upstream face of the skin plate. An eccentric

trunnion enables retractive movement (downstream direction) of the gate prior to

vertical gate movement to prevent friction damage to the seals.

The geometry of the walls and floor of the gate structure, necessary to accomo-

date this seal placement, gives rise to hydraulic conditions which were investi-

gated in detail with hydraulic models. Special arrangements and structural

appurtenances were introduced to treat effectively the large velocity flows.

Cet article traite de l'ecoulement associe a de grandes vannes radiales

controlant des debits a forte charge, dans le cadre du project Tarbela, Pakistan

Occidental. La charge maximale appliquee sur une vanne est de 433 pieds. Pour

parfaire I'etancheite sous l'effet d'une telle charge, les joints sont places sur

la face amont de la plaque de couverture. Un axe excentre penaet un mouvement

retrograde vers l'aval de la vanne, precedent le mouvement vertical, afin d'eviter

la deterioration des joints par frottement.

La geometrie des murs et de la dalle de la vanne, necessaire a l'accomodation

de I1emplacement des joints, donne naissance a des conditions hydrauliques qui

ont ete investiguees en detail a l'aide de modeles hydrauliques. Un appareillage

special et des accessoires de structures sont apportes pour traiter efficacement

le cas des ecoulements a grandes vitesses.



INTRODUCTION

The Tarbela Dam presently under construction in West Pakistan, as shown in

Fig. 1, is an earth embankment across the Indus River valley with a crest length of

approximately 9,000 feet and a height of about 500 feet. Tarbela reservoir,

created by the dam, will have a gross acre-feet storage capacity of 11.1 millions

(MAF) with reservoir elevation at 1550 feet, and a capacity at maximum drawdown of

1.8 MAF at elevation 1300 feet. This leaves a net usable capacity of 9.3 MAF. The

Indus River at the site of the project has an annual average unregulated flow of

61 MAF.

Two saddle spillways with conventional overflow crests cut through the left bank.

The joint capacity of the spillways is about 1,400,000 cfs. A group of four tun-

nels through the right abutment provides for irrigation releases and power genera-

tion. Two auxiliary embankment dams close the upstream end of the side valley.

The four tunnels, each about one-half mile long, will follow a curved alignment

through the rock of the right abutment. Tunnels 1 and 2, numbered in order begin-

ning with the one closest to the river, will serve river diversion initially.

Directly upon closure of these two tunnels, tunnels 3 and 4 will carry the diver-

sion flows. After closure of tunnel 1, a manifold will be connected to the outlet

which will lead to the first four power generation units. As need for more elec-

trical power arises, four additional turbine-generator units will be connected to

tunnel 2. Tunnels 3 and 4 will terminate with bifurcations and transitions that

iTKN RELJEASE

Fig. 1. General Plan of Tatbela Dam
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end with openings of 24 feet high and 16 feet wide, and will be regulated by radial

gates at the outlet during, both diversion and irrigation releases. Ultimately,

four additional units for power generation will be connected to tunnel 3, making up

in total, 12 units capable of producing 2,100 MW of power.

The tunnels are circular in cross-sectional shape, and vary somewhat in diameter.

Tunnels 1, 2, and 3 are 45 feet in diameter upstream from approximately centrally

located service gates and 43.5 feet in diameter downstream. Tunnel 4 is 45 feet in

diameter upstream and 36 feet in diameter downstream from the gates.

With full reservoir at elevation 1550 feet, the maximum discharge expected

through one side of the bifurcation of tunnel 3 is about 54,000 cfs. At minimum

reservoir elevation of 1300 feet, the discharge will be 34,500 cfs. Discharges

through the gates of tunnel 4 will be approximately 5 percent less because of the

smaller size tunnel. A common stilling basin serves both sides of the bifurcation

and because of this, simultaneous, symmetrical operation of the gates will normally

prevail.

Radial Gates - Design Features

The choice of radial gates at the outlets of tunnels 3 and 4 was dictated by the

need to pass large sediment bearing discharges. The heads under which the gates

would normally operate are large. Based upon the maximum «nd minimum reservoir

elevations, static heads on the gate would be about 433 and 183 feet, respectively,

measured from the centerline at the outlet. Wheel gates were considered unsatis-

factory because of their tendencies to vibrate at partial openings

Access Hatch to
Actuator Chamber

r

Detail B
Radiol Section ot the Side Woll Recesi

I. 1153.00
and Trollay

El. 1117.00

Section A-A

Fig. 2. Radial Gate Arrangement
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Large valves were considered, but the expected silt and trash loads through the

tunnels would be a problem for any practically sized valves. Besides, a large

number of valves would be required in order to discharge the needed quantities of

flows.

Radial gates with certain provisions can be prevented from vibrating and will

pass large discharges bearing sediment and trash loads. The arrangement of the

radial gates is shown in Fig. 2. The major problem with radial gates for this in-

stallation is the seals. Normally, music note or J-shaped seals are placed along

the perimeter of radial gates. However, these would not be satisfactory because of

the large heads. The seals were placed instead on the upstream face of the skin

plate. The details are shown in Fig. 3. By retracting the gate (downstream

motion) prior co vertical movement, friction damage to the seals could be avoided.

Placing the seals on the skin plate, however, creates other problems in that the

side walls and the floor must be offset or recessed to provide seating surfaces,

and the offsets and recesses may create undesirable flow conditions in the channel.

Retractive motion of the radial gate is effected by rotating the eccentric trun-

nion on which the gate arms are mounted. When the gate is fully retracted, the

::low through the gap (gap flow) can then be as large as 1010 cfs with a velocity of

about 162 feet per second. The seal clamp bars were designed to prevent extrusion

of the seals and to prevent cavitation by the large velocity jet discharging past

the seals. Provisions to deflect or otherwise safely control the gap flow were

required.

The top seal gap flow would be directed upward along the cylindrical seating

surface, deflected into a collector-energy dissipating basin and thence piped out

to a point downstream from the gate structure. When the gate opening exceeds 14

feet, the top seal will clear the cylindrical seating surface and the jet thickness

would increase to about 3 inches.

The gap flow along the top seal is to be arrested by a movable flap (jet arres-

tor) attached to the skin plate above the top seal. The jet arrestor remains in

contact with the cylindrical seating surface at all times. To control the top gap

flow at gate openings greater than 12 feet (one-half open), an intermediate jet

arrestor is provided so that as the upper jet arrestor rises above elevation 1146

the intermediate unit is in contact with the ' ;ating surface. The details of the

jet arrestors are shown in Fig. 4. The collector-energy dissipator basin is con-

sidered necessary, however, for any eventual flow resulting from failure or mal-

function of the jet arresters.

The side seal gap flows would be redirected back into the channel by the nomi-

nally triangular recesses in the side walls as shown by Detail B in Fig. 2. The

base of the triangle would serve as the seating surface and the hypotenuse, suit-

ably rounded, would guide the gap flow back into the channel.

Variations in thickness of the side gap flow jet could occur because of imper-

fections of fabrication and erection or because of temperature shrinkage or expan-

sion of the steel members of the radial gate. Noruniformity in the jets could in
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turn cause sidewise loads on the radial gate -*• 'Top Jet Arre5tor

which are opposed by hydrauiically operated

buffers (dashpots) located on both the upper

and lower arms of the gate.

The gate hoist and retracting mechanisms are hy-

drauiically operated. The total seating force must

exceed the hydraulic load on the gate by an amount

sufficient to effect good sealing but not to exceed

an amount that could cause structural damage to the

gate or structure. The reservoir level and gate

opening vary; therefore, the total forward-directed

force on the gate must vary. A hydraulic cylinder

in combination with a counter-weighted lever was

designed to provide a limited seating thrust of

about 2,000,000 pounds in excess of the hydraulic

load. The gates can be held at partial openings

up to the nominal half-open position.

The gate hoist for vertical movement is a

hydraulic cylinder of approximately 28-ft stroke

and 25-in. bore. The raising speed will be

about one foot per minute and the closing speed

will be about 5 feet per minute. The length of

the hoist cylinder will permit the gate to be

raised io the fully-open position in continuous Fig. 4. Jet arrestors.

motion. To raise the gate higher for maintenance purposes, it will be necessary

to disconnect the hoist and reconnect it to a bracket on the upstream face of tie

skin plate. Dogging supports with latches are, therefore, provided on both gate

arms to support the gate during this operation.

These radial gates of the Tarbela project establish new precedents of combined

size and head and require, new concepts in design and operation. Facets of the

design affected by the hydraulics of flow at all gate positions were investigated.

The Laboratory Models

Three models of different scales were utilized in the study. A two-dimensional

model of a section of the seal and skin plate was constructed to a geometric scale

of 1:4 (model to prototype) to investigate details of the gap flow. A 1:70 model

of the radial gate and gate structure was utilized to investigate hydraulic effects

of side wall and bottom offsets and recesses, and a larger 1:12 model was used for

a detailed study of the overall hydraulic effects.

GATE SEAT GEOMETRIES

There are two characteristic situations for which knowledge about the effect of

the gate seat geometry on the flow has considerable bearing on the overall design

of the gate structre. The first involves steady-star ̂  flow through the gate at

partial openings. This is a long-term normal operation which can prevail for
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Gate
Structure Wall

substantial periods of the year. It is therefore important that cavitation, exces-

sive spray and other negative features of the flow be prevented. The second situa-

tion involves shorter periods of time when the gate is retracted to permit vertical

motion of the gate to establish a new setting.

The bottom seat and the cylindrical top seating faces were not altered in the

tests. The bottom seat was arranged by an offset of 15 inches (vertical distance)

of the floor of the gate structure from the floor of the tunnel. The top seating

surface was cylindrical with a vertical height of 17 feet to permit partial gate

openings up to 12 feet (one-half open position).

Several possible side seat geometries were investigated with the small (1:70)

model and the larger (1:12) model. The side

seating surfaces are necessarily arc segments

of a circle to suit the radial gate, and the

radial cross sections of the side geometries

tested are illustrated in Fig. 5. These, of

course, are only some of the many possible

arrangements and were considered to be the

most feasible for this particular installation.

The purpose with both the triangular and

rectangular recesses (in addition to providing
Tunnel Wall,

sealing surfaces, see Figs. 5a and 5b) was to )

keep the gate structure walls aligned with the Fl<"»

tunnel walls so as to maintain essential con-

tinuity in flow along the sides. The fundamen-

tal difference between the two recesses is that

when the gate is retracted the side gap flow is

directed downstream with the triangular recess,

while the rectangular recess would direct the

flow normal to the wall. In both cases the jet Flow

would impinge on the arms of the gate. The

advantage of the rectangular over the triangu-

lar recess is that the recess length in the

direction of water flow would be shorter, while Fig.

the disadvantage is that more force would be

(a) Triangular Recess

Variable
. 2^-4.0'

(b) Rectangular Recess
Gale Structure Wall

'///S///////.Variable
16 rnin.

Tunnel Wall

I—Radial Gate
1
I

(c) Offset

5. Radial closs-sections of
side wall seat geometry.

applied to the gate arms by the impinging jets and perhaps greater amounts of' spray

would result.

The offset arrangement has the advantage that the gap flows would not impinge

directly on the gate structure; however, continuity in flow alignment along the

sides is lost and water surface irregularities result as a consequence. Standing

waves along the walls are characteristic with such offsets in high-velocity flows.

Hydraulic Features Caused by Side Recesses

The triangular recesses create two adverse flow features. There is a large

quantity of spray created at the recess where the expanding flow beneath the gate

7 • ? *



Fig. 6. Local area of jet im-
pingement. Gate is
half open with head
of 328 feet.

impinges on the downstream region of the r».cess.

The resulting spray is objectionable with regard

to the mechanical works overhead. At small gate

openings the spray attains heights of 100 feet

or more above the floor of the structure. A

localized view of the wall area is shown ia

Fig. 6 from tests with the 1:12 model. The

second, and more serious feature, is develop-

ment of subatmospheric pressures along the

base of the wall downstream from the recess,

which is created in part by the strong vortex

generated at the recess. The measured pressures

indicated that cavitation damage of the walls

and floor could result.

When the gate is retracted, the gap flow shoots

along the boundary of the recesses as shown with the

two-dimensicnal model in Fig. 7, and jets from both

sides intersect centrally as shown in Fig. 8. A

part of the jet impinges on the trunnion. When the

gate is retracted at partial cpening, the combined

spray at the walls and gap flows create massive

amounts of spray within the gate structure as seen

in Fig. 9.

The high velocity jet past the seal was also in-

vestigated in detail in the sectional model. Pres-

sure measurements along the seat and visual observa-

tions indicated that the jet will spring clear at

the rubber seal. The cavity between the jet and

the outer seal clamp bar is open to the atmos-

phere and well ventilated.

Fig. 7. A two-dimensional
study of the gap flow
with the rectangular
recess. Seal gap is
0.8 inches and head
is 280 feet.
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Fig. 9. Combined gap flow and flow
beneath the gate. Gate is
half open, gap width is 0.82
inches and head is 375 feet.



There is less spray developed by the expanding flow beneath the gates with

rectangular-shaped recesses because the shorter length of the recess gives better

continuity of the gate structure walls with the tunnel walls. However, with the

rectangular recess the gap flow jets are directed normal to the wall, hence im-

pinge directly against the gate arms and the opposite wall. The resulting spray

within the gate structure would be very objectionable.

Offsetting the side walls of the gate structure from the tunnel walls would seem

to be the solution a priori in view of the placement of the seals on the face of

the gate. However the offset requires study, for some hydraulic effects are quite

sensitive to the distance, or amount, of the offset. This is best illustrated by

comparing Figs. 10 and 11, in which the gate is nominally half open in both cases.

In Fig. 10 the offset is 33 inches and the standing wave created at the wall

reaches the trunnion mounts. In Fig. 11 the offset is 16 inches and the standing

wave at the wall is significantly less. It should also be observed that develop-

ment of spray is significantly less in Fig. 11 than in Fig. 10 as noted by the

trace of individual droplets.

When the gate is retracted the gap flow jets along the side wall and follows the

wall to form a rather spectacular arch of water. The two photographs of Figs. 12

and 13 depict the results quite graphically. The test was conducted in the 1:12

scale model. With deflectors placed along the sidewalls the gap flow jet is

effectively controlled as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The deflectors were placed in

a simple arrangement as shown in Fig. 16.

Hydraulic Features of the Bottom Offset

It was first thought that ventilation at the offset across the entire width of

the gate structure would be necessary in order to prevent damaging cavitation of

the floor. The tests indicated, however, that the nappe of the flow, as it springs

clear at the offset, is well ventilated from the side offsets or recesses; and ex-

cepting for small gate openings, additional ventilation was not required. When

Fig. 10. The side wall is offset 33 Fig. 11. Th<; side wall is offset 16
inches in the 1:70 scale inches. Gate is half open

model. Gate is half open and head is 260 feet,
and head is 290 feet.



ventilation was required, at gate openings from 4 to 8 feet, vents along the

inclined face of the offset were found to be most effective. The vent openings

must, of course, be below the bottom seal when the gate is closed.

Fig. 12. The wall is offset 16 inches
in the 1:12 model. The gate
is half open and head is
440 feet.

Fig. 13. The gap flow jets of Fig. 12
results in a large spray
stream.

Fig. 14. With the side wall deflectors
the gap flow is effectively
controlled. Gate is half open
and head is 350 feet.

Fig. 15. The jets from the gap flow
are contained within the
channel.
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Hydraulics of the Top Gap Flow

The jet arrestors along the top of the ̂ ate and also near the middle should be

very effective in presenting flow upwards past the top seal when the gate is re-

tracted. It was of soma interest, however, to inves-

tigate the flow whitn would result in the absence of

the jet arrestor. This condition is most effectively

depicted in Fig. 17. The gap flow follows the cylin-

drical sealing surface to elevation 1146 where the

jet springs free and continues upwards. A curved de-

flector (a circular arc in this case) can guide the

jet into a collector-energy dissipation basin from

which a pipe can drain the water. The arrangement is

simple and effective in collecting all the gap flow.

The only instance when the jet will not reach the de-

flector is when the reservoir level is extremely low

and the gate is being drawn up beyond the half-open

position. In that event, portions of the gate will

be up above elevation 1146 and no significant amounts

of water should fall onto the gate structure.

Fig. 17. Condition of flow
without jet
arrestor.
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Fig. 18. Discharge coefficients
for the radial gate.

GATE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

The discharge rating curves for the radial

gate at various positions were determined with

the 1:12 scale model. The curves of discharge

vs. total head, hj, in feet of water, refer-

enced to the midpoint in the transition 60 ft

upstream from the radial gate were straight

lines for each gate opeuing, suggesting that

a single coefficient defined in the usual way

is applicable for each opening even though the

head changes. The coefficients for the gate

were calculated and are given on Fig. 18.

HYDRAULIC FORCES ON THE GATE

The hydraulic forces on the gate were determined with the 1:12 scale model.

While direct force measurements are usually preferred to indirect measurements, it

was necessary In this study to use an indirect method because of the size of the

model and the magnitudes of the forces involved. The forces were dr-.ermined by

many pressure measurements on the skin plate with a pressure transducer and repre-

sentatively integrated (sunned) over the surface of the radial gate. The results

are shown on Fig. 19. The forces appear to be nearly independent of gate opening

when referenced to pressure heads, in the transition, 60 ft upstream from the gate.

This is expected, and the differences should be relatable to the losses incurred

between the section of pressure measurement and the end of the tunnel, and varia-

tions in velocity distribution.

11 P 4



CONCLUSIONS

The special laboratory studies of the radial

gates for the Tarbela project were conducted to

investigate hydraulic features of the flow.

The combination of gate size and heads under

which these gates are intended to operate is

unprecendented to the knowledge of the authors.

Special precautions are necessary insofar as

the hydraulics of the flow is concerned when

radial gates are used for high head control.

These precautions relate specifically to seal

placement on the skin plate. Based on these

studies, the final arrangement selected inclu-

ded the 16-inch offset walls, with sidewall

deflectors, 15-inch offset of the floor and

jet arrestors along the top nf the gate and

at mid position. As an added precaution the
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Fig. 19. Hydraulic forces on the
radial gate.

top deflector and collector-energy dissipator basins were included. The laboratory

studies were essential for establishing concepts of the design with understanding

of how the hydraulics of the flow is affected by the design.
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Synopsis. The hydroelastically similar 1:20 model of a stop-log of

a river barrage was investigated from point of view of possible vi-

brations under lowering it in flowing water. The elasticity of the

stop-log model and its suspension cables were designed to satisfy

Froude*s law. After determining the natural vibration characteris-

tics in air, standing water,and moving water, the design cases were

investigated.The basic vertical movement is generated by the Karman

vortices and a higher frequency movement is superposed .The oscilla-

tion of the hydrodynamic load oan attain the order of magnitude of

the weight of the log. Flexural vibrations proved to be insignifi-

cant because of the strong construction of the log.

Resume*.Lee vibrations pouvant se proAuire au cours de la pose d*une

poutrelle de batardeau d'un barrage en riviere ont e'te' e'tuMe'es sur

un modele re"duit a l*e"chelle 1:20 similaire au point de vue hydro-

e'lastique. Le modele de la poutrelle du batardeau ainsi que les

cables de suspension ont e'te" projetgs d'une aaniere dormant satis-

faction a. la loi de Proude. Apree avoir determine les caracte"ris-

tiques de vibrations naturelles dans l*air, dans l*eau stagnante et

courante, I'on a e'tudie' les cas critiques* Les mouvements primaires

en sens vertical sont engendre"s par les tourbillons de Karaan, aux-

quels s*ajoute un mouvement d'line frequence plus haute. L'oscilla-

tion de la charge hydrodynamiqiie peut atteindre l'ordre de grandeur

du poids propre de la poutrelle«, II s'est aviSre" que du fait de la

forte structure de la poutrelle lea vibrations de flexion aont

ne'gllgeablese



RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MODEL AND PROTOTYPE IH GENERAL

It is very rare in the literature to find data about model experi-

ments of hydroelastic vibrations where not only the suspension but

also the structure itself was modelled as an elastic body. One of

the most outstanding investigations in this respect was that of

Eolkman in Delft, who made a very detailed model and prototype ex-

periment series about the vibrations of the Hagestein weir. On the

basis of independent theoretical and practical research, a task of

similar type was solved by model experiments in the VITUKI labora-

tory in 1964-66.

One of the design cases for the stop-logs of a future Danube bar-

rage is lowering them in front of an open gate which, according to

the assumptions, sufferred some damage and cannot be closed.Because

of this situation, the stop-logs have to be lowered in flowing wa-

ter. Evidently,the stop-logs are attacked by varying, more or less

oscillating, hydrodynamic forces whi,ch can cause resonance and

breakdown of the stop-log.

The phenomenon Is basically governed by inertia, gravity and elas-

tic forces. Since the modeling of the first two has to follow

Proude's law, it has to be accepted for the elastic forces,as well.

Prom among the less significant forces, the turbulent fluid fric-

tion follows Froude's law, too. The friction between structural el-

ements does not give problems from point of view of modeling. The

practical difficulties are much bigger, but, luckily, the structur-

al friction, in the case mentioned, pruved to be insignificant in

comparison with the main foroes. The capillary and visooue forces

were considered neglectable. Later, in 1968-69, when the author car-

ried out a Bodgl teat series on four models of a cantilever beam in

open channel at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, USA, it

was confirmed that the above-mentioned theoretical assumptions were

right.

As for modeling the elastic forces according to Ficoude'e law, it is

necessary to make difference between different typee of vibration

of the elastic body froa our point of view.

As Iβ well-known, In case of longitudinal vibrations,the crose sec-

tion of a aaes-leee vibrating body (e.g. a suspension cable) has to

be modelled according to the equation

2. The

has to



(i)

where A.A is the ecale ratio of the cross-sectional area of the ca-

ble , X is the basic geometrical scale ratio (for the suspended

rigid body and the whole flow phenomenon), and X E is the scale ra-

tio of the modulus of elasticity for the cable. In this case, of

course, the upper suspension point of the cable, too, has to be lo-

cated according to the perfect geometrical similarity. The suspend-

ing cable can be substituted by other means, but in these cases,

most often, the elasticity does not adjust itself automatically

with the varying positions of the suspended body but it needs a

special adjustment.

As for flexural vibratione, the cross-sections of the vibrating

body (e*g. a beam or log) has to satisfy two requirements!

1. Essentially it has to be geometrically similar to the prototype

where it is in contact with the water because only this solution

ensures that the hydrodynamic forces influenced by the form of the

body will follow Proude's law.

2. The inertia moment of the cross sections of the

has to follow the equation

A *

vibrating body

(2)

where A j is the scale ratio of the inertia moment of the cross-

-section.Sati8fying these two modeling requirements is quite simple

in a wide range of scales and materials if, as is very frequent for

steel structures, the vibrating body is built up of plates with a

closed cross-section.

If torsional vibrations have to be modelled,besides the geometrical

similarity of the structural surface in contact with the water, the

polar inertia moments of the cross-sections have to satisfy the

equation

\Tp
(3)

where A T is the scale ratio for the polar inertia moment of the

cross-sectional area of the vibrating body, and A* is the scale

J



ratio of the shear modulus.

Modeling both fiexural and torsional vibrations is possible if the
quotients of the shear and elasticity moduli are the same for both
the model and the prototype:

Gmod _ prot

Emod E
(4)

prot

where G means the shear modulus, and E the elasticity modulus* The
materials in practice in general do not satisfy the last require-
ment, so a perfect model for investigating both the flexural and
the torsional vibrations can not be built. Our model was built of a
material whose G/E quotient was 0,336 while that for the prototype
0,395, but the torsional vibrations pruved to be neglectable. For
this reason, special cases of torsional vibrations here will not
be treated.

In case of both flexural and torsional vibrations, simplified and
informative scale ratios can be used directly for calculating the
plate thickness (if the structure is built up of plates), if the
plates are relatively thin in comparison with the sizes of the
whole cross-section. E.g. the approximative scale-ratio of -the plate
thickness s in case of flexural vibrations is

A, (5)

THE MODEL. AND THE HESUIffS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

A 1:20 model of an. opening of a river barrage was built in a brick
flume of smooth plastering (Fig.l). It consisted of two half piers,
a Taintor gate with tilting plate, and the stop-log in question
(Fig.2). All the parts of the model were rigid, except the stop-log
and its suspension cables.

For dimensioning the stop-log model, first the equation (5) was
used, then a commercial plate thickness of "Decelith" pvc material
was elected and the exact calculation of the sizes of the model
were made on the basis of equation (2), Since the applied plastic
material pruved to be too light, the necessary mass and mass dis-
tribution of the model, according to Froude's law, wers attained by
gluing additional brass masses inside the stop-log on to the ribs



Fig. 2

The stop-log model suspended between the piers just before
cutting the horizontal stressing string for observing the
horizontal self-damped natural vibration of the log in air.
The parallel rubber string (see explanation on Fig« 3)
remains untouched. View from the tailwater. The lifted

Taintor gate with tilting plate is to be seen above



where they practically did not disturb the flow,

the plates of the log occurred also by gluing.

Fitting together

As beginning of the experiments, the natural vibration characteris-

tics of the log were determined by measurements in air, in standing

water and moving water,, Then the design cases were measured.

The movement of the stop-log model was measured at five points. In

the medium section measurement was made about the vertical movement

in one point and about the horizontal movement in two points

(Pig.3) on whose basis it was possible to determine even the tor-

sioiial vibrations of the log. There were measuring points to deter-

mine vertical movements at one suspension point of the log and at

the end of the log in the slot.

The model of the stop-log with the vertical cantilever con-
taining three "vibromez" heads for measuring the vertical
vibrations in one point and the horizontal vibrations in
two points. The picture shows well the horizontal and one
of the vertical rubber strings giving a basic stress to the
log. The forces in tLe rubber strings practically were not
influenced by the vibrations of the log, so as constant
forces, they did not modify the movement. Vertically they
were neceseary because the weight-under-water of the log
was too small. Horizontally the rubber string precluded the

play of the log in the slots

The measurements were made by "vibromez" heads developed by the

VI1PUKI laboratory (Pig.4). Measurement of movements between 0 and

2 millimeters
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2 millimeters were possible with an accuracy of 0,05 mm without

touching the moving log.

Fig. 4

The "vibromez" head developed by the VITUKI laboratory which
observes the distance of a non-magnetic metal plate within
a range between 0 and 2 mm with an accuracy of 0,05 mm with-

out mechanical contact

The results of the measurements are illustrated on Figs. 5 and 6,

which were made on the bauis of oscillograms (Fig.7).

^ i>
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.si
natural frequency

in standing water

0 0,5 45

Frequency of vertical vibrations fjh'

Fi

The primary (excited) and secondary (resonance) vibrations
of the suspension point of the log under flood conditions

versus the position of the log
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Hydrodynamic load in the suspension
cables [Megapond]

The average hydrodynamic load without the own weight of the
log in the suspension cables and its extreme values as a
consequence of the vertical oscillations plotted against

the position of the log

Fig. 5 shows the frequencies of the vertical vibration of the sus-

pension point of the. log. There is a basic low frequency movement

excited by the nain Karman vortex trail. And there is a secondary

higher frequency near to the natural frequency of the log. This

secondary movement has no big amplitudes t it only is superposed on

the basic movement (Pig.7).

The oscillating movement of the suspension point (it is near to the

oscillation of a rigid log on cables) modifies the suspension force

in the lifting cables. Fig.6 shows the possible maximum and minimum

forces in the cables. In the illustrated case they are quite dif-

ferent from the met'ium value. The maximum amplitude of the force

oscillation has the same magnitude as the total weight of the log.

Plexural vibrations of the log were also stated on whose basis the
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Fig.7
An oscillogram showing the vertical movement of a suspen-
sion point (upper curve) and that of one end of the stop-
-log (lower curve). The primary and secondary vibrations
are well distinctable on Both curves* The differences in
the form of the two curves show that the log does not
move as a rigid body. There are slight flexural vibra-

tions t too. The scales relate to the prototype

stresses in the cross sections of the log can be calculated.

The variation of the horizontal force is not significant, beoause
the stop-log is designed for a big one-side static load. The varia-
tion of the vertical force is considerable but, as is known, it can
be reduced (together with the average value) by means of reducing
the horizontal projection of the structure. It can be stated that
logs of such strong construction do not suffer such flexural and
torsional vibrations which could be dangerous. The critical point
is the oscillating load on the cables. Nevertheless,elastic forming
the log model is not superfluous because the elasticity of the log
more or less modifies the load on the cables. A rigid model log can
be built only after very careful considerations.
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1*E BUTTERFLY VALVE USED AS DAMPER IN

PUMPED STORAGE TAILWATER SYSTEMS.

VANNE-PAPILLON FONCTIONNANT EN AMORTISSEUR
A L'AVAL D'UNE INSTALLATION DE POMPAGE PAR
ACCUMULATION

Grein H., Dipl.Ing.,

Pirchl H«, Dipl.Ing.,
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Escher Wyss Ltd., Zurich, Switzerland

Synopsis:

In order to damp the vibrations .appearing in pumped storage tail-

water systems during changes in load, a butterfly valve is used as

a damping element.

The hydraulic characteristics of the butterfly valve and the para-

meters affecting its motion are stated.

Various design possibilities for a projected installation are dis-

cussed.

VANNE-PAPILLON FONCTIONNANT EN AMORTISSEUR A L'AVAL D'UNE

INSTALLATION DE POMPAGE PAR ACCUMULATION.

Les oscillations du niveau aval provenant du ehangement de charge

dans les centrales d'accumulation par pompage sont amorties par

une vanne-papillon.

Les parametres ayant une influence sur le mouvement et les chiffres

caracteristiques de la vanne-papillon sont indiqufes.

Plusieurs solutions constrictives sont discutfees dans le cas d'un

projet d'installation.



EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED IN THE TEXT.

D
e
r
d z
a

h

s

m
m
m
m

m

m
m

F
R
S
G
GDK
e

V

Q

"G

"R

Diameter of pipe

Eccentricity

Radius of action of weight G

Diameter of pivots

Radius of action of resulting hydraulic
lifting force (from disc centre line)

Vertical displacement of weight G

Radial clearance between butterfly valve
disc and casing

degrees Butterfly valve opening angle
or
radians

kp Resulting hydraulic lifting force

kp Resulting force on pivot bearing

kp Spring force

kp External weight

kp Weight of butterfly valve disc
2

m.kp.s Moment of inertia of the rotating parts

m.WG = AH^^n, + ¥- Head over butterfly valve
STAT

m/s

m3/s Flow quantity

v2/2g

Time

Water velocity

Pressure drop coefficient of
the butterfly valve

m.kp

m.kp

m.kp

m.kp

= F (e-a), resulting hydraulic moment

= G.r Moment applied by external weight

= /c«R»~5T Frictional moment

= Gj-^e.cosa Moment due to eccentricity of
„ the butterfly valve

s Coefficient of moment

Coefficient of force

Coefficient of flow

m/s Acceleration due to gravity

2 G 1

m
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y kp/m Specific weight of water

A - Coefficient of friction for the pivots

c ™ Spring constant

GENERAL REMARKS.

The main advantages of hydraulic pumped storage plants, (short

starting times and the ability to rapidly accommodate changes in

load and changes from energy consumption to production), can in

plants with long and complicated, tailwater systems be reduced during

shut-down and load-changing operations by low frequency pressure or

waterlevel oscillations which are of long duration due to ineffec-

tive damping. The machines can be re-started only after these

oscillations have died away.

In order to keep the changeover times, particularly from turbine to

pump operation, as short as possible, it is necessary to damp the

oscillations as rapidly as possible down to a permissible level.

Particularly suitable as a damper for this purpose is for example

the butterfly valve which is built into the connection between the

tailwater pipeline and the downstream surge tank usually provided

for long pipelines.

THE BUTTERFLY VALVE AS DAMPER.

Consider a lenticular butterfly valve disc, eccentrically pivoted and

built into the casing with sufficient freedom to rotate in both

directions from the closed position.

By means of a lever and weight or

similar mechanism a moment K, in the

closing direction is applied to the

disc when it is in any position other

than closed.

The disc will therefore be rotated

into an externally limited position,

depending on the speed and direction

of flow and on the magnitude of the

applied closing torque, and will pro-

duce a pressure drop corresponding
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to the angle of opening. The desired throttling effect can be varied

by altering the eccentricity of the bearings and the magnitude of

the applied torque.

The relevant mathematical relationships can be deduced as follows:

Pig. 2

Two cases are distinguishable: The hydraulic torque has:

a) opening tendency when a > a

b) closing tendency when a < aQ

where a = aQ is defined as the angle at which the resultant force

passes through the centre of rotation, a = e and the resultant hy-

draulic torque M^ = o.

Since for large openings, i.e. when a < aQ, the throttling effect is

slight, opening of the valve is in both directions limited by a stop

at a > a so that only the range of angles with an opening tendency

must be considered.

Over the whole range of movement of the valve for one direction of

flow (for flow in the reverse direction the symmetrically opposite

case applies), four stages can be distinguished:

Direction of disc rotation

Motion

Opening

Accelerated
Decelerated

Closing

Accelerated
Decelerated
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Consideration of the torque equilibrium as quasi-stationary results
in the following:

a) Valve opening.

"h " "DK + \ ~i (i)

where

O.
d2a

G „ a^
rr*r* 2
9 AtZ

= Acceleration o£ the rotating parts

Acceleration of the closing weight

= Accelerated motion

= Decelerated motion

b) Valve closing

= Accelerated motion

+ = Decelerated motion

Substituting for each term, we have:

= F(e-a) = y.K_.i

(2)

= G.r

(3)

(4)

(5)

(S)

R = Resultant force on the bearings, and it is assumed

that F acts perpendicularly to the plane of the disc.

Fig. 3

It follows that:

R e

since F »

then R «« F

and hence

+ F^

+ G

sina' (7)

(8)



Substituting equations (3), (4), (5), (8) in equation 1, we have:

Substituting AH,
STAT

vf
2g

and re-arranging, we have finally for opening:

.s.cosa+G.r +

AH,
dt

+ 2 .r A ,
dt

STAT
v
2g

(10)

A similar equation is obtained for closing by consideration of the

appropriate signs in equations (1) and (2).

For the static case, i.e. with no motion of the valve, ̂ and with

frictionless pivots, equation (10) reduces to:

+ G.r
AH,STAT

v!
2g

(11)

for opening and closing.

In practical the desired throttling curve is usually plotted in the

form AH C T A T, Q = f(t), so that equation (10) can best be solved by

putting G.r = K,, in order to determine the external torque to be

applied.

(12)

In order to solve equation (12), the specific force and torque

coefficients depending on the form of the valve must be known. There

are normally determined by model tests.

MODEL TESTS.

The specific data for the above example was obtained by air flow
tests on two model butterfly valves of different eccentricities,
with D = 250 mm.

Fig. 4 shows the specific flow coefficient KQ applicable to both
valves, and the torque coefficient 1C, which is dependent on the
eccentricity.
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On the assumption that, for valves of slightly different eccentricity

Ae, the resultant hydraulic force F acts on the same point on the

valve disc regardless of e, F andK_ can be calculated from the torque

coefficient Kj^ using:

(see Fig. 4)

1.0
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In the some way the point of action of the force is determined:

e hia
D

APPLICATION OF TEST RESULTS.

The specific coefficients are obtained from the model by stationary
measurements, i.e. with the valve at rest, and it is further assumed
that the error involved when applying the stationary test results to
the unsteady motion of a full size installation is so small that it
can be ignored.

A projected valve with V = 2200 mm will now be considered.

For the given oscillation laws Q = Q(t)
and AH = Z^-Z- = AH(t), equations (10)
and (12) give for the data shown, ignoring

G
r =

5
10
1
10
O,2

Mp
Mp
m
m.Mp = const.

however the dynamic terms, a curve for
a - a(t) as in Fig. 5. This approximate
solution already shows that the valve
disc must be very highly accelerated when
starting to move.and partucularly when
passing through the closed position.
These accelerations, which produce con-
siderable dynamic forces, and the actual
f rictional conditions to.), Which cannot be exactly observed, are the
main criteria for the valve design.
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DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED VALVE.

It was here possible to design and construct a valve to meet the de-
mands of powerstation service while retaining model similarity, al-
though the manifold problems, especially that of the disc control,
forced a compromise.

The casing and disc construction largely follow normal practice, the
casing being of welded steel plate construction with considerable
reinforcement in the vicinity of the bearings. The disc is of cast
steel and is fitted with close radial tolerances into the casing. The
only deviation from a normal design consists of the relatively large
eccentricity, which according to model tests gives, together with the
hydraulic characteristics of the valve, the desired damping characte-
ristics.

-20
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A special problem is however presented by the driving and braking

mechanism for the disc, which must in every position of the valve

apply to the disc-axis the torque t̂ , acting against the control link-

age.

The torque M^ required for the hydraulic damping characteristic of

the valve was fixed at 10 mMp constant. Since however in the region

of the closed position the hydraulic moments disappear due to low

0
-40 f£Q
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pressure differences, the disc would come each time to rest for a

short time, until a suitable AH g T A T acting in the opposite direction

had built up. It is thus necessary to reduce the torque l̂ , acting

against the linkage in the region of the closed position:

40 mMp

40

Fig. 6

The very simplest method of applying a constant external torque W^

is that of a weight G acting at a constant radius r. With additional

spring assistance the reduction in the closed position could be

achieved:

^ = (G - S) . r

S = c. (a . r} Spring force

c = Spring constant

Since this torque ML must always act against the linkage, a double-

sided construction as in Fig. 7 is necessary:

An analysis of this possibility shows how-

ever that when the disc passes through the

closed position considerable forces are

necessary due to the acceleration of the

weight resting on the baseplate. The necessi-

ty of absorbing the shock loading thus

caused leads to uneconomical dimensions of

disc pivots, bearing supports and drive

mechanism. Apart from this the momentary

weight loading can lead to oscillations. A

solution was thus desired which would

sufficiently approximate to the required

torque curve and would reduce the moving

weights to a minimum. Fig. 7

This solution is represented by the serve-motors shown in Fig. 8;

the explanation refers to the servo-motors with plate springs re-

commended for the valve:
10 G 1
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In a cylinder 1 are a number of plate springs 7, prestressed with the

help of two end plates to a chosen value between the flanges 5. The

freely traversing piston rod 2 is fitted with stops 1O, which accor-

ding to the direction of motion of the rod 2 strike either the upper

or lower end plate and press the springs against the opposite end

plate and flange. In this way a force which increases according to

the spring characteristic is combined with a decreasing lever arm

length to produce the moment MQ.

In the region of the end position of the spring the torque curve can

s t i l l be raised by additional springs 8 (compressed by stop 9) in

order to reduce the shock acting on the stroke-limiter. This stroke-

limiter (not shown in Fig. 8) limits the disc motion to a = 32,5°

to 147,5°.

The solution also shown in Fig. 8, with spiral springs works in

basically the same way, but is for two main reasons less effective

than the plate springs and was thus not put into practice. The main

disadvantages of this solution are:

- Uneconomically large dimensions of the servo-motors and expense

of the spiral springs.

- Large eccentric forces in the case of spring breakage, which could

lead to seizure of the servo-motor. With plate springs the characte-

r is t ic of the whole spring would only be slightly affected, the

force remaining central.

P. A. Kolkman,
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SYMPOSIUM 1970

STOCKHOLM

ANALYSIS OP VTBRATIOS ATO DAMPING MEASUBEME8TS OS A

TAIMTIiK VALVE

2

L'AHALYSE PES MESDHES DE VIBHATION ET D'AMOKTISSEMENT

A 1MB VAHNE D'AQUEDUC, TYPE STflTCMEUT jWNViilHS™

P.A. Kolkman, Head weirs and looks branch, Delft Hydraulics Laboratory Netherlands.

(Chef du s e r v i c e barrages e t i c l u s e s , Laboratoire d'Hydraulique de De l f t , Pays Bas)

SJMMABY

An outline is given of a research program on hydro-elastic vibrations, in pro-

gress in the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory. In a culvert a reversed talnter valve has

been suspended by a spring. Because only rotation on the pivot is possible, the

valve-spring acts as a single oscillator. The shape of the valve is such that self-

excited vibrations are not likely to occur. Vibration measurements are made with a

range of water velocities and with varying gate position, valve mass, suspension

rigidity and mechanical damping. The water damping is determined separately. The

research program is:

a. to study the determining factors for vibration: excitation by flow and turbu-

lence, water inertia and water damping;

b. to develop analysis techniques for vibration measurements;

£. to compile systematically the dynamic 'behaviour of the valve.

The measurements, to date made at one valve position, seem to affirm the sug-

gestion that for this valve the water excitation, water mass and water damping can

be treated separately.

Un apercu est donne1 d'un programme de recherche des vibrations hydro—Slastiijues,

qui est en cours. Dans un aqueduc une vanne a segment renversSe a 6t€ suspendue a

un ressort. Farce que seulement les rotations au pivot sont possible, le vanne-

ressort agit comme oscillateur simple. La forme de la vanne est t e l le , que l'oecur-

rence des vibrations autβ-exciifiis n'est pas probable.

Les mesures <ie vibration sont fait avec une variation de dibit, masse de la

vanne, rigidite" de ressort, amortisBement mSchanique, et position de la vaime.

SSparemepi 1*amortissement de l'eau est dStermin€. Le programme contient;

a. L'Stuoe de tous les aspects qui diterminent les vibrations; ^excitation par

luspoulement et la turbulence ainsi que l ' inert ie et l'amortissement de l'eau.

bo Le deVeloppement des techniques d1 analyse des meeures de vibration.

o. I • compilation eystematique du comportement de la vanne.

Les mesures, faites jusqpi'a present a une position de la vanne, paraissent a

affirmer la suggeation que pour cette vanne, l ' inert ie et l'amortissement d'eau et

l'excitation du courant peuvent Stre traitSes B€par€ment.
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INTROIKJCTION

On different types of gates and culvert va lves , force and v ib ra t ion measure-

ments have been made on small scale models tak ing in to account the mass and r i g i d i t y

of the valve and the hois t system. Solutions a re found for the shape of seals e t c .

to prevent regular se l f - exc i t ed vibrat ions with l a rge amplitudes.

I t i s important however t o get more general information about t he forces and

dynamic behaviour of val res i n such a way tha t t h i s i s applicable i n a va r i e ty of

condi t ions . Since for each appl icat ion the s t rength and weight of the valve wil l

always be adapted to the forces , a var ia t ion of water ve loc i t i e s (discharges) , valve

mass, ho is t and other r i g i d i t i e s and mechanical damping has t o be considered.

For the researc) program has been chosen a reversed t a i n t e r valve placed in a

culver t , which i s already applied in r e l a t i v e l y high head navigation locks . The

design was copied from l i t . [ l ] „ A confirmation of the good q u a l i t i e s of t h i s

valve has been found in the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory by comparing different

t a i n t e r valves . The q u a l i t i e s of the valve are mainly due to the sharp under edge

which assures stable flow separat ion, and the v e r t i c a l girder support of the skin

p la te which reduces res i s tance against t angent ia l flow and consequently v e r t i c a l

forces . Moreover the gieeat r ad i a l r i g i d i t y prevents v ibra t ion in flow di rec t ion and

the pre-stressed rubber side seals, sliding against stainless steel strips, prevent

transverse vibrations. Prom model tests it is known that an upper seal as shown in

fig. 2 is effective in reducing vertical vibrations at small openings.

For this type of valve the only degree of freedom of interest for a vibration

study, is the vertical vibration; this simplification has been an addsd reason for

choosing this valve type for research purposes.

As was stated by Mr. Murphy in [}] , one of the interests of a study is to

check that for all valve positions the submerged weight of the valve ezceeds the

static and dynamic uplift force due to flow, preventing play in pivoting joints

causing extra vibrations.

The aims of the research program can be summarised as follows:

a. to study the determining factors for vibration excitation by flow and turbulence,

water inertia and water damping.

b. to develop analysis techniques for vibration measurements.

c. to compile systematically the dynamic behaviour of the valve.

CHOICE OF DMEHSIOHLESS PARAMETERS

The invest igat ion of forces and vibra t ions of the valve has been r e s t r i c t e d t o

v e r t i c a l forces (heis t l oad ) ; the valve-hoist system i s considered t o be a single

mass-spring system. For the sake of s impl ic i ty the polar moments of mass, spring,

and damping of the valve and the water during t he ro ta t ion of the valve have been

reca lcu la ted in t h i s paper t o equivalent values for v e r t i c a l movement. Sc the mass,

the spr ing , the damping and the exci ta t ion are supposed to act on a. horizontal

distance of 37f6 cm of t he p ivo t , on the skin p l a t e ( f ig . 2 ) .
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In a closed conduit the geometry of flow is independent of the water velocity,
2

and all pressures are proportional to pV . The excitation on geometric similar

models will be proportional to pDWV̂  (preference is given to separate height and

width dimensions because the flow is more or less two dimensional), and the fre-

quencies of turbulence are proportional to V/D. The response of a single mass spring

system ( i . e . the internal forces in the spring) depends on the ratio of turbulence

to resonance frequencies and on the damping (expressed in the amplification factor

{Zy ) at periodic excitat_ n in the resonance frequency). But the response of the

structure, y(t) , can also affect tht turbulence and the excitation.

So in general the excitation can be described as:

P = f(D, d, W, ZI*p, V, v , y, t) (l)

in v.hich P = external force, D = culvert height., d = valve raise, W = culvert width,

XL = all the sizes determining the shape of the gate and the culvert, p = density

of water, V = average water velocity in the culvert, v = kinematic viscosity, y =

= movement of valve, t = time.

The response of the valve is:

y = f(D, W, d, 2 L , p, V, v , m, c. H, t) .(2)

i vfhich m, c and R are the mass, the spring and the damping which determine the

equation for the mass-spring system: m. d y/dt + R. dy/dt + c.y = P.

When only the main hydraulic parameters V, D and p are considered, the following

dimensionless parameters will be found:

= f 4 ' ' Z « »• ' 3' ' (3)

pv-D P r —'

In this way relevant scale factors of a model are obtained. To clioose optimum di-

mensionless parameters from eq (2) for analysis purpose i t has been judged useful

to follow the response equation of the mass-spring system:

P. .
intern

extern exc

and therefore the following parameters have been chosen:

H D 11\
D '* .(4)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

(a) gives the relation between internal force in the spring and the external force;

(b), (c) and (d) are geometrical factors. H/D indicates that not only the vertical

cross section is of interest to the excitation, mass and damping effect of the water;

(d/D) is the relative valve opening; £IJ/D represents mainly the vertical cross

section of the culvert, the shaft and the valve, (e) is the Reynolds number, (f) is

an important number indicating the relation between resonance and turbulence

frequencies. H is the resonance frequency in water; for i ts computation the equiva-

lent mass of the water m has to be known:



s e / (5)

B /pD
2W is generally considered independent of V, » , H , y and t, so the mass

number can be introduced:

i H i-j (6)

(g) is the ratio damping/critical damping:
R + H R + H

Y= w w ( 7 )
' 2(m+mH) ^ r c

(h) indicates the feed back of the vibration on the turbulent excitation. This

parameter is also significant when non linear parameters interfere (springs, me-

chanical- and waterdamping can be non linear, joints with play can interfere),

(i) indicates that y is a function of time. This parameter can be suppressed when

y(t) can be described in a representative way by an equivalent amplitude, see next

paragraph.

REPRESEHTATIVE AMPLITUDES

The responeo of an o s c i l l a t o r i s such t h a t s t a t i c lo^" -aid low frequency e x c i -

tation (if. , « T$ ) gives no or l i t t le amplification. Periodic excitation in

resonance frequency gives an amplification of (2 ¥ ) ~ , while white-noise excitation
-I/2gives an amplification proportional to ¥ ' . High frequency excitation

(B^ •b*e'*M w i ^ Sive no response. For this reason the internal force (c.y) has
been divided in:

- Static force F , of which only the force caused by the flow will be considered.
s

- Quasi-static force F , which is the low frequency force.

- Dynamic force F,, which is the resonance response.

The separation in F and F, is useful only if a clear frequency separation can be

made between the two vibrations. The force F and F, will vary with the separation
qs d

frequency U . It can be expected that:

, I xj, a> (8)

i' !• ZS» ̂  ¥ > (9)
3cf, j , zj, a, 5£f5£, 7t i, (10)

In the research program these relations are investigated.
P o r Fqs a n d Fd t I l e s t a n d a r d deviations are taken as representative amplitudes.

This value has been obtained by filtering the signal in the frequency H , and by
B

averaging the square value of the signal; the root equals the standard deviation.

Approximately the same results have been obtained by taking of the filtered signal

some arbitrary levels and by determining the percentage of time the level is ex-
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ceeded. Plotting the points on "gaussian" paper enables finding the standard devi-

ation. The standard deviation of the total dynamic force can be calculated by

F̂  = (F + Fd)2 which value corresponds with the standard deviation of the un-

filtered signal. It has been checked that vibrations have approximately a normal

distifru+icai. For practical application a crash factor 3 to 5 has to be applied to

the standard deviation.

ANALYSIS OF THE WATERPAMPIHG

From l i t . £3] i t i s seen t h a t water damping cons i s t s pa r t l y of a drag force

f = j&\ .A.C-, and p a r t l y of v i s c o s i t y e f f ec t s . Combination of flow and vibra t ion

gives for t h e former:

f =Mv t - g ) |vt - g I .A.CD (11)
A = valve areaXvibration direction, V

C
. = t angen t i a l or v e r t i c a l v e l o c i t y component,

dragcoeff ic ient . The force f gives per per iod of a s ta t ionary v ib r a t i on

y = Y s i n an energy d i s s i p a t i o n which has t o be compared with the energy

d i s s ipa t ion due t o the damping term R dy/dt of t h e mass-spring equation (being

When 7 = 0 , f = i p ( | f ) | ? "A 'CB a n d t n e e n e r S y d i ss ipa t ion per per iod

^ o> , so the damping term R can be ca lcu la ted :

.eq ( l l ) becomes f - |jf)2.A.CD, of which only the double

product contributes to the damping. The double product i s equal to the tenn R T-J in
QX

the mass—spring equation, so:

R = pT^.A.Cj, (13)

For all values of V. . it is found:

1.

In t h i s function eq (12) gives the asymptote (for a> ^Q/\~ *°°) being

R/pACDV = 4 a> Y0/3itVt, and eq (l3) gives for 10 Yo/Vt < 1 that R/p.V^.A.

Because measurements with V = V = 0 have shown C_ = f(Y /I)), without an

influence of viscosity, eq (14) becomes:

Y Y
which means

With the same variable parameters this can be presented as
If D Y
r 2

This presentation has been used for analysis, as the terms are in accordance with

eq (4). When viscosity is not negligable eq (14111) becomes:



R -„, r Io m. (15\

The damping measurements have been done by recording of the free damped vibration

after a short blow. The envelope curve of the vibration has been drawn, the

tangent on the amplitude Y on the moment t goes through the zero l ine a time

T= ( 2uN . )~l later. With eq (7) the R + R can be calculated, while R was

measured from t e s t s under dry condi t ions .

THE MO33EL

Pig. 1 shows the test installation, with diffuser and stilling chamber to

suppress turbulence. The culvert D = W = 0,25 m, n a s an upstream length from the

valve of 2 m, and a downstream length of 3 m. The discharge and the pressure (the

water-level in de shaft) can be regulated by a valve upstream and by bulkheads

downstream of the culvert.

The valve hangs on a steel wire attached to a pair of leaf springs on top of

the shaft. Between the leaf springs additional mass can be attached which makes

the same movements as the valve, so that it is possible to vary the valve mass

without affecting the geometry in water. The length of the leaf spring is variable

to vary the rigidity. A second steel wire has been attached to the downstreamside

of the skinplate to measure vibrations at all valve positions at a constant distance

from the axis. On top of the shaft this wire is suspended to a relatively weak leaf

spring, the deflection of which is measured with an inductive displacement meter.

For calibration purposes a micrometer is used.

The valve rotates on special pivots, which are placed beside the culvert. The

axis penetrates the side walls with a leakage of 1 mm around. The pivots are shown

in fig. 3. The damping had to be as low as possible and had to be fully constant

and independent of the water load. Therefore two knife edge supports with three

springs are applied. Initially at each water velocity the test had to start with

unscrewing the knives, and by centering the axis with the springs; then the knives

were placed in touch with the axis and the back springs were given a constant extra

force. Since practice shows that the knife supports are not sensitive to the spring

loads, and so not sensitive to water load, constant spring tensions are used. To

prevent additional damping the valve has no side seals.

Outside the culvert two horizontal arms are attached to the axis, which are

pulled down by extra springs. These serve for stretching the eteel wires, to

obtain maximum rigidity.

The position of the axis cannot be changed. To adjust the valve opening the

valve is clamped on the axis.

The signal of the displacement meter is recorded on paper and on magnetic tape.

The latter signal ±B used for spectrum analysis, and for the determination of the

standard deviation. To separate the low frequency and the resonance vibration an

electronic filter is used.

j>;

[tape
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Remarks:

The electronic fil+er is a band pass filter with variable frequencies. It can

also be used as low pass filter which enabl • , static calibration.

The Veliitnan correlator is an on-line computer for correlation fuctionB and

Fourier transforms, developed by the Technical University of Delft. The principle

of the apparatus is described in [4] .

RESULTS OF MEASUHEMESTS WITH A VALVE QFEKISG d/P = 0,3

Valve loss coefficient

The valve loss coefficient is defined as £v = Ap/gpTT, were ip is the

difference in pressure measured in the culvert just upstream of the shaft and on

about 1O.D(= 2,5 m) distance downstream of the valve.

iv = 19,2 I result I I

An estimate can be made of the force in the pivot. This is in firet order
I WBgpv , but due to valve shape and valve position, and local effects at the

top seal of the culvert the pivot force will be 10-15$ higher (for d/D = 0,3)»

Equivalent mass of water
The equivalent mass of water has been calculated with eq (5) by comparing the

frequencies recorded after a short blow, in dry and in submerged conditions:

c=4n2m.(H
r

) 2=
dry

The experiments have shown:

r .(16)
subm

water/pI)2w = ° ' ° 4 I nsult II |

This is independent of the resonance frequency (5-15 c/s) ana the water velocity.

The scatter in the results was rather great due to the fact that m/m was about 10,

so

great effect on the vibration analysis.

H varied only 5$ by the water. But this also means that errors in m have no

Damping of the watei
When V = 0. eq (12) should be valid when viscosity has no effect.
In fig. 4 is shown Ĥ pIIW atJQ. This equals ^C^/liiM, and one would expect this
value to be constant. From fig. 4 i^ is seen however that C_ depends on the vibra-
tion amplitude, but not on the vibration velocity aiY . This means that the length
of the vortex street induced by the vibration is the determining parameter, and also
that the Reynolds number wl D/P is of no importance. Similar results are known
for the di-ag coefficient of strips and cylinders in sea wavee or during oscillatory
movements. Because with watervelocity V = 0 viscosity can be neglected, i t s influence
is (=till less probable at increasing watervelocities. Ever, the possibility that
viscosity has an effect on the excitation can now be considered small.
When V >0. eq (15) has been used for the presentation in fig. 5. As was expected
it has been found that for small amplitudes or for great watervelocities the damping
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tends to be constant:

HypVDW = 0,35 • I result I lf |

For practical use this relation only is important as vibration amplitudes due to

flow are small. I t is clearly shown that determination of damping has to be done

with the correct water velocity and with vibration amplitudes as small as possible.

Static force F

The downpull force due to the flow of the water onl.y, i s :

= 0,315 J result IV |

This value is independent of V, so the Reynolds number has no considerable effect.

Quasi static force F
a = qB

Some recordings have been analysed with the spectrum analyser. The duration of the

recordings was 5-10 min.

The first impression of the recordings (fig. 6) was, that only the two peaks

are of importance, one being representative for the low frequency force and the

other for the force in the resonance frequency; the separation frequency H has

remained constant.

As the frequency of turbulence varies with V/D it was expected that N.D/V was

constant, in which H- is the main frequency of the quasi static force. It appeared

however, that with V varying from 0,17 to 0,75 m/s a dominant frequency occured of

about 1 c/s. The probable explanation is that the free surface in the shaft together

with the culvert and the downstreaa atmospheric pressure constituded a system of

communicating vessels with a dominant resonance frequency, which is excited by the

flow turbulence. By covering the shaft, a l i t t l e under ths free water level, with

only a l i t t l e leakage for passing the wires of the hoist and measuring system, the

low frequency H. varied as expected with the water velocity:

~y~ ~ 0,35 (scattering from 0,3 to 0,45) [result v ]

For low water velocxty H. has been measured somewhat too high because the under

S 2
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limit of the spectrum analyser is 0,1 c/s, while with V = 0,2 m/s NL ~ 0,25

A cutt-off of lower frequencies gives a too high reading for N.

The amplitude of the quasi static force ie represented in fig. 7 . . . | result ¥1 |

As is seen F /gpDWV2 varies with the water velocity. This can have two reasons:
qS

a. The turbulence of the upstream valve is relatively higher at low velocity

since pressure upstream of this valve was constant for all discharges.

b. The separation frequency IT had been kept constant, instead of HsD/V.

To check b. the value of IT has been varied for one tes t . The results are shown in

fig. 8. Also the results of fig. 1 are plotted against HgB/V in this graph. It

appears that P /gpEWV is not only dependent on H D/V since especially tht measure-

ments with V = 0,18 m/s give high amplitudes. The explanation of this will be

studied further; with vibrations of such small amplitudes (for V = 0,18 m/s Y, is

between 0,5 and 2 nm) the background noise and the excitation caused by the leaking

water at the pivot can be relatively important.

The quasi static force is nearly independent of the resonance frequency and

independent of the mechanical damping as was expected from eq (9).
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Dynamic force F,

Tests have been done with three resonance frequencies, and varied dampers.

If m + m

(V~0,2m/s) (V~0,8m/s)

5,38 c/s

8,9 c/s

14 c/s

10,7 kg

4,15 kg

4,15 kg

12200 Km-1

13000 Nm-1

-1

0,029-0,051

0,045-0,069

0,028-0,048

0,01 -0,045

0,017-0,041

32100 NnT1 0,012-0,027

The damping has been varied by fixing disks to the hoist spring, which are damped

in an oil bath. It appeared that F, varies with Y"^, a relation which is connected

to random, non periodic, excitation. This means also that the vibration does not

effect the turbulence, because then a periodicity would have been introduced. So

the factor Y/D in eq (7) has no effect.

The amplitude of the dynamic force, with constant H of 2,7 c/s is presented
s

in fig. 8 I result VIII
It is seen that, except for low discharge, a simple relation excists between

F yjT/spV DW and H D/V. Only a small influence of the separation frequency N has

been found, but for future measurements i t has been decided to take for the F,
dyn

the separation frequency N = -g- K .
s r

The quasi static force will then be determined with as well N = •§• H as with

N D/V being about 2 times N.D/V. The fact that N has been kept constant should

theoretically give a too low amplitude for tests with low resonance frequencies;

some tests indicated that a variation of 20$ can be expected when N varies between

5 and 15 c/s.

Again there has been found a relative increase in amplitude for high values of

If D/V, being the measurements with low water velocities. As is stated previously

measurements with low discharges can easily be disturbed; this will be studied

further.

CONCLUSIONS

In t h i s s t a g e where the r e sea rch program i s s t i l l i n progress some conclusions

can a l ready be drawn!

a_. For a va lve wi th g i rde rs with wel l defined stream separa t ions (sharp edges) t he

influence of water v i s c o s i t y on damping and most probably on e x c i t a t i o n by t h e

flow i s of no importance.

b . The parameter If D/V i s a dominant f ac to r for the v i b r a t i o n amplitude.

c . The s t a t i c and low frequency force i s independent of t h e resonance frequency and

the mechanical damping. F /%-pV WD was expected t o be a constant , but wi th low
qs

discharge and a low resonance frequency this term tends to increase. It has to

be studied if low discharge measurements have been disturbed by imperfections of

the test installation.

i. The water damping, as far as it is important for the vibration, is proportional

11



to the water velocity. When measured at higher amplitudes a greater damping

value, with non linear character, will he found.

£. Separation of low frequency and resonance vibration is useful, because the effect

of mechanical damping can he studied more easily, and in the design i t s effect

can be taken into account. But the separation frequency has always some influence

on the results.

f. For the dynamic force i t has been found that F,: : y ~^, which means that reso-

nance vibration occurs only due to random excitation and there is no feed back

of vibration on turbulence. The tern* F,

of HpD/V.

can be expressed as a function

£. When no feed back exis t s between vibrat ion and flow excitation^ measurements of

forces combined with a spectrum analysis should be sufficient t o predic t the

vibra t ion amplitudes.

The author hopes that t h i s paper wi l l provide grounds for discussion on parameters

determining v ibra t ions , with the aim that future invest igat ions on dynamic behaviour

of valves and gates will be comparable and of more general use.

Acknowle dgement:
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HOTATION

A = Area of valve perpendicular to

direction of vibration (m )

C_ = Drag coefficient

D = Culvert height (m)

F = External force (U=ITewton)

Fj = Internal dynamic force in reso-

nance frequency (u)

F = Internal low frequency force (fl)

F = Internal permanent force due to
B

the flow (ff)

F^ = Total dynamic force (H)

5. = Frequency of low frequency exci-

tation (c.s )

Hp = Resonance frequency (c.s~ )

HQ = Separation frequency (c.s>~ )

R = Damping factor for mechanical

dasiping (H.s.m~ )

H^ = Damping factor for water damping

(N.s.m )

V = Average water velocity in culvert

V. = Water velocity in tangent direction

W = Culvert width (n)

T = Single amplitude of vibration (m)

c = Spring rigidity (H.m~ )

d = Raise of the valve (m)

f = Resistance force due to flow (H)

m = Mass of valve (kg)

m = Equivalent mass of water (kg)

t = Time (s)

y = Displacement, static and dynamic

y = Ratio damping/critical damping

v = Kinematic viscosity cf water (m. s~ )

<w = Angular frequency of vibration

(rad.s~ )

p = Density of the water (kg.m )

J = Valve loss coefficient
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In the outlet of a dispersion cone valve leading into a conduit or from a needle

valve -with an attached cone i t i s possible to create a ring streaming which

passes by a ring jump into the pressure discharge. The occurrence of the ring

jump i s conditioned by the equality of praaure and dynamic forces of streaming;

if the pressure force i s higher than the dynamic one, the ring jump •will be sub-

merged. In jump vortices the mechanical energy ia dissipated, the degree of dis-

sipation depends on discharge, pressure and dimensional parameters of the valve

and conduit*

A la sortie d'une vanne conique debitant dans une conduite ou a. la sortie d'une

vanne a. pointeau avec un cone ajoute on peut order un ecoulement ajjnulaire pas-

sant en ecoulement sous pression par un ressaut annulaire. La nai3saa.ee du res-

aaut annulaire est conditionnee par l 'egalite de l a force dynanique et ce l le de

pression; e i l a force de pression surpaese la force dynamlque,le ressaut est

noye. L'amortissement de l'energie m6canique se produit aux toebillona du res -

saut, l e degrS de 1'amortiSoement depend de parametres de debit.de pression et

de dimensions de la vanne et de la conduite.



Th& fixed dispersion cone valve and needle valve can be used with advantage

for the dieaipation of the mechanic energy and preasure regulation. At the out -

let from tho dispersion cone valve into the conduit a ring streaming along the

walla,which enlarges into a streaming through the whole profile,by tho ring juap,

can be created. The ring streaming and ring jump can be created also in the need-

le valve outlet, if a cone in i ts axis downstream of the outlet .which disperses

the outflowing jet, will be placed. The ring jump (Fig.l) is a phenomenon on the

transition of

the ring strea-

ming into the

pressure die -

ch&rge through

tho whole coa-

duit profile.

It manifests

P i g o l , itself,just as

the usual hydraulic jump by vortices and formation of high turbulence,in this

case by the formation of characteristic vortices in planes drawn through the pi-

pe axis. Its characteristic property is to entrain air,which i s fed into the co-

re of the ring streaming, into the pressure flow through the whole conduit's pro-

file and to mix perfectly both components in the turbulent vortic-es. In the

technical practice i t is possible to use suitably the aeration and ml-ring proper-

ties of the ring jump, just as i t is used for the dissipation of the surplus Qβ -

chanical energy of outflowing water or for the dating of this energy to the desi-

red degree. The utilization of the ring jump for energy dissipation i s the aim of

this paper.

The author has for the first tine ascertained the existence of the ring jusp

at bottce outlets in 1959, during the research of the hydraulic structure Hraeho-

luflky /!/ and gone of i ts properties were described in papeis submitted to the con-

gress at Lille /2/ and Bangalore /?/'.

Let us consider the formation of a ring jump on the transition of the ring

streaming along pipewalls with a diameter D, produced by the outflow from a fi-

xed dispersion cone valTe with a diameter d,, situated on the pipe's axis(Fig.2).

We shall consider a dispersion cone valve

with a cone's angle of 90°.

The outlet surface profile perpendi-

cular to tfae cone's shell, i .e . the cone

surface perpendicular to the cone'e shell

traversing through the circular edge of

the margin of the valve's sleeve is
Pig.2.

- 2 * JE. i .
V2 2

1/2 & m ( 2 - (1)

where x

d'

d

is

ii

D - E

The outf]

where the coei

includes also

flowing jet ax

loss of energy

the increasing

are the impact

of the jet spl

and recoiled,

the jet's velo

that the ring

<fx < 1. Thi
v l = J

where

For the

turn equation

The ente
jet J l v and t

J l =

Using

we Bhall obta

with the negl

which i s in t



where x - opening of the valve s sleeve

d' - inside diameter of the valve's sleeve

d - inside diameter of the valve

if « d/d'
l> - pipe's diameter
The outflow velocity is then

a
(2 -

where the coefficient if> <\ represents the jet a contraction in the outlet and
includes also the influence of the deviation between the real engle of the out -
flowing jet and the angle of the valve s cone. Between profiles 0 and I occurs a
loss of energy, owing to the influence of the enlarged outflow jet together with
the increasing diameter of the outflow cone; further influences in this respect
are the impact of the jet on the walls of the channel, the momentum's difference
of the jet split off after the impact on the walls - heading to the canal head
and recoiled, friction along the walls, eventually also a certain deviation of
the jet's velocity vector along the pipe's ceiling from the pipe's axis,in case
that the ring flow section is longer* This loss ie expressed by the coefficient

<J> < 1. The velocity in profile I is

"1

where

v, =
Ki m ( 2 - ) j/JF

(3)

For the Channel s section between profiles I and II we shall apply the momen-
tum equation (after dividing by the time interval At)

Pn 14)"1 "2 *2 *1
The entering momentum J-, i s composed by the entering momentum of the water

jet Jlv
Jl "

Using

the entering momentum of the entrained air J,

J,- + J-i.. !

Tal
f\ Q

we aiiall obtain

•f-i

(5)

(6)

(7)
<2-im)?t "T *""

with the neglectable eecond member of -the expression in brackets, the value of
which ie in the order of thousandths of the first member. The symbols represent



Q, - diecharge of the water
Q - volume discharge of air at a pressure y-

al o
in the ring streaming's

oore
h. - height of the atmospheric pressure
K - underpressure height in the flow's core (+ in the direction of the un-
T. - water velocity in profile I upstream of the jump derpressure)

- air velocity in profile I

- Bousslnesque's coefficients of ncm-uniformity

h - pressure height downstream of the jump.

The indexes 1 and 2 relate to profiles I and II upstream and doimatream of

the jump, the index a concerns the air.
When expressly the volume discharge downstream of the jump

/% r. O _ n e n

¥ al
<V <*al

and the flow velocity downstream of the jump
Q + Q 4Q

T 2 = g > g- ( i + /I i

(8)

(9)

the momentum in the outlet profile is

g 2J2 = «v*- a2 e
. ( l + / 3 t ) ( 1+fit

where the second member ia the last bracket i s again neglectable.

The pressure force (related to the absolute preeaure) in profile I i s
D2 1)

and in profile II P

(10)

( U )

r2 v "b T " ' / * ™ . (12)

After inserting 7, 10, 11 and 12 into 4 and after expressing the pressure height

we shall obtain o . -,

h a — _ - _ . . - - • • — — — - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ =____— { 1 4. At \ V (l "i\

grD v xdm(2-^m) fj3t D
Let ua call the expression on the right side of the equation (13) the dyna-

mic height marked 3 . The discharge through the fixed dispersion cons valve,as
i t i s usual, i s expressed by +he equation

H (14)

1) In previous papers the expression 11 was completed by the member f j / ^ ex -
pressing the hydrostatic pressure in the ring,the reality i s nearer to the as -
sumption according to (11);the influence of this complementary member i s negli-
gible.
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A

;: w h e r e

f- - outflow coefficient dependent on the relative opening of the fixed

dispersion cone valve

K - underpressure height (+ in the direction of the underpressure) in the

outflow; i f the space behind the eone of the v alve i s linked with

the space around, the shifting sleeve of the cone valve before the

outflowing jet at the aerated Valve,±t i s possible to assucse K*K;

H - pressure and velocity height upst-reaa the outflow from the fixed

dispersion cone valve.

Having inserted the expression {14} into the equation (13) we shall express

0 in the fora 9 „
2oc W^(H+K) d̂  4

6= i - - ~ .—$ - 2ot (f ( 1 +/*£) (&-K) -S- - K (15)

1/2". B (2-i/m) D d D4

The ring jump on the transition of the riug streaming into the pressure flow

through the full profile in the pipe occurs, when the pressure height h is equal

to the dynamic height © . The pressure height can be substituted by the pressu-

re force

and the dynamic height by the dynamic force
2

L

"I The occurrence of the ring jump is conditioned by the equality of pressure

^ and dynamic forces.

The underpressure in tfce ring-flow's core occurs owing to the blowing activi-

ty of the ring jump, which sucks air from the hollow core of the flow and en -

trains i t into the pressure flow, and also by the ejection effects of the water

jet . The underpressure height K i s the function of the relative blown-in air

discharge A and vice-versa. The underpressure height K equals zero for the va-

lue /3 ,which just equals the /3 saturation{ /? n } , for /i </Ja i s always K > 0

(K - i s positive towards the underpressure). The underpressure height can be too-

retically reduced only to HXQ value jKl • hb» as fax as the kinetic energy is

capable to create this undexpressure. The reduction of /I causes the increase of

the underpressure height g. At certain /3,K values,the hydrodynaeic balance of

the ring junp cannot be kept anymore, the vortex region of the juicp appears

close behind the cone of the valve and the hydrcdyn&mic balance i s controlled by

other conditions •» this i s the case of the submerged ring juxp. The submerged

ring juep alpo appears when the pressure height j^ i s higher than the dynamic

height 6 .

If b. < 6 the ring jung? will shift downstream, the length of the ring

streaming will increase too, with i ts increase the coefficient iP diminishes and

Biaultaaeously with i t also the dynamic height 6 • The ring juap appears in the

profile where to * 6 ,or i f the aentioned balance will not appear, the ring



streaming will occur in the whole mentioned section of the pipe,eventually at a

lower energy of atreamii^, the jet will after a certain distance fal l froo ths top

to the bottom of the pipe.

The ring jump entrains air from the ring streaming s core into the pressure

flow downstream of the junp, the blowing-in of air is evidently caused by the ro-

tational motion of the jump's vortices and also the influence of the pressure

distribution in the rotational aotion i s displayed here; the air entrainzaent by

the flow occurs also in the dispersion of the jet outflowing from the oone valve

and also in the ring streaming proper.

The relative air discharge entrained by the ring jump into the pressure flow

downstream of i t , depends on the kineticiiy of the ring streaming (analogy of

Froude's number) and on the underpressure in the stress's core /4/.The analysis

of these dependences i s , however, not included into the context of this paper.

The coefficient d> i s coa-poeed from several components and ie dependent on

a number of factors^ The mutual dependence of the coefficient <jPo and of the val-

ve's discharge coefficient's determined by equations 2 and 14 in the form

j> fj. (18)
% ~ l/?m ( 2 - ifn )
The coefficients cP =• i/7' # d?" express the influence of the jet's contrac-

io to /o
tion <J?' and the influence of tie jet's deviation d>". The number d>' can be

derived, once we presume that the outflowing jet moving along the vslve's oone

does not show any contraction, whereby at the shifting ring of the valve, the con-

traction of the jet , «hi ch i s governed by the known coefficient (f> iu the form

(P * 1 - -J m

%'= "VrT-r- . (19)

actually occurs.

The member d>" is then with the help of equations 18 and 19

/o i/

The coefficients

The cotQoneat £

1 * d> - if*

if i ip'i <P" are graphically drawn on f ig .3 .
70 7o 'O

(20)

70 7o /O

j>, including the other described influences, dependent prima-

rily on the relation •— » on tba relative opening of the valve g^ on the length

of the ring stressing, also on the intensity af the underpressure in the atrea -

miog's core, Bust be determined esperimaitally. Also diBtributiose of velocities,

coefficients cc. , cf. are important.

The total coefficient <f increases with the relation ^ , with the relative

opening !» with the relative unlerprenure «> and indirectly with the length of

ring etreaoing. The dependences tj> » t£ e ) are drawn on Pig.4(for saall lengths

of the ring stressing and underpressure aear 0 ) .

In the ring juup and turbulent rortices iniKdiately after i t a lose of BB-

chanical energy occurs. The amount of Io3t energy i s for varioua discharge sad

0



(18)

(20)

dimensional parameters different. According to the choice of the mentioned parame-

tere i t i s possible, therefore, to obtain various degress of energy daapiig. We

1.0-
1,0~

i>

V
0,8-

•Q6-

0,4-

A

I
*

Iβ

£&§—

, •

0,2 Oh m

0 0,5 1,0 z/de 1,5

Fig.4.

shall define the loss of energy as

the difference between the aecha -

nical energy upstream of the out -

flow from the fixed dispersion cone valve and the energy downstream of the jussp *

Using the expression with the help of heights, there i s
mm &

&E = H - ( a + -= ) (21)

After substituting for h and v_ from equations 13, 8 and with the help of 14,

we can express the part of the loBt and in i t ia l energy

2 2 „ . .AS 2

- B - * 1 - —
( 2 -

| ) (f

(22)

The relative decrease of the necbaaical energy drops with the risa of g and

with the rise of the relation • ** with the r ise of fl and ineraa -

see with the rise of "foe underpressure. Oji Fig.5 we have drssm the relatiye da -

crease of 1he mechanical energy -g- in dependence pn —• at E = 0, for relative

openings m = 0.1, 0.2, 0*3 and 0.4o The relative air dischargee and coefficients f

were considered according to Uis measured values* The disgrsa clearly states in

which region and what amount of sedsoical energy gets losi» The daapisg of the

mechanical energy i s conditioned by the pressure height downetreEK of the

juap h 5 G .

If the preaeure height ^ ie higher than the dynamic height 6 "then the

wil l move nearer to the dispersion cone valve and at last appears a turbulent



jump region closely downstream of the dispersion valve s cone,creating a submerged

jump* The derivation of equilibrium conditions (see/4/) again surpasses the limits

100 ^^^i?^"~--»-^ _. of this paper* Even the submerged ring jump

entrains and sucks air, as long as there i s

an underpressure downstream of the cone.

There exists a certain pressure height va-

lue h = h , when just downstream of the

eone i s an atmospheric pressure, when the

intake of air ends and for each h > h
o

already a direct outflow from the disper-
sion cone valve into the pressure dischar-
ge takea place. In this region i t is pos-
sible to apply the described outflow ad -
justsnent from the dispersion cone valve
into the conduit for the pressure reduc-

tion in the conduit to tile desired degree.
I t i s also evident that this way i t i s possible to dissipate the mechanical ener-
gy on the desired value.

The damping of the mechanical energy and pressure lowering by the ring jump
can also be obtained by a needle valve, where the ring-streaaing i s created by
streaming around the cone situatsd downstream of the outflow from the dispersion
cone valve /Fig.6) . Heedle valves are produced even for Uie highest pressures and

their use i s suitable for high pressu-
re dissipating devices.

The outflow from the valve i s ex-
pressed by the relation

n (23)

where in the coefficient v i s ezpres-
Fig. 6. sed besides the je t ' s contraction in -

fluence also the diminution of the outlet's orifice surface, according to the val-
ve 'e body position and influence of the pressure difference from the atmospheric
pressure in the valve's outlet (by high pressure installations this deviation i s
total ly neglectable, the velocity coefficient ie * 1) .

The course of the coefficient ^ = f ( - | - ) i s drawn on Figo3 for - 2 = - i * .
do - diameter of valve outlet's orif ice, ° 8 f

s - length shift of the valve's body. The decrease of ihe outflow velocity v
on Telocity v^ in the profile upstream of the proper jump, iB expressed by the
coefficient V

vx - if vo (24)

the coefficient w = is/ . includes the component

8

expressing losses



from the outilow upto the end profile of the dispersion cone and the component <P,

which was determined in -tile previous case. As y/ < 1 i s always y < (fi . The

dependence ifJ = f ( z/dg) i s evident from Fig.4.

In a similar way as before the value of the dynamic height 9 i s derived.

do 2 2 d 4

The formation of ifee ring jump is again conditioned hy h » © ""fl for flqwrTJ"e

of the mechanical energy must be h j © . The condition h > 6 in this Arrange -

jnantcan be easily fulf i l led, as the coefficient y i s only small and also the pres-

sure height on the boundary of air intake h i s very low.

le t us derive for the relative decrease of the mechanical energy after inser-

ting into equation 21

AE d o 2 2 d 4
___ a 1 - 2 «<.,4"Z(-g-) + ( 1 + fl&) ^ (-2 ) [£ « - (1+/3&) ] + & (26)

The relative decrease of the mechanical enexgy drops with the increase of

z/d and with the increase of the relation d /D, but very l i t t l e , in this case i t

i s always very near to 1 , as a considerable part of the energy ia dissipated by

the impact on the cone, see Fig.7 (for K = 0 ) .

1,00 \ I i^^_ r v 1 I On Fig.8, a model of the instal-

lation for the damping of the

mechanical energy of the dis-

charge 0. = 1,2 B / B , at -tiw

head E = 240 m of the water co-

luon (scale Is5),where the need-Q97
0.2

le valve acts as a synchrone
3

0,1
Fig*7.

valve, functionirig on the principle of the ring juap,ls shown. In 1 tf1 content of

this installation an output of 385 kW is dissipated (and thia by .far is not the

possible maximum). Let us mention for the sake of comparison that for instance

in wells * pressure dissi-

pating basins ,domastream

of the needle valves of

the hydro-electric system

at Sevan,according to data

of i t s author / 5 / - 40 isST

are damped in 1 m , in a

Fig.8. damping basin strains d by

a concentrated jet i t is pogsible according to Krause / 6 / to dissipate in the g i -

ven case 46 kV in 1 a of the damping device's space, whereby in conventional

st i l l ing basins of dams i t i s possible to reclcon with a dissipation about 8 -

20 kW/m3 of space.



The neationsd installation for energy dissipation functioned entirely in a

region where no air was takfcn in, i t was not even necessary to aerate the needle
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STOCKHOLM

VASE FAILURES OF HOLLOW-CONE VALVES

CASSURE ET FLECHISSEMEHT DES PALETTES DE!j ROBINETS
A JETS CREUX

4

Albert G. Mercer
Assoc ia te Professor

Colorado State Univers i ty Fort C o l l i n s , Colorado
USA

The performance of hollow-cone (Howell-Bunger) valves has been marred by

vibration failure of a number of valves designed for very large discharges. While

vibrations can arise from sources removed from the valve such as irregular upstream

flow passages or inadequate ventilation downstream, in a number of reported fail-

ures the valves themselves seem to have provided the vibration. These cases are

characterized by the cracking and bending of the interior stay-vanes that support

the cone. This type of failure suggests a defect in the hydroelastic characteris-

tics of the valves and, in fact, a parameter based on hydroelastic considerations

has been developed which seems to divide valves which have had stay-vane failure

from those which have not. The implication of this parameter is that for each

valve there is a critical discharge which, if reached, would cause destructuve

resonances.

La performance des valves a jets creux (Howell-Bunger) a ete obscurcie par

la rupture vibratoire d'un certain nombre de valves projetees pour des debits

importants. Bien que les vibrations puissent provenir d'autres sources que la

valve, par exemple, de passages de debits irreguliers a l'amont ou d'une venti-

lation insuffisante a l'aval, dans bon nombre de ruptures connues il semble bien

que les valves elles-meme soient responsables des vibrations. Ces cas sont

caracterises par la craquelure et le flechissement des palettes interieures qui

supportent le cone. Ce genre de rupture suggere un defaut dans les caracteris-

tiques hydroelastiques des valves et, en fait, on a develope un parametre derive

a partir de considerations hydroelastiques qui semble diviser les valves qui se

sont rompues des autres. Ce parametre implique que pour chaque valve il existe

un debit critique qui, s'il est atteint, causera des resonances destructives.

I i
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INTRODUCTION

Hollow-cone valves, otherwise referred to as "Howell-Bunger" valves, or as

fixed-dispersion cone valves, are particularly well-suited to their purpose, which

is the controlled release of water at th.2 downstream end of pressure conduits.

Most of these valves have had very favorable maintenance records, but an appre-

ciable number have actually failed due to tearing or bending of their interior

vanes. Some of these valves have been abandoned after repeated attempts at repair;

others have been repaired and have operated without further failure at reduced

discharges. Still others have been replaced with successfully operating valves

having thicker vanes.

The causes of the vane failures have nsver been clearly demonstrated. In some

cases it has been laid to a poor flow geometry upstream; and in other cases to un-

favorable conditions downstream or to faulty manufacturing procedures. It is the

writer's opinion, however, that these failures are due, with few exceptions, to a

single cause, which is a hydroelastic instability associated with the vane? them-

selves. The implication is that most of the valves that failed would have failed

even under ideal conditions of flow or manufacture. This is not to say that all

hollow-cone valves are doomed to vane failure. The cure, in every case, is to

make the vanes thick enough so that the conditions for instability are not

realized.

A parameter is presented herein, which is based on hydroelastic principles and

which clearly divides those valves that have failed from those that have not. This

parameter is suggested as a criteria for determining vane thickness in future

valves or discharge limits for existing valves.

FAILURES OF HOLLOW-CONE VALVES

A typical hollow-cone valve is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a dispersion

cone located in a fixed position downstream of the cylindrical valve body and

SECTION A-A

Figure 1. Typical Hollow-cone Valve
with Four Vanes-

a

• "to
• —

Figure 2, Typical Vane Failure.
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fastened to it by a set of radial vanes. A sliding cylindrical sleeve can be

operated to adjust the size of the gap between the valve body and the cone to con-

trol or shut off the flow. The valves are sized according to the inside diameter

of the valve body. The maximum flow that can be released from this type of valve

is 85 to 90 percent of the amount that would be released from a completely open

pipe of the same diameter. The valve configuration, largely fabricated from rolled

steel plate, is well suited to withstand large heads. The vanes, in particular,

can be quite thin without being overstressed when the valve is closed and static

heads are highest. The arrangement, however, does offer the possibility of a

number of different modes of resonant vibration, which involves the vanes in con-

junction with the rest of the valve.

The reported failures of the vanes show marked similarities, typified by the

failure shown in the photo of Figure 2. The vanes crack at the center weld and at

the weld joining them to the cylindrical shell, always beginning at the leading

edge. Sometimes they bend over as has the top vane of Figure 2, or the leading

edge may crack off without much twisting of the rest of the vane, as in the case

of the left-hand horizontal vane. The circumstances concerning actual vane

failures will be described briefly in the following paragraphs in alphabetical

order according to project name.

Alder Dam.- Alder Dam, in the State of Wjif=bJ.ngton, has a single 66-inch, four

varied, hollow-cone valve located at the end of a long, straight 78-inch diameter

pressure conduit as shown in Figure 3. The spray from the valve is confined by a

steel-lined concrete hood. After twenty years of maintenance-free operation with

net heads at the valve up to

-El 953-5 265 feet and discharges up to

2500 cfs, the one-inch thick

vanes were noticed to have

cracks near the outside shell

and at the center starting from

the leading edge.

The valve was repaired, and

about the same time, a 78-inch

butterfly valve was installed

in the conduit approximately

120 feet upstream. An opening

limit of 53 percent has been

placed on the hollow-cone valve because of the butterfly valve, and no further re-

pair has been necessary.

Bhumiphol Cam.- The Bhumiphol Dam in Thailand has twG 84-inch hollow-cone valves

connected by a bifurcation to a singla 162-inch COD^lit as shown in Figure 4. The

valves discharge through 17-foot diameter circular steel-lined hoods. The original

a I R

- -*» • - I - • '?,

H I N 1 __
.••.iV:-:Vi;-.V-Vi^'-''V-''"-':-*v-'-V'-'-'-'*;- *:V--;''--.r-'-iv.'^:'v:-!'.-.-.-.f-.rvi^.^:^?:

Figure 3. 66" Hollow-cone Valve at Alder Dam.



valves had six vanes 3/4 of an inch thick which tore and bent while operating

under a net head of 320 feet. The discharge at the time is not known. The

original valves were replaced with ones having 1-1/2-inch thick vanes, and these

have operated without failure at openings up to 80 percent and 350 feet of head

with a discharge close to 4600 cfs.

1
1 ••••»•*--«: ' •• -•••*•• ' ' • * '•

1 +-

. . . . . .

l i

Figure 4. 84" Hollow-cone Valves at
Bhumiphol Dam.

Figure 5. 108" Hollow-cone Valve at
Exchequer Dam.

Exchequer Dam.- The Exchequer Dam in Califomxa has a single 108-inch hollow-cone

valve connected by a curved 108-inch conduit to an 18-foot power tunnel, as ehown

in Figure 5. large portions of the leading edge of five of the six 1-1/2-inch

thick vanes broke away after approximately 27 hours of operation at a discharge of

7600 cfs. The value had operated for some time at lesser flows. The net head at

failure was approximately 320 feet. The valve was repaired with 2-inch thick

vanes and has since operated for a test period of 11 hours at 8000 cfs. The net

head for this test was approximately 320 feet.

Metropolitan Water District.- The Metropolitan Water District of Southern Califor-

nia built a 12-inch hollow-cone valve for experimental purposes. The model had

four 1/4-inch thick vanes. One of the horizontal vanes cracked and tore loose in

typical fashion during the first days of testing at a maximum head of 400 feet and

94 cfs discharge.

Rollins Dam.- Rollins Dam in California has a 60-inch hollow-cone valve located,

as shown in Figure 6, inside a 12-foot diameter diversion tunnel at the downstream

face of a plugged section. A straight conduit 72 inches in diameter and 55 feet

Figure 6. 60" Hollow-cone Valve at Rollins Dam.
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long, with a 72-inch butterfly valve, carries water through the plug to the

hollow-cone valve. There are open pipes projecting downstream of the hollow-cone

valve to aerate the space downstream of the conical discharge.

The original valve was operated for a period of 2-1/2 months with net heads as

high as 200 feet, but with discharges unknown to the writer. At the end of this

period an inspection revealed that the leading edge of one of the vanes had been

torn and bent back and all four one-inch thick vanes had cracks in them. The vane

failure was blamed on the fact that the water levels in the tunnel downstream of

the valve were high enough to submerge the valve and so no changes were made in

the design of the replacement. The replacement valve has operated successfully at

net heads up to 216 feet, but never with more than 800 cfs discharge. The manu-

facturer has set a discharge limit of 1000 cfs, persumably to limit the depth of

flow in the tunnel downstream.

Ross Dam.- The first large hollow-cone valves to suffer vane failure, as far as

the writer is aware, are the two 72-inch valves at Ross Dam, in the State of

Washington. They are each located at the end of approximately six hundred feet of

72-inch pipe with no intervening valves except for bulkhead gates at the intakes.

Steel hoods were fitted close to the valve at the upstream end to reduce back

. spray but were not actually in contact with the valve at any point.

Both valves had been operated full open at heads up to 335 feet over a period

of several months before operators noticed unusual noise and irregular spray coming

from Valve Number 2. On inspection they found two of the four one-inch thick vanes

bent and torn. Valve Number 1 was found to be perfectly sound. The vanes of

Valve Number 2 were repaired in the field and then for a period of over four months

Valve Number 2 repeatedly suffered vane failure and was repaired, while Valve

Number 1 received only light but progressive cavitation pitting. The ^anes of

Valve Number 1 finally did develop cracks 4-1/2 months after Valve Number 2 first

failed. Both valves were kept in operation by constant maintenance until they

were replaced by hollow jet valves.

Because of the long pipeline upstream of the valven which had mean velocities

of approximately 90 feet per sciond, the net head on the valves was much less than

the 335 feet total head. Friction loss calculations determine that the maxinum

net head and maximum discharge are 180 feet and 2600 cfs, respectively. It could

be that Valve Number 1 carried less discharge than Valve Number 2 because of

friction loss differences, accounting for the slower failure, but this is not

known as a fact.

Round Butte.- The three 96-inch diameter hollow-cone valves of the Round Butte Dam

in Oregon are somewhat special in that they discharge directly into the tsilwater

pool 33 fer.t below the normal high tailwater elevation. Each of the valves is con-

nected dij.ectly to the spiral case of a vertical-axis turbine and discharges into

a chamber as shown in Figure 7. Originally, the chamber did not have the conical



insert as shown. The discharge chambers are made of steel-lined concrete, except

for the upstream faces which are one-inch thick steel bulkheads.

The f iist of the valves to be test operated was opened 30 percent during the

reservoir filling period when the head on the valve reached 220 feet. This opera-

tion resulted in extreme vibration of the upstream bulkhead and the powerhouse

structure. This and subsequent tests

•esulted in additional bracing being

added to the bulkhead. After the

diversion tunnels were closed, the

valves were operated 20 to 40 per-

cent open at net heads up to 300

feet for a period of two months to

release b3T>ass flows until the first

generator was operational. An

examination of the valves after this

Figure 7. 96" Hollow-cone Valve at Round
Butte Dam.

period showed that fatigue failure

had commenced on the six 1-1/8 inch

thick vanes, and that some of the vanes had bent over.

A series of model tests (see reference 5 in the Bibliography) conducted on the

site resulted in the conical insert, shown in Figure 7, being placed in the dis-

charge chamber. This insert produced an asperator effect in the model that helped

to bring air into the center of the hollow jet and greatly reduced the pressure

fluctuations on the model bulkhead. The conical insert also reduced pressure

pulsations inside the valve as measured in the model.

This change was incorporated into the prototype while heavier valves with

2-1/8 inch thick vanes were being fabricated and installed. The results were

essentially as predicted by the model studies, namely very much, reduced vibration

of the chamber walls and the powerhouse. The heavier valves have been operated

with openings of 100 percent without vane failure. Maximum net heads and dis-

charges have been 330 feet and 5500 cfs. It is an open question whether the

absence of vane failure is due only to the heavier vanes or only to the improved

downstream geometry or to a combination of both.

Summersville Dam.- The Summersville Dam in West Virginia XB provided with a low-

level outlet works consisting of a single 29-foot diameter tunnel directing water

through a trifurcation to three 108-inch holiow-cone valves. A 30-inch hollow-cone

valve is also provided as a bypass for the larger valves. Figure 8 shows the

arrangement for the 108-inch and 36-inch valves. Each of the 108-inch hollow-cone

valves is connected to the trifurcation by at least 160 feet of straight 132-inch

steel-lined conduit with a 132-inch butterfly valve directly upstream. The 30-inch

hollow-cone valve is connected to one of the 132-inch conduits by means of a

36-inch pip
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36-inch pipe, and there is a butterfly valve immediately upstream of the small

hollow-cone valve as well. All four of the valves have ventilated circular Voods.

The larger valves have all suffered failure of the one-inch thick vanes, but

the 30-inch valve with 5/8-inch vanes has not failed.

VALVE OPERATING
UECHAN15U' VALVE OPERATING

MECHANISM -

ACOUSTIC FLOWMETER—' \
TRANSDUCER )

3S-IH. BUTTERFLY VkLVE - ^
AND OPWATING UECHAN1SU

W.HOWELL-
BUNCEN VALVE

•C. CONDUIT AND
VALVES EL IMI.SO

STEEL HOOO
V->N-THICK

11-FT CONDUIT 3-FT BYPASS PIPE

Figure 8. 108" and 30" Uollow-cone Valves a t Summersville Dam.

l l ' f f i - l , 36"Long
Welded la Vanes

Figure 9. Stiffners for Valve Number

2 at Summersville Dam.

The trouble was first discovered during a routine inspection after one year of

operation, with net heads up to 295 feet

and discharges of the order of 5600 cfs.

Valves Number 1 and 3 both had cracked and

bent vanes, but Valve Number 2, with some-

what less service, was essentially undamag-

ed.

Interestingly, Valve Number 2 was tem-

porarily reinforced with 1-1/2-inch by 36-

inch plates located as shown in Figure 9,

but this valve also failed in later opera-

tion.

The replacement valves, with a vane

thickness of 2-1/3-inches, have operated at 70 percent open and 295 feet net bead

with no vane trouble.

ANALYSIS OF THE VIBRATION

A complete analysis of hydroela&tic vibration is complicated and has not been

done for hollow-cone valves. A geometry that has been solved analytically, how-

ever, is an elactic hydrofoil completely fixed only at one end and free otherwise

to flap normal to its chord and to twist about its longitudinal axis (see

reference 3 in the Bibliography). The analysis showed that destructive resonances

occur only at a certain critical velocity at which the flow couples the two forms

of vibration in such a way as to feed energy into the elastic system. The vanes

of a hollow-cone valve would appear to be somewhat analogous in that vibrations in

the cross-sectional plane, as shown in Figure 10, would correspond to flapping and

Iβ



vibrations in the longitudinal direction would correspond to twisting. One might,

therefore, look for a critical velocity (or a critical discharge) in hollow-cone

valves associated with the failure of vanes.

While a complete analysis is difficult, the two-dimensional analysis of the

vibrations of the configurations of Figure 10 is relatively simple. Two modes hav-

ing relatively low frequencies are shown. It has been suggested (see reference 2

in the Bibliography) that Mode 2 is the.one most likely to occur in hollow-cone

valves because of the relatively low harmonic in the shell. It was prof-ably this

mode that was considered when

internal stiffening was proposed

for the Summersville valve.

Analysis shows, however, that

Mode 1 occurs at lower frequen-

cies, principally because of the

lower harmonics in the vanes.

Mode I Mode 2.

Figure 10. Possible Vibrational Modes for
Hollow-cone Valves.

In this mode, the Summersville

stiffners would be useless and

would, in fact, hasten the

failure due to added mass at the

center of the vanes.

The frequency of vibration f of Mode 1 can be expressed by the equation

(1)

where f = frequency in cycles per second,

E = Young's modulus of elasticity,

p * isaes per unit volume,

Tv = vans thickness

D = valve diameter

and C is a dimensionless coefficient depending on k, the ratio of shell thick-

ness to vane thickness, and "N, the number of vanes. An analysis which ignores

the water in the valve was used to determine the partial list of values of C for

Mode 1 which are given in Table 1. The water would have the effect of lowering

the values of C due to the added mass.

TABLE 1. Values of C for Equation 1.

N

Ts/Tv

C

4

1.00

2.22

5

1.00

2.35

6

.50

1.98

6

.90

2.40

6

1.00

2.48

6

1.20

2.53

6

2.00

2.75

Table I shows that six-vane valves have about 10 percent higher frequencies than

comparable four-vane valves, and that the thickness of the shell relative to the

vane does not have too large a bearing on the frequency.

8



(1)

The close similarity between a l l la\-p,e hollow-cone valves makes possible an

analysis based on model laws. This requires that there be geometric, kinematic

and dynamic similarity. Geometric similarity i s essentially achieved for a l l

valves having the same number cf vanes. Dynamic similarity requires an analysis

of the hydroelastic phenomena which i s uot available. Kinematic similarity i s

achieved, however, when the flow travels the same proportionate distance within the
c

valve during the course of one vibration period. The dimensionless distance —

travelled by the flow at velocity V is given by

S V V D .-\/jT~ ,„

D = fD= cTv- ̂ W (2>
Equation 2 would be more useful if it were in terms of discharge Q. Ignoring

the cross-sectional area of the vanes and rearranging terms somewhat gives

JL 1
4 D CDTv •Vf (3)

G 4

Assuming that critical velocity and failure occur for all valves under the same

kinematic condition, failure should correspond to a fixed value of the parameter

represented by the left-hand side of Equation 3. Valves operated with parametric

values in excess of this critical value should have failed, and those operated

with parametric values less than this should have not.

RESULTS

The values of the parameter of Equation 3 have been computed (see Table II)

for all valves mentioned earlier which have failed and for a number of large

valves which have operated successfully. In each case the maximum discharge ex-

perienced has been used. To the writer's knowledge, all valves with a parametric

value less than .115 have operated successfully,, and all valves with a value

greater than .130 have failed. In between these rather narrow limits, the "gray"

zone, are eight valves, of which three have failed and five have not. In pre-

paring these values, the vane thickness was always assumed to be the same as the

shell thickness, although this was known not to be true in most cases.

CONCLUSION

It would appear from these results, that vane failure of hollow-cone valves is

closely associated with a kinematic condition of flow related to the vibrational

frequencies of the vanes, and that the parameter listed in Table II, except for a

narrow "gray" zone, successfully divides the valves which have failed from those

which have not. Valves in this gray zone (.115 to .130) include a 12-inch valve

which failed at 94 cfs and a 108-inch valve which has operated successfully at

8000 cfs.
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TABLE II. Hollow-Cone Valves in Order of Increasing Parametric Value

Project

Four Vanes

Rollins

La Joie

Summersville

Rollins

Alder

M.W.D. Model

Ross

Alder

Five Vanes

Mangla

Six Vanes

Valve
Diam.
(ft)
D

5.0

4.0

2.5

5.0

5.5

1.0

6.0

5.5

9.0

Thickness
(ft)
T
V

.083

.083

.052

.083

.083

.021

.083

.083

.131

Max.
Net
Head
(ft)

215

245

295

200

265

400

180

265

345

Max.
Discharge

(cfs)
Q

800

1250*

500*

1800*

2000

94

2600

2500

5000

CT D
V

VF
.051

.100

.113

.115

.117

.120

.138

.146

.107

Vanes
Failed

Yes No

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Remarks

repair

original

repair

original

Summersville

W.A.C. Bennett

Ladore

Round Butte

Strathcona

Round Butte

Derbendi Khan

Bhumiphol

Exchequer

Exchequer

Summersville

Bhumiphol

9.0

7.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

7.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

7.0

,195

.213

.100

.177

.100

.094

.100

.125

.167

.125

.083

.062

295

425

75

330

150

300

160

350

320

380

295

320

5600

5100*

2800*

5500

3900*

3700

4000*

4600

8000

7600

5600

4400*

.076

.081

.083

.092

.116

.120

.120

.129

.130

.166

.190

.248

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

repair

repair

original

repair

repair

original

original

original

*Discharge unknown, assumed maximum valve opening 70%
C = 2.22 for 4 vane, 2.35 for 5 vane and 2.48 for 6 vane.
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Information is presented which will improve the accuracy of designing valve

systems that will operate free of undesirable cavitation. Critical cavitation

conditions are defined based on a measure of cavitation intensity, and a new

cavitation parameter is introduced which simplifies the application of cavitation

data. Scale effects are discussed and data are presented from which the effect of

variations in size and pressure on the critical cavitation index for valves can be

predicted.

The recommendation is made that whenever possible a laboratory study be con-

ducted to evaluate the critical cavitation index. The information presented on

scale effects can then be applied to adjust the data to prototype conditions.

Alternate methods of design are suggested for cases when laboratory studies are

not possible.

On presente quelque information pour 1'amelioration des methodes de calcul de

valves destinees a operer sans cavitation. On definit des conditions de cavitation

critique basees sur une mesure de l'intensite de cavitation, et on introduit un

nouveau parameter de cavitation qui simplifie 1'application des donnees sur la

cavitation. On discute les effets d'echelle et on .presente des resultats a partir

desquels on peut predire l'effet des variations de dimension et de pression sur

l'indice de cavitation critique pour les valves.

On recommande autant que possible qu'une etude en laboratoire soit faite pour

evaluer l'indice de cavitation critique. On peut alors adapter les resultats

presentes de l'effet d'echelle aux conditions du prototype. On suggere d'autres

methodes de calcul pour les cas oil il n'est pas possible de faire des etudes de

laboratoire.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper provides a method for predicting the cavitation performance of

valves. The objective is to improve the accuracy and facilitate the design of

new valve installations, and to evaluate the limiting operating conditions of

existing systems. The method was developed primarily for application to water

transmission and distribution systems, but the results can be applied to a number

of other problems. This paper attempts.to accomplish three goals: first, provide

a means of estimating the safe operating limits of valve systems in the absence

of laboratory studies; second, provide a convenient method of applying laboratory

results; and third, furnish information to aid in scaling cavitation data.

Information for this paper was obtained primarily from research and testing

programs conducted in the Hydro-Machinery Laboratory at Colorado State University.

Since this paper is concerned with the application of cavitation information and

not with details regarding its acquisition, no discussion of facilities, instru-

mentation, or test procedures is included. Preferences 1 and 2 contain such

information.

BACKGROUND

The design or analysis of a valve system for cavitation requires first the

selection of the limiting or critical cavitation conditions. Since cavitation

has many associated phenomena, several such limits could be selected, including:

(1) when cavitaLion first begins, (2) the onset of damage by erosion, (3) the

onset of damage by pressure fluctuations or vibrations, (4) damage to other com-

ponents in che system located downstream of the cavitating valve, (5) when the

audible noise reaches an intolerable level, or (6) when choking of the flow occurs

due to supercavitation at the valve.

The limiting design criteria selected depends on the particular installation

under consideration. For a pressure relief valve, the limit would generally be

choking conditions. In water supply and distribution systems where long, reliable

service is required, the valves should operate essentially free of cavitation to

ensure that no damage of any kind results. Thus, it is necessary to use the most

conservative design limit of items 1 through 5 (normally tl) from the preceding

list.

Information required for predicting cavitation limits can be obtained from data

available in the literature, from field tests on a similar valve installation, or

from laboratory studies. Published cavitation information on valves is relatively

scarce and can only be used as a general guideline. Field testing of an identical

valve installation would be desirable since most scale effects would not be en-

countered when interpreting the data. However, it is not common to find a suit-

able field installation, nor to have sufficient control of the installation that

complete cavitation information can be obtained. Consequently, the most common

source of design data comes from laboratory studies. Care must be exercised when

comparing cavitation data from various investigations. One must consider the

2 G 5
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definition of the cavitation parameter, how each pressure and velocity is measured

or calculated, and the exact definition of critical or incipient cavitation.

Whenever possible, it is recommended that a complete laboratory study be made

to evaluate the desired cavitation limits for the particular installation under

consideration. Since many valves are of such a size that they cannot be tested,

most laboratory studies involve models. Such model studies must be carefully de-

signed so that the data will be of greatest value. Three problems which must be

considered when conducting a model study on valves are: (1) collecting, analyzing

and presenting tha data in a form that will be easily understood and readily

usable, (2) obtaining complete information, and (3) evaluating scale effects so

that the prototype performance can be predicted. When such studies are not

possible, published information must be consulted to predict cavitation perfor-

mance.

The paper is organized as follows: critical cavitation conditions are defined,

a suggested cavitation parameter for valves is introduced, cavitation data for

generalized valve shapes, including scale effects, are discussed and compared with

data taken on various types of valves.

Critical Cavitation

Determining the conditions for the onset of damage by erosion, pressure

fluctuations or vibrations by a laboratory study requires a very extensive and

carefully planned testing program. Since the geometry and the pattern of flow

through valves vary so widely3 and the associated pipe systems in which they are

installed have endless variations, no flow condition can be evaluated which will

predict "incipient damage" for all systems. Hence, laboratory results of cavita-

tion damage are generally applicable only to the configuration tested.

Because of the difficulty, time and expense involved in determining an

"incipient damage" condition for valves, and the restricted application of such

results, an alternate approach is suggested by the authors as a first approxi-

mation. The procedure consists of selecting a critical cavitation condition

based on some measure of cavitation intensity rather than some measure of damage.

It is felt that this procedure gives a conservative estimate which can be used

confidently in the absence of detailed damage studies. Critical cavitation con-

ditions are determined by plotting the output of the sensing device (hydrophone,

accelerometer, pressure transducer, etc.) versus the cavitation parameter. The

resulting curve has three portions of importance to this determination as shown

in Fig. 1. First, as flow is increased through a valve, with the upstream pres-

sure constant, a small increase in the sensor output due to increased "flow

noise" is recorded (Region A ) . Second, as cavitation begins, a noticeable in-

crease in the sensor output occurs (Region B). Finally, as cavitation pro-

gressively becomes more intense, the rate of increase of output with increased

flow causes the curve to become almost vertical (Region C). The critical point

is selected as the location on the curve where a significant increase in output

, ' <J 5



is first observed. This point usually

corresponds to light cavitation, which

sounds similar to bacon frying on a hot

grill. Although such a definition is

somewhat arbitrary, it yields con-

sistent results.

Cavitation Parameter

Many hydraulic problems are approach-

ed using dimensional analysis to reduce

the number of important variables and

to fonaulate them into meaningful

parameters. If all pertient variables

which affect cavitation are included,

the resulting dimensionless terms, when

combined into the proper functional

relationship, would accurately describe

the problem.. However, the number of

parameters associated with cavitation
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Fig. 1 Sensor output versus flow
rate.

is so large that an exact solution to the problem cannot be obtained experimental-

ly. Consequently, it becomes necessary to reduce the total number by eliminating

those of least importance. The extent to which the excluded terms affect the

phenomenon will result in what is normally referred to as "scale effects." The

authors have investigated most of the existing cavitation parameters, in an

attempt to find one that is easy to use and one for which scale effects can be

predicted.

The suggested cavitation parameter minimizes the scale effects and makes

application of cavitation data more convenient. This parameter is referred to as

the "critical cavitation velocity" and is defined as the mean value of the pipe

velocity at the valve inlet when the valve is operating at critical cavitation

condi tions.

Scale Effects

Scale effects have classically been analyzed in terms of dimensionless parame-

ters like Reynolds, Weber or Prandtl numbers. Efforts to evaluate cavitation

scale effects using this approach have resulted in little usable information for

design. Even for unseparate'? flow problems where the analysis is much less com-

plicated than it is for separated flows through valves, the variation of the

critical cavitation index with dimensionless parameters is not well defined.

Scale effects are discussed in this paper in terms of size and pressure. Since

model information is usually applied to larger valves operating at higher pres-

sures, presenting the data in terms of size and pressure scale effects seems to be

the most useful. Although there are numerous other factors influencing cavitation

which are not included in these two quantities, they seem to incorporate the
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influence of most of the important factors governing the scaling of valve cavita-

tion data from model to prototype.

Experimental results have shown that cavitation data obtained on models are

nonconservative. If the model data are not adjusted for scale effects, the

operation of the prototype may be unsatisfactory. A major objective of this paper

is to present information which will enable size and pressure scale effects to be

predicted.

PREDICTING CAVITATION PERFORMANCE

In the absence of a laboratory study, a first approximation for evaluating the

cavitation potential of a valve, operating under known conditions, can be ac-

complished by using the data presented in Fi^. 2. This figure shows the variation

of critical cavitation velocity, V , with discharge coefficient, C , for

several different types and sizes of valves a- a constant downstream pressure.

It is observed <-hat within about ±10 percent all valves fit the same line. The

implication is that: given a valve operating at a specified valve opening,

velocity and pressure, so that the discharge coefficient and mean pipe velocity

can be calculated, the cavitation potential can be approximated from Fig. 2. If

the calculated point lies below and to the right of the line, cavitation can not be

expected. If it lies above and to the left, cavitation would be expected.

Three cautions must be emphasized regarding Fig. 2. First, the data apply"

only to valves installed in pipes of the same diameter. Second, corrections to

V will be necessary for changes in pressure; and third, the results are, at

V over the range ofbest, only good to ±10 percent. The effect of size on

valve sizes from 6 to 24 inches seems to fall within the ±10 percent bracket.

A more refined estimate of cavitation potential can be obtained, still without

a laboratory study, by the following procedure. First, search the literature to

find what cavitation information is available on valves similar to the one in

question. Second, evaluate V versus
c

C for the valve most similar to the
a

prototype, noting the pressure level used for the tests. Third, adjust the Vc

values for size and pressure corresponding to the prototype operating conditions.

In general, V increases with increased pressure and decreases with increased
c

size.

The most satisfactory method for predicting cavitation is from laboratory

tests on a geometrically similar valve. However, prediction of the prototype

performance still depends on a quantitative estimate of the scale effects. In

the following sections data are presented which make it possible to adjust for

size and pressure scale effects. This information can then be used to scale

either laboratory data or data obtained from the literature.

Size Scale Effects

Cavitation testing on valves of varying size has shown that as the size in-

creases, V decreases for constant values of C,. Figure 3 shows this for 6-,

12- and 20-iuch butterfly valves at a constant downstream pressure. One
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difficulty interpreting these data is that the three valves were not: geometrically

similar. As with Eost valves, the geometry varies slightly with size because of

structural and economic reasons. Consequently, it is not possible to be certain

what part of the variation in Fig. 3 is due to non-geometric similarity.

To more clearly define size scale effects, tests were conducted on geometrical-

ly similar orifices. Five shapes were selected to represent, in a general way.

the various types of flow patterns through valves. A photograph of these plates

is included as Fig. 4. The numbers of the orifices correspond to the identifica-

tion numbers for the data in subsequent figures. Configuration #5, not shown,

consisted of two plates like #4 spaced one diameter apart with the opening on

opposite sides of the pipe.

The shapes were selected so they would somewhat represent the following types

of valves: #1 - needle valves, 82 - multiple port valves, #3 - butterfly valves,

r-4 - gate valves and »5 - ball, cone or sphere type valves.

These orifices were fabricated for installation in 1-, 3- and 6-inch pipes.

Figures 5 - 8 show the variation of V with size at several constant pressure

levels. All orifices have the same trend; i.e., V decreases with increasing

size, but the rate of change of Vc varies with the shape of the orifice. There

appears to be a consistent trend for the scale effects to be less at lover pres-

sures; however, the percentage change remains about the same. This work is being

extended to 12- and 24-inch pipes. Unfortunately, the results were not completed

in time for inclusion in this paper.
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Shape #1 Shape #2

Shape #3 Shape #4

Fig. 4 Orifice plates for scale effects study.
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Fig. 7 Size scale effects for
orifice #4.



The results presented on size scale effects shew that errors up to 25 percent

in predicting the value of V are possible for a size ratio of 6:1. A 25 per-

cent error in velocity can result in heavy cavitation in the prototype valve and

possibly damage.

To eliminate the errors involved in scaling cavitation data, the following is

offered as a suggestion. The most satisfactory way to determine V is, of

course, from laboratory studies. To eliminate size scale effects it is suggested

that size ratio not exceed 2:1 for the model. If this is not possible, then the

data in Figs. 5 - 8 should be used to adjust V .

Pressure Scale Effects

The effect of changing pressure on the value of V^ can be evaluated from

Figs. 5 - 8 . As the pressure increases V increases. To show this relationship

more clearly, Figs. 9 - 1 1 are included. With the data plotted on log-log paper,

there is a linear increase of V with upstream pressure. This relationship can

be expressed by either of the following equations

Pa " pv \"
or V = V '— — 'c "colP, - P i

I do vo/

where P and P, are the upstream and downstream gage pressures corrected for



line loss to the centerlina uf the valve,

P is the vapor pressure (negative) and

the subscript o refers to known values

obtained in the laboratory. The exponent

M is the slope of the lines in Figs. 9 -

11, and the exponent N would be the

slope of the lines if (Pd - P ) were

used as the abscissa in the figures.

The choice of Pu or Pd depends

on the given conditions for the valve

being investigated. For example, if

one were designing an outlet from a

reservoir where P = constant, using

(P - P ) would be most convenient,
u v

If, however, the valve were to te

used to supply a constant downstream

pressure, (P, - P ) would be more

convenient.convenient.

The preceding equations have proven to be valid for all types and sizes of

orifices and valves tested. For the orifices, the slope is constant, not depending

on either size or shape. Results from valve testing shows that the slope is

independent of valve opening but varies somewhat with valve type. The slopes for

valve data are generally less than the slope for the orifices. Consequently, if

the data in this paper are used to predict V at higher pressures, the results

will be conservative.

Reference 2 contains considerable tabulated data for different types and

sizes of valves. These data could serve as a source for valve data in the absence

of laboratory studies in the exact valve under consideration.
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SYHOPSIS

Results of the experimental investigations of cavitation and

erosion in a flow being under an influence of a magnetic field are

described. The experiments were carried out in a water tunnel. Ca-

vitation was excited by a circular cylinder in a plane-parallel

flow in a working chamber. Erosion was studied on the lead speci-

mens. The investigations showed that the sizes of cavitation zone

increase both in a length and a width. Erosion intensity depends

on an intensity of magnetic field and damage stage.

CCChalnev, Dr. es sciences techniques, Prof, de l'Institut des
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AM0TATI0N

On decrit les resultats des experiments sur la cavitation et

1'erosion sous 1'influence du champ magnetique exterieur. On a

realise les essais dans le tunnel hydrodynamique. On a obtenu la

cavitation derriere le cylindre dans un ecoulement plat-parallele.

On etudiait I1erosion sur les feprouvettes de plomb. Selon les re-

sultats son intensity depend de celle du champ magnetique et celle

du degre de destruction d'feprouvette.
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1, INTRODUCTION..

At present the large electric power stations are equiped by

the high-capacity generators with direct fluid cooling of the con-

ductors - windings. The conductors - tubes can be exposed by inten-

sive cavitation erosion that is inadmissible on the conductions of

operation safety. Necessity to estimate an influence extent of a

magnetic field of an electric machine on development of cavitation

and cavitation erosion in the channels of fluid cooling arises. Po-

ssibility of such influence is caused by an assumption that the

electric charges can be on the bubbles and cavities in cavitation

zone*-1"^. The electric phenomena were studied insufficiently in

cavitation zone.

This paper gives the results of the experimental investigatio-

ns on an study of the influence of the magnetic field on the pro-

cess of hydrodynamic cavitation and cavitation erosion.

2. TEST PROCEDURE.

The experiments have been conducted in the closed—circuit ca-

vitation tunnel. Cavitation was originated by means of a cylinder

of diameter u> = 6 mm in a working chamber having a cross section

of d * O = 6 x 25 mm2. The flow velocity before the model was

^Q - 2o m sec" , and the pressure on the free water surface in the

water tunnel was )C\t = 4.5 atm. Figure 1 shows a schematic repre-

sentation of the experiment in the working chamber, where: 1 = cy-

B', ±1 JL!IJL
Pig.1

linder model of diameter Q, ; 2 = test specimen; 3 = erosion part.

Uniform magnetic field was originated by means of a electromagnetic

system which enveloped the working chamber. Induction vector B ,

of magnetic field was parallel to the cylinder axis of 2 . Kine-

tics of cavitation erosion in a track behind the cylinder was stu-

died by means of the change specimens of diameter 30 mm (Pig.1).

The specimens were made from a rolled lead for an acceleration of
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the experiments.-The magneto conductor was divided for an easing-of

a setting and a replacement of the specimens. Construction of the

test rig permits to vary the flow velocity in the tunnel and the

pressure in the closed system independently.

The pressure before the working chamber (with a deviation

t0.005 atm), the temperature of the water within the limits

19*21°C (with deviation £ 0.5°C), and the flow velocity in the wor-

king chamber with deviation less 1 per cent were constant during

the experiment.

After the experiment the specimen was photographed (x3). The

geometrical parameters of erosion part were determined by the pho-

V D
tographies (Pig.1): v̂  = length of cold hardening part; C^ = len-

gth of maximum erosion part; ^ a = distance from cylinder axis to

internal and of erosion part in form of cold hardening; tij = dis-

tance from cylinder axis to near erosion tracks in form of cold

hardening; c> = erosion part width; W = erosion part area.

In. carrying out the experiments an induction value of the mag-

netic field was varied within the limits ft = 0.3+0.7 teala, a re-

versal of the field ( ft ,B_) was made in the direction of the axis

of ~2. (Pig.1).

After finishing experiment the specimen was washed, dried, and

weighed on a precision balance three times to within 5.10 g.

At first the specimens were tested in the absence of the mag-

netic field, and then the identical ones were tested in magnetic

field's presence with the same hydrodynamic parameters of the flow.

Preliminary experiments in the absence of the magnetic field showed

that at cavitation stage A - tr/cl^i the most important geomet-

rical charakteristics of erosion part are Aj-Lj/ciand Q> -D^/Cl.

For this characteristics a dispersion of the points lies within the

limits 3*8 per cent.

3. EXPEKIMEMTAL RESULTS.

The basic experimental results were offered in terms of diag-

rams &A\JD) ,ji(ihfj , AVSv^\-v, and L \ V y (Figs.2-4), where H.

is test duration. The figures near the curves designate the tension

of the magnetic field: 1 = absence of magnetic field; 2 = 0.45

tesla; 3 = 0.55 tesla; 4 = 0.7 tesla. The values designate: A A =

^A _" AjJ / A^ ; A V> ~[V> w~^4)/0l f where jft = version of
field tension, W = 2*4; the figure 1 designates the absence of

magnetic field as before; V " A Q / * is specific weight loss.

Consideration of the experimental results shows that under the inf-

luence of the magnetic field the sizes of erosion part are increa-

sed both in width and in length depending on a force of the field

•3 H 1



(Fig.2). Thi3 increase reachs A A i = 15+25 per cent and A ft =

0,3

D.1
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Pig. 2

20+50 per cent in critical point at *% .=̂ V ̂  . Following growth of

erosion part is less considerable at further increase of test time.

The weight loss of the specimen (Fig.3) is increased under the

effect of the magnetic field and especially in the end of incubat-

ion period. Mentioned effect begins at field induction B = 0.4

tesla. Later on the present effect is intensified with the induc-

tion increase.

Critical point ( "*W
%
) is displaced on a time scale to the

left under the effect of the field, and weight losses of the speci-

men are decreased in this point (Fig.3). Value of \ ^ is decre-

ased 50 per cent at maximum induction B = 0.7 tesla, and a value

of &VS
O
-

V
 is decreased 35 per cent in comparison with the experi-

ments in the absence of magnetic field. The first visible erosion

tracks in the shape of the holes appear on the specimen surface in

the field earlier than it is in the absence of the field. And the

more the tension of the magnetic field the earlier they appear. On

the one hand the increase of the specimen weight loss under the

effect of the magnetic field can be the result of the increase of

the area, ^ , of erosion part, and on the other hand, this can

arise from an intensification of erosion process, that is, the inc-

rease of the depth of the holes, craters, and so on.

In order to examine this, we determined the erosion intensity,

t > that is, the specific weigth loss of the specimen per unit

area of erosion part (Fig.4).

If erosion intensity, t , is little varied under the action

of the field at the values of B =0.5 tesla in the incubation

period and the increasing erosion period, it is increased about
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20

0 BO 90 120 150

Fig.3

100 per cent at B = 0.7 tesla. The erosion intensity is equalized

in the increasing erosion period ( at c-i.) * n e absence

the field (curve 1) and at maximum value of the field (curve 4),

and then the magnetic field even decreases the erosion intensity in

the total damage period (
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Pig. 4

4. DISCUSSIOH OP EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

In order to explain the obtained results, it is necessary to

dwell briefly on the possible mechanisms of interaction of the mag-

netic field with liquid. In accordance with the theoretical inves-

tigations the action of a magnetic fi'3ld on a streaming electrical-

ly conducting liquid can proceed in three directions.

4.1. Effect of MHD.

Kagnetohydrodynamical interaction (MHD) with streaming elect-

rically conducting liquid can take pl&ce only on conduction that
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liquid has the high electroconductivity, for example, the metal

melts, alkali solutions
;
and so on ^ ̂ > And besides MHD can take

place if the nondimetisional parameter, K) , will N \ 10"'. Terra

IN is the Stewart number:

(1)

= Hartmann number ( H α ~B d V2e?~*V' » wherewhere fta = Hartmann number ( M α "b (L V^fe^V"' » where "^
e
 is

electrolyte electroconductivity, C> is density of water, %) is

kinematic viscosity of water; R,e i% Reynolds number. Electrocon-

ductivity of Moscow water is on an average T
f e
 = (0.02±10 per cent)

om~ m~ .

The measurings of the electroconductivity in cavitation zone

showed that a mean resistance of cavitation zone at the cavitation

stage A = 3.0 increased in 4*8 times L̂ J in comparison with non-

cavity flow. However, at times a local electro conductivity on the

boundary of the phases division can increase in 3*5 times.

Data of our experiments at dl- = 6 mm and "V = 17-2o m see

and the results of the calculations of HCL and n are given in

Table 1, from which it is seen that a value of \\ is smaller on

5*7 orders of It ̂ . Therefore, there is no magnetohydrodynamical

interaction in our experiments.

Table 1

kg m ! sec m 0M~
1
M~

1

rV- N

1146x10
6
 (9*11)x1o

4
 20 0.02 5*16 2.!

2.5x10"

4.2. Effect of water properties.

A change of the physical properties of a liquid, for example,

of kinematic viscosity, surface tension, dielectric constant, and

so on under the action of magnetic field is called by an effect of

liquid "magnetization". In the papers *• * •* it was shown that

such important properties of a liquid as surface tension and diele-

ctric constant are insignificantly changed over the range of the

values of ^ and o accepted in this work.

4.3» Effects of charged cavities.

Magnetic field acts on the inclusions which are in the liquid

when an electric charge is generated on a boundary of the phase di-

vision. For such interaction it can note the following initial pre-

H



condition (Fig.1):

1. There is the phase division: liquid - cavitation bubble, cavity.

2. The boundary of the phase division moves mainly in the direction

of the axis of *X . _

5. The induction vector, B ; of the magnetic field is parallel to

the cylinder axis of 2 .

Interaction of the magnetic field with the boundary of the

phase division is expressed by a displacement of these boundaries,

that is, of the bubbles, cavities. Direction of this displacement

will depend on a sign of the charge on the boundary of the phase

division, a direction of the induction vector of the magnetic fie-

ld, and the initial direction of the bubble motion.

As the reversal effect of the magnetic field on the erosion

character is absent, it is logically supposed that about a half of

cavitation bubbles has the positive electric charges, and the se-

cond half has the negative electric charges. Under the chosen di-

rection of the field a regrouping of cavities .rill take place and

as a result a part of the bubbles near the cavity boundary with the

non-cavity flow zone gets in this zone under the action of the

field and gives rise to erosion of the material. An expansion of

erosion zone in the magnetic field is explained by this.

A part of the bubbles on this scheme must move to the stalled

dead zone. However, as a value of a pressure is similar to a water

vapour pressure in the dead zone*-'2J, cavities in this zone are sa-

fe in erosion respect. Therefore, we do not record its presence on

the change of erosion shape on a specimen. The bubbles, which are

in cavitation zone end, will move towards the axis of 3D- and

apparently this is the reason of a lengthening of erosion zone un-

der the action of the magnetic field.

Proposed explanation is a simplification as it leaves out of

account the differences of the charge densities on the boundary of

the phase division, the change of sizes of the bubbles and cavities

during its motion, the mutual influence of the bubbles, and a num-

ber of other factors. However, accepted model permitted on experi-

mental data to make a quantitative estimation of an electrical

charge density, o g.» on the boundary of the phase division in the

conditions of hydrodynamical cavitation. A value of O*e =(6*-7)x10~
4

a sec m~ agrees well with the calculation data which were given in

the workt13J

4.4. Damage mechanism of spherical bubble.

Under the action of Lorentz force the ions which are on a

sphere surface receive an impulse. The direction of the impulse is
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determined by the directions of the field induction vectors, B ,

of a radial velocity of the charged particles collapse, "̂ 2*- , and

by an sign of a charge, fr .

On a plane 31-\j a velocity vector, A ^ » which is caused

by an action of Larentz force on the charged particles, will be di-

rected along a tangent to a bubble surface. This results from a mo-

tion equation:

C - MA " ^ -

where r is Lorentz force acting on a charged particle, Y(\, is

a mass of the charged particle, to is the charge value, "̂ β" is

a velocity_of the charged particle relative to a coordinate system

in which D and I" are calculated.

A vortex arisen around cavitation bubble reduces the bubble

collapse on a plane ^ " H on account- of the centrifugal force

action. Contrary to this on the planes 1 ~ Z and U ~ 2. a par-

ticle motion velocity in parallels to the axis of 2. does not

change under action of the magnetic field as tfcv*'' ttg and F = 0

according to the equation (2). Consequently a collapse of cavitat-

ion bubble will be accompanied by its breaking with a formation at

the first stages of a torus with an axis of J- as a result of the

magnetic field action. According to the workL -» besides the favou-

rable conditions arise for a cumulative damage of the bubble and

its breaking that results to erosion intensification under the cer-

tain erosion stages at i.S V ^ ^ T , ̂> QwT"X
c
_ (3?ig.4)«

4.5. Hypothesis of differentiated erosion mechanism.

The results of the erosion experiments presented in terms of

Pig.2 agree with earlier expressed hypothesis of the differentiated

mechanism of cavitation erosion'-'-'J.

According to this hypothesis the different forces act at the

different stages of the metal surface damage. In the incubation pe-

riod the erosion arises in the weakest parts of metal surface layer

under an influence of the pressure waves, which are generated on

account of a periodically carrying away of the cavities and bubbles.

An immediate action of a magnetic field on a frequency of the ca-

vities separation does not take place here; the erosion intensity

depends on this frequency. But an increase of the perturbations

density on account of the bubbles breaking in cavitation zone resul-

ts in some increase of the erosion intensity at the large tensities^

of the field. This increase of the erosion intensity reaches its

peak in an increasing erosion period when arising surface roughness

1



on account of the erosion promotes a breaking of the cavities and
bubbles. A cumulative effect of the jets which strike to forming
erosion holes acts in this period also. But with an increase of the
holes depth the effect of the bubbles breaking and a satiation by
the bubbles of the holes weaken a jet impact and decrease an erosi-
on intensity.

5. CONCLUSIOHS.

1. Considerable influence of an external magnetic field, which
was found out in carrying out the experiments, on the geometrical
sizes of cavitation erosion part in cavitation zone behind a circu-
lar cylinder proves that there are the electrical charges in menti-
oned zone.

2. The data obtained in the experiments are sufficient for a
calculation of a charge density of a solitary cavity in the condi-
tions of hydrodynamic cavitation.

3. The different destroying forces act depending on an extent
of a damage of a material surface due to cavitation erosion. These
forces can considerably raise an erosion intensity under the influ-
ence of the magnetic field.
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The rezults of the experimental study of the direct electric

curent effect of different magnitude and direction on the kinematic

structure of break-down cavitation flows and erosion development du-

ring hydrodynamic and ultrasonic cavitations are reported.lt is de-

monstrated, that the electric action essentially affects the kinema-

tic structure of the cavitation zone. It was found,that in current

absence the most kinematic stress stage is the stage causing maximum

erosion.

Metallogrphic and X-ray analysis of sample surface during the

erosion incubation period were carried out and changes caused by

passing the electric current were evaluated. Is established,that the

intensity,location and the form of erosion focuses,the character and

action degree depends on the magnitude and direction of the current.

Some considerations about optimal parameters of electric protection

against the cavitation erosion are given.

On se donne les resultats des recherches experimentals du

cours de hydrodinamique cavitation et cavitation ultra-sonique et

d'evolution de 1'erosion sur 1'action du diferents direction et de

l'intensite de courent.On se deraontre,que I1action electrique exer-

site une influence essetiellement sur la structure de la zon du ca-

vitation.

Nous avons realize l'analise metallographique et l'aaalise

structurale aux rayon-X de surface des modeles dans la periode d!in-

cubation de I1erosion et est etablir les changements dans l'erosiont

quand on laese passer le courent electrique.On demontre,que 1'action

electrique change essentiellement l'intensite,I1emplacement et la

forme de l'erosion.On se donne les reflection sur les parametrs opti-

mals de la defense electrique de I1erosion du cavitation.
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During the last decay the attention of investigators attract

physical methods of preventions of cavitation sroaion, in particu-

lar, electrical ones. After ouccesful laboratory tests cathode pro-

tection is used in practice of exploitation of hydroulic machine,

which allow in separate cases to decrease essentially the intensity

of cavitation destruction.

However, hitherto mechanism of cathode protection operation re-

mains, unfortunatly, not clear. There is general explanation neither

for causes of its efficiency, no for some negative results of catho-

de protection, We think, that this situation can be explained by the

inadequate knowledge, concerning changes which take place in cavita-

tion zone when a current is transmitting through it. But it is appa-

rent, that character of the formation, moving and interaction of ca-

vitativ vortecis and bubbles, from which consists these vorteeis,

determine the origin conditions and development of different pheno-

mena, accompanying cavitation, including erosion.

The present report contains the results of detail experimental

investigations of break-away cavitation flows kinematic structure,

when a direct electric current is transmitted through zone, the in-

vestigation of current effect on the development of cavitation ero-

sion of non-conducting materials on hydrodynamic cavitation and al-

so of metal samples under conditiona of ultrasonic and hydrodynamic

cavitation.

Experiments were carried out in hydrodynamic tunnels and ultra-

sonic instalations at frequency 20 kHz." The cylindrical models of

different diameters were the exciters of hydrodynamic cavitation.

An additional electrod was mounted when was studing the influence

of electric current transmission on kinematic structure and erosion

activity of the cavitation zone, and between it and the model d.c.

voltage was fed. The method was elaborated for determining the ori-

gin, location and regularities of cavitation erosion development of

non-conducting materials, based on the fctoregistration of thin la-

yer had good dielectric properties and waa drifted on a transparent

support.

Metal samples were made from cast lead. During tests the samp-

les hadn'd contact with electrode.

The specific feature of the erosion study methods in the ultra-

sonic cavitation region was the investigation of samples distinction

regularities bringing into cavitation zone, but dont mounted on the

concentrator of magnetostriction radiator and don't subjected to

vibrations of large frequency together with it.
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By high-speed motion pictures of break-down cavitation diffe-

rent phases (the degree of cavitation zone development is chracte-

rize by parameter, determined as the ratio of cavitation zone

length to the diameter of the model) was found, that electric cur-

rent essentially influences on kinematic structure as of initial so

x developed cavitation flows. With initial cavitation phases cur-

rent affects on parameters of wedges street, appeared behind the

model and visualised by cavitativ bubb3.es. The current presence le-

ads to the trajectory and moving wedges velocity change and changes

the location and parameters of cavitation erosion is observed as

a result. With developed cavitation phases electric effect increa-

ses the size of cavitation cloud shedding part and average veloci-

ty of its grown.

Drag coefficient was determined for different exsperimental

conditions and its variation was investigated in function of cur-

rent value and direction. Was found, that when the current density

increases the drag coefficient firstly increases and thereafter de-

creases. The increasing of the body resistance when transmitting

current is of small values must be related with growth lowered pre-

ssure zone caused by apperiance of local wedgeformations on the mo-

del surface faced to the flow and the shift in this directionof the

shedding point. When the current increases, the intensive electro-

lysis leads to pressure increases on model stem-part because rari-

ty in the vortex decreases and to decreasing of drag coefficient.

Thus,when electric protection is used,one must take into conside-

ration the possible change in the stream-lined model rasistence.

Analysis of high-speed motion pictures data indicated,that it

allows to registrate variations of the macroktnematic structure on-

ly,variations only of external picture of cavitation region and

don't answer the question what phenomena takes place within zone as

in the absence of the electric current and so when it is transmit-

ted. But it is apparent in the same time,that frequency and local

disturbances character in zone and their variations under the in-

fluence *f different phyei-chemical effects on the last are connec-

ted the phenomena,accompanying cavitation,including erosion.

Procedure was elaborated for investigation of cavitation zone

local microdisturbances,the essence of which consists in following.

Microprobe was mounted in the flow parallel to the model and bet-

ween them d.c. voltage was fed,which value was controled in such a

way to exclude the possibility of eloctrolysii.When cavitation re-

gion appeared in the result of cavitative vortices transference and



separate bubbles motion,resistance in the circuit altered continuos

lu,what led to the voltage change,which was recorded from balatat

resistance. The voltage pulsations frequency was assumed as the

characteristic of state variation within zone near the probe. A ca-

reful calibration carried out with generators using standart pulse

shapes was established,that the circuit measurements provides ade-

quate record of the frequency characteristics on voltage variation

for some millivolts.

As was found by the frequency spectrum analizator spectrum

density peaks correspond Strouhal wedgeformations in the cavitation

zone. The higher frequency of disturbances is 30 kHz. The spectral

characteristics indicate in general the qualitative picture of pro-

cesses, proceeding in cavitation zone. Therefore,average disturbance

frequences were determining in cavitation phases,which maintained

else the bubble structure.

The results,registrated by microprobe with working area of

0.05 mm were treated to obtaine the average disturbance frequency

of cavitation region area unit for every cavitation phase.It was

found,that in function of cavitation developing phase frequency

strength so as erosion activity passes through maximum,and the pha-

se, which caused ths highest erosion (three model diameters in len-

gth ) is the most frequency stressed ( Fig I ).

m Jff

Pig. I
Frequency s t res s

of cavitation phases.
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Prom the obtained results,detail investigation of the electric

current influence was carried out for phase having the length about

three diameters from the model axis. The experiments were realized

with varios current directions and variations its values in the

range of 3 to 350 mA. Prom obtained results it is evident,that the

influence of current on the frequency characteristics of the zone
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are different in. its several parts. Even small currents lead, to es-

sential decrease of disturbance frequency in the density cloud alo-

ng all the zone section,while the disturbance frequency in the

stern-part increases. Near model current direction is not essential

practically,and in the zone stern-part with a positive polarity of

model the flow turbulized some more. It is typically,that the in-

fluence of the small currents is much more expressed in the end of

the density cloud and large-direct at the model. Apparently,a large

quantity of electrolysis bubbles,appeared at high current,are able

to affect direct on the character of cavitation wedgeformations and

moving. At low currents the influence of electrolysis bubbles is

expressed more essentially far from the model,where a part of cavi-

tation bubles are collapsed already.

It was found,that independent from model polarity begining

from definite current strength ( 20-gO mA ) kinematic zone picture

stabilized at Strouhal wedgeformation frequency. Consequently,from

the standpoint of disturbance frequency decrease there is no nece-

ssity to increase currents above correspondent limit value for zone

stabilization. The frequency stress of this cavitation phase in

function of value and current direction was determined and it was

shown ( Pig.I )fthat at electric influence the stress essentially

decreases.

It was found,that character of the electric affect influence

depends considerably upon cavitation phcse. While at developed pha-

ses the transmission of electric current decreases the frequency of

disturbances in general,at initial phases it leads to the essential

their turbulization (Pig.I). Prom the obtained results it is evi-

dent, that the question about application of the electric protection

is must be related with the cavitation development phases.

In order to visualise the distubances character the oscillo-

graphic investigations of cavitation zone structure were carried

out,which have indicated,that in the absence of current the probe

registrates disturbances,coused by passage as sepparate bubbles so

and their conglomeratas. The transmission of current leads to a

sharp decreasing of micropulsations (Pig.2).

As the erosion activity of cavitation zone is determined main-

ly by its development degree was studed the possibility of cavita-

tion phase increase by the transmission of electric current at the

constant hydrodynamic flow parameters. With this purpose a particu-

lar cavitation phase was put of and the zone was supplied with cur-

rent the value of which was increased gradually.lt appeared,that

r.4



by electric influence the length of the most erosion phase becomes

so large,that it don't cause erorIon. The effective current value

parameters are determined by the model diameter and flow hydrodyna-

mic parameters.

Pig. 2

Frequency of disturbances

as a function of current

strength and direction

— — minus at the mod"l

__ plus at the model

a-I.=0;b-I=50 mA

100 200 300

Thus,in the realized investigations is shown, that at transmis

sion of a direct electric current through the break-down cavitation

region take place essential variations in zone kinematic structure,

what,evidently,must change the destruction intensity. For confirma-

tion of the dx'avro conclusion the electric current influence on the

appearance and development of erosion under the conditions of hyd-

rodynamic cavitation was studied. Numerous results obtained by us-

ing of thin layers of non-conducted materials indicated that in ab-

sence of current the peak erosion intensity (determined by the area

of destruction layer ) corresponds the most frequency stressed ca-

vitation phase.

At electric effect the erosion exists in the form of sepparate

pits appearing near to the flow axis for considerably longer time.

Benind the main erosion niduses is observed the region packed by

sepparate pits and extended considerably further in the flow direc-

tion, then v/ithout current. The electric affect causes essential in-

fluence on location and configuration of the main erosioh niduses,

and this influence depends on direction and value of the current.

If at negative polarity of the model the relative distance of ero-

sion nfcduses front 7/ith current increasing some increases,but at

positive-passed trought the maximum. The erosion area becames nar-

row in the case of low currents and negative polarity of the model

and widens with positive polarity;begining from 45 mA theerosion

spot width remains constant independently on the current direction.

Erosion a- ja (Pig.3) in the case of negative polarity of the

model decreases
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model decreases with the grows of the current strength,reaches mi-

nimum at 1=30-45 mA.then somewhat increases,but at positive polari-

tyis essentially increased firstly,reaches maximum value (l=15 mA),

then passes through the minimum (1=30-45 mA). It is to be noted

that in correspondence on the curve extremes the duration of incu-

bation period changes too. It in the case of negative polarity of

the model at 45 mA the incubation period duration is 1.55 times lon-

ger,but at positive polarity in the point of maximal erosion it dec

reases for 2.3 times. Typically,that current densities.correspon-

ding to minimal erosion area (independet from the model polarity )

and zone disturbances stabilization ia practically the same.

Fig.3

Variation of the erosion

intensity as a function

of current density and

diraction

The results of the investigationa on electric current effect

on the erosion development shows,that it ii* difficult to explane

the current direction affect by decreasing of cavitation zone fre-

quency strength only. On the base of the analysis of the obtained

results one can suppose the presence of electric, mainly positive,

potentials in the zone. Apparently, it takes place the neutraliza-

tion of positive potentials in the saee of electric effect at nega-

tive polarity of the :nodel with the current density growth and in

the result of this erosion decreases. In the case of the positive

model polarity zone potential increases, what leads to increased

erosion. The existence of extreme in dependence of erosion area

from the current strength, probably, is the result of two contrary

processes interaction: the increasing of the erosion activity in

the result of potentials growth in zone and its decreasing owing to

the sharp drop of disturbances frequency with the current density

growth. Electric impulses were experimentally recorded by authors

in zone.

Further, the electric current influence on erosi in development



was investigated on lead samples. It was found, that the electric

current transmission leads to essential increasing of the incuba-

tion period, especially at model negative polarity (when l=45 DiA

the incubation period is increased for 21% and for 82% when l=350

mA). The incubation period is increased for 33% in the case of the

positive polarity at these currents.

The considerable interest present the curves view in the total

destruction period, from which follows, that current transmission

at the negative model polarity leads to essential intersification

of erosion- The last must be the result of electrolysis gasinfla-

tion of erosion pits, appeared in the metal, accompanied by commu-

lative action ard penetration of gasliquid jets into the metal po-

res. So, the question about electric protection application must be

solved with regard of surface destruction degree.

The erosion development in ultrasonic zone was investigated

with rumples, made from aliminium and steel. The microhardness was

measured for determination of changes, taking place in the surface

layer with electric current and in its abeence. X-ray investiga-

tions of submicrostructure were carried out. As it appeared, plas-

tic deformation occures with electric affect during incubation pe-

riod and the character of microhardness changes *ith cathode pro-

tection and without it is analogous. In the same time, the incuba-

tion period duration is increased by 20 to 30?S when cathode protec-

tion is used. The last, as X-ray analysis shows is the result of

more slow increasing of dislocations density and microstresses and

also of less intensive decreasing of blocks sizes. If the sample is

anod owing to prevalent role of electrochemical treating insignifi-

cant changes of microstructure and microhardness occures.

During the period of total material destruction the protection

efficiency increases with the growth of cathod current. The sample

surface is covered with large enough erosion pits in the absence of

current action, but with cathode protection their depth is essenti-

ally smaller. Selectivity of crater displacements in the last case

represents probably the result of gasous (electrolysis) dempfirence

regions formation and connected with them microflows of cavitative

bubbles. From weight losses one can conclude, the protection action

at low (to 30 mA) currents to be independent of its direction. When

the sample serves as anod and the current increases, the intensity

growth of weight losses is observed with preservation of the surfa-

ce pure. Thui, it is possible to intensify some technological pro-

cesses by mean of simultaneous action of cavitation and anod current

So with c
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So with current transmission through the break-dovra cavitation

zone an essential change as in its kinematic so and in stres erosi-

on activity occures. The current values of zone structure stabili-

zation and those of minimum erosion intensity are identical. The

character of erosion variation in dependence of the current value

and direction witnesses about optimal parameters of electric prote-

ction in the realised investigations the minimum erosion corresponds

to current strength 30-50 mA. In the same time the question of ele-

ctric protection application it is necessary to solve in dependence

of cavitation development phase and surface destruction degree. Ot-

herwise the presence of the current leads to the intensify of ero-

sion.

Resuming, we may note that using of electrical influence on zo-

ne will allow to ellobarate some methods for control of the cavita-

tion development and struggle with the cavitation erosion.

j •; 9 H 2
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At the project stage of pumped-storage stations the question of

permissible submergence is always of greatest importance. In this

connection the various criteria from which cavitation is examined

are stated. The significance of the ratio S* /<o i n -/<o cr-t>

fluence of working head (flow velocity) and of the extent of the

cavitation zone are considered. The importance of the flow con-

ditions at runner entry is also explained.

Experiences are related of several plants with storage pumps of

approximately equal specific speed, but different cavitation

coefficients and stage heads, also of experience with suitable run-

ner aeration.

Au stade du projet, le choix de la cote d'implantation admissible

d'une centrale d'accumulation par pompage est toujours de la plus

haute importance. Les differents criteres, selon lesquels la cavi-

tation est examinee sont presentes. La signification du rapport

Gf . / G . . , 1'influence de la hauteur de refoulement
installation critique'

(vitesse d'ecoulement) et l'etendue des zones cavitantes sont con-

siderees. L'importance des conditions d'ecoulement a 1'entree de la

roue est egalement expliquee.

Des experiences concernant differentes installations equipees avec

des machines de la meme vitesse specifique sont relatees, ainsi que

des experiences d'aeration judicieuse des roues.



1. Introduction

With higher unit capacities and stage heads, the correct elevation

of a storage pump or pump-turbine is of increasing importance.

Mistakes can have extremely serious consequences for both operator

and manufacturer.

In extreme cases impairment of the pumping characteristic or of

the efficiency can be accepted, although with economic forfeits.

Normal operation is however not possible if frequent repair of

cavitation damage is necessary, if the resulting noise is intolerable

for the operating personnel or if dangerous mechanical vibrations

are produced.

Experience h

gether with

sufficient f

observations

In the lates

of storage p

on the best

observations

The difficul

6 -curves am

For preliminary planning purposes, the occasionally published

survey diagrams are very useful (1, 2). A precise study of the

machine elevation should be made under the co-operation of customer

and contractor using available operating experience and model-test

results, since the survey diagrams give no information on the in-

fluence of the various types of pump design or of the range and

magnitude of the delivery head, to name the most important factors.

2. Cavitation tests on models

For most pumps and pump-turbines of significance, model tests are

carried out by the contractor. As well as determination of the

characteristics'^, H, P = f (Q) for cavitation-free operation and

with specific coefficients common to model and prototype, curves

of critical cavitation factor are usually plotted. However, the

latter are often compiled according to different criteria. A pre-

sentation frequently used is shown in fig. 1.
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Experience has however shown that critical cavitation curves to-

gether with the assumption of an empirical safety factor are in-

sufficient for determining the machine elevation. Model cavitation

observations are indispensable.

In the latest draft of the I.E.C. Code for model acceptance tests

of storage pumps (Nov. 1969) extensive recommendations are made

on the best ways of carrying out cavitation tests. Cavitation

observations are also suggested.

The difficulty however is the interpretation of these critical

-curves and cavitation phenomena. The main questions are which

is necessary and what extent of cavitation is permissible?G /

Exhaustive information cannot yet be given by a long way, but some

important experience gained by Escher Wyss should be mentioned.

The following observations are limited to radial pumps and pump-

turbines with specific speeds up to ng 200 (nq 55), whereby

Froude's law has not usually to be taken into consideration.

i '

3. Experience with models and full scale plants

3.1. Forms of cavitation appearing in radial impellers

Various types of cavitation may arise , whereby cavitation is

understood as the appearance of vapour-filled bubbles and cavities.

The various types are differentiated using geometric cr-iteria.

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are photographs of a pump-turbine of ngA» 15O in

the pumping mode.

3.1.1. Inlet edge cavita-
tion, suction side or
pressure side

Fig.2 shows suction side

inlet-edge cavitation ex-

tending equally over the

length of the inlet edge.

The length of the cavi-

tation zone over the inlet

edge may not be constant

and depends on the operating

conditions and blade profile Fig. 2

H 3



Inlet edge cavitation can be differentiated into a stable, smooth and

mirror-like zone and a cloudy, rolling zone which practically always

adjoins the first .

Classification.- Inlet edge cavitation shows varying aggressiveness

which is dangerous or the suction and especially on the pressure side.

With large head variations this cavitation cannot be avoided, even

with optimum blade profiling.

It could be avoided only with the correct machine elevation. But

sufficient submergence cannot always reasonably be realized. There-

fore, often a certain extension of inlet edge cavitation has to be

admitted.

Erosion damage can under certain conditions be avoided by aeration

(see paragraph 3.4.).

3.1.2. Cavitation at blade f i l le t . - is shown for example in fig. 4.

Classification.- cavitation

at blade fi l let usually

leads rapidly to erosion.

It can be reduced, within

certain limits, by changing

the blade root radius.

3.1.3. Surface cavitation.-

It is practically always

combined with inlet-edge

and fi l let cavitation.

Classification.- Aggressive-

ness at first increases

rapidly according to the

extent of the affected area.

No erosion however takes

place when the flow is de-

tached completely (super

cavitation), but the pump

characteristics are then

Fig. 3

is shown in fig. 4

Fig. 4
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greatly influenced,

3.2. The effect of inflow conditions on cavitation

Fig. 5 emphasises the importance in model tests of observing

the extent of cavitation as well as measuring theG" charac-

teristic. In this example a good flow distribution was

achieved by the use of additional vanes in the draft

tube, and the len of inlet-edge cavitation was consider-

ably reduced.

The illustration shows at the same time that in the case of

advanced cavitation, i.e. with quite insufficient submergence,

such measures are fruitless.

Original Draft Tube Draft Tube with
additional Vanes

Pump - Model - Tests
nt « 115

H 3



3.3. The effect of stage head

The well known relationships between the admissible O -value and the

specific speed of the machine (1,2) can give only a general indic-

ation of the correct CT-value since they take no account of the abso-

lute stage head. The effect of the latter is shown for example in

fig.6 which gives empirical values for four full scale machines of

the same specific speed with continuous shaft going through the draft

tube elbow, but however with various stage and suction heads. These

machines are storage pumps with inputs from 15 to 70 MW and geome-

trically similar impellers of stainless steel. For all four machines

the volume of cavitation erosion was determined after a definite

operating time. The conversion to equal operation times was based on

a linear time relationship, which is permissible in this case where

approximately equal times apply. If the times differ greatly an ex-

ponential law (3) must be applied, and the effect of the stage head

on the cavitation incubation time should further be investi-

gated.

1,7

',6

1,5

14

1.0

Empirical Values for Pumps with
Shaft through the Draft Tube

ne t* 105

t - 2000h
stainless steel

0,8 1.0 1,2
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The value H , found by extrapolation, is the stage head at which

no weight-loss is measurable after 2OOO operating hours with

W = «*orit - H x o depends on the specific speed and on the geometry

of the machine, especially the impeller profile. The empirical values

given in fig. 6 are without aeration and are considerably altered

if aeration is applied (see paragraph 3.4.).

Fig. 6 shows for example that for a weight loss of 1 o/oo of the

impeller weight estimated as permissible under a stage head 1,4

times the basic head H a ratio ^L,/ C -+ = l,O5 is sufficient,
xo ir J. crix

but with a stage head of 2 times the basic head a value of

pj/ crit
 = 1» 3 w o u l d D e necessary.G?is here taken as the average

value obtained for the complete operating range.

It can be seen from the above example that cavitation zones up to

a certain operating head H do not necessarily lead to damage.

When, however, this basic head is exceeded, considerable damage

must be reckoned with as the stage head increases. It cannot yet

be definitely said if the damage corresponds to Knapp's law with

v to v .

•- '£

For similar impeller geometry it can be assumed for simplification
3

that the cavitation intensity increases with H , so that the ad-

missible cavitation factor can be obtained from the following .

relationship:

adtn (»)

:2S-

3.4. Runner aeration

Applying a suitable runner aeration, damage due to cavitation

can be prevented. Fig. 7 shows for example a pump impeller with

slots for aeration of the suction side. By correct dosage of the

air quantity,erosion can be eliminated without affecting the

pumping characteristics.

H



Fig. 7

Pump impeller with special slots for aerating the suction

side of the blade profile.
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4. Remarks

The cavitation zones increase with decreasing submergence, i .e .

with decreasing GJ'-value .Only with flow-separation from the blade

profile and consequent air-separation can then the cavitation

attacks ba reduced, since the vapour bubbles no longer implode

on the blade surface, and the enriched air bubbles reduce the

intensity of cavitation. These phenomena can be observed in con-

densate pumps. Since, however, the pumping characteristics are

thereby considerably influenced, such low <o -values are definitely

not to be recommended for storage pumps and pumpturbines. Perhaps

in future i t will be possible to achieve "lower <a -values without

cavitation damage with special super-cavitating profiles or with

inducers. It remains to be seen whether these methods will ever

be economical for high powered pumped-storage units.

5. Symbols and

1
0.
p

H (m)

H s t (»

NPSH

(m3/s)

(kW)

Definitions

= efficiency

= discharge

= power absorbed

NPSH

" H s t
= delivery head

= stage head

= net Dositive s

P I

E (o/oo)

GR

t

1

V

D

(kg)

(M
(nan)

(m/s)

(mm)

= plant cavitation factor

= critical cavitation factor

= cavitation factor at which no erosion appears

= stage head at which no measurable weight loss

appears after 2OOO operating hours with

€* = (£ .. and with stainless steel impellers
PI wcrxt 3

= erosion coefficient Gcav . 1O

= Impeller weight loss dua to cavitation erosion

(determined by volume)

= Impeller weight for a comparable single stage

machine

= operating hours

= length of inlet edge cavitation zone

= velocity of flow

= impeller diameter
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SYNOPSIS

An extensive investigation of the pressure fluctuations on baffle

plates has been undertaken in a cavitation tank to obtain better

understanding of the mechanism by which structural vibrations are

induced. Measurements made on three model scale ratios (A- 12.5;

25 and 50) are given and indicate the scale effects in cavitation

experiments on baffle plates.

RESUME"

Des recherches etendues concernant la fluctuation de pression sur des

corpsperturbateurs ont eu lieu a titre d'essai dans une station de

cavitation de fa?on qu'on puisee nieux comprendre les mecanismes qui

causent les vibrations de la structure. Des mesurages qui ont ete

faits sur trois volume modeles varies sont donnes et indiquent les

effets respectifs des experiments de cavitation sur les corps pertur-

bateurs.



IKTRODUCTIOH

Fluctuations In pressure have practical importance in view of their

destructive effects on channel walls. Failure may take the form of

gradual erosion as a result of repeated impulses or may occur as a

catastrophic collapse with large part of installations torn away in a

short time (I). Knowledge of the amplitude, frequency of pressure

fluctuations caused by turbulence and cavitation in hydraulic struc-

tures allows the determination of dynamic loading in structural design.

Recent experience with prototype structures has indicated fatigue

failure caused by vibration (2). As stated in our previous publication

(3) connecting bolts on the steel baffle plates used in a stilling

basin (4) were damaged by vibration due to pressure fluctuations.

Model studies to measure pressure fluctuations, frequency of pressure

fluctuation on baffle piers and baffle plates are to be carried out

in a cavitation tank (3). The experiments reported herein rere per-

formed in a cavitation tank (F 12 B, Kempf and Rammers, Hamburg) with

a test section 100 cm in length and 18 cm width with variable height

of maximum 30 cm (fig. 1). The equipment has been described else-

where (5) .

Fig. 1 Cavitation tank

In our previous publication (3), measurements made on baffle plate of

8 cm x 8 cm size were presented which corresponds to model ratio of

1 : 12.5 of the baffle plate used in the stilling basin (4). It was

observed that the drag coefficient cD for the plate has an average

value of 1.9 - 0.1. It was felt that this high value of cn is due

to scale effects. As shown in (6) the value of cD varies with

2 H
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blockage ratio. Therefore, experimental studies are continued with

two other scale ratios 1 : 25 and 1 : 50 jf the baffle plate. The

sizes of the baffle plate model investigated are 8 cm x 8 cm,

4 cm x 4 cm and 2 cm x 2 cm. This paper presents measurements

regarding inception of cavitation, super-cavitation, fluctuating

pressure and frequencies of pressure fluctuations for three different

baffle plate models in the cavitation tank. Using these observations,

some general results have been obtained along with evaluation of scale

effects in cavitation experiments on baffle plates.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS

Models of the baffle plate are made of 6 mm thick aluminium square

plates. The geometric configuration investigated, shown in fig. 2,

is the same as used in the stilling basin (4). Instantaneous

pressures on the baffle plate models are measured at the points

shown in fig. 2. Three additional tay-s are located on the base plate

of the tank and the mean pressures at these points are measured vith

water manometers.

Cross section of the modtl

model I
X = 1 2 . 5

model 2
* = 25

model 3
X - 50

5C

5C

25

5C

80

i—

12.,5

25P°

t =

l=

t
\=
l=

NO O

Fig. 2 Models indicating strain gauges position



It should be noted that due to the small thickness of the baffle

plate, commercial diaphragm pressure transducers could not be used co

measure pressure fluctuations. Strain gauges PS - 3 of Tokyo Sokki

Kenyujo Company Ltd. with gaugs length of 3 mm are used for the same.

The aize of the strain gauges is 4 mm x 4 mm. It Is fixed on the

0.1 mm aluminium foil using Hottinger Baldwin quick fix adhesive

(No. X 60). The methods of making these strain gauges are explained

elsewhere (5). These specially made strain gauge setups are fitted to

the points of the baffle plate shown in fig. 2. Before measurements

could be taken using these strain gauges, it is necessary to calibrate

them. Details of calibration procedure are explained elsewhere (5).

For various speed of the pump and for different h/D ratios, the

velocity profiles in the vertical far upstream from the model location

are obtained using Prandtl tube and the mean velocity of approach is

determined for each particular case and this is to be used as refe-

rence velocity. The pressure fluctuations are measured by strain

gauges, whose signals are amplified and then recorded on photosen-

sitive paper by a recorder.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

From the flow pattern around the baffle plate, it is observed that

there exists a vortex in the lower front position of the plate. The

movement of the eddies are in clock-wise direction when the flow is

from left to right. These eddies move to the sides of the plate and

take a horse-shoe pattern. The flow pattern is the same for all the

three models.

With certain modification of the test section, axperiments are

conducted till cavitation number ff » 0.5. The inception of cavitation

and euper-cavltation was carefully observed with various flow con-

ditions. It is observed that the values varie for different model

ratios. The following are the average values obtained from experiments:

Inception of cavitation

Beginning of super-cavitation

Model !
X - 12.5

3.6

1 .7

2
X- 25

2.1

0.9

50

1 .4

0.7

It is interesting to compare the trend in values given by Hansson (8)

for the case of flow past circular cylinder.

Th<! drag coefficient is calculated from direct measurements of pressures.

The average values of c. for different

4

h/D ratios are given in

E 4
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fig. 3 and indicate the scale effect. For very small cavitation

number, the dra S coefficient Increases with the increasing cavitation

number and attains a constant value for higher cavitation number.

It is interesting to compare the trend of the c D values for small

cavi.ation numbers with the theoretical values given in ( 6 ) . In the

normal working range of cavitation numbers, values o,f c may be

taken as constant.

The measured maximum pressure fluctuation for various flow conditions

for models 1 and 2 are shown in fig. 4. Generally it1, is observed for

flows with high cavitation numbers ff > 6 , the non-dimensional

maximum pressure fluctuation is less than 0.5 and the frequencies are

In the range 6 to 33 Hz for the model 1. For modal 2 op' /± v
2 has

a value of 0.3 and the frequencies are in the range 6 to 40 H z for

CT > 6. When the super-cavitation begins the magnitudes of A p ' /£ v

are 3.6 for model 1 (A- 12.5)and 5.5 for model 2 (*- 25) and decreases

with decreasing cavitation number. For the model 3 (*.« 5o) little

fluctuations are observed. The maximum pressure fluctuations only

occurred^ in the lowest third of the baffle plate.

<u
o
o

22.0

1 .5

1 .0

0.5

t
D

A
a.

° model 1 X = 12.5

a model 2 X= 25

A model 3 >. = 50

e) values from

^literature

i

0. I 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6

h_
D

Fig. 3 Variation of cD with ^
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Cavitation number 0

Fig. 4 Variation of maximum fluctuating pressure with G

(The maximun? pressure fluctuation only occurred in the

lowest third of the baffla plate).

CONCLUSIONS

The average value of drag coefficient varies with the model ratios

and indicates the scale effect. In the normal working range of

cavitation number the value of cD remains constant for particular

value of h/D ratio and scale ratio X .

When the super-cavitation begins, the magnitude of the pressure

fluctuation has a maximum value and this is different for different

models.
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SYNOPSIS

Results of the laboratory tests of the different polymeric ma-

terials on cavitation erosion resistance are described. The polyme-

ric plastics having a high erosion resistance were used for the re-

pairs of the runner chamber of the hydraulic turbines, the suction

tubes, and the butterfly valve on hydroelectrical power plants of

the Caucasus.

AMHOTATION

On decrit les resultats des experiments realises dans un la-

boratoire sur la resistance de I
1
erosion de la cavitation des ma-

tieres plastiques. On a utilise les matieres plastiques a grande

resistance a I
1
erosion pour la reparation de la chambre de la roue

a palettes de turbine et de la tubure de tube d'aspiration de

turbine hydrauliques et des vannes papillons des stations electri-

ques ou Caucase.



1. INTRODUCTION.

There are tie low-head, mean-head and high-head hydroelectri-

cal power plants (HPP) with the reservoirs and with no ones in the

Caucasus. But the intensive cavitation and abrasive damages of the

working organs of the hydraulic turbines are observed irrespective

of the head and the water power plant type"- »2J (Table 1).

Table 1

HPP! Head, ! Turbine
N ! m ! type

! Diameter,! Cavitation
! ami ! erosion Abrasion

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

58.5
150.0

35.0

48.0

42.5

20.0

80.0

Jrrancis
Francis

Butterfly
valve

Francis

Kaplan

Kaplan

Horisontal
of Francis

1750

2400

1250

3700

3600

500

Blade and rim Blade and rim

Vane and lower
ring of gate
apparates

Butterfly valve -
chamber

Bend of suction -
tube

Runner chamber -

Runner chamber Blade and
chamber

Turbine cap -

An extensive method of an application of the polymeric mate-

rials was undertook for a protection of the hydraulic turbines and

the equipment from a damage under the various conditions of its

operation. Preliminary the laboratory investigations of the diffe-

rent materials were carried out with a view to find the more cavi-

tation-resistant "~5-|

2. LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS.

2.1. Test Procedure.

Laboratory investigations consist in a definition of cavita-

tion erosion resistance of materials and in a testing of the mechani-

cal properties of ones.

Specimens were tested on erosion by a magnetostrictive oscil-

lator, with a frequency of about 20.5 kc at an amplitude of 46 u .

Radiated power on a free end of the ultrasonic oscillation concent-

rator was reached of 290 w cm2. The tests were carried out by the

irradiation method*- ̂ , that is, the specimens were mounted motion-

less on the oscillator table, and the table was from ielaw brought

to the oscillation concentrator up to a contact withSzoneat 4.7

mm1 distance from the end radiation surface of the concentrator.

The water temperature was kept up constant and was equaled to 18°C.
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The test duration of every specimen was equaled to 8 hr. Erosion
intensity was estimated by a weight loss of the specimens and by a
maximum depth of erosion holes. The hole depth wast measured by a
double microscope of MIS-1. The specimens were washed and dried in-
to a thermostat before a weighing. Ones were faced to the same sur-
face quality.

2.2. Experimental Results.

The physical-mechanical properties of the specimens material
and its cavitation erosion resistance are given in Table 2.

Table 2
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Steel-ST3
Steel-1X18H9T
Plastic solution
with andezit - D1
Plastic solution
with andesit - T2
Epoxide resin with
dibutyl phthalate
Epoxide resin with
thiokol

Current-conducting
material on the
basis of polymethak-
rylat

Current-conducting
material on the
basis of polyethy-
lene

Organic glass

Polyethylene

120 800
160 1100

0.15x10
1.07x10

-4
,-4

70

50

19

3

3.6

7 6x1o14

17 11 8xto

19

14

7.85
7.85

2.40 0.850

2.40 0.017

1.16 0.030

1.18 0.037'

1.16 0.078

2.60
0.18

37.0

2.65

5.60

0.68

147
14

251

315

354

238

6.4 252

21 10 10
- 10

12

15

0.93 0.061 0.52 64
1.18 - 4.23 130
0.92 0.002 0.09 11

Plastic solution with an andezit filler having a fraction.to
1 mm (D1) was made with the dibutyl phthalate plastifier., Plastic
solution with an andezit filler having a fraction to 0.09 mm (T2)
was made with the thiokol plastifier.

As seen from Table 2 the specimens from a polyethylene have

3 H 5



the greatest cavitation resistance. Ones lost on erosion less than

the steel-1X18H9T. A comparison of the plastic solutions with the

andezit filler shows that a grain size of the filler influences on

erosion resistance. A presence of the holes, the cracks, and the

natural pores on the materials surface weakens cavitation erosion

resistance.

3. MATURE TESTS.

A "brief characteristic of the hydraulic turbines and their da-

mages is given in Table 1. The turbines on HPP-1 were repaired by

protective coating from an epoxide resin with addition of an ande-

zit meal. A long period of the turbines operation showed that the

coating with thickness 0.4-0.5 mm protects the turbines against

erosion and abrasion during the year. Whereas the coatings only

from an epoxide resin are damaged shortly. The coatings are renewed

in the time of yearly current repairs.

The following experimental coatings were used for a pi-otection

of the turbines on HPP-2: epoxide glue* epoxide- andezit compounds,

epoxide glassplastics, eaprone, sytall, and window glass. All coa-

tings with the exception of the glass plates were damaged and was-

hed away after 9 months. Hew sytalls were used for coatings, but

they showed oneself no better than a carbon steel from which the

details were made.

The iron housings of the butterfly valve (Fig.1, the arrows

show the erosion places) on HPP-3 were repaired by using of the

polymers. Ones ara in a good state during 5 years after the repairs.

Fig.1
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A bend of a suction tube (Mg.2» the arrows show the erosion

places) on KPP-4 was made from a concrete and was faced with the

steel plf.tes. The facing was torn down on a area of 4.5 m^. The

damaged place was run with the polymeric plastic (0.4 m^). Cavita-

tion damages are not observed during 4 years of the operation. In

Pig.2

the present case one must note the short time of the repairs in

comparison with the repairs by renewaling of the metal facing.

A ring connecting a runner chamber with a suction tube (Fig.3t

the arrows show the erosion places) was repaired using of the poly-

mers on the basis of epoxide resins (on HPP-5). A protective layer

l ,

Pig. 5

weighing 1800 kg was put directly on a concrete housing of the

suction tube. A buckling of the polymeric coating was revealed af-

ter 1 year of the operation.

54



A runner chamber on HPP-6 was repaired by using of polyethyle-

ne.

M iron cap of turbine on HPP-7 was renewed by epoxide- andezit

compounds. Repaired places were in a good state after a year.
4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

At present it was ascertained that cavitation erosion of the
electric conductive materials originates from:
1) the mechanical forces arising on account of the pulsations of

the cavities (that is, the solitary accumulations of the bubb-
les) and the separate bubbles, their periodical origin, collapse,
and transfer from origin place;

2) the electrochemical force? which give rise to comparatively
small weight losses of material, but ones are the accelerators
of mechanical erosion;

3) the forces giving rise to an electronic emission!-' •'.
When cavitation zone is contiguous to a dielectric, for examp-

le, the polymeric materials, then an action of the electrical for-
ces is obviously excepted. Here only the mechanical forces are the
damaged forces and erosion intensity will depend on a creation of
the favourable conditions for their action. Erosion intensity will
depend on a mechanical strength of the material, a structure, an
uniformity, a presence of the strange inclusions. Even if this fol-
lows from an example of the epoxide resins with a small and large
andezit which show the different cavitation resistances.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

1

1. Anti-cavitation characteristics of the polymeric materials
and their safety in conditions of operation can correctly estimate
only after many years of operation. But the some conclusions, which
will be able to give a direction to the subsequent investigations,
can do on the grounds of carried out works.

2. A comparison of the experimental test results of the polyme-
ric materials with ones of their using in practice shows that the
relative scales of erosion resistance of these materials are iden-
tical.

3. An using of the polymers in practice raises the new prob-
lems which prevent a wide use them at the repairs of the equipments.
In particular, these problems are an adhesion, the tensile and shea-
ring strengths at an impact load.

4. A role of cavitation erosion and abrasion under their combi-
ned action must be cleared up and this is necessary to do in the
laboratory conditions.
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EXAMEN CRITIQUE DE LA LIMffTE ADMISSIBLE DE

CAVITATION POUR DETERMINER LES CARACTERIS-

TIQUES OAVITATIONNELLES PES TURBINES KAPLAN
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maitre de conference

Institut politechnique

de Timisoara

Timisoara

R.S.ROMANIA

The method for the determination of turbine cavitation charac-

teristics based on the primary curves Q = f ( (T ), employed in the

Laboratory of Hydraulic Machines of Timisoara was considered more

efficient than the method proposed by ICE code, based on the

19 = f C (T ) curves. In order to make a better comparison between

the different experimental methods, investigations on the same mo-

del were carried out and the obtained results were analysed.

The introduced unified primary curves, combined for different

parameters make also possible the comparison of the cavitational

operating regimes.

A cote des propositions du code CEI, pour la determination des

caracte"ristiques cavitationnelles des turbines, 5 I1 aide dea cour-

bes r> = f( (7 ), au Laboratoire de Machines Hydrauliques de Timi-

soara, a e*te" considere plus expeditive la methode base"e sur les

courbes primaires Q • f( C ) . Pour miex faire la comparaison entre

les differentes methodes experimentales, on a effectu^ une serie

d1investigations combin^es sur le meme module et on vient d'anali-

ser les resultats obtenus.

L'introduction des courbes primaires unifi^es, combin^es sur

plusieurs parametres, permet une analyse comparative des regimes

de fnnctionnement eu. cavitatiot.



La multitude des facteurs dont dépend l'apparition et le dé-

veloppement du phénomène cavitationnel, ses répercussions sur la

fonctionnalité de la turbine hydraulique (en particulier, de la

turbine Kaplan), leur manière compliquée d'interdépendance ont

fait que las résultats obtenus jusqu'à présent en divers labora-

toires soient encore assez différents. D'ailleurs, la prévision,

voire même le contrôle des caractéristiques cavitationnelles de la

turbine, restent encore un problème très délicat, puisque ni l'in-

terprétation des résultats obtenus sur raodêle, ni leur transposi-

tion aux machines industrielles, avec les implications qu'ils com-

portent, ne bénéficient pas encore l'une optique unitaire.

Nous allons analyser quelques résultats que nous avous obte-

nus dans le laboratoire de machines hydrauliques de Timisoara,avec

l'intention d'apporter une contribution à la systématisation des

recherches dans le domaine des turbines Kaplan.

1. L'association des performances énergétiques d'une turbine

hydraulique avec ses caractéristiques cavitationnelles, provient

de la nécessité d'y trouver une côte rationnelle d'installation

et en conséquence les limites admissibles de ses régimes de fonc-

tionnement, pour les conditions d'exploitation, où le phénomène de

cavitation est économiquement inévitable. Les recherches s'effec-

tuent sur modèle réduit en laboratoire pour envisager la manière

complexe dans laquelle les caractéristiques énergétiques "norma-

les" sont affectées par le développement de la cavitation. Les ma-

nifestations marquées du processus cavitationnel, dès qu'il est

développé, sont l'altération jusqu'à l'écroulement des caractéris-

tiques énergétiques, des bruits et des vibrations, des pulsations

de pression dans la zone de la roue, les modifications de la struc-

ture de l'écoulement /l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6/.

Néanmoins, la majorité des laboratoires ont abordé comme

méthode - clef d'étude la corrélation de quelques grandeurs asso-

ciées au développement cm phénomène cavitationnel (»sv» G" ) avec

différents paramètres fonctionnels (Q, Pu, ̂  ) . A base d'une pro-

position française, préparée sur une étude de synthèse entreprise

par SEP /7/, a été élaboré un code d'essais en cavitation, sur mo-

dèle des turbines hydrauliques dans le cadre du CEI, qui indique

môme les critères pour la détermination du seuil admissible de ca-

vitation. Ainsi, en principe, dans les conditions d'essai données

pour le modèle n l l t £ , a 0 (paramètres) résultent, dans les cour-

bes primaires de cavitation, les couples des valeurs qui précisent

le seuil d'admissibilité Q - £ , ? - & .
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En particulier, on met en Evidence les preferences des labora-

toires qui ont collator^ activement a ce code, pour le systeme

7 = f( G") comme base pour les essais de cavitation /8, 9/.

2. Au laboratoire de machines hydrauliques de Timisoara nous

avous consider^ plus opdratif de travailler avec les diagrammes

Q = f C G") /lo/. Dans la figure

1 sont donates quelques cour—

bes primaires de cavitation de

ce genre, propres pour les tur-

bines Kaplan. Lβ long de ces

courbes ont ete" definies trois

valeurs (T caract^ristiques

pour le d^veloppement cavita-

tionnel, qui correspondent

succesivement t (?, a I
1
 incipi-

ence du ph^nomSne, C
tt
 au premi-

er minimum, respectivement U
a

pour le saut qui le suit.

Lβ perfectionnement des

stations et de la me*thode ex-

periment ale, la multitude des observations sur une s^rie de turbi-

nes Kaplan effectue*es aux ^chelles et mSrne aux diverses stations

ont amen^ notre conclusion que ces points apparaissent syste*mati-

quement sur toutes les courbes primaires, pour chaque regime et

pour chaque modSle : ils ont ainsi un caracte're general* Les points

mesur^s, conduisent aux courbes primaires reproductibles, mSme en

presence d'une fluctuation, asez marque*e dans quelques regimes, de

la structure d'e*coulement dans la zone de la roue, ^observation

se re*fdre aux pulsations de pression prononc^es qui prenent nais-

sance dans cet-te gone h. un certain stade du deVeloppement de la

cavitation. Nous croyons que la finesse de la representation de

ces correlations provient tout d'abord du maintien constant 3 la

valeur prescrite de la chute et de la vitesse de rotation, par le

systSme d'automatisation. Les valeurs courantes h
s v
 ou C^ tion

prescrites consecutivement pendant une serie de mesurages, sont

r^alis^es aussi automatiquement a l'aide d'une installation sp^-

cialo.

Dans le cas des turbines Kaplan 1'exploration des caracteris-

tiques cavitationnelles est effectuee en regime combinatoire et

pour cela il est utile d'e*laborer prealablement un programme base
1

sur la selection des regimes optimises. Gette selection suit les



Turbine TK-t
Diagramme en colline' ' m;

fice

KO n;

t les valeurs courantes Q, F ,

essais énergétiques,
selon le principe du diagramme
fig»2, dont on extrait les ré-
gimes optimisés, pour les mê-
mes valeurs paramétriques n ^
et ̂  . On obtient tout d'abord
après les essais ainsi prog-
rammés, les valeurs critéri-
elles (7 = CII afférentes, puis
une surface caractéristique
de cavitation qu'on peut re-
présanter dans le diagramme
de la fig»3 et nommer, pour
les mêmes raisons, critérielle.

3. Pour faire la liaison
entre les différentes métho-
des expérimentales, basées en
essence sur diverses courbes
primaires de cavitation
Q = f(tf), P u = f(G") ou

Y = f C C ) nous avous fait
une série d'investigations
combinées sur le même modale.
En outre, pour la comparaison
commode des résultats ont été
construites les "courbes pri-
maires de cavitation unifié-
es" qui résultent d'un arti-

Y , en régime cavitant sont

remplacées par leur rapport vis â vis des valeurs correspondantes
en régime normal, sans cavitation, <$*, P *
en fonction de h. ou G"
obtenues t

v , et représentées
,ST ou G". On note ainsi les grandeurs relatives

a , Pu *„ - 2-

Par exemple t

mais n"_ PJ

7 =KQH

KHQ"

alors

Dans 1
tatifs des
n et ouvert

En emp
résulte de
logues obte
ons suivant

a. L'a
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fait que, â
tionnelles
tes.

b. Str
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ne se super
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c. Les
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des ouvert
1 ' agrandis)



Bans les figures 4 â 9 sont données les diagrammes représen-
tatifs des essais entrepris pour différentes vitesses de rotation
n et ouvertures aQ respectivement f •

En employant le schéma et les notations de la figure lo, quà
résulte de la ressemblance évidente des allures des courbes homo-
logues obtenues au cours des essais, on peut faire les observati-
ons suivantes*

a. L'alignement presque exact, pour toutes les régimes, des
valeurs Ô  d'après le code CEI avec les valeurs critérielles (T«
fait que, â ce point de vue, les méthodes d'exploration cavita-
tionnelles basées sur les paramétres Q, P ou v soient équivalen-
tes.

b» Structuraleaent les portions caractéristiques de ces trois
types de courbes, déterminent t une zone inaffectée (sans cavita-
tion, ou d'une cavitation incipiente), une zone intermédiaire et
une zone d'écroulement, spécifique pour les courbes £p et £„ aux
valeurs (r^Ctt= Cs • Les zones intermédiaires des corbes£/> et£Q

ne se superposent pas t les premieres s'écourtent, avec une ten-
dance de disparition â une vitesse de rotation plus grande que Iα
vitesse nominale (n > nQ) et â des angles "€ plus petits que
l'angle normal ( *€ >¥„ ) .

c. Les déviations des grandeurs relatives, dans la zone in-
termédiaire sont plus marquées pour de petits vitesses de rotation
(n < n ) et des ouvertures plus grandes ( *€

A E - γ 5 » 1 - 2 %

On observe en general que la deviation â Eγ est très petite
et on ajoute que la deviation â £P , assez grand, a pourtant la
tendence de disparaître (voir observation b . ) . Par conséquent,
seulement la courbe£Q = £( 0") permet constamment, par sa allure
typique, su"L'Te plus aisément l'évolution du phénomène cavitation-
nel. Vraiment, les deviations de la courbe <fe= f( G") dans la sone
intermédiaire sont pour cela assez marquées a chaque regime^ et le
saut caractéristique corresponde â l'écroulement de £/>et £y »

â. Les valeurs critérielles (Fβ s'agrandissent en général on
môme temp que la vitesse de rotation; plus marquée aux grandes ou-
vertures ( f > ^ o ) .

e< Le stade incipient de la cavitation, signalée plutôt par
les courbes £ a , apparaît â des valeurs assez élevées, à de gran-
des ouvertures {"C>'€o,(r i n d p -

1 - 1i5). P^i8 diminuent à
l'agrandissement de celles-ci et de la vitesse de rotation» On re-
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marque qu'aux grandes ouvertu-

res ( *£ > ̂
o
 ) la cavitation se

manifests par la modification

simultane'e des paramdtres Q,

P
u
 ou ^ .

Conclusions. On vient de

discuter suecesivement une s^-

rie de proble'mes li^s soit au

mode de ddtermination, simple

ou combing, des caract^risti-

ques de cavitation de la turbi-

ne Kaplan., soit 3 I
1
 interpreta-

tion des re'sultats dbtenus pour

d^finir un critSre d'admissibi-

litd general et reproductible,

d la limite des modifications

sensibles de ses performances e*nerge"tiques ( ̂  ).

Ainsi on met en Evidence les avantages des installations au-

tomatisdes, qui donnent de la finesse et de I'ope*rativit6* dans les

conditions d'ossais (H et n constantes). Notamment on met en Evi-

dence l'homoge'ne'ite* des allures de3 courbes primaires de cavita-

tion et leur liens d
1
 Equivalence. Dans ces conditions 0^ = (J^prE-

sente Iβ seuil d'admissibilitE.

Mais s. base de I
1
observations faites sur les allures et de-

viations des courbss primaires £
a
= f( C ) ; £

p
 = f ( (F) et £» = f(0")

on vient d la conclusion qu'il est utile de introduire dans le

cadre des essais de cavitation le parametre Q. Vraiment, on voit

que I
1
 evolution de la courbe primaire, £

a
= f ( C ) , par sa allure

et ses deviations marquees (en dehors de la zone des dispersions

normales), permet saisir plus aisement les modifications dangereu-

ses du processus cavitationnel, bien avant que la caractEristique

energetique £y atteint le seuil de l*e*croulement.

D'ailleurs, I
1
 introduction des courbes primaires unifie*es,

combines sur plusieurs pi-rametres, permet une analyse comparative

des regimes de fonctionnement en cavitation.

Notations
H

n

chute d'essai

de*bit absorbe*

de*bit rEduit

puissance utile

nombre de tours, vitesse de rotation



l

7

vitesse de rotation nominale

Vitesse de rotation re"duite

rendement

coefficient inte'rieur de cavitation (valeours cou-

rantes)

coefficient admissible de cavitation

coefficient de cavitation standard d'apres OEI

8n valeurs relatives du de"bit, de la puissance et du

rendement

^+5 Posi*i°ii <ies aubes de la roue
ouverture normale des aubes de la roue

ouverture des pales directrices

/I/

8 I 1
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About c r i t i c a l cavitation number in annular
channel of needle valve.
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SYNOPSIS

Results of the experimental investigation of cavitation in the

needle valves are described. Experimental constructions of the nee-

dle valves were tested in the special hydraulic installation, and

their flat models ol" axial profile were tested in the water tunnel.

Formula of c?.'itical cavitation number connecting the hydromechani-

cal parameters with constructive ones of a needle valve was dedu-

ced.

AHH0TATI0K

On decrit les resultabs des experiments sur la cavitation des

vannes a pointeaux. Lee constructions experimentalea des vannes a.

pointeaux etaient eprouvees sur un chantier diessai hydrauliqiie.

Les modeles plates des vannes etaient essayees dans le tunnel hyd-

rodynamique. On donne la formule du nombre critique de la cavita-

tion des vannes avec leurs parametres hydromfccaniques et giomltri-

I 2



1. INTRODUCTION.

Needle valves are possessed by a number of advantages in com-

parison with other types of valves, for example, in respect of the

hydraulic resistance, flow regulating characteristics, and ao on.

However, an original channel form of the needle valve undergoing

change in regulating the flow can result in cavitation phenomena

and erosion of valve material at the high flow velocities.

Needle valves differ one from other by a needle shape and, the-

refore, by a form of the entrance channel part. A scheme of the axi-

al section of one of them with an conical shape of the needle is

shown in Fig.1. The hydrocylinder 2 with the piston 3 is in the

valve body 1. Piston-rod 4 connects the piston moving with the mot-

ion of +he needle 5. Control by the valve motion is carried cnt by

U \L
Fig.1

fourrur tap 6, which supplies the water under the working pressure

from line 7 to line 8 or 9.

The valves with the flat needle head, oC = 180°, type I, and

conical one having an angle of cone is equal to 90°, type II, were

investigated. The investigation aim is to find a relation between

the critical cavitation number, <& , at which cavitation arises

into the valve channel, and it hydraulic and construction parame-

ters: resistance X » opening ITI , jet contraction £ , and need-

le shape.

2. INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE.

An experimental part of investigation was carried out in two

installations: a) in the water tunnel of the Institute of Mechani-

cal Problems and (b) in the hydraulic installation of WODHEO which

serves for
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serves for the valve tests specially,,

The flat models of the valves of types I and II were tested in

the water tunnel. The models were in the working chamber between

two plexiglass walls close to ones. Different cavitation stages we-

re formed by the pressure control in the equalized tower of the wa-

ter tunnel at constant flow velocity. A pressure before the model

and an average flow velocity are registrated in the test time. More

typical cavitation stages were photographed with the exposition of

1/400 sec. Cavitation numbers were determined for visible stages.

The experimental valves of diameter 100 mm of types I and II

were tested in the hydraulic installation of WODHEO. Different ca-

vitation stages were formed by help of regulating means. These

means were on the distance 30 d before and 100 d behind tested val-

ve. The flow velocity was measured by a flowmeter.

An origin of cavitation both in the water tunnel and in the

hydraulic installation was determined by a visual observation, aco-

ustic and vibration methods and by the metering of the hydromecha-

nical pulsations of flow pressure on the valve walls. Cavitation

number was found by

) (1)

where X\, ̂  is pressure before the valve or valve model, K^, is

water vapour pressure at given temperature, Q is water density,

Xf is average flow velocity before the test object.

3. TEST RESULTS.

Results of the tests carried out in the water tunnel are shown

in Figs. 2 and 3. The photographs of cavitation zones in the models

of the types I and II are given in Pigs. 2,1 and 2,2 corresponding-

ly. Pig.3 shows the H \,A) curves, where A.-v'/w , I- =

cavitation zone length, including from £r*m needle edge, w> = wa-

ter supply channel height. The numbers of the points on the <t^V^'

curves designate the numbers of the corresponding photographs of

cavitation zone in Pig. 2. The experimental dependence of hydraulic

resistance of the model, T \ A ) f, ie shown for WV ^ 0.3 in Fig,3

also.

The photographs (Pig.2) show that cavitation ariees in the

both cases in the burbling zone. We designate cavitation type be-

hind the needle edge by & , and one behind seat edge by 3b .In

spite of that cavitation of type A in model I arises at higher

number of <t =145 than in model II, X = 100, cavitation nf ty-
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Pig. 3

pe "«J arises in model I at lower number of "X = 68.75 than in

model II, "«£ =87.5. Such "cavitation delay" is explained by a

pressure rise, that is, a backwater spreading from the flat needle

surface of the valve I.

Results of the testa in the hydrauliu installation of WODHEO

are shown in Fig.4 for two teat valves of cL =100 mm with flat

needle and 90° conical one. The theoretical curves c£ V ^ ) (dot-

ted line) are shown in this figure also. These functions were coun-

ted on the formulae (9) and (12) e-nsidered in part 4-.

4. DISCUSSION OE TEST BESILTS.

In this part of the paper the formulae of relation between cri-

tical cavitation number IS, and the constructive and hydraulic

parameters of needle valve channel are deduced and analysed.

4.1. Hypotheses.

The water flow from the channel cross-section T̂-| t^ the

section S ^ is considered (Pig.5). The flow is exposed by follo-

wing deformations on this part of the channel.

y



Prom Eqa 2 and

iQ3*3,0

2,0

Pig. 4
cr1. I t is contracted from the section 3\ to entrance opening

(section ov ) between needle and seat edges. This contraction is

determined by the relative degree of the opening

(2)

3. Benin

cross-section

54=3rj . We
head results

on Borda eq.ua

2. The flow ia narrowed due to an internal contraction of an

n

4. A flo

ling and a fo

which are bin

pondingly. TE

tions, we su

vortex ring,

axis is equa3

ar

jet from the section o",. "to the section ~&n in consequence of
a bad flow around the sharp edges of the entrance opening, that is

characterized by contraction coefficient:

' . (3)

and at caviti



Prom Eqa 2 and 3 we obtain

(4)

Pig. 5

3. Behind tha section ^ ^ the flow keeping the constant

cross-section at some distance is suddenly expanded to the section

7t ="̂ " -4 • ^e beiieve that on this channel part the basic loss of

head results from the sudden jet expansion. This loss is counted

on Borda equation:

K>- (5)

4. A flow around the needle and seat edges occurs with a burb-

ling and a formation of the internal and external vortex rings

which are burbled from the edges of the needle and the seat corres-

pondingly. Taking into account the results of the visual observa-

tions, we suppose that the first cavities arise into the internal

vortex ring, namely, on the vortex axis. A pressure on the vortex

axis is equal Li J

and at cavitation origin moment the pressure is equal



T
(6)

4.2. Function relations for %

Taking into account the above-mentioned in 4.1, we write the

Bernoulli equation for the sections -*\ and -J2

Substituting ths values of YU^ and A

sions (5) and (6) into Eq 7, we obtain

(7)

through their expres-

hzh- . il t (8)

Dividing the both part of Eq 8 by Vj /

the left part on ^ according to Eq 1, we obtain

and substituting

and substituting

shall have
2/ '̂ M through

me

according to Eq 4, we

(9)

Experimental dependence of the j e t cont rac t ion coe f f i c i en t ,
E , from the coe f f i c i en t , S , of the needle valve hydrau l ic

res isxance a t YW <. 0.3 (Pig .3) can be expressed as

(10)

Assuming that the needle valve resistance is equal to a loss of

head at a sudden flow expansion, we get the following result for

Eq 5:

from which we

or

Substituting

Eqs. 9 az

ber with va l i

f i c i e n t . A cc

«£ show t t
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from which, we obtain

or

UN1?
Substituting the value of tVYl from Eq. 11 into Eq 3, we obtain

Eq.s. 9 and 12 express the re la t ion of c r i t i c a l cavitation num-
ber with valve opening, valve res is tance, and je t concession coef-
f ic ien t . A comparison of the counted and experimental r e su l t s of

«£ show the i r sat isfactory coincidence.

5. CONCLUSIONS.
1. The f i r s t cavi t ies a r i se into the vortex ring joining to

the needle edge.
2. A needle shape has considerable influence on a value of

32,*" . At developed cavitat ion stages t h i s influence i s inconside-
rable. Conical needles have the lower values of %* than f l a t
ones.

3 . Small degrees of valve opening (YX\ ̂ .0.30) are the most
dangerous in cavitation r e l a t i o n .

4. Experimental invest igat ions of cavi ta t ion of f l a t valve
models make easier the analysis of the causes of cavitation or igin
in the valves. „

5. Formulae for determination of *• in function of valve
hydraulic resis tance or valve opening and j e t contraction coeff i -
cient, are given.
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Results of noise level measurement method developed for acou-

stic detection of cavitation phenomena and applied for investiga-

tion of pumps. Without visual observation, the method yields more

information than the hydraulic characteristics by making noise le-

vel measurements on a single properly chosen frequency. The noise

level curves belonging to the characteristic curves of the pumps

and to the suction capacity curves serves for the determination of

the cavitation conditions of the pumps in the full delivery range.

Description des risultats acquis par une methode comportant

dee mesures de bruit et appliquee a 1'etude de cavitation des potn-

peo, elaboree a la base des resultats de recherches d'ecoulement

accompagne de la formation de cavitations et de recherches d'ecou-

lement erosif. Par une seule meBure du niveau de bruit, realisee a

une frequence bien choisie, la methode donne - eans observations

visuelles - une information plus ample que les variations dee ca-

racteristiquee de la puissance hydraulique. A la base des courbes

de niveau de bruit, appartenant aux courbes caracteristiques et aux

courbes de capacite d»aspiratiori de la pompe, on peut evaluer les

conditions de cavitation de cette derniere dans tout son domaine

de transport.



1. Introduction

The investigation of cavitation flow from the viewpoint of

acoustics, the development of methods for examining the occurring

noise and vibration phenomena yielded results which were important

for practical purposes as well and, at the same time rendered the

measurements of noise and acceleration levels a serviceable means

for forming an opinion of the cavitation behaviour of hydraulic ma-

chines. It is a way that yields information which is without visual

observation more ample than the drop of the head-capacity and effi-

ciency curves and cannot be determined by any Ojher means. Namely«

the oneet of cavitation, or the change in its intensity, can only

be deduced from the drop in the characteristic curves, when vieual

observation is impossible; but those data do not give any informa-

tion whatever as to the intensity of the cavitation, or of the

changes in the cavitation with different values of the cavitation

number. Further, no information is available of the oecurence of

such cavitation processes in the machine examined, as do not in-

fluence the characteristic curves of pumps yet may have other harm-

ful effects /e.g. erosion/. The former can be simply detected by

acoustical methods.

The bases for introducing this method into practice are given

in the following main research work results:

1. The noise levels determined at different stages of cavita-

tion, above a certain frequency limit, depend basically on the ca-

vitation conditions and therefore within a certain frequency range

the measurements of noise level can be made at a discretionary fre-

quency and the results yield information as to the occurring cavita-

tion phenomena /I/, [2].

2. The results of the experimental research work in the field

of cavitational flow and cavitation erosion connected with the re-

sults of the simultaneously performed acoustic investigations have

shown that there is an unequivocal correlation between cavitation

conditions and cavitation ero&ion and their respective noise level.

Aforesaid is illustrated in Pig. 1. where the relative cavity lengiih

I \ I behind cirdular cylinder model placed in cavitation tunnel

and the noise level values /An/ are illustrated as a function of

the cavitation number. From the diagram it is obvious,that the cha-

racter of the noise level curve is governed by the cavitation condi-

tions and their variations /3/, [»J, [5J , /6/.

3. The noise level curve has characteristic ascending and de-
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scending sections, such as the beginning of cavitation /I/,the pe-

riodic shedding of cavities /II/t the section of highest intensity

/III/, and the section of the ex-

haustion of the cavitation /IT/,

which corresponds to the blocking

state /choking-flow/ in the cavi-

tation tunnel.

4. In a single machine the-

re may appear several kinds of ca-

vitation at the same time /e.g.

clearance and blade cavitation/;

but the character of the cavita-

tion noise level curve does not

change,only there are as many

peak values appearing on the curve

as the number of the kinds of ca-

vitation by way the superposition

of the .isolated cavitations. Pig.

6» • 2. presents the results of measu-

rements of sound pressure level and acceleration level made in a

pump at two different frequencies. It can be seen that the character

of the noise level

curves ,within the

appropriately cho-

sen frequency ran-

ge, is independent

of the frequency

number and the way

of sensing /wheth-

er noise level or

acceleration level

measuring /. The cur-

ves have two peaks,

one appearing at a

higher, the other

at a lower cavita-

tion number, indi-

cating that in the Pig. 2.

pump two kinds of cavitation are occurring, The cavitation numbers

corresponding to the second /left-hand side/ peak of the noise le-

vel curves coincide with certain break-off in the head. The cavita-

tion number <D is defined by 6" -($» - Pvj/(«t5 ?TT ) * where
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p^, is the static pressure in the place of the model, p
v
 is the va-

por pressure, f is the liquid density and v indicates the mean ve-

locity of undisturbed flow. The cavitation number Q for pumps

is the usual ©
p
 = Ah

N p s H
/H flj, CV',

2. Method of measurement

The method of measurement and its successful employment in inves-

tigating hydraulic machines has been described indetail in earlier

publications of the authors flj
f
 f}J; therefore now only a fev- of

the more important data of the method are referred to. Briiel and

Kjaer acceleration sensors £G/ measuring in the 20-20000 Hβ range

were placed on the spiral volute casing of the pumps /P/ to be ex-

amined /Fig.3./. The electric signale received were introduced

through an amplifier /E/ into a frequency analyser /FA/ connec-

ted to a level recorder /R/.

Measurement of the hydraulic

characteristios of the pumps

was made by traditional methods.

In the course of investigations

the acceleration values of the

vibrations was measured, and

Pig. 3.

• IV

the levels were calculated from

the correlation

n = 10,

a * g '

where g is the value of the measured, while g is that of the gravi-

tation acceleration. Fig.4. contains the frequency-spectrum curves

20
taken in the 6,3-20

range, with different

discharge at constant

geodetic suction head in

a pump examined. The cur-

ves are,with good app-

roximation, parallel

meaning that the inves-

tigations can be made

at any arbitrarily cho-

sen frequency. From such

frequency - spectrum
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curves the noise level curve of the pump as function of the rate

of flow can be constructed. Fig.5. shows such a curve as a functi-

on of the relative discharge. The curve was drawn according to the

values belonging to 10 kH« of the

frequency-spectrum. Points A
a
, B*,

G*
f
 D*

t
 of Fig.4. are marked in

this figure.

3. Further informations to be gai-

ned from the acoustic examina-

tion of the pumps.

Fig.6. presents the head-ca-

pacity, efficiency and noise level

curves of a pump, drawn in relati-

ve scales /related to the val-

ues belonging to the point of high-

est efficiency/, where H is the de-

livery head, Q is the discharge,
1
^

is the efficiency of the pump,An

is the difference of tiwaccelaretdot

levels measured in different work-

ing conditions and at the highest

02 Of. Oβ as 1,0 1.2 i* efficiency point. Curve ^ n
QIQopt

 &

its minimum value at the highest

Fig. 5. efficiency point. Right of the

minimum value the accele-

5
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ration level curve rises steeply

indicating the occurrence of ca-

vi^cttion marked also by the sud-

den drop of the H and f\ curves.

The curve shows a fairly steep ri-

se left of the minimum point, too,

. indicating that the pump bad wor-

ked with cavitation already befo-

re the audden change in the head-

capacity and efficiency curves.

Thus the widespreid view that no

cavitation occurs before the *=ud-

den changes in the characteristics

curves cannot be maintained any

longer. The pump examined works

without cavitation only in the

neighbourhood of the maximum ef-

ficiency point. The character of

Pig. 8. the noiee level curve for a pump

working cavitation-free with small discharges is presented in Pig.7.

The so-called suction capacity noise level curves /¥PSH-n /

taken at the investigation of the suction capacity of the pumps

and the pump noise level curves /Q-n^ taken at sonstant number of

revolutions and constant geodetic suction head of the pumps are in

close correlation. The suction capacity noise level curves belon-

ging to the Ae B, C and Dpoints of the pump noise level curve

shown in Pig.8. is illustrated in Pig.9. The close connexion bet-

ween the two curves is also shown by the fact that the n g A,

points of Pig.8. are the points belonging to the highest HPSH of

Pigs. 9A, 98, etc. The noise level curvee of the suction capacity

shown in Pig.9. were taken at 20 kH* frequency,but within the

frequency range determined according to the considerations menti-

oned above these curves can also be taken at any frequency and will

yield identical results. This is verified by lig.10^, where the re-

sulting noise level curve /d/ belonging to the value Q./Q x=0.38,

as well as the noise level curves taken at frequencies 20, 14, and

10 kHs, /c,b,a resp./ can be seen. The HPSH values were determined

by the usual correlation

ngB, etc.

BPSH •= p l ~

-10 r
! •> S

HKHl
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2 • 6
HPSt

ments because of

allows to conclud
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siderable decreas

/B-L and D-,/. The

curve is ehown ii
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so siee of the j
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a cavitation chai
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where p-̂  is the pres-

sure to be measured

in the suction cover

of the pump, -f is the

specific gravity of the

delivered fluid, c,

:'.B the mean velocity

in the suction pipe.

Returning to the

suction capacity no-

ise level curves

shown in Pig.9., the*

se are usually curves

disclosing two peak

values where the smal-

ler peak value refers

to the cavitation on

the suction sida whi-

le the second, bigger

on to the cavitation

on the prassure side.

The recurring line

of the second peak

on the curve marked

A could not be fol-

lowed by measure-

Pig. 9.

ments because of the appearance of strong vibrations. The figure

allows to conclude to a fully developed cavitation on the suction

side, in point A,. With increasing discharge /Figa.B and C / a con-

siderable decrease in the suction side cavitation can be observed

/B-ĵ  and D^/. The simultaneous change in the head and the noise level

curve is ehown in Fig.11, for case I of the figure series 9. It

must be noted that for the determination of the peak indicating the

so sise of the pressure side cavitation the presentation in the

function of EPSH is not fully adequate since NPSH is not really

a cavitation characteristic. R Γ this purpose the ncdae level •eeetwmaot

7.
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taken as function of the cavitation num-

ber is suitable. However, interesting

conclusions can fre drawn from the cur-

ves. Thus, for instance, in case D of

the Figure 9. series it can be determi-

ned that there is developed pressure

side cavitation belonging to the maxi-

mum SPSH value; the cavitation reahhes

its maximum intensity and full exhaus-

tion in a comparatively narrow HPSH

range, when the blade channels of the

impeller are partly filled in by the

Or
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Pig. 11.

6NKH[m]

cavity and it decreases the useful ^rose section for delivery con-
siderably.

For the qualification of pumps it is customary to indicate

e
NPSH
M
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the /JJPSH/
krit

, or 6-
p k r i t

 va-

lues, as functions of the flow

rate. By agreement, these

critical values mean the

BPSH and Q values belong-

ing to 1-3 % decrease of

head,respectively. In Fig.12.

are represented the SPSH valueB

belonging to t he peaks and mini-

mums of Pig.9. as function of

the relative discharge. They

are marked with the same nua-

bers as the subscripts in Pig.9.

The curve marked with the num-

ber 4 shows the/HP3H/
k
 .. values

defined a value belonging to

3% decrease in the head.

Fig, 13* contains the 6

Fig. 12.

values as functions of the relative discharge calculated from the

correlation

krif

H
where D^ is the inlet diame-

ter of the inpeller and H is

the head belonging to the gi-

ven discharge on the head-ca-

pacity curve of the pump
a
 The-

se curves carry physical con-

tent and they justify the fact

that the conventionally used

curve belongs really to the

incipient stage of the

cavitation on the preBBure

side.

Pig. 13.
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In course of the investigations the authors strove to estab-

lish a cavitation coefficient that gives a better reflection of the

conditions under which cavitation occurs than the UPSH or Q

values, this cavitation coefficient is
p krit

X =

where in the numerator the difference between the pressure corres-

ponding to the delivery head and the vapor pressure appears, while

in the denominator, u~ signifies the peripheral velocity of the im-

peller. Pig, 14. presents the noise level curve taken ae a function

o
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Pig. 14.

of the suction capacity and a function of the cavitation coeffici-

ent according to Equ. /4/. Latter curve gives good indication ae

to the cavitation of the pump. It is verifiable from the curve the

fact that there is a comparatively insignificant cavitation on the

suction side /marked 1 /, while it shows also the cavitation on

the pressure side influencing the working conditions of the pump,

/point marked 3/. The character of the curve, by the way, shows

good coincidence with that of the noise level curve taken in the

hydrodynamic tunnel /Pig.l./ and the characteristic sections can

be found here,too.

The noise level measurements are very sensitive in indicating

changes in the rir content as well. Pig.15. is a good illustration

of that. Section I^ of the curve in the figure shows the results

of noise level measuring, when air intruded into the pî ap through

10.
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a little crack in the auction pipe of the pump. Attention is called

to this irregulatity by the sinking initial section of the noise le-

vel curve, as this initial section should be slightly rising, or

horieontal. After stopping the intrusion of air the noise level

measurement resulted in curve L,'2'

*5

g

[dS!
10

-S

1
liKr

/ /

6 8
NPSHpn]

Pig. 15.

10

4. Evaluation of the results

A considerable number of

investigations made with one-

stage, open and closed impeller-

type as well as double flow path

pumps clearly indicate the fact

that the noise level curve marks

with sufficient accuracy the pla-

ce of the maximum efficiency po-

int; the character of the curve

also gives icfonaetionas to

whether cavitation must be co-

unted with before the maximum

efficiency piint. At the same

time it shows the correlation

between the development of cavi-

tation and the characteristics

curves in the range Q/Qopt > 1. The suction capacity noise level

curves yield information about the types and intensity of the cavi-

tation in the impeller and give a concrete content to the BPSH va-

lues customary by pump investigations. The noise level curve of the

pump and the noise level curve of the suction capacity as well as

the conventional suctions capacity curve are closely interconnected.

The results also indicate that the noise level investigations

of pumps will give more ample and new information as to the working

conditions of the pumps. The cavitation conditions of the pumps are

enlightened throughout the full delivery range. For characterising

the cavitation conditions of the pumps the authors have introduced

the cavitation coefficient K giving better characterisation of

the cavitational behaviour of hydraulic machines. Koise level mea-

surements increases the reliability of hydraulic measurements and

gives a basis to the designers for estimating the cavitation be-

haviour of the impeller and the pump.

u
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SYMPOSIUM 1970 i

STOCKHOLM 4

THE FLOTT TEIPfilTy MRJRTiHIMG METHOD BY TRACIBG EACH

EIECTROLYTICALLY GERERATEB BOBBIE

LA METHOBE POUB MESUBER IA VELOCITE IB L'fCQPLEMEMT

BAB TBACEMEHT BE IA CHACUNE BULLS GJSNBREE ELBCTB.OLYEIQ,UEMEin?

Teruo Eumagai, Lecturer Science University of Tokyo Noda City, Japan

Faculty of Science & Technolcjy

Synopsis

The analization of such nonsteady flow aa a separated flow or a turbulent pipe fl-

ow has recently been needed much more to utilize the Coanda flow or an outer flow

around a cusp for the fluid equipments,or to improve the fluid machines and equip-

ments performance. The flow visualization method is much effective to understand

these flows,and so,many kinds of flow visualization techniques have been developed

and discussed. In this research,from this viewpoint,the established Hydrogen Bubb-

le method for the steady flow was developed to be suitable for the high speed tur-

bulent flow by tracing each electrolytically generated bubble in a given short

time interval. For this perpose the size of a hydrogen bubble traceable to a turb-

ulent flow was decided and the technique to generate the suitable size of bubbles

electrolytically was developed* Then the turbulent flow through the square cross-

sectional closed channel was measured by this method.

Synopsis

L'analysation de l'ecoulement non-atationnaire,comme un 'e'coulement s€pare ou un e-

coulement turbulent,a rScentment et& beaucoup plus preesee pour utiliser 1'ecoule-

ment de Coanda ou l'^coulement exterieur autour de la pointe de l'equipement,ou p-

our ameliorer la performance de la machine et l'equipement qui utilisent du fluide.

Pour mieux comprendre de tels £coulements,la visualisation des e'coulement est effe-

ctive. Pour cette raison,des nombreux techniques en ont £t§ developpe"es et diseute"-

es. Bans la presents recherche,on a am^liore,de cet point de vue.la mithode de la

Bulle du Hydrogene,bien itablie pour l'e'coulement stationnaire.de telle sorte qû fii-

le peut @tre appliquie aussi bien au Icoulemsnt turbulent a. haute velocite.en traj-

ant la chacune bulle ge'nerSe Slectrolytiquement dans un intervalle court de temps

donne. Pour cet but,on a de"cid6 la dimension d'une bulle du hydrogSne qui peut ^tre

trac&e dans l'ecoulement turbulent,et daveloppS la technique pour glnirer ilectrol-

ytiquement la bulle a. la dimension appropriSe. Puie on a meauri par la methods Vi-

coulement turbulent qui €coule dans le canal clos It section transversale carreeo



1. Introduction

The selection of a tracer for flow visualization methods has generally been made

in the viewpoint of the easiness of the technique to inject the tracer into the

flow. The hydrogen bubble method has recently been used much more for many superio-

rities on the others,but the suitable range of the hydrogen bubble method,establis-

hed by Schraub and co-workers[i] and developed by Asanuma and Takeda[2],is quantit-

atively limited to the case of the low speed and steady flow for the following two

reasons; (i)the difficulty of manufacturing the high voltage and high frequency

square-wave d.Ccpower unit,and (2)unsuitability to the turbulent flow of the larger

turbulence scale than the distance scale of the bubble generating part made on the

cathode wire. And the visualization method has not developed for the general high

speed turbulent flows.

In this paper,the hydrogen bubble method for the low speed and steady flow is

developed to be suitable for the general turbulent flow by tracing each bubble gen-

erated electrolytically in a given short time interval ,wnich is marked by the shut-

tering time interval of the camera calibrated,or by the lighting time interval, For

this purpose,the motion of a hydrogen bubble in water is made clear and the size of

a hydrogen bubble traceable to a turbulent flow is decided. And experimental data

on the technique to generate electrolytically the suitable size of bubbles are given

. Then this method is practically applied to measure and analize the turbulent flow

through the square cross-sectional closed channel.

2. Rising motion of bubble in water

SaffmantSlnEKle clear that an air-bubble of 1.4-6.0mm^dia. rises with zig-zag

motion and the smaller bubble rises rectilinearly,but the rising motion of a bubble

Komsnclature

A,C - coefficients in eq.(2)

B = maximum amplitude of bubble in

zig-sag motion

D • diameter of cathode wire

P t. drag of bubble

G m rns value of fluctuation

E •= distribution rate

E " length shown in fig. 22

U « time mean value of turbulent flow

Vt» «• terminal-rise rate of bubble

a <•> radius of bubble

d - diameter of bubble

f « frequency

r,B,y = coordinates in fig.7

Be *> Reynolds number

Cp = drag coefficient of bubble

jl = viscosity of water

jlS = angle between flow direction and

bubble generating part on cathode

Subscripts

b = bubble

s = solid sphere

t = tracer

Supercripts

*" = mean value

' = fluctuation value
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In the smaller size has not been made clear quitely. Schraub and co-workere[i] and

Asanuma und Takeda£2] calculated the terminal-rise rate of a bubble smaller than

0.03«mP assuming the drag of such a bubble expressed as the Stokes' solution for a

sphere moved slowly In fluid,and Hanawa and Ckantoto[43 obtained the terminal-rise

rate of a bubble larger than 0.2mmr dia.experimentaly. The terminal-rise rate of a

bubble in 0,03-0.2EmPdis.,how6ver,haB not given.

2.1 Erperimantal approach! The apparatus was constructed as shown in fig
o
1 to

analize the rising motion of a bubble in the horizontal flow. In the measuring part

of this closed water tuiu, .. the flow wae certified in the condition of the fully

developed turbulent pipe flow by measuring the static pressure distribution in the

flowing direction and by the velocity profile measured with the total pressure tube

as described in chapter 5.

In the measuring part of this water tunnel,a viewing window of the transparent

acrylic resin was Bet in each direction

,shown in fig.2. The d.e.power unit was

feasible to give the output of 200 volt

-10 ampere in d.c.or of 200 volt-14 am-

pere in square wave,which frequency was

1-1000 c/aec,and the distorsion rate

was within ±1.5 %. The Cr-Fe alloy wire

,composed of Cr 24$, Al 5.5$, Co 1-2.5

7& and Fβ 68-69.5$,and shown no change

in the life-tine test of 150 volt-100

hours ae an anode and of 150 volt-5

hours as a cathode,was used as the bu-

bble generating cathode wire,for the

one was stronger than Pt-wlre in stre-

amen 1
p*ersBim£.

Heasuring pa.rt
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tching and tending. Aβ to lighting, two general camera lamps of 500 watt were need

and the projector in parallel lighting was used for shadow-photographing. The cam-

era wae Nikcn-F, the shuttering time interval of which wae calibrated by the calib-

ration system.eonibined the quartz-crystal oscillator with the photoeleotronic devi-

ce.
lne cathode wire of 0.15-O.9Omm^dia.

f
the voltage of 0-200 volt,and the flow spa-

ed of 0-1.5 m/sec were used as the experimental factors, and in the still water the

hydrogen bubbles of 0
o
05-1.5nm^dia, and in the horizontally flowing water the hyd-

rogen bubbles of O.O5«O.5mn^dia.were generated and were photographed in the shutt-

ering time interval of 1/1000-1 sec to be red out by the magnifying glass scale,,

2.2 Zig-zag rJBing motion of bubble in still watenThe zig-zag rising motion of

a bubble is traced in 0.5 sec on the photograph as in fig.3 and the relation among

the bubble diameter,the maximum amplitude and the wave length was obtained experi-

mentaly as in fig.4. The bubble of 1.2-1,5mairdia. rises with zig-zag motion as in-

dicated by Safffflan[33 in the maximum amplitude of about 2mm. The bubble of 0,25-

0.3mnrdia, rises rectilinearly in general,but the one Btarts zig-zag motion under

the condition of any surrounding fluctuation and keeps this zig-zag motion. The

bubble of a diameter smaller than O.25nm^ rises rectilinearly without zig-zag mot-

ion. So, the bubble size of 0.25mm* is thought to be any limit of the bubble stab-

ility for zig-zag motion.

It is not clear whether a bubble,rising without sig-zag motion in the still wa-

ter, starta zig-zag motion or not in the flowing water
6
but a bubble,rising with zig

-zag motion in the still water, if thought to be surely in self-zig-zag motion in

the flowing water. And so,the bubble,which mean diameter is smaller than O.25mmr

is thought to be suitable for tracing a turbulent water flow.
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